
Nabor and Felix

Saints Nabor and Felix

Saints Nabor and Felix (foreground), with the
Virgin Mary, Saint Francis, Saint Claire, Saint
John the Baptist, Saint Mary Magdalene, and
Saint Catherine. Orazio Samacchini, ca. 1570.

Martyrs
Born 3rd century

Mauretania Caesariensis
(modern-day Algeria)

Died c. 303
Laus Pompeia, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Milan, Italy

Feast July 12

Attributes two young men in military attire;
palms

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nabor and Felix (d. c. ad 303) were Christian martyrs thought to
have been killed during the Great Persecution under the Roman
emperor Diocletian. A tomb in Milan is believed to contain their
relics.
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Legend [edit]

In the apocryphal "Acts of Saints Nabor and Felix" (which are
imitated from the Acts of other martyrs (such as those of Saint
Firmus and Saint Rusticus), the two are said to have been Roman
soldiers from Mauretania Caesariensis serving under Maximian.
They were condemned in Milan and executed by decapitation in
Laus Pompeia (Lodi Vecchio).

A pair of saints "Nabor and Felix" were also said to have been
martyred at Nicopolis in Lesser Armenia in ad 320 alongside
SS "Januarius and Marinus". They may be distinct or may have
been a merging of the story of the Italian saints with the local
couple Januarius and Pelagia.[1][n 1] The feast day of Januarius
and Pelagia was observed on July 11[2] and that of the quartet on
July 10.[1]

Veneration [edit]

In early 4th-century, their relics were translated, probably by the Bishop of Milan Maternus from their place of
interment to a place outside the walls of Milan, placed a few hundred meters north of the present Basilica of
Sant'Ambrogio. A church (Basilica Naboriana) was built over their new tomb, as recorded by Paulinus of Milan in
his life of Saint Ambrose. Tradition states that Savina of Milan died while praying at the tomb of Nabor and Felix.
Saint Ambrose wrote a hymn about them.

When Emperor Frederick Barbarossa captured Milan in 1158, he gave some of the relics of Saints Felix and
Nabor to Rainald of Dassel, archbishop of Cologne, who brought them to his episcopal see.[3] The relics
associated with Felix and Nabor are situated in a chapel in Cologne Cathedral.[4] Nabor and Felix are depicted
on the 1181 "Shrine of the Three Kings" by Nicholas of Verdun in Cologne Cathedral.[5]

In 1258 their relics were moved to the church of Saint Francis of Assisi that was erected in place of the Basilica
Naboriana. On 14-16 April 1798, shortly before the demolition of the church of Saint Francis of Assisi, their
relics were translated in the Basilica of Sant'Ambrogio. Their relics are placed today in an ancient sarcophagus
in the right nave of Sant'Ambrogio Basilica along with the relics of Saint Maternus and of Saint Valeria.[6]

Feast day [edit]

The Roman Catholic Church recognizes Nabor and Felix as martyr saints, inserting them, under the date of 12
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July, in the Roman Martyrology, its official list of saints.[7] They were also included in the General Roman
Calendar from before the 12th century.[8] with a feast day that was reduced to a commemoration when Saint
John Gualbert was added to the calendar in 1595. The 1969 revision removed mention of Nabor and Felix from
the General Roman Calendar, but the rules in the Roman Missal published in the same year authorizes
celebration of their Mass on their feast day everywhere, unless in some locality an obligatory celebration is
assigned to that day.[9]

Desventuradas Islands [edit]

The Desventuradas Islands, San Félix and San Ambrosio, were sighted by Juan Fernández in 1574. Pedro
Sarmiento de Gamboa wrote in 1579 that "they are now called after St Felix and St Ambor (i.e. Felix and
Nabor)." Due to linguistic corruption, the name Ambor (Nabor) became confused with that of the more famous
Bishop of Milan Saint Ambrose (San Ambrosio).[10]

See also [edit]

Other saints Felix

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Marinus being the male form of the Greek name Pelagios and gender bending being a common theme among the
many saints conflated with St Pelagia the Harlot.
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Namatius

This page was last edited on 27 June 2018, at 05:54 (UTC).

Namatius

Stained glass window showing Saint
Namatius, from the Church of Saint-Eutrope in

Clermont-Ferrand.

Born ?
place of birth unknown

Died After 462
place of death unknown

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast October 27

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Namatius (disambiguation).

This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss
these issues on the talk page. (Learn how and when to remove these
template messages)

This article relies largely or entirely on a single source.
(January 2017)
This article relies too much on references to primary sources.
(January 2017)

Saint Namatius (French: Namace) is a saint in the Roman
Catholic church. He was the eighth or ninth bishop of Clermont
(then called Arvernis) from 446 to 462, and founded Clermont's
first cathedral, bringing the relics of Saints Vitalis and Agricola to it
from Bologna. Of this construction project, Gregory of Tours
writes:

He undertook the task of building the older church
which is still standing and is contained within the walls
of the city, one hundred and fifty feet in length, sixty in
width,-that is, the nave, fifty in height to the vault, with
a round apse in front and on each side aisles finely
built, the whole building is laid out in the form of a
cross; it has forty-two windows, seventy columns,
eight doors. The fear of God is in it and a great
brightness is seen, and in the spring a very pleasant
fragrance as if of spices is perceived there by the
devout. It has near the altar walls of variegated work
adorned with many kinds of marble. The blessed
bishop on finishing the building in the twelfth year,
sent priests to Bologna in Italy, to procure relics of
saints Agricola and Vitalis, who we know very certainly
were crucified in the name of Christ our God.[1]

References [edit]

1. ^ Gregory of Tours, History of the Franks, 2.16

Catholic Church titles
Preceded by

Rusticus
Bishop of Clermont

446–462
Succeeded by

Eparchius

 This article about a French saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

 This article about a French bishop is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Nana of Iberia

Saint Queen Nana

Mosaic of Queen Nana and her tomb (right) at
the Samtavro Monastery, Mtskheta

Queen of Iberia
Tenure 292–361

Predecessor Abeshura of Iberia

Born 3rd century
Bosporan Kingdom

Died 4th century
Mtskheta, Kingdom of Iberia

Burial Samtavro Monastery, Mtskheta

Spouse Mirian III of Iberia

Issue Rev II of Iberia 
Aspacures II of Iberia 
anonymous daughter

Dynasty Bosporan dynasty (by birth) 
Chosroid dynasty (by marriage)

Father Tiberius Julius Theothorses

Religion Georgian Orthodox Church
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media related to Nana of
Iberia.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nana (Georgian: ) was a Queen consort of Kingdom of Iberia
as the second wife of Mirian III in the 4th century. For her role in
the conversion of Georgians to Christianity she is regarded by the
Georgian Orthodox Church as saint and is canonized as Saint
Equal to the Apostles Queen Nana (Georgian: 

  ).[1][2]

Family [edit]

According to the Georgian chronicles, Nana was "from a Greek
territory, from Pontus, the daughter of Oligotos"[3] whom Mirian
married after his first wife died (in 292 according to Cyril
Toumanoff). Nana bore Mirian two sons: Rev II, Varaz-Bakur and a
daughter who married Peroz, the first Mihranid dynast of Gugark.[4]

Pontus here may refer to the Bosporan Kingdom, then a client
state of the Roman Empire. Toumanoff has assumed that the
name of Nana's father might have been a Georgian corruption of
"Olympius" or "Olympus", a Bosporan dynast whose son Aurelius
Valerius Sogus Olympianus, a Roman governor of Theodosia, is
known from a Greek inscription of 306 dedicated to "the Most High
God" on the occasion of the building of the Jewish "prayer
house".[5] Alternatively, Christian Settipani identifies Nana as a
younger daughter of Theothorses, a Bosporan king.[6]

Conversion [edit]

The medieval Georgian sources relate that Nana had been a
staunch pagan and despised Christian preaching until she was
miraculously cured of a terrible disease, and subsequently converted, by a Cappadocian Christian missionary,
Nino. The Roman scholar Tyrannius Rufinus, writing his history half a century after the Iberian conversion on
the basis of the oral account of Bacurius the Iberian, also mentions an unnamed queen of the Iberians who was
cured by a woman, a Christian captiva.[7] Through Nino's ministry, King Mirian was also converted around 337
and Christianity became an official religion in Iberia. Nana outlived her husband by two years and died,
according to Toumanoff's chronology, in 363. She was canonized by the Georgian church. Nana and Mirian are
traditionally considered to have been buried at the Samtavro convent in Mtskheta, where their tombs are still
shown.[2]
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Narcisa de Jesús

Saint
Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán

Laywoman
Born 29 October 1832

Nobol, Guayas, Ecuador

Died 8 December 1869 (aged 37)
Lima, Peru

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 25 October 1992, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 12 October 2008, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Major shrine Santuario de Santa Narcisa de
Jesus Martillo Morán, Ecuador

Feast August 30

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the town in Ecuador also known by this name, see Nobol.

Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán (29 October 1832 – 8
December 1869) was an Ecuadorian Catholic saint.[1] Martillo was
known for her charitable giving and strict devotion to Jesus Christ
while becoming somewhat of a hermit dedicated to discerning his
will. The death of her parents prompted her to relocate in order to
work as a seamstress while doubling as a catechist and educator
to some of her siblings who needed caring. But her devotion to
God was strong and it led her to live amongst the Dominican
religious in Peru where she spent time before her death.[2][3]

Her cause for sainthood commenced on 27 September 1975,
under Pope Paul VI, and she became titled as a Servant of God;
while the confirmation of her life of heroic virtue allowed for Pope
John Paul II to name her as Venerable on 23 October 1987.
Martillo was beatified on 25 October 1992, after the approval of a
1967 miracle, while the confirmation of a 1992 miracle allowed for
Pope Benedict XVI to canonise her on 12 October 2008 in Saint
Peter's Square.[4]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Canonization

2.1 Miracles
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán was born on 29 October 1832 in
the small village of San José in Nobol in Ecuador as the sixth of
nine children born to Pedro Martillo and Josefina Morán who were
landowners.[1] Her father was a great worker to the point that he
amassed considerable wealth; he had a devotion to Blessed
Mariana de Jesús and Saint Jacinto of Poland.[2]

Her mother died in 1838 and she took up much of the domestic chores as a result of this while an elder sister
and teacher taught her to read and write as well as to sing and use the guitar; she also learned how to sew and
cook. The girl also turned a small room in her house into a domestic chapel.[2][4] She received her Confirmation
on 16 September 1839. Martillo frequented a small wood near her home for contemplation in solitude, while the
guava tree near which she went to is now a large pilgrimage destination. The girl also chose the then-Blessed
Mariana de Jesús as her patron with whom she identified and strove to imitate in her own life.[1] Martillo was
known for being sweet and thoughtful with a peaceful and generous disposition; she was obedient to those
around her and was well-known and loved in her village. Martillo was blonde with bright blue eyes and was
strong and agile; she was also tall.[2][3]

The death of her father in January 1852 prompted her to relocate to Guayaquil where she lived with prominent
nobles and it was here that she began her mission of helping the poor and the sick and caring for abandoned
children. It was also here that she took a job as a seamstress in order to fund her mission as well as supporting
her eight brothers and sisters.[1][4] But she soon moved to Cuenca for some months where she went from home
to home and lived with whoever would take her in including Mercedes de Jesús Molina, to allow herself greater
time for silent contemplation and penance. In 1865 her spiritual director fell ill, and died in 1868, which was at
the time the local bishop invited her to live with the Carmelites even though she had refused the offer.[3]
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Her remains in Ecuador.

In June 1868 she relocated to Lima in Peru at the advice of her new Franciscan spiritual director Pedro Gual
where she lived in the Dominican convent at Patrocinio despite not being a nun. It was here that she followed a
demanding schedule of eight hours of reflection which was offered in silence and solitude.[1][2] In addition she
devoted four hours of the night to various forms of mortification which included flagellation and the wearing of a
crown of thorns. In terms of nourishment she fasted on bread and water alone and took the Eucharist as her
sole form of sustenance while she was sometimes seen in an ecstatic state.

In late September 1869 she developed high fevers for which medical remedies could do little and she died as a
result before midnight on 8 December 1869; upon her death a nun reported a pleasant and sweet odor filling
the room that Martillo had died in. She died upon the opening of the First Vatican Council.[2][3] Her remains were
deemed upon exhumation to be incorrupt in 1955, and were transferred from Peru back to her homeland of
Ecuador until 1972, when moved to her village of Nobol. On 22 August 1998 a shrine in her honor was
dedicated in Nobol where her remains now rest.[1]

Canonization [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Narcisa de Jesús" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(October 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Upon her death the cities that she had dwelt in came to
revere and acclaim her as a saint while the Dominican nuns
she had lived with preserved her remains at their Peru
convent. The cause for her canonization later commenced
with the beginning of the informative process tasked with
collecting documentation from 26 September 1961 until the
process was closed on 10 July 1962 at which stage her
writings received theological approval on 8 July 1965. The
officials in charge of the cause sent a large Positio dossier
to Rome to the Congregation for Rites for investigation
before historians approved the cause on 8 May 1974. The
formal introduction to the cause came under Pope Paul VI
on 27 September 1975 and she became titled as a Servant

of God as a result. Theologians met to discuss the cause on 24 July 1984 but did not come up with a clear
consensus and so met again on 20 December 1984 where the group approved the cause. The members of the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints approved the cause as well on 16 June 1987. Martillo became titled as
Venerable on 23 October 1987 after Pope John Paul II acknowledged the fact that she had lived a model life of
heroic virtue.

One miracle was required for her to be beatified and it had to be a healing that science and medicine could not
explain. One such case arose and was investigated in a diocesan tribunal before the findings were submitted to
the competent officials in Rome for further investigation. The C.C.S. validated this process on 30 June 1984
while a panel of medical experts approved the miraculous nature of this healing on 27 June 1991. Theologians
approved it as well on 20 December 1991 after confirming the miracle came as a result of Martillo's intercession
while the C.C.S. approved the findings of both bodies on 18 February 1992. John Paul II approved this miracle
on 7 March 1992 and beatified her in Saint Peter's Square on 25 October 1992.

The second and final miracle needed for full sainthood was investigated in the diocese of its origin before it
received C.C.S. validation on 4 October 2002 upon all documents being submitted to them in Rome. The
medical experts approved this miracle on 18 January 2006 as did the theologians on 4 April 2006 and the
C.C.S. on 19 December 2006. Pope Benedict XVI approved this miracle on 1 June 2007 and formalized the date
at a gathering of cardinals on 1 March 2008; Benedict XVI canonized Martillo on 12 October 2008.

Miracles [edit]

The miracle that led to her beatification was the healing of Juan Pesántez Peñaranda who was single and
working in banana plantations in Pasaje in El Oro. He was working when a banana stalk struck him in the head
and caused several tumors to appear which repeated surgeries in 1967 could not cure. He was just over 20 at
the time and didn't believe in miracles. He was at the Luis Vernanza Hospital when he met a policeman who
suggested he write "Narcisita" on a piece of paper. He was skeptical that this would bring results but did this and
had a dream of her that night which also caused him to be cured of his tumors.
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The miracle that led to her sainthood was the healing of Edelmina Arellano who was cured from a congenital
defect in 1992. Edelmina was born without genital organs and at the age of seven was cured after her mother
took her to the shrine dedicated to the then-Blessed and appealed for her intercession. It was mere hours later
that the child had an appointment with her doctor who testified that the girl was normal like all other children with
no defects apparent whatsoever.[4]
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Narcisa de Jesús

Saint
Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán

Laywoman
Born 29 October 1832

Nobol, Guayas, Ecuador

Died 8 December 1869 (aged 37)
Lima, Peru

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 25 October 1992, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 12 October 2008, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Major shrine Santuario de Santa Narcisa de
Jesus Martillo Morán, Ecuador

Feast August 30

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Narcisa de Jesus Martillo Moran)

For the town in Ecuador also known by this name, see Nobol.

Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán (29 October 1832 – 8
December 1869) was an Ecuadorian Catholic saint.[1] Martillo was
known for her charitable giving and strict devotion to Jesus Christ
while becoming somewhat of a hermit dedicated to discerning his
will. The death of her parents prompted her to relocate in order to
work as a seamstress while doubling as a catechist and educator
to some of her siblings who needed caring. But her devotion to
God was strong and it led her to live amongst the Dominican
religious in Peru where she spent time before her death.[2][3]

Her cause for sainthood commenced on 27 September 1975,
under Pope Paul VI, and she became titled as a Servant of God;
while the confirmation of her life of heroic virtue allowed for Pope
John Paul II to name her as Venerable on 23 October 1987.
Martillo was beatified on 25 October 1992, after the approval of a
1967 miracle, while the confirmation of a 1992 miracle allowed for
Pope Benedict XVI to canonise her on 12 October 2008 in Saint
Peter's Square.[4]
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Life [edit]

Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán was born on 29 October 1832 in
the small village of San José in Nobol in Ecuador as the sixth of
nine children born to Pedro Martillo and Josefina Morán who were
landowners.[1] Her father was a great worker to the point that he
amassed considerable wealth; he had a devotion to Blessed
Mariana de Jesús and Saint Jacinto of Poland.[2]

Her mother died in 1838 and she took up much of the domestic chores as a result of this while an elder sister
and teacher taught her to read and write as well as to sing and use the guitar; she also learned how to sew and
cook. The girl also turned a small room in her house into a domestic chapel.[2][4] She received her Confirmation
on 16 September 1839. Martillo frequented a small wood near her home for contemplation in solitude, while the
guava tree near which she went to is now a large pilgrimage destination. The girl also chose the then-Blessed
Mariana de Jesús as her patron with whom she identified and strove to imitate in her own life.[1] Martillo was
known for being sweet and thoughtful with a peaceful and generous disposition; she was obedient to those
around her and was well-known and loved in her village. Martillo was blonde with bright blue eyes and was
strong and agile; she was also tall.[2][3]

The death of her father in January 1852 prompted her to relocate to Guayaquil where she lived with prominent
nobles and it was here that she began her mission of helping the poor and the sick and caring for abandoned
children. It was also here that she took a job as a seamstress in order to fund her mission as well as supporting
her eight brothers and sisters.[1][4] But she soon moved to Cuenca for some months where she went from home
to home and lived with whoever would take her in including Mercedes de Jesús Molina, to allow herself greater
time for silent contemplation and penance. In 1865 her spiritual director fell ill, and died in 1868, which was at
the time the local bishop invited her to live with the Carmelites even though she had refused the offer.[3]
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Her remains in Ecuador.

In June 1868 she relocated to Lima in Peru at the advice of her new Franciscan spiritual director Pedro Gual
where she lived in the Dominican convent at Patrocinio despite not being a nun. It was here that she followed a
demanding schedule of eight hours of reflection which was offered in silence and solitude.[1][2] In addition she
devoted four hours of the night to various forms of mortification which included flagellation and the wearing of a
crown of thorns. In terms of nourishment she fasted on bread and water alone and took the Eucharist as her
sole form of sustenance while she was sometimes seen in an ecstatic state.

In late September 1869 she developed high fevers for which medical remedies could do little and she died as a
result before midnight on 8 December 1869; upon her death a nun reported a pleasant and sweet odor filling
the room that Martillo had died in. She died upon the opening of the First Vatican Council.[2][3] Her remains were
deemed upon exhumation to be incorrupt in 1955, and were transferred from Peru back to her homeland of
Ecuador until 1972, when moved to her village of Nobol. On 22 August 1998 a shrine in her honor was
dedicated in Nobol where her remains now rest.[1]

Canonization [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Narcisa de Jesús" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(October 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Upon her death the cities that she had dwelt in came to
revere and acclaim her as a saint while the Dominican nuns
she had lived with preserved her remains at their Peru
convent. The cause for her canonization later commenced
with the beginning of the informative process tasked with
collecting documentation from 26 September 1961 until the
process was closed on 10 July 1962 at which stage her
writings received theological approval on 8 July 1965. The
officials in charge of the cause sent a large Positio dossier
to Rome to the Congregation for Rites for investigation
before historians approved the cause on 8 May 1974. The
formal introduction to the cause came under Pope Paul VI
on 27 September 1975 and she became titled as a Servant

of God as a result. Theologians met to discuss the cause on 24 July 1984 but did not come up with a clear
consensus and so met again on 20 December 1984 where the group approved the cause. The members of the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints approved the cause as well on 16 June 1987. Martillo became titled as
Venerable on 23 October 1987 after Pope John Paul II acknowledged the fact that she had lived a model life of
heroic virtue.

One miracle was required for her to be beatified and it had to be a healing that science and medicine could not
explain. One such case arose and was investigated in a diocesan tribunal before the findings were submitted to
the competent officials in Rome for further investigation. The C.C.S. validated this process on 30 June 1984
while a panel of medical experts approved the miraculous nature of this healing on 27 June 1991. Theologians
approved it as well on 20 December 1991 after confirming the miracle came as a result of Martillo's intercession
while the C.C.S. approved the findings of both bodies on 18 February 1992. John Paul II approved this miracle
on 7 March 1992 and beatified her in Saint Peter's Square on 25 October 1992.

The second and final miracle needed for full sainthood was investigated in the diocese of its origin before it
received C.C.S. validation on 4 October 2002 upon all documents being submitted to them in Rome. The
medical experts approved this miracle on 18 January 2006 as did the theologians on 4 April 2006 and the
C.C.S. on 19 December 2006. Pope Benedict XVI approved this miracle on 1 June 2007 and formalized the date
at a gathering of cardinals on 1 March 2008; Benedict XVI canonized Martillo on 12 October 2008.

Miracles [edit]

The miracle that led to her beatification was the healing of Juan Pesántez Peñaranda who was single and
working in banana plantations in Pasaje in El Oro. He was working when a banana stalk struck him in the head
and caused several tumors to appear which repeated surgeries in 1967 could not cure. He was just over 20 at
the time and didn't believe in miracles. He was at the Luis Vernanza Hospital when he met a policeman who
suggested he write "Narcisita" on a piece of paper. He was skeptical that this would bring results but did this and
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had a dream of her that night which also caused him to be cured of his tumors.

The miracle that led to her sainthood was the healing of Edelmina Arellano who was cured from a congenital
defect in 1992. Edelmina was born without genital organs and at the age of seven was cured after her mother
took her to the shrine dedicated to the then-Blessed and appealed for her intercession. It was mere hours later
that the child had an appointment with her doctor who testified that the girl was normal like all other children with
no defects apparent whatsoever.[4]
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Saints Narcissus, Argeus and
Marcellinus

Martyrs
Died ~320 AD

Tomi

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast January 2

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Narcissus, Argeus and Marcellinus (d. 320 AD) are
Christian saints and martyrs. Tradition states that they were
brothers enlisted as soldiers in the army of Licinius. After refusing
to perform military service due to their faith, they were tried and
put to death at Tomi. Another version is that the three brothers
who suffered martyrdom at Tomis in Pontus (on the Black Sea),
under the Emperor Licinius, who obliged all his soldiers to offer
sacrifice to the gods. Because of their refusal, the three brothers
were put to death. Argeus and Narcissus were beheaded, while Marcellinus, only a boy, was flogged,
imprisoned, and then drowned by being thrown into the Black Sea.[1]

Their feast day is January 2.

External links [edit]

Saints of January 2: Argeus, Narcissus & Marcellinus
Catholic Forum: Argeus, Narcissus, and Marcellinus

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. “Argeus, Narcissus and Marcellinus”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 30 July
2012

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This ancient Roman biographical article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Narcissus of Athens is numbered among the Seventy Disciples. Along with the Apostles Urban of Macedonia,
Stachys, Ampliatus, Apelles of Heraklion and Aristobulus of Britannia (all of these names are mentioned
together by St. Paul in Romans 16:8-11 , which cannot be casual) he assisted Saint Andrew. The Apostle
Philip ordained St. Narcissus bishop of Athens. His feast day is October 31.

Sources [edit]

St. Nikolai Velimirovic, The Prologue from Ohrid

References [edit]

This article is derived in whole or in part from Narcissus of Athens  at OrthodoxWiki , which is dually
licensed under CC-By-SA and GFDL. All relevant terms must be followed.
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Apostle Narcissus of the Seventy , January 4 (OCA)
Apostle Narcissus of the Seventy , October 31 (OCA)

Bishops and Archbishops of Athens

Bishops of Athens

Dionysius the Areopagite · Narcissus of Athens · Publius of Athens ·
Quadratus of Athens · Leonidas of Athens · Olympius · Pistus · Clematius ·
Modestus · Athanasius I · Anatolius · John I · John II · Contias · Theocharistus ·
Marinus · John III

Metropolitans of Athens

Gregorius I · Adamantius · John IV · Theodosius · Hypatius · Demetrius I ·
Germanus I · Demetrius II · Gabriel I · Gregorius II · Cosmas · Nicetas I · Sabbas I
· Anastasius · Sabbas II · George I · Nicetas II · Constantine · Philip · Theodegius
· Michael I · Leo I · Leo II · John V · Nicetas III · Nicephorus · Gerasimus ·
George II Bourtzes · Nicholas Hagiotheodorites · Michael II · Theophylactus ·
George III · George IV · Michael Choniates · Meletius I§ · Elias§ · Neophytus I§ ·
Anthimus I§ · Nicodemus§ · Dorotheus I of Athens · Macarius I · Gerbasius ·
Phantinus · Theodorus · Isidore · Dorotheus II · Anthimus II · Neophytus II ·
Laurentius · Callistus · Sophronius I · Nicanor · Theophanes I · Neophytus III ·
Samuel · Nathanael · Anthimus III · Cyril I · Metrophanes · Theophanes II ·
Sophronius II · Daniel · Anthimus IV · Jacob I · Athanasius II · Macarius II ·
Anthimus V · Cyril II · Meletius II · Jacob II · Zacharias · Anthimus VI · Bartholomew
· Neophytus IV · Bartholomew · Gabriel II · Benedict of Athens · Athanasius III ·
Benedict · Athanasius III · Gregorius III · Dionysius II of Athens ·
Gregory IV of Athens · Anthimus VII · Neophytus V of Athens · Michael IV of Athens ·
Theophilus of Athens · Anthonius of Athens · Procopius I of Athens ·
Germanus II of Athens · Procopius II of Athens · Theocletus I of Athens ·
Meletius III · Theocletus I of Athens

Archbishops of Athens and All Greece
Chrysostomos I · Damaskinos · Chrysanthus · Damaskinos · Spyridon ·
Dorotheus III · Theocletus II of Athens · Jacob III of Athens · Chrysostomos II ·
Ieronymos I · Seraphim · Christodoulos · Ieronymos II of Athens

§: Titular due to the Latin rule over Athens

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Narcissus of Jerusalem

Saint Narcissus of Jerusalem
Bishop of Jerusalem and Confessor

Born c. AD 99 (reputedly)

Died c. AD 216 (aged around 117)
Aelia Capitolina (Jerusalem),
Syria Palaestina

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church of
Arodon

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast October 29 (Roman Catholic
Church)
August 7 (Eastern Orthodox
Church)

Attributes Depicted as a Bishop holding a
thistle in blossom; pitcher of
water near him; an angel
depicted carrying his soul to
Heaven.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Narcissus of Jerusalem (c. 99 (reputedly) – c. 216) was
an early patriarch of Jerusalem. He is venerated as a saint by both
the Western and Eastern Churches. In the Roman Catholic
Church, his feast day is celebrated on October 29, while in the
Eastern Orthodox Church it is celebrated on August 7.

Life [edit]

It is inferred that the average reign of the bishops of Jerusalem
was short, as evidenced by the episcopal reigns of those who
followed Saint Simeon, the second bishop of Jerusalem, who was
martyred in the year 117 by the Emperor Trajan.[1][2] Of Greek
origin, tradition holds that Narcissus was born in the year 99 and
was at least 80 when he was made the 30th bishop of Jerusalem.[1]

More than a century had then elapsed since the city was
destroyed by the Romans, and it had since been rebuilt as Aelia
Capitolina by the Emperor Hadrian.

In the year 195, St Narcissus, together with Theophitus or
Theoctistus, bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, presided over a
council held by the bishops of Palestine in Caesarea, and it was decreed that Easter was to be always kept on a
Sunday, and not with the Jewish Passover. According to Eusebius, the bishop performed many miracles. One
miracle of note, as Eusebius testified, had occurred during the Easter Vigil when Narcissus changed water into
oil to supply all the lamps of the church.[3][4]

Narcissus was the subject of several serious allegations made by members of the Christian community, but
these proved to be false. He forgave his accusers, but left Jerusalem and lived in seclusion for several years.[5]

Three bishops governed the See of Jerusalem in succession during his absence. Upon his return to Jerusalem,
the people unanimously sought him out and asked him to resume his episcopal duties. This he did, but owing to
his extreme age and the weight of his duties, he made Saint Alexander his coadjutor bishop.[3] St Narcissus
continued to serve his flock and other churches outside his jurisdiction by his constant prayer and his
exhortations to the faithful for unity and peace.[6]
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Notes

1.  ̂a b Hoever (1955), p. 423
2. ^ St Simeon was elected bishop of Jerusalem after St James the Just was martyred in the year 63, and would

reign for nearly 54 years, but not without interruption (owing to persecution). See St Simeon of Jerusalem
3.  ̂a b Hoever (1955), p. 424
4. ^ Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, Book VI, ch. IX.
5. ^ Hoever (1955), pp. 423–424
6. ^ Saint of the Day, October 29: Narcissus of Jerusalem  Archived  2015-09-24 at the Wayback Machine
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Santi e beati: "San Narciso di Gerusalemme"  (in Italian)

Bishops and Patriarchs of the Greek Orthodox Church of Jerusalem

Bishops of Jerusalem
(until 451)

James, brother of Jesus · Simeon of Jerusalem · Justus · Zacchaeus · Tobias · Benjamin
· John I · Matthias · Philip · Senecas · Justus II · Levis · Ephram · Joseph I · Judas ·
Marcus · Cassianus · Poplius · Maximus I · Julian I · Gaius I · Symmachus · Gaius II ·
Julian II · Capion · Maximus II · Antoninus · Valens · Dolichianus · Narcissus · Dius ·
Germanion · Gordius · Alexander · Mazabanis · Imeneus · Zamudas · Ermon · Macarius ·
Maximus III · Cyril I · John II · Praulius · Juvenal

Patriarchs of Jerusalem
(from 451)

Juvenal · Anastasius I · Martyrius · Sallustius · Elias I · John III · Peter · Macarius II ·
Eustochius · John IV · Amos · Isaac · Zacharias · Modestus · Sophronius · Anastasius II ·
John V · Theodore · Elias II · George · Thomas I · Basileus · John VI · Sergius I · Solomon
· Theodosius · Elias III · Sergius II · Leontius I · Athanasius I · Christodulus · Agathon ·
John VII · Christodulus II · Thomas II · Joseph II · Orestes · Theophilus I · Nicephorus I ·
Joannichius · Sophronius II · Euthemius · Simeon II · Savvas§ · John VIII§ · Nicolas§ ·
John IX§ · Nicephorus II§ · Leontius II§ · Dositheos I · Marcus II · Euthemius II ·
Athanasius II · Sophronius III · Gregory I · Thaddaeus · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Lazarus
· Dorotheus I · Theophilus II · Theophanes I · Joachim · Theophanes II · Athanasius IV ·
Jacob II · Abraham I · Gregory III · Marcus III · Dorotheus II · Germanus · Sophronius IV ·
Theophanes III · Paiseus · Nectarius I · Dositheos II · Chrysanthus · Meletius · Parthenius
· Ephram II · Sophronius V · Abraham II · Procopius I · Anthemus · Polycarpus ·
Athanasius V · Cyril II · Procopius II · Hierotheus · Nicodemus I · Gerasimus I · Damian I ·
Timotheus I · Benedict I · Diodoros I · Irenaios I · Theophilus III
§: in exile at Constantinople due to the Latin rule over Jerusalem
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Saint Narnus

Carlo Ceresa, Saint Narnus Bishop, Church of
San Giovanni Apostolo, Villa d'Ogna, Bergamo.

Born Villa d'Ogna has been
considered the place of Narnus’
birth.[1]

Died 345
Bergamo

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Cathedral of Bergamo

Feast August 27

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Narnus (Italian: San Narno) is venerated as the first bishop
of Bergamo. Christian tradition holds that he was consecrated
during the Apostolic Age in his office by St. Barnabas, although
Narnus probably lived later than that. The oldest source that
mentions Narnus dates from the 13th century; it was written by
Branca da Gandino, a friar. He considers Narnus a bishop of
Bergamo during the reign of Diocletian in the fourth century.[1]

Veneration [edit]

He was buried in the crypt of a church in Bergamo dedicated to
Saint Alexander of Bergamo. When this church was demolished in
1561, Narnus’ relics, as well as those of his successor St. Viator,
were translated to the church of San Vincenzo, today the cathedral
of Bergamo, where they still rest today.[1]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c San Narno
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Saint Narnus
(in Italian) Santi e Beati

This article about an Italian saint is a stub. You can help
Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Natalia Tułasiewicz

Natalia Tułasiewicz

Memorial plaque to Natalia
Tułasiewicz in Poznań

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Natalia Tułasiewicz (9 April 1906 – 31 March 1945) was a teacher in
Poznań, Poland and a leader in the Catholic lay apostolate. A member
of the Polish Underground State, she died in the Ravensbrück
concentration camp, in a gas chamber. Tułasiewicz was beatified in
1999 as one of the 108 Martyrs of World War II.

Biography [edit]

Natalia Tułasiewicz was born in Rzeszów on 9 April 1906.[1] She moved
with her family to Poznań in 1921, where upon graduating from the
Poznań University she worked as a teacher, and was a leader in the lay
apostolate.

During the occupation of Poland, her family was among the many Polish
families who were dispossessed by the Germans after annexation of
Poznań; thrown out of their homes with only a few hours' notice.[1] She
was involved in the underground education in Kraków and was a
member of the Polish Underground State.[1] In 1943 she volunteered to
leave for the Third Reich together with other women who were forced to
perform heavy work, to give them spiritual comfort.[1] When the
Germans found out about her secret mission, she was arrested,
tortured, and condemned to death in the Ravensbrück concentration
camp.[1] On Good Friday 1945, she climbed a stool in the barracks and
spoke to the prisoners on the passion and resurrection of Jesus. Two
days later, on Easter Sunday, 31 March, she died in a gas chamber.[1]

The concentration camp was liberated two days later.[1]

Natalia Tułasiewicz is one of the only two lay women among the 108
Martyrs of World War II, beatified on 13 June 1999 by Pope John Paul
II.[1][2]
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who wronged us). "45 KB ". Missing or empty |url= (help)45 KB , Radio Maryja, 2006-09-03. (in Polish)

2. ^ Sylwia Palka, Poprzez ziemię ukochała niebo  Archived  2012-04-25 at the Wayback Machine, Miesięcznik
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Further reading [edit]

Bł. Natalia Tułasiewicz, Przeciw barbarzynstwu – Listy, Dzienniki, wspomnienia. Wydawnictwo "M", Kraków
2003.
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Natalis (bishop of Milan)

Natalis
Archbishop of Milan

Church Catholic Church

Appointed c. 746

Term ended c. 747

Predecessor Theodorus II

Successor Arifred

Sainthood
Feast day May 13

Venerated in Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Natalis (Latin: Natalis, Italian: Natale) was Archbishop of Milan in
the mid-8th century. He is honoured as a saint in the Catholic
Church and his feast day is May 13.

Life [edit]

Natalis was in office as archbishop from 746 to 747,[1] but also the
years 750 to 751[2] or 740 to 741 are proposed by scholars.

Almost nothing is known about the life and the episcopate of
Natalis. The main source of information about his episcopate was
a gravestone which was placed in the church of San Giorgio al
Palazzo in Milan and which was still extant in the 16th century.
From the copies of such gravestone it is known that Natalis governed the church of Milan for fourteen months,
that he died at 72 and that he founded the church of San Giorgio, having obtained a donation, probably from
Ratchis, king of the Lombards.[1]

Other traditional information about his life, such as his surname Marinoni and his scholarship in Latin and
Hebraic, have no historical basis.[2]

Natalis was buried in the nave of the church of San Giorgio al Palazzo. His relics were translated into the main
altar of the same church in the 18th century by archbishop Giuseppe Pozzobonelli, and are still venerated
there.[2] His feast day is May 13 in the Roman Rite and May 9 in the Ambrosian Rite.[3]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano (in Italian). Milano: Massimo. pp. 60–61. ISBN 88-
7030-891-X.

2.  ̂a b c Colombo, Giulio (1990). "Natale, santo". Dizionario della Chiesa Ambrosiana (in Italian). 4. Milano: NED.
p. 2440–2441. ISBN 88-7023-102-X.

3. ^ Magnoli, Claudio, ed. (2010). Celebrazioni dei santi. Messale ambrosiano quotidiano (in Italian). 4. Milano:
Centro Ambrosiano. p. 326. ISBN 978-88-8025-763-9.
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)
St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
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Middle Ages

1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)

$=considered an intruder by the Catholic Church
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Nath Í of Achonry

Saint
Nath Í

("the Priest") of Achonry

Irish saint, monastic founder

Personal details
Born Leyney, Co. Sligo, among the

Luigne of Connacht

Sainthood
Feast day 9 August

Venerated
in

Catholicism

Patronage Achad Conaire (Achonry)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other persons called Nath Í, see Nath Í

Saint Nath Í, or Crumnathy,[1] (fl. 6th century) was an early Irish
saint who was remembered as the founder of Achonry.

He is said to have been born in the barony of Leyney, in present-
day Co. Sligo. In the 17th century, John Colgan compiled a Latin
Life of St Cormac, published in the Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae
series, which relates that Cormac left his native Munster for
Connacht and arrived in the area of Leyney. When Niall, the
brother of the local chieftain Diarmait, begged the saint for a
blessing, Cormac revealed that he was to have a son by the name
of Conamel, whose descendants would include a number of
illustrious saints, such as Náth Í "the priest". In the Martyrology of
Donegal (9 August), he is described as the priest (cruimthir) Nath Í
of Achad Cain Conairi.

He is said to have studied under St Finnián of Clonard. On the instructions of his mentor, he founded a
monastery in Achad Cain or Achad Conaire (Achonry) in the district of the Luigne, the land having been
granted to him by Cennfáelad, king of Luigne. The foundation gave its name to what in the 12th century would
become the diocese of Achonry. The saint Féchín of Fore is said to have studied under him.

The Book of Lismore (fo. 43v) contains a short Irish anecdote relating what happened when Nath Í, called Dathi
the Priest, was once visited by the saints Columba, Comgall and Cainnech after the monastic community had
finished their meals.[2]

He was buried in Achad Cain and his festival is 9 August. He is the patron saint of the Irish diocese of Achonry
whose cathedral is The Cathedral Church of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. Nathy.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Archived copy" . Archived from the original  on 2013-05-04. Retrieved 2015-03-28.
2. ^ Whitley Stokes, Lives of Saints from the Book of Lismore (1890), p. xv (preface).

Primary sources [edit]

Félire Óengusso
Lives of St Féchín of Fore
Lives of St Finnian of Clonard

Irish Life, ed. Whitley Stokes, Lives of the Saints from the Book of Lismore. Oxford, 1890. Vol. 2.
Latin Life in the Codex Salmanticensis (fos. 83r-86v), ed. J. De Smedt and C. De Backer, Acta
Sanctorum Hiberniae ex codice Salmanticensi. Edinburgh et al., 1888. Cols 189–210.
Latin Life in Bodleian, Rawlinson MS B 485 (fos. 54-8), and Rawlinson B 505 (fos. 156v-160v).
Unpublished.

John Colgan, Vita S. Corbmaci, abbatis ("Life of St Cormac, abbot"), Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae. Louvain,
1645. 26 March.
Life of St Attracht
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Nathalan

Cowie kirk, originally dedicated to
St. Nathalan

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nathalan (or Nachlan), (died 678) is a saint in the Roman Catholic Church, who was active in the district now
known as Aberdeenshire, Scotland. He is also known by the names Saint Nachlan and Saint Nauchlan.
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Life [edit]

Nathalan was born in the village of Tullich, for which he was eventually
appointed as bishop. The earliest church in Tullich was founded by
Saint Nathalan in the 7th century.[1] He also built churches at Bothelim
and Colle.[2] He was a nobleman who cultivated. He possessed a large
estate, which he cultivated and distributed his harvest generously to the
poor.[1] He was one of the apostles of that country.[3]

Nathalan is reputed to have built the first small chapel on the windswept
clifftop at Cowie sometime during the 7th century.[4]

Legend [edit]

According to legend one very rainy summer the great saint, in a moment's weakness, cursed the rain which was
hindering the harvest. In penitence for his great sin in cursing God's creation, Nathalan padlocked his right arm
to his right leg, tossed the key into the River Dee and set off to walk to Rome to seek forgiveness. Upon
reaching Rome he sat down to supper. However, when he cut open the fish laid before him he found the very
key that he had thrown into the Dee many months previously. A pool in the river nearby is still known as "the
key pool" for this reason.[1]

Legacy [edit]

St Nathalan Roman Catholic Church, Ballater is named for him.[5] One of the stained glass windows in the
baptistery of the Church of St. James the Great in Stonehaven honours St Nathalan.[6]

Ballater's Masonic Lodge, founded in May 1815, is named "The Lodge of St Nathalan of Tullich-in-Mar" and is
number 259 on the roll of the Grand Lodge of Scotland

St. Nathalan is one of the saints depicted in the Millennium Murals at St. Mary's Cathedral, Aberdeen.[2]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "Tullich Church", Deeside Walks
2.  ̂a b " "Millennium Murals", St. Mary's Cathedral, Aberdeen"  (PDF). Archived from the original  (PDF) on 2011-
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Naucratius
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Naucratius" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (May
2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Naucratius was the son of Basil the Elder and Emmelia of Caesarea. He was the younger brother of
Macrina the Younger and Basil the Great, and an older brother of Gregory of Nyssa and Peter of Sebaste. He
distinguished himself both in scholarship and Christian devotion, as an active hermit.[1]

Life [edit]

Most of what is known of Naucratius, is from his brother, Gregory of Nyssa's Life of Macrina:

The second of the four brothers, Naucratius by name, who came next after the great Basil, excelled
the rest in natural endowments and physical beauty, in strength, speed and ability to turn his hand
to anything. When he had reached his twentyfirst year, and had given such demonstration of his
studies by speaking in public, that the whole audience in the theatre was thrilled, he was led by a
divine providence to despise all that was already in his grasp, and drawn by an irresistible impulse
went off to a life of solitude and poverty. He took nothing with him but himself, save that one of the
servants named Chrysapius followed him, because of the affection he had towards his master and
the intention he had formed to lead the same life. So he lived by himself, having found a solitary
spot on the banks of the Iris-a river flowing through the midst of Pontus. It rises actually in Armenia,
passes through our parts, and discharges its stream into the Black Sea. By it the young man found
a place with a luxuriant growth of trees and a hill nestling under the mass of the overhanging
mountain. There he lived far removed from the noises of the city and the distractions that surround
the lives both of the soldier and the pleader in the law courts. Having thus freed himself from the
din of cares that impedes man's higher life, with his own hands he looked after some old people
who were living in poverty and feebleness, considering it appropriate to his mode of life to make
such a work his care. So the generous youth would go on fishing expeditions, and since he was
expert in every form of sport, he provided food to his grateful clients by this means.[2]

Although a talented rhetorician, in 352 Naucratius abandoned that career to become a hermit not far from the
family estate at Annesi.[3] He undertook two tasks. The first was to care for his mother; the second, to provide
for some elderly poor people who lived near him. He became a skilled hunter. Raymond Van Dam says that
Naucratius's time in the wild recalled his grandparents, who, for a time, fled to the forests to avoid the
persecutions.[4]

For five years, Naucratius made every effort to ensure his mother was happy until one day in 357, having
started out on one of the expeditions, by which he provided necessaries for the old men under his care,
Naucratius and Chrysapius were killed in a hunting accident.[1] Naucratius's sudden death was a shock to the
entire family. Basil returned from Atherns either shortly before or shortly after the death of Naucratius. Anna
Silvas suggests that it was the death of Naucratius that brought Basil home.[5] That same year Basil moved to
his own hermitage on the estate.
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Nazaria Ignacia March Mesa

Saint
Nazaria Ignacia March y Mesa

Religious
Born 10 January 1889

Madrid, Kingdom of Spain

Died 6 July 1943 (aged 54)
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 27 September 1992, Saint
Peter's Square, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Canonized 14 October 2018, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast 6 July

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Missionaries of the Crusade

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nazaria Ignacia March Mesa (10 January 1889 – 6 July
1943) – in religious Nazaria of Saint Teresa of Jesus – was a
Spanish Roman Catholic professed religious and the founder of
the Missionaries of the Crusade.[1] Mesa immigrated from Spain to
Mexico where she joined a religious order that saw her minister in
Bolivia where she remained for most of her life. She served brief
stints in Spain to spread the religious order she founded after she
left her own order and relocated to Argentina where she later
died.[2]

Her beatification cause commenced under Pope Paul VI on 6
September 1966 and she was titled as a Servant of God while
Pope John Paul II later confirmed her heroic virtue and named her
to be Venerable on 1 September 1988; he later beatified her on
27 September 1992 in Saint Peter's Square. Pope Francis
confirmed a miracle attributed to her in 2018 and she was
canonized on 14 October 2018.
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Life [edit]

Nazaria Ignacia March Mesa was born in 1889 in Madrid as the fourth of ten children to José Alejandro March
Reus (3 April 1850–???) and Nazaria de Mesa Ramos de Peralta (28 July 1853–???). Her siblings were:

Melchor March Mesa (3 May 1886–???)
María Josefa March Mesa
José María March Mesa
Manuel María March Mesa (23 March 1890–???)
Ausias Salvador March Mesa (3 February 1891 – 7 August 1958)
Juan Bautista de la Santísima Trinidad March Mesa (18 February 1892–???)
Delfina March Mesa (7 June 1893 – 5 August 1974)
Carmen March Mesa (16 July 1894 – ???)
Amparo Manuela March Mesa

Both Melchor and Delfina immigrated later in life; Melchor to El Salvador and Delfina to Guatemala.

The infant was baptized the month of her birth in the local parish church of Saint Joseph and she later received
her First Communion in 1898. In 1898 she heard the voice of Jesus Christ call out to her in which He said to her
– "You: Nazaria – follow Me". Her parents were not pleased with her desire to enter the religious life and forbade
it while also forbidding her to take the sacraments.[1] Mesa studied in Seville where the Order of Saint Augustine
oversaw her education; she resided with her maternal grandmother at this time. She returned home on 9
September 1901 and received her Confirmation in 1902 from the Archbishop of Seville Blessed Marcelo Spinola
Maestre.[2] Her grandmother also granted her permission to join the Third Order of Saint Francis and this saw
her parents start to relax their religious restrictions on their daughter.

In 1904 her father wanted to move to Mexico but before this happened she and three sisters moved to their
grandmother's home so her three sisters could first receive their First Communion before setting off. The
Mesa's later relocated to Mexico at the end of 1904 due to tough economic conditions and it was there that she
joined the Little Sisters of the Abandoned Elderly on 12 July 1908.[1] She was sent to Oruro in Bolivia and was
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Canonization Mass held in 2018.

there tending to the old and ill from 1908 until 1920. But there was the brief suspension of her assignment there
for she was sent to do her novitiate back in Spain in 1912 and she did this in Palencia. Mesa assumed the habit
on 9 December 1909 as well as the religious name of "Nazaria of Saint Teresa of Jesus". She made her initial
profession on 10 October 1911 and returned to Oruro with nine other religious on 23 December 1912. She
made her solemn profession on 1 January 1915.[2]

Mesa later met Filippo Cortesi who expressed his desire to found a religious congregation dedicated to re-
Christianizing the world and he discussed this when the pair met in Oruro. The two met on 22 June 1924 and
that August she fell ill with a high fever. Cortesi met her on 15 August 1924 and gave her an image of the
Blessed Virgin Mary as a token of goodwill and because it was the Feast of the Assumption.[2] Mesa recovered
and later went to La Paz on 2 December 1925 to hold a further discussion with her friend Cortesi. On 23 March
1925 she attended a celebration in which Cortesi consecrated five new bishops.

Mesa left the order on 16 June 1925 to found a new religious congregation and rallied ten Bolivian women to
join her in this effort while Cortesi approved the initial blueprint on 18 August 1925 while later discussing it more
with her at length later that same week. This idea came about in 1920 when she attended a spiritual retreat.
Mesa founded the Missionaries of the Crusade on 12 December 1926 and it later received diocesan approval
on 12 February 1927 while later receiving the decree of praise from Pope Pius XI on 8 June 1935 and papal
approval from Pope Pius XII on 9 June 1947 – the latter after her death.[1]

The first General Chapter for the order on 1 June 1930 saw the unanimous decision to elect her as the
Superior General. Mesa later embarked on a pilgrimage to Rome where she met Pope Pius XI in 1934 in a
private audience. She told the pope at his feet that she wanted to die for the church but Pius XI told her: "Do not
die but live and work for the church".[1] Mesa travelled to Madrid in 1935 where she founded a home for the
spiritual exercises to be run but left due to the dangerous and anti-religious Spanish Civil War.

The nun arrived in Buenos Aires in Argentina in 1938.[2] Her illness did not prevent her from taking part in the
General Chapter held in Buenos Aires in 1943 before her death. She started to suffer from pneumonia on 14
May 1943 and was admitted to the Rivadavia hospital to recuperate – her condition worsened over the next two
months before her death.

Mesa died in 1943 due to hemoptysis. Her remains were relocated to Oruro on 18 June 1972. Her order now
operates in places such as Portugal and Equatorial Guinea and as of 2005 had 415 religious in a total of 79
houses.[1]

Canonization [edit]

The beatification cause opened in Buenos Aires in an informative
process that Cardinal Antonio Caggiano opened on 6 September
1966 and later closed in a Mass celebrated on 3 December 1973.
Mesa became titled as a Servant of God under Pope Paul VI after the
cause was launched on 6 September 1966. The Congregation for the
Causes of Saints later validated the diocesan process on 20
February 1987, in Rome and received the official Positio dossier from
the postulation in 1987.[3]

Theologians provided their assent to the cause on 24 November
1987, as did the members of the C.C.S. on 12 April 1988. Pope John

Paul II approved that Mesa had lived a life of heroic virtue and named her as Venerable on 1 September 1988.
The miracle needed for beatification was investigated and then validated in Rome on 25 February 1989, while a
medical board later met on 3 October 1991, and approved it. Theologians also assented to it on 20 December
1991, as did the C.C.S. on 21 January 1992. John Paul II approved that the healing was, indeed, a miracle on 7
March 1992, and beatified Mesa in Saint Peter's Square on 27 September 1992.[3] Of course, Ignacia Nazaria
March Mesa became a saint yesterday by Pope Francis.

The process for the miracle needed for full sainthood took place in Cochabamba in Bolivia from 17 April 2015,
until 20 July 2015. Medical experts who examined the healing deemed it to be a miracle thus approving it on 22
September 2017. The theologians assessed and approved the miracle in a meeting held on the following 26
October. The cardinal and bishop members of the C.C.S. confirmed this miracle also on 16 January 2018. Pope
Francis confirmed the healing to be a legitimate miracle on 26 January 2018; her canonization was celebrated
in Saint Peter's Square on 14 October 2018.[4]

The current postulator assigned to this cause is Sister Margarita Torrubia.

Failed miracle [edit]
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The supposed miracle that could have led to canonization was investigated and then validated on 12 December
2003 though could not proceed further because the medical board disapproved of this in their meeting held on
3 July 2008. The postulation was informed of this failure and so the case was discarded since it was
debunked.[3]
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Nectarios of Aegina

Saint
Nektarios of Aegina

Saint Nectarios Metropolitan of Pentapolis

Wonderworker of Aegina
Born 1 October 1846

Selymbria, Thrace, Ottoman
Empire

Died 8 November 1920 (aged 74)
Aegina, Kingdom of Greece

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized April 20, 1961 by the Ecumenical
Patriarchate of Constantinople

Feast 9 November

Saint Nektarios

Site of St. Nectarios' birth house in
Silivri, Istanbul, Turkey

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nectarios of Aegina (1 October 1846–8 November 1920),[1]

Greek: Άγιος Νεκτάριος Αιγίνης, Metropolitan of Pentapolis and
Wonderworker of Aegina, was officially recognized as a saint by
the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople in 1961. His feast
day is celebrated every year on 9 November.
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Life [edit]

Anastasios Kephalas, later
Nectarios, was born on 1
October 1846 in Selymbria
(today Silivri, Istanbul)[2] in
the Ottoman Empire to a
poor family. His parents,
Dimos and Maria
Kephalas, were pious
Christians but not
wealthy.[1][2]

At the age of 14, he moved to
Constantinople (Istanbul) to
work and further his education.
In 1866, at age 20, he moved to
the island of Chios to take a
teaching post. On November 7,
1876, he became a monk, at
age 30, in the Monastery of Nea

Moni, for he had long wished to embrace the ascetic life.[2]

Three years after becoming a monk he was ordained a deacon, taking
the name Nectarios. He graduated from the University of Athens in
1885. During his years as a student of the University of Athens he wrote
many books, pamphlets, and Bible commentaries.

Following his graduation he went to Alexandria, Egypt, where he was
ordained a priest and served the Church of Saint Nicholas in Cairo. He
was consecrated Metropolitan bishop of Pentapolis (an ancient diocese
in Cyrenaica, in what is now Libya) by the Greek Orthodox Patriarch
Sophronios in 1889.

He served as a bishop in Cairo for one year. Nectarios was very popular with the people, which gave rise to
jealousy among his colleagues. They were able to persuade his superior that Nectarios had ambitions to
displace the Patriarch. Nectarios was suspended from his post without explanation.[3] He then returned to
Greece in 1891, and spent several years as a preacher (1891–1894). He was then director of the Rizarios
Ecclesiastical School for the education of priests in Athens for fifteen years. He developed many courses of
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Church of Agios Nectarios, Aegina

study, and wrote numerous books, while preaching widely throughout Athens.

In 1904, at the request of several nuns, he established Holy Trinity Monastery for them on the island of Aegina.

Nectarios ordained two women as deaconesses in 1911.[4] Up to the 1950s, a few Greek Orthodox nuns also
became monastic deaconesses. In 1986, Christodoulos, the metropolitan of Demetrias and later archbishop of
Athens and all of Greece, ordained a woman deacon in accordance with the "ritual of St. Nektarios" (the ancient
Byzantine text Nectarios had used).[4]

In December 1908, at the age of 62, Nectarios resigned from his post as school director and withdrew to the
Holy Trinity Convent on Aegina, where he lived out the rest of his life as a monk. He wrote, published, preached,
and heard confessions. He also tended the gardens, carried stones, and helped with the construction of the
monastery buildings that were built with his own funds.

Nectarios died on November 8, 1920, at the age of 74, following hospitalization for prostate cancer and two
months of treatment. His body was taken to the Holy Trinity Convent, where he was buried by his best friend
Savvas of Kalymnos,[5] who later painted the first icon of Nectarios. The funeral of Nectarios was attended by
multitudes of people from all parts of Greece and Egypt.

Veneration [edit]

The relics of Nectarios were removed from the grave on 2 September 1953. Official recognition of Nectarios as
a saint by the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople took place on 20 April 1961. The feast day of
Nectarios is celebrated every year on 9 November.

Decision of Holy Synod of the Patriarchate of Alexandria [edit]

On September 15, 1998, the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria
and all Africa restored the ecclesiastical order of Nectarios:[2]

Alexandria 15th September 1998

The Holy Spirit has enlightened the gathered members of the Holy
Synod of the Patriarchate of Alexandria and all Africa, under the
leadership of H.B. Petros VII, Pope and Patriarch of Alexandria and
all Africa, more than a century since Saint Nektarios, the great
Teacher and Father of the Holy Eastern Orthodox Church was
expelled from the Church of Alexandria, to reach the following
decision:

Taking into account the resolution of the Church to rank Saint Nektarios amongst the saints because of his
innumerable miracles and his acceptance within the religious conscience of Orthodox Christians throughout
the world, we appeal to the mercy of the ever-charitable God.

We hereby restore the ecclesiastical order of the Saint of our Century, Saint Nektarios, and grant to him all
due credits and honours. We beseech Saint Nektarios to forgive both us, unworthy as we are, and our
predecessors, our brothers of the Throne of Alexandria, for opposition to the Saint and for all which, due to
human weakness or error, our Holy Father, Bishop of Pentapolis, Saint Nektarios, suffered.

PETROS VII, By the Grace of God

Pope and Patriarch of Alexandria and All Africa.

Works [edit]

Translated into English

Repentance and Confession, 2nd Printing - 2011 , ISBN 0-9725504-0-2 (Translated and Published by St.
Nektarios Monastery, Roscoe, NY).
Christology, 2nd Printing - 2012 , ISBN 0-9725504-1-0 (Translated and Published by St. Nektarios
Monastery, Roscoe, NY).

See also [edit]

"Agni Parthene" ("O Virgin Pure"), a hymn composed by Nectarios of Aegina

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Also known as Nektarios of Egina, he was baptized as "Anastasios" (Kephalas).
2.  ̂a b c d "Saint Nektarios of Egina (1846-1920)" . www.orthodoxphotos.comyear= 2008.
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3. ^ "The Life of St. Nectarios", St. Nectarios Greek Orthodox Church, Brooklyn, New York
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Saint Nectarius of Auvergne

Statue of Saint Nectarius in St. Nectarius
church, town of Saint-Nectaire, France.

Martyr
Born Rome?

Died ~300 AD
Saint-Nectaire, Puy-de-Dôme

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Basilica of Saint-Nectaire, Puy-
de-Dôme

Feast December 9

Patronage Saint-Nectaire, Puy-de-Dôme
(with Saint Auditor)

Reliquary bust of Saint
Baudimius (Baudime), purported
brother of Saint Nectarius.

Church of Saint Nectarius at
Saint-Nectaire

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nectarius of Auvergne (also known as Nectarius of St-
Nectaire, Nectarius of Limagne, Necterius of Senneterre) (French:
Nectaire)[1] is venerated as a 4th-century martyr and Christian
missionary.

According to Gregory of
Tours, Nectarius was one of
the seven missionaries sent
by Pope Fabian from Rome to
Gaul to spread Christianity
there. The other six were
Gatianus of Tours, Trophimus
of Arles, Paul of Narbonne,
Martial of Limoges, Denis of
Paris, and Saturninus of
Toulouse.[1]

Nectarius was accompanied by the priests Baudimius
(Baudenius, Baudime) and Auditor (Auditeur); tradition states that
they were all brothers.[1] An alternate tradition states that Saint
Peter rather than Pope Fabian sent Nectarius and his brothers to
evangelize Gaul.[1]

A third tradition states that Saint Austremonius ordered Nectarius
to christianize the plain of Limagne in the Massif Central.[1]

Nectarius turned a temple dedicated to Apollo on the hill known as
Cornadore into a Christian church, which became the Basilica of
Notre Dame du Mont Cornadore at Saint-Nectaire, at Puy-de-
Dôme. Nectarius was subsequently killed by the local pagan
leader, Bradulus.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Evidence of veneration for Nectarius dates from the 10th century.[1] A
sepulcher at the Benedictine priory of St-Nectaire (corrupted into
Sennecterre and Senneterre[2]) became a center of pilgrimage.[1] A
borough arose around the priory, which became a center for mineral water
and the manufacture of the cheese known as Saint-Nectaire.[1]

Nectarius is the co-patron of Saint-Nectaire along with Saint Auditor,
although Saint Auditor is the principal patron saint of that town, for reasons
unknown.[1]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j A. van den Akker s.j. (2009). "Nectarius van St-Nectaire" .
Heiligen-3s. Retrieved April 23, 2009.

2. ^ See Senneterre, Quebec.
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Nectarius of Constantinople

Nectarius of Constantinople
Archbishop of Constantinople

Installed 381

Term ended 397

Personal details
Denomination Eastern Christianity
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Nectarius (... – 17 September 397) was the archbishop of
Constantinople from AD 381 until his death, the successor to Saint
Gregory Nazianzus.[1]
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Life [edit]

Born at Tarsus in Cilicia of a noble family, he was widely known for his admirable character. When Gregory
resigned as Archbishop of Constantinople, Nectarius was praetor of Constantinople.[1] Preparing for a journey
to Tarsus, he called on the Bishop of Tarsus, Diodore, who was attending the First Council of Constantinople
(one of the ecumenical councils), to ask if he could take letters for him; his appearance and manners struck
Diodorus so forcibly that he at once determined that he should be advanced as a candidate for Bishop; making
an excuse of attending to some other business, he took Nectarius to see Meletius.[2]

His unexpected appointment [edit]

When the Emperor Theodosius I wanted the Bishops at the Council to suggest new candidates and reserving to
himself the right of making the choice, the Bishop of Antioch put at the bottom of his list, Nectarius' name. The
Emperor having read the lists, declared Nectarius to be his choice. This caused some amazement amongst the
Fathers who wanted to know who and what this Nectarius was. He was still only a catechumen. There was much
astonishment at the emperor's unexpected choice, but the people of Constantinople were delighted at the news
as was the whole council.[1]

Nectarius was duly baptized and his clothes were changed for the robes of a Bishop of the Imperial city and
became at once president of the Second Ecumenical Council.[1]

Nectarius ruled the church for upwards of 16 years, and is thought of as having been a good prelate. His name
heads the 150 signatures to the canons of the Second Ecumenical Council. The 3rd canon declares that, "...the
Bishop of Constantinople shall hold the first rank after the bishop of Rome, because Constantinople is the new
Rome."

Dissent threatens [edit]

Unfortunately the Bishops of the West opposed the election result and asked for a common synod of East and
West to settle the succession and so the Emperor Theodosius, soon after the close of the second council,
summoned the Imperial Bishops to a fresh synod at Constantinople; nearly all of the same bishops who had
attended the earlier second council were assembled again in early summer of 382. On arrival they received a
letter from the synod of Milan, inviting them to a great general council at Rome; however they indicated that
they must remain where they were, because they had not made any preparations for such long a journey.
However, they sent three --Syriacus, Eusebius and Priscian—with a synodal letter to Pope Damasus I,
archbishop Saint Ambrose and the other bishops assembled in the council at Rome.[1]

The Roman synod to which this letter was addressed was the fifth under Damasus. No formal account remains
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of its proceedings, nor of how its members treated the question of Nectarius. Theodosius, did however, send
commissaries to Rome in support of his synod.[1]

In his 15th letter (to the bishops of Illyria) he indicated that the church in Rome had finally agreed to recognize
both Nectarius and Flavian.[1]

Six letters from Nectarius remain extant in the files of his predecessor Gregory Nazianzus. In the first he
expresses his hearty good wishes for his episcopate. The last is of great importance, urging him not to be too
liberal in tolerating the Apollinarians.[1]

In 383 a third synod at Constantinople was held. In spite of the decrees of bishops and emperor, the Arians and
Pneumatomachians continued to spread their doctrines. Theodosius summoned all parties to the Imperial city
for a great discussion in June, hoping to reconcile all differences. Before this he had sent for the Archbishop
and told him that all questions should be fully debated.[1]

After this, Nectarius returned home, full of anxiety and consulted the Novatianist Bishop Agelius, who felt himself
unsuited to arbitrate on such a controversy. However he did have a reader, Sisinnius, a philosopher and
theologian, to whom he referred the argument with the Arians. Sisinnius suggested that they should produce
the testimonies of the old Fathers of the Church on the doctrine of the Son, and first ask the heads of the
several parties whether they accepted these authorities or desired to anathematize them.[1]

Both the Archbishop and the Emperor agreed to this suggestion and when the Bishops met, the Emperor asked
whether they respected "...the teachers who lived before the Arian division?" They confirmed that they did and
he then asked if they acknowledged, "...them sound and trustworthy witnesses of the true Christian
doctrine?".[1]

This question however produced divisions and so the emperor ordered each party to draw up a written
confession of its doctrine. When this was done, the Bishops were summoned to the Imperial palace, where the
emperor received them with kindness and retired to his study with their written confessions. Theodosius
however rejected and destroyed all except that of the orthodox, because he felt that the others introduced a
division into the Holy Trinity.[1]

After this, Theodosius forbade all sectaries, except the Novatianists, to hold divine services or to publish their
doctrines or to ordain clergy, under threat of severe civil penalties.[1]

In 385 the emperor's wife Aelia Flaccilla (or Placilla) and their daughter Pulcheria died. The archbishop asked
Gregory of Nyssa to preach the funeral sermons for both of them.[1]

Towards the close of his episcopate, Nectarius abolished the office of presbyter penitentiary, whose duty
appears to have been to receive confessions before communion. His example was followed by nearly all other
Bishops. The presbyter penitentiary was added to the ecclesiastical roll about the time of the Novatianist
schism, when that party declined to communicate with those who had lapsed in the Decian persecution.
Gradually there were fewer lapsed to reconcile, and his duties became more closely connected with preparation
for communion. Nectarius abolished the office due to a scandal that had occurred in connection with it.[3]

Nectarius died in office on 17 September 397[4] (Butler says 27 September) and was succeeded by Saint John
Chrysostom.[3]

Veneration [edit]

He is regarded as a Saint, with a feast day of October 11.
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Nem Moccu Birn (died 14 June 654) was Abbot of Aran.[1]
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Biography [edit]

Nem was one of the few known successors of Enda of Aran, and appears to be the first such abbot listed in the
Irish annals after Enda himself.

The word moccu is actually a contracted form of "mac Ua Birn", indicating that St. Nem was a descendant of
Loegaire Birn Buadach, and early king of Ossory and thus a scion of the Dál Birn lineage of Ossory. In the
Félire Óengusso, he is recorded as being a relation of St. Ciarán of Saigir.[2]

Annalistic references [edit]

From the Annals of the Four Masters:

M654.2. St Nem Mac Ua Birn, successor of Enne, of Ara, died on the 14th of June.

From the Félire Óengusso ("The Martyrology of Óengus"):

"14. Nem, i.e. a pope who is in Aran, and he is a successor of Enda of Aran, and of the Dál Birn of Ossory
he is, and a brother of Ciarán of Saiger.

Nem great-grandson of Bern. He was called by three names, to wit, Nem and Pupu and Cáilbe. Nem primum
nomen etc. Whence Senan of Inis Cathaig sang Abbas almus amabilis etc.

A successor of Peter and Paul, Cailbe came from the east from Rome, Nem, great-grandson of Bern, a bright
brother, whose name is Pupu of Aran."

See also [edit]
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2. ^ Óengus of Tallaght (1905). Stokes, Whitley (ed.). The Martyrology of Oengus the Culdee . Henry Bradshaw
Society. 29. London. p. 150.
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Neophytos of Cyprus
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Neophytos of Cyprus, Saint Neophytos, Neophytos the Recluse (Greek: Άγιος Νεόφυτος ο Έγκλειστος;
1134–1214) was a Cypriot Orthodox monk, priest, and sometime hermit, whose writings preserved a history of
the early crusades. "He is considered to be one of the most significant figures of the Church of Cyprus"[1]
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Life [edit]

Neophytos was born in the mountain village of Kato Drys near Pano Lefkara, Cyprus, to farming parents
Athanasios and Eudoxia,[2] one of eight children. His religious interests came to the fore when the arranged
marriage planned by his parents ended with his fleeing to the Monastery of Saint John Chrysostomos in
Koutsovendis.[3]

After much ado, the marriage contracts were broken and Neophytos went back to the monastery as a novice,
becoming a tonsured monk in 1152.[4] During this time he learned to read and write and was eventually
appointed as assistant sacristan.[5] Although Neophytos felt called to be a hermit, his abbot declined to let him
go, citing his youth.[4]

In 1158, however, Neophytos was allowed to make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. While he was there he sought
out hermits who might sponsor him, but to no avail. He returned to Cyprus, but still wanted to pursue the
hermitic life. He tried to escape to Mt. Latmos in Asia Minor, but was arrested at Paphos upon his attempted
embarkation.[6] He was shortly released from prison, but the guards had stolen his travel funds, so, in June
1159, he went to the hilly area above Paphos, where he found a cave that had been used by a previous hermit.
He enlarged the space, eventually creating three caves known today as the Cell, the Bema and the Naos.[7]

Neophytos's life as a hermit attracted the religious in the area who brought him food and gifts. His air of sanctity
brought many to visit him, and in 1170 Vasilios (Basil) Kinnamos, the Bishop of Paphos, ordained him as a
priest and required him to take a disciple, which started the monastery which now bears his name.

Legacy [edit]

Saint Neophytos Monastery was named in his honor.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "The Engleistra (Place of Seclusion) and the Monastery of Agios Neophytos", Republic of Cyprus, Department of
Antiquities

2. ^ Eudoxia was her assumed name as a nun in her later life. (Galatariotou)
3. ^ Galatariotou, Catia (2002) The Making of a Saint: The Life, Times and Sanctification of Neophytos the Recluse

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, England, page 13 , ISBN 978-0-521-52188-8
4.  ̂a b Galatariotou (2002) page 14
5. ^ Kakoulli, Ioanna and Fischer, Christian (2009) "An innovative noninvasive and nondestructive multidisciplinary

approach for the technical study of the Byzantine wall paintings in the Enkleistra of St. Neophytos in Paphos,
Cyprus"  Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, DC; archived here  by Internet Archive on 24 November 2010

6. ^ Kakoulli (2009) indicates that the sources do not state the basis for his arrest. But Galatariotou (2002) indicates
that it was because he was mistaken for a fugitive.

7. ^ The complex also includes the Narthex and the Refectory found adjacent to the principal caves as well as the
Skevophylakion, the Ayiastyrion (which is the room for St. Neophytos sanctification and holy attendance) and the
New Zion located above the Narthex and the Naos. Kakoulli (2009)
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Neophytos was born in Nicaea of Bithynia to Christian parents who were named Theodore and Florentia.[1]

During the persecution of Diocletian he went to Nicaea and boldly denounced the pagan faith.[2] He was killed
by Roman soldiers in A.D. 303, 10 years before the Edict of Milan permanently established religious toleration
for Christianity within the Roman Empire.[3] His feast day is commemorated on January 21.[4]

In 2014 the underwater Byzantine Basilica of Saint Neophytos suspected to have been dedicated in his honour
was discovered in Lake İznik, modern-day Turkey. The basilica had been built in the place where he was killed
on the shore of the lake and subsequently became submerged after an earthquake.[5]

References [edit]

1. ^ MYSTAGOGY: Saint Neophytos the Martyr of Nicaea
2. ^ Martyr Neophytus of Nicea - Orthodox Church in America
3. ^ Basilica in Lake Iznik to become underwater museum Hürriyet Daily News 2015-04-07
4. ^ Martyr Neophytus of Nicea - Orthodox Church in America
5. ^ Basilica in Lake Iznik to become underwater museum Hürriyet Daily News 2015-04-07
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A drawing of a stained glass window at St
Neot, Cornwall, illustrating the life of St Neot

Hermit
Died 9th Century

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine St Neot, Cornwall (original)
St Neots Priory (destroyed)

Feast 31 July

Patronage Fish

Mosaic in memory of St Neot

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Neot" redirects here. For other uses, see St Neot (disambiguation).

Neot is a saint of the ninth century who lived as a monk and
hermit in Cornwall. He is mentioned in an interpolated passage in
Asser's Life of King Alfred[1] and died around AD 870. He is
venerated as a saint in the Roman Catholic and Western
Orthodoxy. His legend is preserved in two Latin "lives" and one Old
English "life," dating from the eleventh and twelfth centuries, with
other mentions preserved in later chronicles.
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Life [edit]

Neot, who is said to have stood four feet tall,[2] seems to have
begun his adult life as a soldier, later renouncing a martial lifestyle
for life in a monastery.[3] He served as sacristan at Glastonbury
Abbey but later lived in Cornwall, at first alone, then with a growing
group of other monks near Bodmin Moor. He was remembered
because of his good work in caring for the poor.

Tradition states that King Alfred visited him for his counsel and it is
in a book about Neot that we read about King Alfred burning the
cakes when hiding from the Danes at Athelney.[3]

Two of the fifteen stained glass windows in the church of St Neot, Cornwall portray the saint: one of them
consists of scenes from the life of the saint.

Relics of St Neot [edit]

Neot's bones were preserved as a holy relic in the Cornish village of St Neot. St Neot's body was removed from
Cornwall to Eynesbury in Huntingdonshire in around 980 when a monastery was founded there (renamed St
Neots Priory in his honour).[4] The monks returned with their prize, pursued (according to some versions) by
angry Cornishmen. The bones were housed in the priory for many years but were finally 'lost' during the reign
of Henry VIII during the Dissolution of the Monasteries. His feast day is 31 July (celebrated at St Neot on the last
Sunday of July).[1] He is also the patron saint of fish.[5]

Legacy [edit]

The Cornish village of St Neot and the Cambridgeshire town of St Neots
are named after him. There are many churches dedicated to St Neot
and at least one holy well.[3] Legend has it that the well contained three
fish, and an angel told St Neot that as long as he ate no more than one
fish a day, their number would never decrease. At a time St Neot fell ill,
and his servant went and cooked two of the fish; upon finding this, St
Neot prayed for forgiveness and ordered that the fish be returned to the
well. As they entered the water, both were miraculously returned to
life.[6]
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There is a commemorative mosaic of the saint in the Market Square in St Neots. The mosaic is based on a
Saxon ornament, the Alfred Jewel.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Cornish Church Guide (1925) Truro: Blackford; p. 170
2. ^ "St. Neot", Cornwall Tour
3.  ̂a b c " "Who was St Neot?", St Neots in Cambridgeshire" . Archived from the

original  on 18 November 2010. Retrieved 22 May 2013.
4. ^ "St. Neot and King Alfred", St. Neot Parish Website
5. ^ Patron Saints Index, Accessed 11 November 2010, http://saints.sqpn.com/patrons-of-fish/
6. ^ Thompson, E. V. (1984). 100 Years on Bodmin Moor. St Teath: Bossiney Books. ISBN 0-906456-90-8.
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Nephon II of Constantinople

Nephon II
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople

Church Church of Constantinople

In office end 1486 – early 1488
summer 1497 – Aug 1498
spring 1502

Predecessor Symeon I
Maximus IV
Joachim I

Successor Dionysius I
Joachim I
Pachomius I

Personal details
Born unknown

Peloponnese

Died 11 August 1508

Previous post Metropolitan of Thessaloniki

Sainthood
Feast day August 11

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nephon II or Nifon II, (Greek: Νήφων Β΄), (? – 11 August 1508),
born Nicholas, was Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople three
times: from 1486 to 1488, from 1497 to 1498 and for a short time
in 1502.[1] He is honored as a saint in the Eastern Orthodox
Church and his feast day is August 11.[2]
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Life [edit]

He was born in the Peloponnese peninsula in southern Greece to
a Greek mother and an Albanian father.[3] He was tonsured a
monk at Epidaurus, taking the religious name of Nephon. He was
involved in calligraphy and copying manuscripts. He then followed
a monk named Zacharias and settled in the Monastery of the
Theotokos in Ohrid. When Zacharias was elected Archbishop of
Ohrid, Nephon went to Mount Athos and there he was ordained a
hieromonk. In 1482 he was elected Metropolitan of Thessaloniki and at the end of 1486 he was elected
Patriarch of Constantinople,[4] supported by the wealthy Prince of Wallachia, Vlad Călugărul, who thus
inaugurated Wallachian participation in the history of external influences on the Patriarchate's election
process.[5]:195

After eighteen months a scandal arose, which led to Nephon's removal. Specifically, the previous patriarch,
Symeon I, died without making his will. İşkender Bey, one of the sons of Symeon's main sponsor, George
Amiroutzes, had converted to Islam and was at the time the treasurer of the Sultan.[6] He requested that all the
inheritance of Symeon, which included also ecclesiastic items, should pass to the Sultan's treasury. To avoid
this, Nephon pretended that a nephew of the deceased patriarch was the legitimate heir, finding three monks
that bore false witness. After discovering the truth, Sultan Bayezid II confiscated the property of Symeon,
punished the clergy involved in the scandal, and exiled Nephon.[7][3] Nephon was exiled to some island in the
Black Sea off Sozopol and was deposed in the first months of 1488. According to scholar Steven Runciman,
Nephon was a foolish and unsatisfactory patriarch.[5]:198

In summer 1497 Nephon was elected for the second time to the patriarchal throne, always with the support of
the Wallachian ruler Radu IV the Great,[5]:195 but his reign lasted only until August 1498 when he was
overthrown by the young Joachim I, who was supported by Constantine II of Georgia.[5]:198 Nephon was
sentenced to life imprisonment and exiled to Adrianople.

So great was the reputation of Nephon that the Wallachian ruler Radu IV bowed down when he went to visit the
jailed patriarch. Shortly after Radu obtained bail for Nephon from the Ottoman Sultan. Nephon moved to
Wallachia, where he was given a warm welcome by the clergy and laity and where he immediately ordained two
bishops. In 1502 the Holy Synod elected him Patriarch of Constantinople for the third time and sent emissaries
to Wallachia to inform him, however Nephon resolutely refused the appointment and did not return to
Constantinople.[4]

Between 1503 and 1505, Nephon de facto led the Church of Wallachia, until he came into conflict with the
Prince.[8] The conflict arose because of the intransigence of the patriarch in refusing to celebrate the marriage
of Radu's older sister Calpea with the Moldovan boyar Bogdan Logothete, who had already been married.
Threatened by Radu, Nephon gathered the people, made a speech, and excommunicated the groom. He also
prophesied accidents, left the patriarchal vestments on the altar and departed the church, taking to a deserted
hut. In order to avoid the outcry of the people, Radu tried to placate the old man with flattering words, promises
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and gifts and begged him to forgive his brother-in-law, but Nephon remained adamant and left for Macedonia,
taking with him two of his students. In Macedonia he went through all the towns performing missionary
preaching. On his return to Mount Athos, he appeared unrecognizable to the monks of the Monastery of
Dionysiou, who initially thought him a simple herdsman.

Nephon died in the Monastery of Dionysiou on Mount Athos in 1508. Immediately after his death he was
honored as a saint in many areas and the Eastern Orthodox Church recognized him as a saint just nine years
later, in 1517, setting his feast day on August 11. His relic is kept in a shrine in the Monastery of Dionysiou,
where there is a chapel in his name.
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3.  ̂a b B.G.Niebuhr, I.Bekker, ed. (1849) [1584]. "Historia Politica et Patriarchica Constantinopoleos". Corpus
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Turkish period (since 1923 AD)

Gregory VII · Constantine VI · Basil III · Photius II · Benjamin · Maximus V · Athenagoras ·
Demetrius · Bartholomew
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Bishops of Thessalonica
Under Rome:
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Saints Nereus and Achilleus

Saints Domitilla, Nereus, Achilleus,
by Peter Paul Rubens.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nereus, Achilleus)

It has been suggested that Saints Nereus and Achilleus be merged into
this article. (Discuss) Proposed since April 2020.

Saints Nereus and Achilleus are two Roman martyr saints.
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Nereus and Achilleus [edit]

The old Roman lists of the 5th century, which passed over into the
Martyrologium Hieronymianum, contain the names of the two martyrs
Nereus and Achilleus, whose grave was in the Catacomb of Domitilla on
the Via Ardeatina. The notice in the more- complete version given by
the Berne Codex[1] reads: IIII id. Maii, Romae in coemeterio Praetextati
natale Nerei et Achillei fratrum (On 12 May at Rome in the cemetery of
Praetextatus [an evident error for Domitilla?] the natal day of the
brothers Nereus and Achilleus").

In the invocation of the Mass for 2 October in the "Sacramentarium
Gelasianum", the names of Nereus and Achilleus alone are mentioned. In the fourth and following centuries a
special votive Mass was celebrated on 12 May at the grave of Saints Nereus and Achilleus on the Via
Ardeatina. The Itineraries of the graves of the Roman martyrs, written in the 7th century, are unanimous in their
indication of the resting-place of these saints (Giovanni Battista de Rossi, "Roma sotterranea", I, 180-83).

The basilica of Sts. Nereus and Achilleus in the Via Ardeatina (not to be confused with the church of the same
name near the Baths of Caracalla to which the relics of the saints were translated in the 6th century), was
erected above the burial site of the two saints and is of the latter part of the 4th century; it is a three-naved
basilica, which was abandoned in the mid 9th century[2] and rediscovered in 1874[2] by de Rossi in the
Catacomb of Domitilla. Amongst the numerous objects found in the ruins were two pillars which had supported
the ciborium ornamented with sculptures representing the death of the two saints by decapitation; one of these
pillars is perfectly preserved, and the name of Achilleus is carved on it. There was also found a large fragment
of a marble slab, with an inscription composed by Pope Damasus, the text of which is well-known from an
ancient copy. This oldest historical mention of the two saints[3] tells how Nereus and Achilleus as soldiers were
obedient to the tyrant, but suddenly being converted to Christianity, joyfully resigned their commission and died
the martyr's death; as to the date of their glorious confession we can make no inference. The acts of these
martyrs, legendary even to a romantic degree, have no historical value for their life and death; they bring no
fewer than thirteen different Roman martyrs into relation, amongst them even Simon Magus, according to the
apocryphal Petrine Acts, and place their death in the end of the first and beginning of the 2nd centuries. These
Acts were written in Greek and Latin; according to Achelis (see below) the Greek was the original text, and
written in Latin in the 6th century; Schaefer (see below) on the other hand holds the Latin to have been the
older version, and seeks to prove that it emanated from the first half of the 5th century; so remote a date is
improbable, and the 6th century is to be preferred as the source of the Acts.

Legend [edit]

According to these legends, Nereus and Achilleus were eunuchs and chamberlains of Flavia Domitilla, a niece
of the Roman Emperor Domitian; with the Christian virgin, they had been banished to the island of Ponza
(Pontia), and later on beheaded in Terracina. The graves of these two martyrs were on an estate of the Lady
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Domitilla near the Via Ardeatina, close to that of Saint Petronilla.

The author of this legend places the two saints quite differently from the poem of Pope Damasus: as Nereus
and Achilleus were buried in a very ancient part of the Catacomb of Domitilla, built as far back as the beginning
of the 2nd century, we may conclude that they are among the most ancient martyrs of the Roman Church, and
stand in very near relation to the Flavian family, of which Domitilla, the foundress of the catacomb, was a
member. In the Epistle to the Romans, St. Paul mentions a Nereus with his sister, to whom he sends greetings
(Romans 16:15 ); perhaps even the martyr was a descendant of this disciple of the Apostle of the
Gentiles[citation needed]. Owing to the purely legendary character of these Acts, we cannot use them as an
argument to aid in the controversy whether there were two Christians of the name of Domitilla in the family of
the Christian Flavian, or only one: the wife of the Consul Titus Flavius Clemens. As to other martyrs of the name
Nereus, who are especially noted in the old martyrologies as martyrs of the faith in Africa, or as being natives of
that country (e.g., in the Martyrologium Hieronymianum, 11 May, 15 or 16 October, 16 November) though there
is one of the name in the present Roman Martyrology under date of 16 October, nothing more is known.

The relics of Nereus and Achilleus are housed since the 6th century together with the relics of Domitilla under
the high altar of the church of Santi Nereo Achilleo.

Feast day [edit]

The Tridentine Calendar had on 12 May a joint feast (semidouble rank) of Nereus, Achilleus and Pancras. The
name of Domitilla was added in 1595.[4] The joint celebration of Nereus, Achilleus, Domitilla and Pancras
continued with that ranking (see General Roman Calendar of 1954) until reduced to that of simple in 1955 (see
General Roman Calendar of Pope Pius XII) and that of third-class feast in 1960 (see General Roman Calendar
of 1960).

In the present General Roman Calendar, revised in 1969, Saints Nereus and Achilleus (together) and Saint
Pancras have distinct celebrations (optional memorials) on 12 May. Saint Domitilla is not included in the revised
calendar, because the liturgical honours once paid to her "have no basis in tradition".[4]

The feast is celebrated on the same day by the Orthodox Church.

See also [edit]

Flavia Domitilla (saint)
Pancras of Rome
Nereus, Achilleus, Domitilla, and Pancras
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St. Nerses I

Saint Nerses

Born Fourth century

Died 373

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodox Churches
Anglican Communion

Feast 19 November[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nerses I)

There was also a Caucasian Albanian Catholicos Nerses I, who ruled in 689–706, and a Patriarch
Nerses I of Constantinople, who ruled in 1704.

Nerses I the Great (Armenian: Սուրբ Ներսես Ա. Մեծ) was an
Armenian Catholicos (or Patriarch) who lived in the fourth century.
He was the son of At'anagenes and his mother was the Arsacid
Princess Bambish, a sister of King Tigranes VII (Tiran)[2] and a
daughter of King Khosrov III. His paternal grandfather was St.
Husik I whose paternal grandfather was Saint Gregory the
Illuminator.

Nerses spent his youth in Caesarea where he married a
Mamikonian princess called Sanducht. Sanducht bore Nerses a
son called Sahak, who would become another Catholicos in
Armenia. After the death of his wife, he was appointed sword-
bearer to King Arsaces II (Arshak II). A few years later, having
entered the ecclesiastical state, he was elected Catholicos in 353.

His patriarchate marks a new era in Armenian history. Until that
point, the Church had been more or less identified with the royal
family and the nobles; Nerses brought it into closer connection with
the people. At the Council of Ashtishat he promulgated numerous
laws on marriage, fast days, and divine worship. He built schools
and hospitals, and sent monks throughout the land to preach the
Gospel.

Nerses held a synod at Ashtishat that, among other things, forbade people to marry their first cousin and
forbade mutilation and other extreme actions in mourning.[3] Some of these reforms drew upon him the king's
displeasure, and he was exiled, supposedly to Edessa. It was probably at some point during the latter part of
Arshak's reign that Nerses went to Constantinople to ensure the emperor's support of Armenia against the
Persians. According to the Faustus of Byzantium's account, Roman emperor Valens became outraged at
Nerses condemning his following of the teachings of Arius and sent Nerses into exile.[4] While Nerses was in
exile in Xad he was the leader of the church in Armenia.

Upon the accession of pro-Arian King Papas (Pap) (369) he returned to his see. Papas proved a dissolute and
unworthy ruler and Nerses forbade him entrance to the church. Under the pretence of seeking reconciliation,
Papas invited Nerses to his table and reportedly poisoned him in 373.

In the Arts [edit]

Nerses is a character in the tragedy Nerses The Great, Patron of Armenia written in 1857, by the Western
Armenian Playwright, Actor & Editor of the 19th century, Sargis Vanadetsi also known as Sargis Mirzayan.

See also [edit]

Gregorids

Sources [edit]

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"Nerses I-IV". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.

1. ^ Attwater, Donald (1965) The Penguin Dictionary of Saints. Harmondsworth: Penguin; p. 248
2. ^ P'awstos Buzandac'i, History of Armenia, p. 81
3. ^ Lang, David Marshall. Armenia: Cradle of Civilization (Boston: George Allen & Unwin, 1970) p. 160
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Nerses IV the Gracious

Nerses IV the Gracious 
Սուրբ Ներսէս Դ. Կլայեցի

(Շնորհալի)

Illustration of Nerses IV the Gracious in the
1898 book Illustrated Armenia and

Armenians [1]

Installed 1166

Term ended August 13, 1173

Predecessor Gregory III of Cilicia

Successor Gregory IV the Young

Personal details
Born 1102

Died August 13, 1173

Sainthood
Feast day Saturday of the Fourth Week of

the Holy Cross (mid-October)
(Armenian Apostolic Church)
13 August (Roman Catholic
Church)

Venerated in Armenian Orthodox Church
Armenian Catholic Church
Roman Catholic Church

Part of a series on
Oriental Orthodoxy

Oriental Orthodox churches
Coptic · Ethiopian · Armenian · Syriac · Indian ·

Eritrean

Autonomous churches grouped by tradition:

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Nerses IV" redirects here. For Caucasian Albanian catholicos Nerses IV, who ruled c. 1478, see List of
Caucasian Albanian catholicoi.

Nerses IV the Gracious (Armenian: Սուրբ Ներսէս Դ. Կլայեցի
(Շնորհալի); also Nerses Shnorhali, Nerses of Kla or Saint
Nerses the Graceful; 1102 – 13 August 1173) was Catholicos of
Armenia from 1166 to 1173. A more precise translation of his
epithet Shnorhali is "filled with Grace".[2] He received the
appellation Shnorhali from his contemporaries because of the very
irenic quality of his writing.[3]

During his time as a bishop and, later, as Catholicos of the
Armenian Church, Nerses worked to bring about reconciliation with
the Eastern Orthodox Church, and convened a council with
emissaries selected by the Byzantine Emperor himself to discuss
how they might be able to reunite the two churches. The terms the
emperor offered were, however, unacceptable to both Nerses and
the Armenian Church, and the negotiations collapsed.

Nerses is remembered as a theologian, poet, writer and hymn
composer.[4] He has been called "the Fénelon of Armenia" for his
efforts to draw the Armenian church out of isolation,[5] and has
been recognized as a saint by the Catholic Church, who hold his
feast on August 13, and by the Armenian Apostolic Church, who
celebrate him in mid-October on the Saturday of the Fourth Week
of the Holy Cross.
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

Nerses was born in 1102 (or 1098 according to some authorities)
into the noble Pahlavuni family, near present-day Aintab, Turkey.
After the early death of his father, Nerses and his older brother
Gregory were placed under the guardianship of their maternal
granduncle, Gregory II the Martyrophile, who placed them in the
monastery at Fhoughri. Later, Gregory's successor placed them
under the monk Stepanos Manouk, a highly regarded scholar and
theologian.[6]

Nerses's family, the Pahlavuni, displayed a degree of nepotism,
including in the area of religious vocations. Nerses himself was
ordained to be a celibate priest at the age of 17, and was
consecrated a bishop at the age of 35.[6] Subdivisions
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Bishop [edit]

In 1125, Nerses assisted his older brother, now Catholicos
Gregory III of Cilicia, in moving the catholicate to Dzovk near Lake
Kharput, on the property of their father, Prince Abirad. In 1138,
amid political tensions, Gregory and Nerses started on a
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and, on the way, took part in a synod at
Antioch to examine the behavior of Ralph of Domfront, Latin
Patriarch of Antioch. On the conclusion of the synod, Gregory
continued on to Jerusalem, sending Nerses back.[3]

In 1165, hostilities broke out between Thoros II, Prince of Armenia
and Oshin of Lampron, the two strongest Armenian princes of
Cilicia.[3] Gregory sent his brother Nerses out to mediate.[3]

On his way to the mediation, Nerses stopped at Mamistra, where
he met the Byzantine governor Alexios Axouch and discussed the
strained relations between the Armenian and Greek churches
since the Greek Orthodox declared the Armenian Church and the
Jacobite Church heretics in 1140. Axouch was sufficiently
impressed with this discussion to urge Nerses to write an
exposition of the Armenian faith which Axouch could then forward
to the emperor in Constantinople. Nerses did so, stressing in his
letter that, as both the Armenian and Greek churches accepted
the statements of the First Council of Ephesus, there was no clear
reason for them not to be in agreement, making no polemical
statements about the later Council of Chalcedon and its
Confession.[3]

On Nerses' return from his successful mediation efforts in the
Armenian war, and the death of his brother Gregory shortly
thereafter, Nerses was made Catholicos of the Armenian
Church.[3]

Catholicos [edit]

While in office, he moved the see of the Catholicos from Sis to
Hromkla (Rumkale).

After the death of his brother Gregory, the letter Nerses wrote to
the Byzantine emperor Manuel I Komnenos received a reply from
the emperor. In the letter, the emperor invited the then-deceased
Catholicos Gregory to come to Constantinople. Nerses wrote back
to the emperor, informing him of Gregory's death and suggesting that an alternative might be for a discussion in
which both the Greek and Armenian churches could present their positions. In 1171, the emperor sent a
delegation led by Theorianus, a theologian from Constantinople, and John Atman, an Armenian member of the
Orthodox Church and abbot of the monastery at Philippopolis. Although there had been early hope for active
participation by the Jacobite Church as well, the patriarch of the Jacobite church, Michael the Syrian, chose to
only send an observer with a Jacobite profession of faith to the meeting. The meeting ultimately concluded with
an agreement which basically accepted the position of the Greek church. Nerses created a new profession of
faith for his church written in a conciliatory tone to be taken back to Constantinople for review by that church.
He sent with it a confidential message to the emperor in which he promised to make every effort to reconcile the
Armenian and Orthodox churches.[3]

In December of that year Theorianus and John Atman returned to Hromgla with letters from the emperor and
the Orthodox Patriarch Michael III of Constantinople. The letter from the emperor encouraged Nerses to work
toward the unity of the two churches, and expressed sympathy for the problems that were expected from the
clergy of the Armenian church. The official statement from Constantinople included nine points which the
Orthodox established saw as being at odds with the imperial church. These included points of doctrine
regarding some of the church councils, including Chalcedon, liturgical questions including use of unleavened
bread and undiluted wine in the Eucharist, and the disparities between the liturgical calendars of the two
churches. The statement also specifically required that the emperor should be given the authority to make the
appointments of any further Catholicoi of the Armenian church.[3]
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Nerses was surprised by the severity of several of the proposals, and raised objections to them. In response,
the delegates from the emperor produced the confidential letters exchanged by Nerses and the emperor, which
served to embarrass Nerses to the Armenians. The revelation served to harden the objections of the Armenian
clergy to any attempts at reconciliation. Nerses wrote out a letter to Constantinople in which he thanked the
emperor for his interest, and promised that, at the appropriate time, there would be a council in Armenia formed
to take up his proposals. Nerses also suggested that the Greeks might consider the possibility that perhaps
some of its own traditions could bear some attention and correction.[3]

Nerses was by this time some 70 years old, and he made arrangements to turn the position of Catholicos to
another. Following the tradition of his family, he chose between two relatives who had already achieved the
position of bishop in the church. Nerses' own choice was for the younger of the two candidates, but the other
one, Gregory, had support from the prince Mleh and ultimately took the position of Catholicos in 1173.[3]

Works [edit]

In addition to the letters mentioned above, Nerses wrote a number of musical works, volumes of poetry, and
theological works as well.

His major literary achievements include Vipasanoutyoun, a novel written in poetic form, and Voghb Yedesyo
(Lamentation on Edessa),[6] regarding the fall of Edessa.[6]

Hisous Vordi is a reproduction of the Bible in poetic form, which also contains stories from church history and
ends with the events of the End Times. It has been translated into English as Jesus Son.[6]

Another of his works, Toukht Enthanrakan is an exhortation on pastoral theology and how Christians should
behave. The work also includes information on the hierarchy of the Armenian Apostolic Church and of society,
and matters of daily life in that era of Cilician Armenian history. It has been translated into English and modern
Armenian.[6]

A collection of his daily prayers, Twenty-four Hour Prayers, has been translated into 32 languages,[7] and one
prayer in particular, Havatov Khosdovaneem (I Confess with Faith) is currently available in 36 languages.[6]

Several of Nerses' poems have been adopted for use in the Armenian Hymnal and Divine Liturgy.[8] His poetry
has been said to emphasize "the imagery of fire and light in a manner at once redolent of Hesychasm and
consonant with the Zoroastrian substrate of Armenian Christian culture."[8]

One work of Nerses which has since been lost is a commentary on the Book of Genesis. In that work, he related
the story he received from some Armenian monks who came to visit him during his time as Catholicos to tell him
of how they were able to see the Garden of Eden from a distance.[8] In one painting of the scene, the vegetation
of the Garden appear as colored gemstones. Unfortunately, the angel with a sword appointed to guard the
garden would not allow the monks to take one of the blossoms with them.[8]

Canonization [edit]

In the Roman Catholic Church he is venerated as St. Nerses Glaietsi, Nerses Clayatsi alongside his nephew,
St. Nerses of Lambron, both being considered champions of Church unity.
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Nikoghos Tahmizian, Nerses Shnorhali – Composer and Musician (in Armenian), 1973, Armenian Academy
of Sciences, Yerevan, Armenia.

Aravot Louso - "Առաւօտ Լուսոյ"

Saint Nerses IV the Gracious “Shnorhali” - I Confess with Faith "ՀԱՎԱՏՈՎ ԽՈՍՏՈՎԱՆԻՄ” ( Havadov
Khosdovanim ) - Saint Nerses IV the Gracious – Shnorhali (1102 – 1173) Ս. ՆԵՐՍԵՍ ՇՆՈՐՀԱԼԻ.
Bibliography related to Saint Nerses Shnorhali and his most prominent prayer "I Confess With Faith”. A
prayer translated in more than 38 languages - Ս. ՆԵՐՍԵՍ ՇՆՈՐՀԱԼԻ “ՀԱՎԱՏՈՎ ԽՈՍՏՈՎԱՆԻՄ”.
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Nerses of Lambron

Nerses of Lambron in
miniature of 1643

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nerses of Lambron (Armenian: Ներսես Լամբրոնացի, Nerses
Lambronatsi) (1153–1198) was the Archbishop of Tarsus in the Armenian Kingdom
of Cilicia who is remembered as one of the most significant figures in Armenian
literature and ecclesiastical history.
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Life [edit]

Nerses was the son of the Hethumid lord of Lambron, Oshin II, and the nephew of
the Catholicos (1166–1173) Nerses IV. His mother Shahandukht was a descendant
of St. Gregory the Illuminator.[1] Nerses was well versed in sacred and profane sciences and had an excellent
knowledge of Greek, Latin, Syriac, and probably Coptic. His early education was at Skevravank (Skevra
monastery) which was continued at Hromkla under the supervision of his uncle Nerses and Grigor Tgha
(Gregory IV the Young, Catholicos from 1173 to 1193).[1] Ordained in 1169 at the age of 16 by his uncle, he
was elevated to episcopacy and consecrated Archbishop of Tarsus in 1176.

Nerses became a zealous advocate of the union of the Greek and Armenian Churches. In 1179 he attended the
Council of Hromkla, in which the terms of the union were discussed; his address at this council is considered a
masterpiece of eloquence and style. The union was decided upon but never consummated owing to the death
of Emperor Manuel Comnenus in 1180. Manuel's successors abandoned the negotiations and persecuted the
Armenians, who were dissatisfied with the Byzantines and turned to the Latins. Leo II, Prince of Cilicia, desirous
to secure for himself the title of King of Armenia, sought the support of Pope Celestine III and of Emperor Henry
VI. The pope received his request favourably, but made the granting of it dependent upon the union of Cilicia to
the Church of Rome. He sent Conrad, Archbishop of Mainz, to Tarsus, and the terms of union having been
signed by Leo and twelve of the bishops, among whom was Nerses, Leo was crowned King of Armenia, 6
January 1198. Nerses died six months afterwards, on 17 July.

Saint Nerses of Lambron is commemorated 17 July by the Armenian Apostolic Church and the Armenian
Catholic Church.

Works [edit]

Nerses is justly regarded as one of the greatest writers in Armenian literature. He deserves fame as poet, prose
writer, and translator. He wrote an elegy on the death of his uncle, Nerses IV, and many hymns. His prose works
include his oration at the Council of Hromcla (tr. Italian by Aucher, Venice, 1812; tr. German by Neumann,
Leipzig, 1834, and by Baumer, Trier, 2013);[2] Commentaries on the Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Wisdom,
and the Minor Prophets; an explanation of the liturgy; a letter to Leo II and another to Uskan, a monk of Antioch;
and two homilies. He translated into Armenian the Rule of St. Benedict; the "Dialogues" of Gregory the Great; a
life of this saint; and the letters of Lucius III and Clement III to the patriarch, Gregory. From the Syriac he
translated the "Homilies" of Jacob of Serugh and, probably from the Coptic, the "Life of the Fathers of the
Desert". Some writers ascribe to him an Armenian version of a commentary of Andreas of Caesarea on the
Apocalypse. Nerses in his original writings frequently refers to the primacy and infallibility of the pope.
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Saint Nestor

Miniature from the Menologion of Basil II

Bishop and Martyr
Died 250

Perge, Pamphylia, (modern Turkey)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church, Orthodox Church

Feast February 25 (Roman Catholic Church)
February 28 (Orthodox Churches)

Attributes Vested as a bishop, holding a Gospel Book, his right hand
raised in blessing

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Little is known about Saint Nestor, also
known as Saint Nestor of Perge or
Hieromartyr Nestor of Magydos, other
than that he was Bishop of Magydos in
Pamphylia, in what is now modern Turkey.
His courage and authority were so
noteworthy that a Roman magistrate uttered
these words: "Until we have got the better of
the bishop, we shall be powerless against
the Christians."[1] He was arrested under
Emperor Decius, and sentenced to death
by the local Roman governor, Pollio or
Epolius of Lycia, after refusing to sacrifice
to the pagan gods of the state. His feast
day is February 25 in the Roman Catholic
Church and February 28 in the Orthodox
Church.
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This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Icon of St. Nestor. (St. Demetrius
Church, Marko's Monastery near
Skoplje, Macedonia. 14th century.)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about Nestor of Thessaloniki. For other saints and notable people called Nestor, see Nestor.

Nestor of Thessaloniki was a companion of St. Demetrius of
Thessaloniki (October 26). St. Nestor's feast day is celebrated on
October 27. Thessaloniki is a city in Greece.

Having been moved to act against the mighty Lyeios (or Lyaeus), a
most feared gladiator who mocked and tormented the Christians in the
arena, Nestor went to see the imprisoned St. Demetrius and asked for
his blessing to fight and defeat Lyeios. With the blessing of the saint
and faith in God, he entered the arena and mortally struck Lyeios.

Maximian, the emperor, was angered by this and ordered that Nestor be
slain with his own sword. The year of his death is reported variously as
290, 296, or 306.
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Nestor the Chronicler

Nestor the Chronicler

Forensic facial reconstruction by Sergei Nikitin.

Born The middle of the 11th century

Died The beginning of the 12th century

Occupation monk

Known for compilation of Primary Chronicle

Iconographic depiction of St. Nestor
the Chronicler, 1919, Viktor Vasnetsov
(St. Vladimir Cathedral, Kiev).

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nestor the Chronicler (c. 1056 – c. 1114, in Kiev, Kievan
Rus') was the reputed author of the Primary Chronicle (the earliest
East Slavic chronicle) Life of the Venerable Theodosius of the Kiev
Caves, and Account about the Life and Martyrdom of the Blessed
Passion Bearers Boris and Gleb.

In 1073 CE, Nestor became a monk of the Monastery of the Caves
in Kiev. The only other detail of his life that is reliably known is that
he was commissioned with two other monks to find the relics of St.
Theodosius of Kiev, a mission which he fulfilled successfully. It is
also speculated that he supported the reigning prince Svyatopolk
II, and his pro-Scandinavian party disliked Greek influence in
Kiev.[1]

His chronicle begins with the Deluge, as did those of most
Christian chroniclers of the time. The compiler appears to have
been acquainted with the Byzantine historians; he makes use
especially of John Malalas and George Hamartolus. He also likely
had other Slavonic language chronicles to compile from, which
have since been lost. Many legends are mistakenly attributed to
Nestor's Chronicle; the style is occasionally so poetic that perhaps
he incorporated bylinas that are now lost.

As an eyewitness, Nestor could only have described the reigns of
Vsevolod I and Svyatopolk II (1078–1112), but it is surmised he
could have gathered many details from older inhabitants. Two
such possibilities are Giurata Rogovich of Novgorod, who could have
provided him with information concerning the north of Kievan Rus', the
Pechora River, and other places, as well as Yan Vyshatich, a nobleman
who died in 1106 at the age of ninety. Nestor provided valuable
ethnological details of various Slavic tribes.

The current theory about Nestor is that the Chronicle is a patchwork of
many fragments of chronicles, and that the name of Nestor was
attached to it because he either wrote the majority of it or was
responsible for piecing all the fragments together. The name of the
hegumen Sylvester is affixed to several of the manuscripts as the
author.

St. Nestor died around 1114 and was buried in the Near Caves. He has
been glorified (canonized) as a saint by the Russian Orthodox Church.
The body of the ancient chronicler may be seen among the relics
preserved in the Kiev Pechersk Lavra. His feast day is celebrated on
October 27. He is also commemorated in common with other saints of
the Kiev Caves Lavra on September 28 (Synaxis of the Venerable
Fathers of the Kiev Caves) and on the Second Sunday of Great Lent.
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Life of the Venerable Theodosius of the Kyiv Caves (1080s)[2]

Primary Chronicle, or The Tale of Bygone Years (ca. 1113)
Account about the Life and Martyrdom of the Blessed Passion Bearers Boris and Gleb (1080s)[3]
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Nicanor the Deacon

v · t · e

Saint Nicanor

Martyr
Born Thessaloniki, Greece

Died 76
Cyprus

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 28 December

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicanor (/naɪˈkeɪnər/; Greek: Nικάνωρ, romanized: Nikánōr) was
one of the Seven Deacons.[1] He was martyred in 76.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicarete (? 5th century), was a woman of Nicomedia who became a saint as a disciple of St. John
Chrysostom. She left her home specifically to study theology and practice devotion and care for the poor in
Constantinople. She became a follower of John Chrysostom and worked as a physician as well as a healer for
the poor. She cured John Chrysostom of a stomach ailment. Later, when Chrysostom was sent into exile from
Constantinople, she went with him.

Her feast day in the west is December 27.
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Nicasius, Quirinus, Scubiculus, and Pientia

Saints Nicasius, Quirinus,
Scubiculus, and Pientia

St. Quirinus of Malmedy

Martyrs
Died ca AD 285

Vexin

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Malmedy Abbey

Feast October 11

Attributes Dragon (Quirinus)[1]

The Cathedral of Sts. Peter, Paul
and Quirinus, Malmedy.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicasius, Quirinus, Scubiculus,[2] and Pientia were venerated
as martyrs and saints. Their feast day is October 11. Their
historicity is uncertain, and "no trustworthy historical reports of
[them] exist."[3]

Nicasius has been identified with Nicasius of Rheims, and there
are many saints with the name of Saint Quirinus.
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Legends [edit]

One legend states that they died in 285 AD and that Nicasius was
one of the first missionaries sent from Rome to evangelize Gaul in
the first century. Nicasius thus may have been a regionary bishop.
Quirinus is stated to have been his priest while his deacon was
Scubiculus (who is known as Egobille in France). According to the
legend he was put to death, together with Nicasius, in the pagus
Vulcassinus (Vexin).[3]

One variant of the legend states that Quirinus, Nicasius, and the deacon Scubiculus were sent to Gaul by Pope
Clement, accompanying Saint Denis there.[4] At Vaux-sur-Seine, Quirinus fought and defeated a dragon, which
had laid waste to the area and poisoned a well.[4]

Quirinus and his companions were later imprisoned by soldiers of the emperor Domitian, and were then
beheaded. The following night, the beheaded saints picked up their own heads and walked to an island on the
river Epte, where they were buried by a lady named Pientia and a priest named Clarus.[5]

Veneration [edit]

Quirinus’ relics were translated around 875 to the abbey church of
Malmedy during the reign of Charles the Bald, and Malmedy became the
center of his cult.[3][4] Thus, he is sometimes venerated separately as St.
Quirinus of Malmedy, and gained much more importance than his alleged
companions Nicasius and Scubiculus. Quirinus' relics were officially
confirmed as authentic by Abbot Poppo of Stavelot.[4]

Malmedy had been a branch of Stavelot, but between 1065 and 1071
became independent from this monastery.[4] As a result, it needed as a
strong heavenly intercessor as its patron saint in order to compete with
Stavelot’s: Saint Remaclus.[4] Malmedy thus devised Quirinus’ legend,
which was copied from other hagiographies and incorporating common
tropes (fighting a dragon, cephalophoric elements, etc.), as well as
elements from the lives of other saints of the same name.[4]

Quirinus came to be invoked against drought, fever, bad weather, and
demons, and farmers of the Münsterland invoked his aid against diseases
affecting their cattle.[4] Quirinus’ popularity is evidenced by the number of

surnames in Central and Western Europe derived from his name, which include Quirini, Querings, Kehry, Kiry,
Kuhrig, Koenrig, Crines, Krines, Krings, Kreugs, Cryns, Creins, Kreins, Krainz, Kircher, Kreine and Grein.[4]
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Nicasius of Die

Fresco depicting the First
Council of Nicaea.

Statue of Nicasius of Die in Die
Cathedral.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicasius of Die (4th century) was a 4th-century bishop from Gaul,
present-day France. As Bishop of Die[1] he is notable to history as one of
only five Catholic bishops from the Western part of the Roman Empire who
attended the First Council of Nicaea in 325.[2][3][4][5][6][7]
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Sainthood [edit]

Alternatively known as bishop Nicaise of Die, he is also considered a
Saint in the Roman Catholic Church with a feast day celebrated on 20
March and in the Orthodox Church, is celebrated on the "Sunday of the
Fathers of the first Council" .[8]

Bishopric [edit]

Nicaise was the earliest attested Bishop of Bishop of Die, Drôme.[9]

although the largely discredited 17th century historian Polycarpe de la
Rivière says he was the successor to St Mars of Die bishop c. 220, and
then St Higer. These prior bishops are not known from other sources.

The same Polycarpe claims to have found in a life of St Marcel de Die, a
letter from the Council of Nicaea for Nicaise to give to the bishops of
Gaules. In this, no trace has ever been found of this letter.[10]

Attendance at Nicaea [edit]

At first glance Nicaise was an unlikely attendee at the Council of Nicaea.
The Latin churches were represented by only four delegations, of Die,
of Rome, of Carthage and that of Cordoba (whose bishop Hosius, was
the adviser of the emperor Constantine). We see that these four seats
were not random, they represent the four regions of the West: Italy,
Africa, Spain (Iberia) and Gaul. It should have been expect that Gauls'
Bishops send their primate the archbishop of Lyon, Maxime (or Tetrad).
Instead they sent the bishop of a small and obscure bishopric. It has
been conjectured that[11] the primate was unavailable due to health or
age and Nicaise, having Greek parents was chosen for his knowledge of Greek.[12]

Burial [edit]

According to Lenain Tillemont, in the eleventh century Die Cathedral would have housed the relics of Nicaise.

References [edit]

1. ^ Duchesne, L., Fastes Episcopaux d'Ancienne Gaule tome I - Provinces du Sud-est
2. ^ Dean Dudley, The History of the First Council of Nice: A Worlds Christian Convention, A. D. 325 with a Life of

Constantine (Cosimo, Inc., 2007) Page 49
3. ^ Philip Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Volume 3 (Library of Alexandria, 1966) online
4. ^ Robert Payne, The Holy Fire: The Story of the Fathers of the Eastern Church (St Vladimir's Seminary Press
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6. ^ The First Council of Nicaea  at the Catholic Encyclopedia
7. ^ He is sometimes confused with the Martyr and Saint Nicasius of Rheims who died eighty years later in nearby

Rheims.
8. ^ "Les petits Bollandistes, vol 17 (1876), p 448,
9. ^ par J. Nadal, Histoire hagiologique, ou Vies des Saints et des Bienheureux du Diocèse de Valence", ( 1855), p.

56.
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11. ^ "D'où était évêque Nicaise, l'unique représentant des Gaules au Concile de Nicée ?" par G. Morin, in Revue
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Nicasius of Die

Fresco depicting the First
Council of Nicaea.

Statue of Nicasius of Die in Die
Cathedral.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nicasius of Dijon)

Nicasius of Die (4th century) was a 4th-century bishop from Gaul,
present-day France. As Bishop of Die[1] he is notable to history as one of
only five Catholic bishops from the Western part of the Roman Empire who
attended the First Council of Nicaea in 325.[2][3][4][5][6][7]
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Sainthood [edit]

Alternatively known as bishop Nicaise of Die, he is also considered a
Saint in the Roman Catholic Church with a feast day celebrated on 20
March and in the Orthodox Church, is celebrated on the "Sunday of the
Fathers of the first Council" .[8]

Bishopric [edit]

Nicaise was the earliest attested Bishop of Bishop of Die, Drôme.[9]

although the largely discredited 17th century historian Polycarpe de la
Rivière says he was the successor to St Mars of Die bishop c. 220, and
then St Higer. These prior bishops are not known from other sources.

The same Polycarpe claims to have found in a life of St Marcel de Die, a
letter from the Council of Nicaea for Nicaise to give to the bishops of
Gaules. In this, no trace has ever been found of this letter.[10]

Attendance at Nicaea [edit]

At first glance Nicaise was an unlikely attendee at the Council of Nicaea.
The Latin churches were represented by only four delegations, of Die,
of Rome, of Carthage and that of Cordoba (whose bishop Hosius, was
the adviser of the emperor Constantine). We see that these four seats
were not random, they represent the four regions of the West: Italy,
Africa, Spain (Iberia) and Gaul. It should have been expect that Gauls'
Bishops send their primate the archbishop of Lyon, Maxime (or Tetrad).
Instead they sent the bishop of a small and obscure bishopric. It has
been conjectured that[11] the primate was unavailable due to health or
age and Nicaise, having Greek parents was chosen for his knowledge of Greek.[12]

Burial [edit]

According to Lenain Tillemont, in the eleventh century Die Cathedral would have housed the relics of Nicaise.

References [edit]

1. ^ Duchesne, L., Fastes Episcopaux d'Ancienne Gaule tome I - Provinces du Sud-est
2. ^ Dean Dudley, The History of the First Council of Nice: A Worlds Christian Convention, A. D. 325 with a Life of

Constantine (Cosimo, Inc., 2007) Page 49
3. ^ Philip Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Volume 3 (Library of Alexandria, 1966) online
4. ^ Robert Payne, The Holy Fire: The Story of the Fathers of the Eastern Church (St Vladimir's Seminary Press
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6. ^ The First Council of Nicaea  at the Catholic Encyclopedia
7. ^ He is sometimes confused with the Martyr and Saint Nicasius of Rheims who died eighty years later in nearby

Rheims.
8. ^ "Les petits Bollandistes, vol 17 (1876), p 448,
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11. ^ "D'où était évêque Nicaise, l'unique représentant des Gaules au Concile de Nicée ?" par G. Morin, in Revue
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Nicasius of Rheims

Saint Nicasius of Rheims

Martyrdom of St. Nicasius: Scene from the life
of St. Nicasius. Stained glass window from a
chapel of the cathedral of Soissons (Picardy,

France), early 13th century.

Died ~407 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast December 14

Patronage smallpox

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicasius of Rheims (French: Saint-Nicaise; d. 407[1] or
451[2]) was a bishop of Rheims. He founded the first cathedral in
Rheims and is the patron saint of smallpox victims.
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Vandals [edit]

Sources placing his death in 407 credit him with prophesying the
invasion of France by the Vandals. He notified his people of this
vision, telling them to prepare. When asked if the people should
fight or not, Nicasius responded, "Let us abide the mercy of God
and pray for our enemies. I am ready to give myself for my
people."[3] Later, when the barbarians were at the gates of the city,
he decided to attempt to slow them down so that more of his
people could escape. He was killed by the Vandals either at the
altar of his church or in its doorway. He was killed with Jucundus,
his lector, Florentius, his deacon, and Eutropia, his virgin sister.

After the killing of Nicasius and his colleagues, the Vandals are said to have been frightened away from the
area, according to some sources even leaving the treasure they had already gathered.

Accounts of his martyrdom credit him with being among the cephalophores ("head-carriers") like Saint Denis.[4]

Nicasius was said to have been reciting Psalm 119:[5] he was then decapitated as he reached the verse
Adhaesit pavimento anima mea ("My soul is attached unto dust") and then continued reciting Vivifica me Domine
secundum verbum tuum ("Revive me, Lord, with your words") even after his head had fallen to the ground. He
was sometimes depicted in art walking with the upper part of his head and its miter in his hand.[4]

Huns [edit]

Sources placing his death in 451 record similar acts but concerning the Huns rather than the Vandals. These
sources – but not those concerning the Vandals – further relate that Nicasius survived a bout of smallpox,[6][7][8]

This claim has been made more credible by research showing a long history of smallpox in Egypt, suggestions
that it spread through the Roman Empire, and identification of 6th century outbreaks with the disease.[7]

Legacy [edit]

From his supposed survival of smallpox, Nicasius became the patron saint of smallpox victims. One prayer ran:

In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, may the Lord protect these persons and may the work of
these virgins ward off the smallpox. St. Nicaise had the smallpox and he asked the Lord [to
preserve] whoever carried his name inscribed. O St. Nicaise! Thou illustrious bishop and martyr,
pray for me, a sinner, and defend me by thy intercession from this disease. Amen.[6][8]

A Benedictine abbey in Rheims was later named in his honor.
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Nicasius of Sicily

Saint Nicasius

Madonna and Child Between St. Francis and
St. Nicasius (Castelfranco Madonna), ca. 1503.

Born ~1135

Died 1187

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast July 1

Attributes Military attire

Patronage Caccamo; invoked against
scrofula

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicasius (Nicasio, Nicaise) of Sicily (also known as Nicasio
Burgio, Nicasius de Burgo, Nicasio Camuto de Burgio, Nicasius
Martyr, Nicasius of Jerusalem) (c. 1135 – 1187) is venerated as a
martyr in the Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

The son of Roberto de Burgio and his wife Aldegonda, Nicasius
descended from the Saracens on his father's side and from the
Normans on the mother's side. Born in Sicily -probably Palermo- to
the Kameti (or Camuto) family (later known as de Burgio), he and
his brother Ferrandino joined the Hospitaller Order of the Knights
of St John of Jerusalem.[1]

They answered the call of Roger de Moulins and travelled to the
Holy Land. He was captured during the battle of Hattin and was
decapitated in the presence of Saladin after refusing to convert to
Islam.[1]

Alternatively, another tradition claims that he assisted in the
defense of Acre, but was captured and beheaded there in 1187.

Veneration [edit]

An altar dedicated to him was extant in 1305 in the church of Saint Peter in Trapani. However, the point of origin
for the cult of Saint Nicasius seems to have been Caccamo –which officially declared him patron of the city on
May 31, 1625.[1] [permanent dead link] The priest Vincent Venuti in his Discorso storico-critico (1762) writes:

...now because of the dominions that the Burgio family had near Caccamo. Or because of
devotion, which the Cabrera family exercised toward St. Nicasius, or because of both reasons, I
figure that, little by little, some what of a cult toward our St Nicasius of Jerusalem, went in
Caccamo…[1]

His feast day is July 1.
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1.  ̂a b c Cassata, Francesco. "San Nicasio Camuto de Burgio", Santi e Beati, July 31, 2002
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Nicasius
(in Italian) San Nicasio de Burgio
(in Italian) San Nicasio Burgio
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Nikita Stylites (fresco, 18th
century)

Saints portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Venerable Nicetas (Nikita) Stylites was a 12th-century Russian saint who
founded the Monastery of St. Nicetas on the eastern shore of Lake
Pleshcheyevo in Zalesye.

Nikita led a dissolute life in his youth. However, upon entering a church on
a certain occasion he heard the words of the Prophet Isaiah (1:16) 'Wash
you (of your sins), make you clean;' with this a profound conversion was
effected in his soul.

Thus converted Nikita left all he possessed and entered upon the ascetic
life near Pereyaslavl. His discipline led him to bind himself in chains and
enclose himself within a pillar, thus the title 'stylite'. He became well known
as a healer.

Nikita Stylites was killed on May 16, 1186 during a robbery, the thieves
having believed the hermit to have been bound by silver chains.

Venerable Nikita is commemorated May 24 by the Orthodox Church.[1][2]

See also [edit]

Pole-sitting
Nikitsky Monastery
God: Sole Satisfier
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1. ^ Our Holy Father Nikita Stylites . St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church (McKinney (Dallas Area) Texas).
2. ^ Great Synaxaristes: (in Greek) Ὁ Ἅγιος Νικήτας ὁ Ὁσιομάρτυρας ὁ Στυλίτης . 24 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ

ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
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Nicetas the Patrician
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  (Redirected from Nicetas of Constantinople)

Saint Nicetas the Patrician (Greek: Νικήτας Πατρίκιος, romanized: Niketas Patrikios; 761/62 – 6 October 836) was a Byzantine monk and a fervent opponent of Byzantine Iconoclasm. He is usually
identified with Nicetas Monomachos (Νικήτας Μονομάχος), a eunuch official and general from Paphlagonia active at the turn of the 9th century.

He is honoured as a saint and a Confessor of the Faith by the Orthodox Church. His feast day is on 13 October.[1]
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Early life and career [edit]

Nicetas was born in Paphlagonia in 761/62, and his parents were probably named Gregory and Anna. Later tradition held that he was a descendant of Empress Theodora, the wife of Theophilos
(r. 829–842). This is clearly impossible, but some sort of relation cannot be excluded. Another tradition records that he was also a relative of Empress Irene of Athens (r. 797–802).[1][2][3][4] According
to his hagiography, he was castrated by his parents at a young age, received a good education and was sent to Constantinople at age 17 (c. 778), where he entered the service of the imperial
court.[1][5][6] According to the same source, Nicetas distinguished himself among the court eunuchs and came to the attention of Empress-mother Irene, who handled the Empire's affairs as regent
after 780. Irene promoted him because of his ability and because of their ties of kinship. In 787, Nicetas is even said to have represented the Empress at the Second Council of Nicaea, although
given Nicetas' youth this is likely to be an invention by his hagiographer.[3][4][5][7]

Shortly after, he was promoted to the rank of patrikios, and was sent to Sicily as the governor (strategos) of the local theme. On account of this information, he is usually identified with the patrikios
and strategos of Sicily Nicetas, who in 797 sent an embassy to Charlemagne, as well as with the patrikios Nicetas Monomachos, who brought the hand of Saint Euphemia from Constantinople c. 796
and built a church in Sicily to house the holy relic. Nicetas' tenure as governor of Sicily is therefore placed c. 797, and ended before 799, when a certain Michael was governor of the Theme of
Sicily.[4][7][8][9] If "Monomachos" represents a family name rather than a sobriquet (it means "single combatant"), Nicetas would be the first attested member of the Monomachos family, which rose to
prominence in the 11th century, with several of its members becoming high-ranking functionaries, and which also produced an emperor, Constantine IX Monomachos (r. 1042–1055).[10]

Almost nothing is known of Nicetas' activities in the decade after the deposition of Irene in 802.[11] According to his hagiography, he wanted to retire to a monastery, but was prohibited from doing so
by Emperor Nikephoros I (r. 802–811) and his son Staurakios.[5][7] However, he has been tentatively identified with a number of people of the same name and rank mentioned in the chronicles: thus
he may be the patrikios Nicetas who owned the house where the Gastria Monastery was later built,[12][13] or the patrikios Nicetas who was one of the founders of the Church of St. Stephen in
Trigleia, Bithynia.[14] He is also frequently equated with the admiral Nicetas who in 807–808 led the Byzantine fleet in its reoccupation of Dalmatia and Venice,[7][15][16] who in turn is sometimes
identified with the Nicetas who was General Logothete in 808–811.[17][18]

Monastic life [edit]

With the accession of Michael I Rhangabe (r. 811–813) to the throne, Nicetas was at last able to receive tonsure (late 811). Indeed, the new emperor encouraged him in this endeavour, served as
his sponsor, and gave him the convent of Chrysonike near the Golden Gate, where Nicetas retired.[5] Nicetas remained in the monastery as its hegumenos (abbot) until late 815, when the second
phase of the Byzantine Iconoclasm began under the auspices of Leo V the Armenian (r. 813–820). Refusing to acknowledge the Emperor's iconoclast policies, Nicetas left the capital for one of its
suburbs. He was accused at one point of sheltering an icon, but he suffered no punishment except for the confiscation of the image and his confinement to house arrest.[19][20]

Nothing is known of his life during the reign of Michael II the Amorian (r. 820–829),[21] but in the early reign of Michael's son and successor Theophilos, the persecution of iconophiles intensified, and
monks in particular became the targets of the emperor's iconoclast zeal. Despite his probable family connection to Theophilos' empress, Nicetas was ordered to accept communion with the
iconoclast patriarch, Antony Kassymatas, or face exile. Nicetas chose the latter, and with a handful of disciples and other like-minded monks he fled to Bithynia. He spent the next few years moving
from locality to locality around the coast of the Sea of Marmara to evade harassment from iconoclast officials, before finally settling in the villages of Zouloupas and then Katesia, where he died on 6
October 836.[19][22][23] According to the sources, Nicetas specialized in "healing men tormented by sexual desires" (K. Ringrose).[24]

Hagiographic sources [edit]

The main sources on Nicetas are his hagiography and the synaxaria. The hagiography survives in a 12th-century manuscript, now located in the National Library of Greece at Athens. It was formerly
attributed to Nicetas of Medikion, but was written by an anonymous monk of the Monastery of Asomaton at Katesia, founded by Nicetas, sometime shortly after Nicetas' death. The account was
based on the notes of Nicetas' namesake nephew and disciple, who succeeded him as the monastery's abbot.[25][26][27]
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Miniature from the Menologion of
Basil II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicetas of Medikion (Greek: Νικήτας Μηδικίου) or Nicetas the
Confessor (Νικήτας ο ομολογητής),[1] who is commemorated on 28
May, was a monk who opposed iconoclasm.

Life [edit]

Nicetas was born in Bithynian Caesarea of a pious family. His mother
died eight days after his birth, and his father Philaretos became a monk.
The child was raised by his grandmother. From his youth Nicetas
attended church and was a disciple of the hermit Stephen.[2]

At a relatively young age Nicetas joined the Medikion monastery (μονή
Μηδικίου) where Nicephorus was the hegoumenos (similar to abbot). In 790, After seven years at the
monastery, Nicetas was ordained presbyter.[3] When Nicephorus became ill, he entrusted to Nicetas the
guidance of the monastery, and when Nicephorus died, Nicetas was chosen hegoumenos by the monks. His
piety drew many others to join and follow him at the monastery.[2]

Twice he was imprisoned for taking stands against the heresy of Iconoclasm.[4] According to the Russian and
Serbian “Synaxars” his courageous opposition to the iconoclasts resulted in his exile, at the beginning of the 9th
century, during the reign of Leo V the Armenian in Byzantium.[5] Upon the death of the Emperor Leo, Nicetas
was released, but rather than return to Medikion retreating to an austere life in a monastery near
Constantinople, where he died in 824. His remains were brought back to the monastery of Medikion.[3]

In his Canon, written by the Constantinopolitan hieromonk, Saint Joseph the Hymnographer,[6] the life led by
Saint Nicetas was described as ascetic, God–pleasing, and full of charity. He is mentioned as a wonderworker,
with the gift of healing.[2]

References to St. Nicetas have been found in old manuscripts originating from the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate
of Jerusalem, and in menaia from the Orthodox Patriarchates of Serbia and Russia. A church, first constructed
in the 18th century, was dedicated to him on the Greek island of Lefkas.
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1. ^ In the Orthodox Church, a "Confessor" is one who has suffered for the faith, but not endured martyrdom.
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Saint Nicetas

Bishop of Novgorod
Born Kiev, Kievan Rus'

Died 1108
Novgorod, Russia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 31 January (Roman Catholic
Church), 31 January (14
February), 30 April (13 May), 14
(27) May (Eastern Orthodox
Church)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bishop Nicetas (Russian: Епископ Никита) was born in Kiev,
Kievan Rus', he became a monk in the Monastery of the Caves,
but then embraced the life of a hermit. According to custom,
Nicetas was much plagued by demonic torments and returned to
the monastery. Later in 1095 Nicetas was named to the office of
Bishop of Novgorod, he acquired a reputation for performing
miracles.[1]

His feast days in the Orthodox Church are on May 14;[2] the day of
his repose, January 31;[3] and the day of the Uncovering of his
Relics in 1558, on April 30.[4] The relics of Nicetas are in Cathedral
of St. Sophia, Novgorod.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Nicetas  Catholic Online
2. ^ (in Greek) Ὁ Ὅσιος Νικήτας ὁ Ἔγκλειστος . ΜΕΓΑΣ

ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
3. ^ (in Greek) Ὁ Ὅσιος Νικήτας ἐκ Κιέβου . ΜΕΓΑΣ

ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
4. ^ (in Greek) Ἀνακομιδὴ Τιμίων Λειψάνων Ἁγίου Νικήτα

Ἀρχιεπισκόπου Νόβγκοροντ . ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia
by expanding it.

This article about an Eastern Catholic person is a stub. You
can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This biographical article about a Romanian religious figure
is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This article about an Eastern Catholic bishop is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

Categories: 12th-century Christian saints 1107 deaths Russian Benedictines
12th-century Eastern Orthodox bishops Russian saints Ukrainian saints Saint stubs
Roman Catholic biographical stubs Eastern Catholic clergy stubs European religious biography stubs
Romanian people stubs Eastern Catholic bishop stubs
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Nicetas of Remesiana

Saint
Nicetas of Remesiana

Nicetas Dardani
Born 333

Died 414

Venerated in Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Catholic Churches

Feast 22 June

Major works Te Deum

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicetas (c. 335–414) was Bishop of Remesiana, (present-day
Bela Palanka, Serbia), which was then in the Roman province of
Dacia Mediterranea.[1]

Biography [edit]

Nicetas promoted Latin sacred music for use during the
Eucharistic worship and reputedly composed a number of liturgical
hymns, among which some twentieth-century scholars number the
major Latin Christian hymn of praise, Te Deum, traditionally
attributed to Ambrose and Augustine. He is presumed to be the
missionary to the barbarian Thracian tribe of the Bessi.[2]

Because of his missionary activity, his contemporary and friend, Paulinus of Nola, lauded him poetically for
instructing in the Gospel barbarians changed by him from wolves to sheep and brought into the fold of peace,
and for teaching to sing of Christ with Roman heart bandits, who previously had no such ability.[3] However, it is
doubtful whether these barbarians really were barbarians, or whether their mention is only a poetical topos.
Indeed, Paulinus, who wrote a quite classical Latin poetry, probably used existing poetical authorities. For
Dacia, where Nicetas was from, the poetical authority was Ovid, although the Dacia (probably the province
Dacia Mediterranea) of that time did not correspond with the Getia where Ovid had been banished to.[4]

In 398, Nicetas made a pilgrimage to Nola to visit the grave of Felix of Nola.[5]

Lengthy excerpts survive of his principal doctrinal work, Instructions for Candidates for Baptism, in six books.
They show that he stressed the orthodox position in trinitarian doctrine. They contain the expression
"communion of saints" about the belief in a mystical bond uniting both the living and the dead in a certain hope
and love. No evidence survives of previous use of this expression, which has since played a central role in
formulations of the Christian creed.

His feast day as a saint is on 22 June.[6]

References [edit]

1. ^ Letter of Pope John Paul II  for the third centenary of the union of the Greek-Catholic Church of Romania with
the Church of Rome

2. ^ "1994 | Gottfried Schramm: A New Approach to Albanian History" . www.albanianhistory.net. Retrieved
2020-02-29.

3. ^ "quod barbaros oves factos Evangelium edocuisset atque in pacis aulam duxisset et quondam inperiti ac
latrones Christum corde romano resonare didicisset" (Martyrologium Romanum Libreria Editrice Vaticana 2001.
ISBN 88-209-7210-7, p. 330).

4. ^ Philippe Blasen, “Nicetas of Remesiana – A Missionary Bishop in Dacia?” in Studia Universitatis Babeș-Bolyai
Theologia catholica, 1-2, 2012, 39-49

5. ^ Kirsch, Johann Peter. "Nicetas." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 11. New York: Robert Appleton Company,
1911. 27 February 2016

6. ^ Martyrologium Romanum. Libreria Editrice Vaticana 2001. ISBN 88-209-7210-7; Gross, Ernie. This Day In
Religion. New York:Neal-Schuman Publications, 1990. ISBN 1-55570-045-4.
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Nicetas the Goth

Saint Nicetas the Goth

Martyr
Venerated in Catholic Church

Orthodox Church

Feast September 15
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media related to Nicetas the
Goth.
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Nicetas (Russ. Никита Nikita, Ukrain. Микита, from Greek
Νικήτας Niketas) is a Christian martyr of the 4th century,
venerated particularly in the Russian Orthodox Church. His
feastday is 15 September.[1]

Nicetas, a Gothic soldier, lived in the Danube region at the
margins of the Byzantine Empire.[2] Presumably, he received his
Greek name on the occasion of his baptism by the Gothic bishop
Theophilus, a participant in the First Ecumenical Council. Pagan
Goths began to oppose the spread of Christianity, which resulted
in internecine strife. Nicetas fought in the Gothic civil war between
the pagan Athanaric and the Christian Fritigern.

After the defeat of Athanaric and after the invention of Gothic
alphabets by Ulfilas, Nicetas worked intensely among the Goths.[2]

He was condemned to the stake in 372. According to his Passio,
the devil, shaped as an angel, induced Nicetas to sacrifice to the
pagan gods for saving his life; Nicetas, however, put him to flight
by means of prayer and assisted by archangel Michael. His body
was buried it in Cilicia, and later transferred to Constantinople.

In Greece, Russia, Ukraine, Serbia, and Cyprus there are several
churches and monasteries named after St Nicetas. See Church of Saint Nicetas.

St Nicetas is prayed to for the preservation of children from birth defects.[2]

See also [edit]

Gothic persecution of Christians
Sabbas the Goth
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Nicetius

Saint Nicetius of Trier

Saint Nicetius, Egbert Psalter

Bishop of Trier[1]

Born 513
Auvergne

Died ~566
Trier

Venerated in Catholic Church, Orthodox
Church

Feast October 1 (in Trier)
December 5 (Roman
Martyrology)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Nicetius (disambiguation).
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Saint Nicetius (French: Saint Nizier) (c.525 - c.566) was a bishop
of Trier, born in the latter part of the fifth century, exact date
unknown; died in 563 or more probably 566.[2]

History [edit]

Nicetius was the most important bishop of the ancient See of Trier,
in the era when, after the disorders of the Migrations, Frankish
supremacy began in what had been Roman Gaul. Considerable
detail of the life of this zealous bishop is known from various
sources, from letters written either by or to him, from two poems of
Venantius Fortunatus and above all from the statements of his
pupil Aredius, later Abbot of Limoges, which have been preserved
by Gregory of Tours.[3]

Nicetius came from a Gallo-Roman family; he was a native of
Aquitaine.[4] From his youth he devoted himself to religious life and
entered a monastery. Theuderic I (511-34) had encouraged
clerics from Acquitaine to work in the Rhineland. The king came to
esteem Nicetius despite his often remonstrating with him on his
wrongdoing without, however, any loss of favour. After the death of
Bishop Aprunculus of Trier, an embassy of the clergy and citizens
of Trier came to the royal court to elect a new bishop. They
desired Saint Gallus, but the king refused his consent. It was
through Theuderic's patronage that Nicetius was confirmed as
bishop. About 527 Nicetius set out as the new bishop for Trier,
accompanied by an escort sent by the king, and while on the
journey had opportunity to make known his firmness in the
administration of his office.[3]

Trier had suffered terribly during the disorders of the Migrations. One of the first cares of the new bishop was to
rebuild the cathedral church, the restoration of which is mentioned by the poet Venantius Fortunatus. He
imported Italian craftmen to work on churches. Archæological research has shown, in the cathedral of Trier, the
existence of mason-work belonging to the Frankish period which may belong to this reconstruction by Nicetius.
A fortified castle (castellum) with a chapel built by him on the river Moselle is also mentioned by the same poet.
Bishop Nicetius replanted vineyards on the slopes above the Moselle, to restore the area's wine business.[4]

The bishop devoted himself with great zeal to his pastoral duty. He preached daily, opposed vigorously the
numerous evils in the moral life both of the higher classes and of the common people, and in so doing did not
spare the king and his courtiers. Disregarding threats, he steadfastly fulfilled his duty. He excommunicated King
Chlothar I (511-61), who for some time was sole ruler of the Frankish dominions, on account of his misdeeds; in
return the king exiled the determined bishop in 560. The king died, however, in the following year, and his son
and successor Sigebert I, the ruler of Austrasia (561-75), allowed Nicetius to return home. Nicetius took part in
several synods of the Frankish bishops: the synod of Clermont (535), of Orléans (549), the second synod of
Council of Clermont (549), the synod of Toul (550), at which he presided, and the synod of Paris (555).[3]

Nicetius corresponded with ecclesiastical dignitaries of high rank in distant places. Letters are extant that were
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written to him by Abbot Florianus of Romain-Moûtier (Canton of Vaud, Switzerland), by Bishop Rufus of
Octodurum (now Martigny, in the Canton of Valais, Switzerland), and by Archbishop Mappinius of Reims.

The general interests of the Church did not escape his watchful care. He wrote an urgent letter to Emperor
Justinian of Constantinople in regard to the emperor's position in the controversies arising from Monophysitism.
Another letter that has been preserved is to Chlothsind, wife of the Lombard King Alboin, in which he exhorts
this princess to do everything possible to bring her husband over to the Catholic faith.

In his personal life Nicetius was very ascetic and self-mortifying; he fasted frequently, and while the priests and
clerics who lived with him were at their evening meal he would go, concealed by a hooded cloak, to pray in the
churches of the city. He founded a school of his own for the training of the clergy. The best known of his pupils
is the later Abbot of Limoges, Aredius, who was the authority of Gregory of Tours for the latter's biographical
account of Nicetius. Gregory of Tours, wrote the oldest Nicetius Vita, and praised the fearless advocacy of the
Bishop.

The genuineness of two treatises ascribed to him is doubtful: "De Vigiliis servorum Dei" and "De Psalmodiæ
Bono".

Veneration [edit]

Nicetius was buried in the church of St. Maximin at Trier. In the diocese of Trier, he is revered as a saint. His
feast day is celebrated at Trier on 1 October; in the Roman Martyrology his name is placed under 5
December.[5][6][7]
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Niccolò Albergati

His Eminence
Niccolò Albergati

O.Cart.

Bishop of Bologna

Portrait c. 1431.

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Bologna

See Bologna

Appointed 5 January 1417

Installed 4 July 1417

Term ended 9 May 1443

Predecessor Giovanni Di Michele

Successor Tommaso Parentucelli

Other posts Apostolic Administrator of
Bologna (1426-43)
Cardinal-Priest of Santa Croce
in Gerusalemme (1446-43)
Archpriest of the Basilica di
Santa Maria Maggiore (1440-43)
Major Penitentiary of the
Apostolic Penitentiary (1438-43)

Orders
Ordination June 1404

by Bartolomeo Raimondi

Consecration 4 July 1417
by Tommaso Perenduli

Created
cardinal

27 May 1426
by Pope Martin V

Rank Cardinal-Priest

Personal details
Birth name Niccolò Albergati

Born 1373
Bologna, Papal States

Died 9 May 1443
Siena, Republic of Siena

Previous
post

Apostolic Nuncio to France
(1422-23)
Apostolic Nuncio to England
(1422-23)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nicholas Albergati)

Niccolò Albergati (1373 – 9 May 1443) was an Italian Roman
Catholic prelate and professed member from the Carthusians. He
became a cardinal and had served as a papal diplomat to France
and England (1422–23) in addition to serving as the Bishop of
Bologna from 1417 until his death.[1][2][3]

He accepted the position as bishop in obedience despite his
extreme reluctance to accept the position but carried out his duties
with care and attention to educational concerns. But two conflicts
in his see caused him to depart and later return and he became
known for being close to Pope Martin V and his successor Pope
Eugene IV.[1] Both men held Albergati in high esteem and
nominated him to crucial positions within the Roman Curia and the
diplomatic service to oversee important missions. He had
prominent roles in the Council of Basel-Ferrara-Florence and also
attended the Council of Florence.[2][3]

His student Tommaso Parentucelli later became pontiff and
assumed the papal name "Nicholas" in honor of his mentor and
patron. His other noted student Silvio Eneo Piccolomini also
became pope sometime after Parentucelli.[1][3]

His beatification received confirmation from Pope Benedict XIV on
25 September 1744.[1][3]
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Life [edit]

Education and priesthood [edit]

Niccolò Albergati was born in 1373 in Bologna to Pier Nicola
Albergati who had a notable role in Bolognese communal life.[2]

He first studied law at the college in Bologna from 1386 before he
commenced his ecclesial studies. He entered the Carthusians in
1394 and was later professed in the San Girolamo di Casara
convent near Florence on 25 September 1396. He received the
minor orders on 9 June 1403 and was made a subdeacon on 22
September 1403 prior to being made a deacon in 1404. Albergati
received his ordination to the priesthood in June 1404.[1][2] The
order's General Chapter in 1407 saw him named as the prior for
the San Girolamo di Casara house and in 1412 was made to
supervise all Italian houses of the order.[3]
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Camerlengo of the Sacred
College of Cardinals (1431-32)

Alma mater University of Bologna

Sainthood
Feast day 9 May

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 25 September 1744
Rome, Papal States
by Pope Benedict XIV

Attributes Cathusian habit
Cardinal's hat and cape

Patronage Learning

Ordination history of
Niccolò Albergati

History
Diaconal ordination

Date 1404
Place Bologna, Papal States

Priestly ordination
Ordained by Bartolomeo Raimondi
Date June 1404
Place Bologna, Papal States

Episcopal consecration
Principal consecrator Tommaso Perenduli
Co-consecrators Pietro Ondedi

Pietro Bolardi
Date 4 July 1417
Place Bologna, Papal States

Cardinalate
Elevated by Pope Martin V
Date 24 May 1426

Episcopal succession
Bishops consecrated by Niccolò Albergati as

principal consecrator
Hélie de Bourdeilles, O.F.M. 13 April 1438

Episcopate [edit]

The Consiglio dei Seicento made the unanimous decision to make
him the next Bishop of Bologna on 4 January 1417. The cathedral
chapter confirmed this on 5 January with the canon (and president
of the chapter) Pietro da Saliceto announcing the decision to him
on 8 January. He did not wish to become a bishop but had
accepted in obedience to his superiors and to the pope. On 24
February he accepted the nomination in obedience and on 8
March the cathedral chapter asked the metropolitan of Ravenna to
confirm the appointment which that official ratified on 15
March.[1][2] The Archbishop of Ravenna Tommaso Perenduli
conferred episcopal consecration upon him on 4 July with the
Bishop of Imola Pietro Ondedi and the Bishop of Ferrara Pietro
Bolardi acting as the co-consecrators. He was enthroned in his
see right after the consecration. He set about at once making his
hometown and his episcopal see a center of learning and
humanism. Pope Martin V confirmed his appointment to the see on
13 April 1418 in a papal bull.[3]

The pope later dispensed Albergati on 27 July 1418 from travelling
to Rome to make the ritual oath of obedience to the pope which
allowed for Albergati to instead make it before the bishops of
Modena and Imola. That 20 December - upon the pope's invitation
- he went to Mantua to discuss the political position of Bologna
concerning the Papal States and left Mantua on 18 January 1419
for Rome and back to Bologna on 27 January due to his father's
death.[2][3] On 6 February he departed for Ferrara to meet the
pope in order to validate the concordat that was stipulated in
Mantua which then allowed for him to return on 17 February to
Bologna. But Anton Galeazzo Bentivoglio's rebellion against the
pope in his see forced him to flee on 26 March 1420; he returned
on 24 July after the rebellion had been quelled.[2]

On 8 February 1422 he was appointed as the nuncio to both
England and France in order to secure the reconciliation between
both kingdoms; he returned from France on 9 August 1423.[3] But
crisis struck once again when Bentivoglio fermented another revolt
in August 1428. This forced Albergati to flee to Modena but returned to his see under assurances that he would
not be harmed. But the pope had enough of the revolt and placed Bologna under an interdict which forced
Albergati to leave for Imola. The indignant Consiglio dei Seicento decided to elect the abbot Bartolomeo
Zambeccari as the new bishop for Bologna but soon recognized Albergati as the legitimate bishop after
Zambeccari renounced his false position.[2]

Cardinalate [edit]

His successes led to the pope naming him as a cardinal on 24 May 1426 as the Cardinal-Priest of Santa Croce
in Gerusalemme; he received that title on 27 May.[2] Albergati participated in the 1431 papal conclave that
selected Pope Eugene IV. The new pope named him as a legate to Florence in 1431 in addition to the cities of
Milan and Venice.[3]

In his role as a diplomat he helped to mediate between Sigismund and Pope Martin V and later repeated this in
similar circumstances between King Charles VII and Pope Eugene IV.[1] He represented Pope Eugene IV at the
1435 Congress of Arras with the aid of Cardinal Hugues de Lusignan. The congress failed to make peace
between England and France but did effect a reconciliation between Philip the Good and the French crown of
King Charles VII.[2] He had a role in the Council of Basel-Ferrara-Florence and opened the Council of Florence
which brought about a short-lived union of the Latin and Greek Churches.[1] Eugene IV had sent him to preside
over the Basel Council but the other cardinals refused to accept him. This prompted Albergati to go to Florence
but later accompanied the pope to Ferrara to preside over the relocated council's first session on 8 January
1438. On 13 February 1439 he travelled to Florence to attend another session of the council but did not sign
the document that would lead to Latin-Greek Church unification even though it was something he desired.[2][3]
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Mentorship [edit]

Under his tutelage where important figures such as Tommaso Parentucelli and Silvio Enea Piccolomini who both
became popes.[1] Francesco Filelfo was another under his tutelage. He had ordained and consecrated
Parentucelli and served as a great influence upon him to the point that Parentucelli chose the pontifical name
"Nicholas" upon his ascension to the papal throne in honor of his mentor and patron.[1][3] Albergati had also
written several theological treatises and encouraged academics within his diocese.

Death [edit]

He died in Siena at an Augustinian convent on 9 May 1443 due to a severe case of kidney stones resulting in
renal failure. He had been travelling with the pope and cardinalate to Rome from Florence but his failing health
forced him to remain in Siena where he died after his condition worsened. Eugene IV presided over his funeral
on 11 May and his remains were interred in the Monte Acuto convent of the Carthusians in Florence.[1][2][3] His
red galero was suspended from the ceiling of the Siena Cathedral and another suspended above his heart
deposited in the Augustinian convent's chapel next to the main altar. Pope Urban VIII in 1633 permitted his
exhumation where it was discovered his brain was found intact; his brain was sent to Bologna.

Beatification [edit]

His beatification received official confirmation from Pope Benedict XIV on 25 September 1744 in the papal bull
Singulare Divinae Providentiae upon the recognition of the late cardinal's popular and longstanding "cultus" - or
enduring veneration on the part of the faithful.

See also [edit]

Portrait of Cardinal Niccolò Albergati
Study for Cardinal Niccolò Albergati
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
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Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Nicholas Bunkerd Kitbamrung

Blessed
Nicholas Bunkerd Kitbamrung

Priest; Martyr
Born 31 January[1] 1895

Nakhon Pathom, Thailand

Died 12 January 1944 (aged 48)
Bangkok, Thailand

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 5 March 2000, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Major shrine Assumption Cathedral

Feast 12 January

Patronage Thailand[2]

Catechists
Against tuberculosis

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicholas Bunkerd Kitbamrung (Thai: นิโคลาส บญุเกดิ กฤษบํารงุ;
RTGS: Bunkoet Kritbamrung; 31 January[1] 1895 – 12 January
1944) was a Thai Roman Catholic priest.[3][2][4] Kitbamrung studied
for almost two decades prior to his ordination at which stage he
began pastoral work as an assistant to two pastors across Thai
provinces.[5] He soon became a noted catechist who instructed
Salesian seminarians in such while teaching Salesian priests the
Thai language.[6][7] He was thrown into prison in 1941 when the
Thai authorities accused him of espionage and collaboration with
the French (whom the Thai were hostile towards) and he died in
1944 from tuberculosis after prolonged periods of
mistreatment.[8][7][1]

He is the first Thai from the faith recognized for being killed "ex
aerumnis carceris" ("from the hardships of incarceration") following
his beatification. The beatification was celebrated on 5 March
2000 in Saint Peter's Square.[3][6]
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Early life [edit]

Nicholas Bunkerd Kitbamrung was born on 31 January 1895 in Nakhon Pathom as one of six children to Joseph
Poxang and Agnes Thiang Kitbamrung; some sources suggest that he was born on 28 February though his
parish's baptismal register disputes this.[1] Both parents were converts to the faith.[2] Kitbamrung received
baptism on 5 February in the parish of Saint Peter's from Father (and future bishop) René-Marie-Joseph Perros
with the name "Benedict".[5]

He commenced his ecclesial studies in Hang Xan at the Sacred Heart ecclesial institute in 1908 (1908–16) and
completed a period in which he worked as a catechist in 1920. He continued studies abroad in 1920 at the
Penang ecclesial institute and concluded in 1925 all the while having received the minor orders (August 1924)
as well as both the subdiaconate (August 1925) and the diaconate (September 1925).[3][5]

Missionary Works [edit]

He received his ordination to the priesthood on 24 January 1926 in the Cathedral of the Assumption in Bangkok
from Bishop René-Marie-Joseph Perros. His first assignment following his ordination was to work as an assistant
pastor at Bang Nok Kheuk parish in the Samut Songkhram province alongside Father Durand (parish priest of
the Bang Nokkhuek church).[2][1] In 1928 he was transferred to Phitsanulok where he taught the Thai language
to Salesian priests while teaching catechesis to their sixteen seminarians. It was at this time that he learnt the
Chinese dialect Hakka himself.[2][5][7]

Kitbamarung assisted the Salesians after their arrival on 26 October 1927 in Thailand in Siam. On 1 January
1928 the mission that Durand and Kitbamrung led had ended after the parish and its work was entrusted to the
now-trained Salesians. In light of this he was appointed as the associate pastor to the French priest Mirabel in
1929 who had just arrived in Thailand himself.[7][6][1] In 1930 Mirabel expanded his work to northern Siam and
asked Bishop Perros to send a priest as his replacement since he wanted Kitbamrung to work with him up north.
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The two began in Lampang but Mirabel had a change of heart and wanted Kitbamrung to work there while
Mirabel travelled further north. It was there he continued to evangelize and he even helped out his fellow priests
with their financial debts.[6][3]

In 1930 he was sent to northern Vietnam to work in the missions there and then did the same thing later in
Chiang Mai in northern Thailand where he was to help lapsed Catholics and to re-evangelize the region.[2] He
was then sent to the Khorat district to engage further in catechesis and evangelization while he himself
evangelized almost unexplored lands along the Laos border in 1937.[7]

Persecution [edit]

Kitbamrung fought for the freedom of worship and the right to profess faith in a culture that was Buddhist with
the Thai government being Buddhist (and preferring Buddhism) itself. The authorities regarded Kitbamrung with
suspicion and came to accuse him of collaborating with the French (whom the Thai were hostile towards).[8] The
Thai authorities regarded him as a dangerous individual who wanted to incite Thais to rebel against the
government of Field Marshal Plaek Phibunsongkhram.

In the French Indochina war he was accused of acting as an informant for France (espionage) and was arrested
for this on 12 January 1941 while at the Santa Teresa parish. But before his arrest he went to Saint Joseph's
church at Ban Han on 11 January to join Father Ambrosio Kin Minlukum (its pastor) but found he was not there.
He instead gathered the parishioners to remind them to attend the next Mass which he would preside over
himself. He rang the bell the following morning at 8:30am which proved the trigger for the authorities to arrest
him.[1] Kitbamrung was prosecuted for "rebellion against the kingdom" and imprisoned in Bang Khwang
prison.[8][6] He was sentenced to over a decade of imprisonment (he would have been in prison until 1956 had
he survived) where he baptized 68 prison companions and preached the Gospel to them.[3]

Death [edit]

He died due to tuberculosis – which he contracted in prison – in 1944 in Bangkok.[3] He was refused treatment
because he was a Catholic. Kitbamrung recited rosaries on a frequent basis since he found consolation in
doing so.[7] His remains are now buried under the main altar at the Assumption Cathedral in Bangkok.[6]

Beatification [edit]

From 1992 the faithful in Bangkok started to press the archdiocese to initiate the cause for the late priest's
beatification. The formal application was sent to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in Rome who
accepted the request.[8] The cause started on 7 March 1995 after the C.C.S. declared "nihil obstat" (no
objections) to the cause and titled Kitbamrung as a Servant of God. The diocesan process lasted little more
than a week in a short diocesan process that the Cardinal Archbishop of Bangkok Michael Michai Kitbunchu
oversaw from 13–23 January 1998; the C.C.S. validated this process some months later on 29 May prior to
receiving the Positio for evaluation in 1999.

Theologians confirmed the cause on 29 October 1999 as did the cardinal and bishop members of the C.C.S.
three months later on 11 January 2000. The confirmation of his beatification arrived a week later on 27 January
after Pope John Paul II confirmed that Kitbamrung died "ex aerumnis carceris" (from the hardships of
incarceration) bought on due to intense hatred for Kitbamrung's faith. John Paul II beatified Kitbamrung in Saint
Peter's Square on 5 March 2000.
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Nicholas Charnetsky

Blessed Nicholas Charnetsky

Bishop Nicholas Charnetsky

Bishop and Martyr
Born December 14, 1884

Semakivtsi, Horodenka district,
Ukraine

Died April 2, 1959
Ukraine

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 27 June 2001, Ukraine by Pope
John Paul II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Nicholas (Ukrainian: Mykolay) Charnetsky
(December 14, 1884–April 2, 1959) was a member of the
Redemptorists (Congregation of the Holy Redeemer), a religious
congregation in the Byzantine Rite of the Catholic Church; he is
considered a martyr by the Church.
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Family Background [edit]

Mykolay Charnetsky was born in the village of Semakivtsia, a
hamlet in the Horodenka Raion in western Ukraine,[1] on 14
December 1884. He came from a large family and was the eldest
of nine children. Alexander and Parasceva Charnetsky and their
children were devout members of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church which is in communion with the Bishop of Rome and is
distinct from the Ukrainian Orthodox Church.

Ukrainian seminary and priesthood [edit]

From a young age, Mykolay had expressed a desire to become a
priest and when he was 18 years of age, the Ukrainian Catholic
Bishop Hryhory Khomyshyn (who was himself to be martyred) sent him to study at the Ukrainian College in
Rome. After his ordination to the Catholic priesthood in 1909, Father Mykolay returned from Ukraine to Rome
so that he might complete a Doctorate in Theology, which he did the following year.[1]

Upon completion of his doctorate, Father Mykolay returned to his homeland in order to teach Dogmatic theology
and philosophy at the Ukrainian Catholic seminary in Ivano-Frankivsk (then called Stanislaviv) where he
remained for the next nine years, also serving as spiritual director to any student who wished.[2]

Ministry as a Redemptorist [edit]

For some time, Father Mykolay had desired to live a more austere life than that of a seminary professor. In
1913 the Belgian province of the Redemptorists had established a mission in Ukraine and this included a
novitiate near Lviv for those interested in joining the congregation. Like Father Ivan Ziatyk who was to follow him
some years later, Father Mykolay entered the novitiate in 1919.[3]

As he was already an ordained priest, after his first profession in 1920, Father Mykolay immediately began
working in a nearby parish before being sent to teach at the minor seminary (for students in their teens) run by
the Redemptorists.[1]

However, in 1926 the congregation opened a mission in the Volhynia region of northern Ukraine (then part of
Poland), the main purpose of which was to promote a better relationship between Catholic and Orthodox
Ukrainians. As Father Mykolay had been ordained in the Ukrainian Catholic Rite, he was well acquainted with
the Liturgy and Christian spirituality as lived by those of the Orthodox churches and this gained him much
respect amongst their people and clergy.[4] His devotion to the people together with his tireless efforts at
fostering Orthodox-Catholic relations caused Pope Pius XII to name him as titular bishop of Lebed and Apostolic
Visitor to Ukrainian Catholics in the Volhynia region as well as those in Podlaskie (Ukr: Pidlashia) in southern
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Poland. From 1931-39, he ministered to the people of Volyn, Polisia, Pidliasia, and Belorussia.[3]

Bishop Charnetsky was invited by Irish Redemptorists to the 1932 Eucharistic Congress. He lodged for a
fortnight in the guest-house of the Redemptoristine monastery on Saint Alphonsus Road and offered the Divine
Liturgy in the monastery church each morning. On the second day of the Eucharistic Congress, Bishop Nicholas
celebrated a Pontifical Divine Liturgy for all the Congress participants in the Jesuit Church on Gardiner Street;
an icon-screen with hand-painted icons was especially made and installed for this purpose; it is not known what
became of the screen. A choir directed by Paul Mailleux, S.J. (later Rector of the Pontifical Russian College in
Rome) sang the Pontifical Liturgy in Church-Slavonic. Father (later Archbishop) Fulton J. Sheen of the United
States was among the participating clergy.

After the Eucharistic Congress, Bishop Nicholas remained in Ireland for several weeks, visiting various
Redemptorist churches and schools. He then went back to Poland. Unfortunately, Bishop Nicholas never had an
opportunity to return to Ireland; World War II and the Soviet persecution of the Church severely restricted his
activity.

Soviet invasion and imprisonment [edit]

In 1939 Soviet armed forces invaded western Ukraine, causing the Redemptorists to flee to Lviv. Two years
later, Bishop Mykolay took up a professorship at Lviv Theological Academy[3] (now the Ukrainian Catholic
University) which was revived in 1941.

In 1944 the Soviets invaded for a second time and the following year all the Ukrainian Greek Catholic bishops
were placed under arrest as part of the Soviet plan to suppress the Church and transfer its property to the
state-sanctioned Russian Orthodox Church. During his time in prison Bishop Mykolay endured frequent violent
interrogations. He was charged with collaborating with being an agent of a foreign power i.e. the Vatican;[3] as a
result he was sentenced to hard labour.

Initially, one of his prison compatriots was the noted Cardinal Josyf Slipyj when both were imprisoned in
Mariinsk, southern Siberia. Between his arrest in 1945 and his release eleven years later, Bishop Mykolay was
moved around to about thirty a prisons. It was reported that, during all this time, he maintained a dignified,
gentle and calming presence in spite of enduring over 600 hours of interrogation, which included torture.[2]

Release and death [edit]

By 1956, the bishop’s health was in such a dismal state that a shroud had already been prepared; the prison
authorities then decided to release him in order that he die elsewhere. [5] However, he made enough of a
surprising partial recovery that he was able to pastor the Ukrainian Catholic community, which was then
operating clandestinely. Although he lived under constant surveillance, one of his most important acts was to
secretly prepare and ordain young men called to the Priesthood.

On 2 April 1959 Bishop Mykolay died and was buried in Lviv two days later. Due to many regarding him as a
saint, people began visit his grave and to ask for his heavenly intercession immediately. Today people continue
to claim that miracles happen through his intercession.[2] On 23 April 2001 Bishop Charnetsky's martyrdom was
verified by the assembly of Cardinals.[6] He was beatified by Pope John Paul II during his pastoral visit to
Ukraine on 27 June 2001. This date was significant as it is the feast of Our Lady of Perpetual Help, the
patroness of the Redemptorists.
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Nicholas Garlick

Blessed Nicholas Garlick
Born c. 1555

Glossop in Derbyshire

Died 24 July 1588
St Mary's Bridge in Derbyshire

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 22 November 1987 by John Paul
II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Nicholas Garlick (c. 1555 – 24 July 1588) was an
English catholic priest, martyred in Derby in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth I.
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Early life [edit]

He was born around 1555, near Dinting in Glossop, within the county of Derby. In January 1575 he matriculated
at Gloucester Hall, now Worcester College, Oxford.[1] Although he was described as "well seen in Poetry,
Rhetoric, and philosophy," he remained at Oxford for only six months and left without taking a degree, perhaps
because of the required Oath of Supremacy.[2] He then became a schoolmaster in Tideswell.[3]

Garlick seems to have been schoolmaster at Tideswell for some six or seven years. An anonymous writer,
quoted in Hayward, says that he taught "with great love, credit, and no small profit to his scholars."[3] Three of
his pupils became priests; one of them, Christopher Buxton, was himself later martyred, while another, Robert
Bagshaw, witnessed his teacher's martyrdom, and ended his life as President of the English Benedictine
Congregation.[4]

The priesthood [edit]

Garlick entered the English College at Rheims on 22 June 1581.[5] He was ordained as a priest at the end of
March 1582, and left for the English Mission on 25 January 1583.[6] Little is known of his arrival or his early work
there, but he was arrested and banished along with seventy-two other priests in 1585. He arrived at Rheims on
17 October that year; two days later, he was on his way back to England.[7]

Garlick's second ministry in England lasted over two and a half years. The Douai Diary reports that he was in
London in April 1586.[8] A spy's report from 16 September 1586 says that he "laboureth with diligence in
Hampshire and Dorsetshire."[7] A government list of recusants for March 1588 announces his presence in
Derbyshire.[8]

Arrest and trial [edit]

He was finally arrested with fellow priest Robert Ludlam on 12 July 1588 at Padley, at the home of the famous
recusant family the FitzHerberts. The house was raided by George Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, who was looking
for John FitzHerbert; the finding of two priests as well was, according to Connelly, "an unexpected bonus".[8]

Fathers Garlick and Ludlam, John FitzHerbert, his son Anthony, three of his daughters, Maud, Jane, and Mary,
and ten servants were arrested, and taken to jail.[1]

In Derby Gaol, Ludlam and Garlick met with another priest, Richard Simpson, who had been earlier condemned
to death but had been granted a reprieve, either, as stated by most sources, including Challoner, because he
had given some hope that he would attend a Protestant service,[6] or, as suggested by Sweeney, because the
Queen may have given orders to halt the persecution of priests to reduce the threat of invasion from Spain.[9]

Whether or not Simpson was wavering, he remained firm after his meeting with Garlick and Ludlam.

On 23 July 1588, the three priests were tried for coming into the kingdom and "seducing" the Queen's subjects.
Garlick, who acted as spokesman, answered, "I have not come to seduce, but to induce men to the Catholic
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The Chapel of St Mary on the Bridge
was there at the time and today has a
plaque recording Garlick's death. The
bridge has gone but its remains can be
seen beneath the chapel.

faith. For this end have I come to the country, and for this will I work as long as I live."[10] A second altercation
with the Bench came when Garlick was asked if he wished to be tried by jury or by the Justices of Assize alone.
Garlick, knowing that a verdict of guilty was inevitable, replied that he did not wish his blood to be on the hands
of poor men. He was, however, persuaded to yield on this point, and the trial proceeded by jury.[11] The three
priests were found guilty of treason, and were condemned to be hanged, drawn and quartered; the sentences
were to be carried out the next day: "That you and each of you be carried to the place from whence you came,
and from thence be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution, and be there severally hanged, but cut down
while you are alive; that your privy members be cut off; that your bowels be taken out and burnt before your
faces; that your heads be severed from your bodies; that your bodies be divided into four-quarters, and that
your quarters be at the Queen's disposal; and the Lord have mercy on your souls."[12]

As the three priests left the dock, Garlick exclaimed, "I thought that Cain would never be satisfied till he had the
blood of his brother Abel."[10]

Execution [edit]

Henry Garnet, cited in Sweeney, recounts that the priests spent their last night in the same cell as a woman
condemned to death for murder, and that in the course of the night they reconciled her to the Catholic Faith.
She was hanged with them the next day.[11]

On 24 July 1588, the three priests were placed on hurdles and drawn to
St Mary's Bridge, where the executions were to be carried out. Garlick
remained witty and cheerful to the end. A passer-by reminded him that
they had often gone shooting together, to which Garlick replied, "True,
but now I am to shoot off such a shot as I never shot in all my life".[10]

When they arrived at the Bridge, the cauldron was not ready for burning
the entrails. According to Sweeney, "[t]his sort of bungling was frequent
in provincial executions; the local men were amateurs, unversed in the
ritual of butchery."[13]

Garlick used the time to give the people a long sermon on the salvation
of their souls, ignoring the attempts of officials to make him stop.[13] He
closed his speech by throwing into the crowd a number of papers which
he had written in prison, and which he said would prove what he
affirmed. Bede Camm reports a tradition that everyone into whose
hands these papers fell was subsequently reconciled to the Catholic
Church.[10] Simpson was apparently to have been executed first, but
reports state that Garlick hastened to the ladder before him and kissed
it, going up first, either because, as suggested by Anthony
Champney,[14] Simpson was showing some signs of fear, or, as
suggested by Challoner, Garlick suspected that there was a danger that
his companion's courage might fail him.[15] Simpson was executed next,
and, according to an eyewitness, "suffered with great constancy, though not with such (remarkable) signs of joy
and alacrity as the other two".[16] Ludlam was the last of the three to be executed, and is reported to have stood
smiling while the execution of Garlick was being carried out, and to have continued smiling when his own turn
came.[15]

After his death [edit]

A poem by an anonymous writer, who seems to have witnessed the executions, describes the scene as follows:

When Garlick did the ladder kiss,
And Sympson after hie,
Methought that there St. Andrew was
Desirous for to die.

When Ludlam lookèd smilingly,
And joyful did remain,
It seemed St. Stephen was standing by,
For to be stoned again.

And what if Sympson seemed to yield,
For doubt and dread to die;
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He rose again, and won the field
And died most constantly.

His watching, fasting, shirt of hair;
His speech, his death, and all,
Do record give, do witness bear,
He wailed his former fall.[17]

The heads and quarters of the three priests were placed on poles in various places around Derby. Garlick's
student, Robert Bagshaw, writes as follows: "And the penner of this their martyrdoms, who was also present at
their deaths, with two other resolute Catholick gentlemen, going in the night divers miles, well weaponed, took
down one of their heads from the top of a house standing on the bridge, the watchmen of the town (as was
afterwards confessed) seeing them and giving no resistance. This they buryed with as great decencie as they
could, and soon after the rest of the quarters were taken away secretly by others."[18]

Dr. Cox, a Derbyshire historian writing in the second half of the nineteenth century, and quoted by Sweeney,
mentions a tradition that Garlick's head was buried in the churchyard at Tideswell. It has never been found.[19]

The three priests were declared venerable in 1888, and were among the eighty-five martyrs of England and
Wales beatified by Pope John Paul II on 22 November 1987.

See also [edit]

Douai Martyrs
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The Story of the Padley Martyrs

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicholas Horner (died 3 March 1590) was an English Roman Catholic layman, hanged, drawn and quartered
because he had "relieved and assisted" Christopher Bales, a seminary priest. A tailor by trade, he was charged
with making a jerkin for a priest. Horner maintained that the customer was a stranger and he didn't know who he
was.[1] Horner is recognized as a Catholic martyr, beatified in 1987.

Life [edit]

Horner was born at Grantley in Yorkshire. A tailor by trade, he had gone to London to be cured of a wound in
his leg. He was arrested on the charge of harbouring Catholic priests and committed to Newgate Prison, where
he was kept for a long time close confined in a cell. Due to the heavy fetter on his leg and the deprivation of all
medical aid, he contracted blood poisoning in the injured leg which rendered an amputation necessary.[2]

During the procedure, he was assisted by John Hewitt, a priest and fellow prisoner, also originally from York.[3]

After a year, he was set free through the efforts of some friends, and worked at his trade at some lodgings at
Smithfield. At some point he made the priest Bales a jerkin. When he was again found to be harbouring priests
he was cast into Bridewell for harbouring priests and hung up by the wrists till he nearly died. [4]

Horner was convicted of a felony for making a jerkin for a priest, and as he refused to conform to the public
worship of the Church of England, was condemned. On the eve of his execution at Smithfield, he had a vision of
a crown of glory hanging over his head; the story of this vision was told by him to a friend, who in turn
transmitted it by letter to Father Robert Southwell.[2] He was hanged in front of his lodging in Smithfield, 3 March
1590.[4]
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Nicholas II of Russia

Nicholas II

Nicholas II in 1912

Emperor of All Russia
Reign 1 November 1894[a] –

15 March 1917[b]

Coronation 26 May 1896[c]

Predecessor Alexander III

Successor Monarchy abolished
Georgy Lvov (as Minister-
Chairman)

Prime Minister See list

Born 18 May [O.S. 6 May] 1868
Alexander Palace, Tsarskoye
Selo, Russian Empire

Died 17 July 1918 (aged 50)
Ipatiev House, Yekaterinburg,
Russian SFSR (present-day
Russian Federation)

Burial 17 July 1998
Peter and Paul Cathedral,
Saint Petersburg

Spouse Alexandra Feodorovna (Alix of
Hesse)
(m. 1894)

Issue Grand Duchess Olga
Grand Duchess Tatiana
Grand Duchess Maria
Grand Duchess Anastasia
Tsarevich Alexei

Full name
Nikolai Alexandrovich Romanov

House Holstein-Gottorp-Romanov

Father Alexander III of Russia

Mother Maria Feodorovna (Dagmar of
Denmark)

Religion Russian Orthodox

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Nicholas II" redirects here. For other uses, see Nicholas II (disambiguation).

Nicholas II or Nikolai II Alexandrovich Romanov [d] (18 May
[O.S. 6 May] 1868 – 17 July 1918), known in the Russian Orthodox
Church as Saint Nicholas the Passion-Bearer,[e] was the last
Emperor of All Russia, ruling from November 1894 until his
abdication in March 1917. During his reign, Russia underwent
numerous reforms such as the introduction of civil liberties, literacy
programs, state representation, construction of modern
infrastructures, industrialization and military restructuring after its
defeat in the Russo-Japanese war (1904–1905)[1][2][3][4][5].
However, such new policies ultimately failed to bear fruit due to the
Russian Empire’s collapse after its disastrous performance in the
First World War. Following the end of his rule, Nicholas was reviled
by Soviet historians and state propaganda as a tyrant who
ruthlessly oppressed his own people while callously sending
countless soldiers to their deaths. More recent assessments have
characterized him as a well-intentioned ruler who was unsuited to
handle the modern challenges facing his nation.

As Emperor, Nicholas gave support to the economic and political
reforms promoted by top aides Sergei Witte and Pyotr Stolypin,
but strong aristocratic opposition prevented these from becoming
fully effective. He supported modernization based on foreign loans
and close ties with France, but resisted giving the new parliament
(the Duma) major roles. He was criticised for his perceived fault in
the Khodynka Tragedy, anti-semitic pogroms, Bloody Sunday, the
violent suppression of the 1905 Russian Revolution, the
repression of political opponents, and his supposed responsibility
for defeat in the Russo-Japanese War, which saw the Russian
Baltic Fleet annihilated at the Battle of Tsushima, together with the
loss of Russian influence over Manchuria and Korea, and the
Japanese annexation of the south of Sakhalin Island.

Nicholas signed the Anglo-Russian Entente of 1907, which was
designed to counter Germany's attempts to gain influence in the
Middle East; it ended the Great Game of confrontation between
Russia and the British Empire. He supported Serbia and approved
the mobilization of the Russian Army on 30 July 1914. In response,
Germany declared war on Russia on 1 August 1914 and its ally
France on 3 August 1914,[6] starting the Great War, later known
as the First World War. The aristocracy was alarmed at the
powerful influence of the despised peasant priest Grigori Rasputin
over the czar. The severe military losses led to a collapse of
morale at the front and at home, leading to the fall of the House of
Romanov in the February Revolution of 1917. Nicholas abdicated
on behalf of himself and his son. With his family, he was
imprisoned by the revolutionary government, exiled to Siberia, and
executed the following year in July 1918.

In 1981, Nicholas, his wife, and their children were recognized as
martyrs by the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia, based in
New York City.[7] Their gravesite was discovered in 1979, but this
was not acknowledged until 1989. After the fall of Communism, the
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Signatureremains of the imperial family were exhumed, identified by DNA
analysis, and re-interred with an elaborate state and church
ceremony in St. Petersburg on 17 July 1998, exactly 80 years after
their murder. They were canonized in 2000 by the Russian
Orthodox Church as passion bearers.[8] The remains of two more Romanov children, believed to be Maria and
Tsesarevich Alexei, were found in 2007 at a second, nearby gravesite, that was also unmarked. They were also
identified by DNA analysis. These remains are still waiting to be buried alongside the rest of the family.
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Family background [edit]

Nicholas was born in the Alexander Palace in Saint Petersburg, Russian Empire, the eldest child of Emperor
Alexander III and Empress Maria Feodorovna of Russia (née Princess Dagmar of Denmark). He had five
younger siblings: Alexander (1869–1870), George (1871–1899), Xenia (1875–1960), Michael (1878–1918) and
Olga (1882–1960). Nicholas often referred to his father nostalgically in letters after Alexander's death in 1894.
He was also very close to his mother, as revealed in their published letters to each other.[9]
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Nicholas II as a child with his mother,
Maria Feodorovna, in 1870

Emperor Nicholas II of Russia with his
physically similar cousin, King George V of
the United Kingdom (right), wearing
German military uniforms in Berlin before
the war; 1913

His paternal grandparents were Emperor Alexander II and Empress Maria Alexandrovna (née Princess Marie of
Hesse and by Rhine). His maternal grandparents were King Christian
IX and Queen Louise of Denmark. Nicholas was of primarily German
and Danish descent, his last ethnically Russian ancestor being
Grand Duchess Anna Petrovna of Russia (1708–1728), daughter of
Peter the Great.

Nicholas was related to several monarchs in Europe. His mother's
siblings included Kings Frederick VIII of Denmark and George I of
Greece, as well as the United Kingdom's Queen Alexandra (consort
of King Edward VII). Nicholas, his wife Alexandra, and German
Emperor Wilhelm II were all first cousins of King George V of the
United Kingdom. Nicholas was also a first cousin of both King Haakon
VII and Queen Maud of Norway, as well as King Christian X of
Denmark and King Constantine I of Greece. Nicholas and Wilhelm II
were in turn second cousins-once-removed, as each descended
from King Frederick William III of Prussia, as well as third cousins, as
they were both great-great-grandsons of Tsar Paul I of Russia. In
addition to being second cousins through descent from Louis II,
Grand Duke of Hesse and his wife Princess Wilhelmine of Baden,
Nicholas and Alexandra were also third cousins-once-removed, as
they were both descendants of King Frederick William II of Prussia.

Tsar Nicholas II was the first cousin-once-removed of Grand Duke
Nicholas Nikolaevich. To distinguish between them the Grand Duke
was often known within the imperial family as "Nikolasha" and
"Nicholas the Tall", while the Tsar was "Nicholas the Short".

In his childhood, Nicholas, his parents and siblings made annual
visits to the Danish royal palaces of Fredensborg and Bernstorff to
visit his grandparents, the king and queen. The visits also served as
family reunions, as his mother's siblings would also come from the
United Kingdom, Germany and Greece with their respective
families.[10] It was there in 1883, that he had a flirtation with one of
his British first cousins, Princess Victoria. In 1873, Nicholas also
accompanied his parents and younger brother, two-year-old George,
on a two-month, semi-official visit to the United Kingdom.[11] In
London, Nicholas and his family stayed at Marlborough House, as
guests of his "Uncle Bertie" and "Aunt Alix", the Prince and Princess
of Wales, where he was spoiled by his uncle.[12]

Tsesarevich [edit]

On 1 March 1881,[13] following the assassination of his grandfather, Tsar Alexander II, Nicholas became heir
apparent upon his father's accession as Alexander III. Nicholas and his other family members bore witness to
Alexander II's death, having been present at the Winter Palace in Saint Petersburg, where he was brought after
the attack.[14] For security reasons, the new Tsar and his family relocated their primary residence to the
Gatchina Palace outside the city, only entering the capital for various ceremonial functions. On such occasions,
Alexander III and his family occupied the nearby Anichkov Palace.

In 1884, Nicholas's coming-of-age ceremony was held at the Winter Palace, where he pledged his loyalty to his
father. Later that year, Nicholas's uncle, Grand Duke Sergei Alexandrovich, married Princess Elizabeth,
daughter of Louis IV, Grand Duke of Hesse and his late wife Princess Alice of the United Kingdom (who had
died in 1878), and a granddaughter of Queen Victoria. At the wedding in St. Petersburg, the sixteen-year-old
Tsesarevich met with and admired the bride's youngest surviving sister, twelve-year-old Princess Alix. Those
feelings of admiration blossomed into love following her visit to St. Petersburg five years later in 1889. Alix had
feelings for him in turn. As a devout Lutheran, she was initially reluctant to convert to Russian Orthodoxy in
order to marry Nicholas, but later relented.[15]

In 1890 Nicholas, his younger brother George, and their cousin Prince George of Greece, set out on a world
tour, although Grand Duke George fell ill and was sent home partway through the trip. Nicholas visited Egypt,
India, Singapore, and Bangkok, receiving honors as a distinguished guest in each country. In April 1891, in the
city of Ōtsu, Japan, Nicholas was attacked by a deranged Japanese police officer. The incident cut his trip
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Nicholas Alexandrovich,
Tsarevich of Russia, 1880s

Official engagement
photograph of Nicholas II and
Alexandra, April 1894

Nicholas II and family in 1904 circa

short. Some historians have speculated on how the incident may have later
influenced his opinion of Japan and the Japanese.[16] Returning overland to St.
Petersburg, he was present at the ceremonies in Vladivostok commemorating
the beginning of work on the Trans-Siberian Railway. In 1893, Nicholas traveled
to London on behalf of his parents to be present at the wedding of his cousin
the Duke of York to Princess Mary of Teck. Queen Victoria was struck by the
physical resemblance between the two cousins, and their appearances
confused some at the wedding. During this time, Nicholas had an affair with St.
Petersburg ballerina Mathilde Kschessinska.[17]

Though Nicholas was heir-apparent to the throne, his father failed to prepare
him for his future role as Tsar. He attended meetings of the State Council;
however, as his father was only in his forties, it was expected that it would be
many years before Nicholas succeeded to the throne.[18] Sergei Witte, Russia's

finance minister, saw things differently and suggested to the Tsar that Nicholas be appointed to the Siberian
Railway Committee.[19] Alexander argued that Nicholas was not mature enough to take on serious
responsibilities, to which Witte replied that if Nicholas was not introduced to state affairs, he would never be
ready to understand them.[19] Alexander's assumptions that he would live a long life and had years to prepare
Nicholas for becoming Tsar proved wrong, as by 1894, Alexander's health was failing.[20]

Engagement, accession and marriage [edit]

See also: Wedding of Nicholas II and Alexandra Feodorovna

In April 1894, Nicholas joined his Uncle Sergei and Aunt Elizabeth on a journey
to Coburg, Germany, for the wedding of Elizabeth's and Alix's brother, Ernest
Louis, Grand Duke of Hesse, to their mutual first cousin Princess Victoria Melita
of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha. Other guests included Queen Victoria, Kaiser
Wilhelm II, the Empress Frederick (Kaiser Wilhelm's mother and Queen
Victoria's eldest daughter), Nicholas's uncle, the Prince of Wales, and the
bride's parents, the Duke and Duchess of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Once in Coburg Nicholas proposed to Alix, but she rejected his proposal, being
reluctant to convert to Orthodoxy. But the Kaiser later told her she had a duty to
marry Nicholas and to convert, as her sister Elizabeth had voluntarily done in
1892. Thus Nicholas and Alix became officially engaged on 20 April 1894.
Nicholas's parents initially hesitated to give the engagement their blessing, as
Alix had made poor impressions during her visits to Russia. They gave their
consent only when they saw Tsar Alexander's health deteriorating.

That summer, Nicholas travelled to England to visit both Alix and the Queen.
The visit coincided with the birth of the Duke and Duchess of York's first child, the future King Edward VIII. Along
with being present at the christening, Nicholas and Alix were listed among the child's godparents.[21] After
several weeks in England, Nicholas returned home for the wedding of his sister, Xenia, to a cousin, Grand Duke
Alexander Mikhailovich ("Sandro").[22]

By that autumn, Alexander III lay dying. Upon learning that he would live
only a fortnight, the Tsar had Nicholas summon Alix to the imperial
palace at Livadia.[23] Alix arrived on 22 October; the Tsar insisted on
receiving her in full uniform. From his deathbed, he told his son to heed
the advice of Witte, his most capable minister. Ten days later, Alexander
III died at the age of forty-nine, leaving twenty-six-year-old Nicholas as
Emperor of Russia. That evening, Nicholas was consecrated by his
father's priest as Tsar Nicholas II and, the following day, Alix was
received into the Russian Orthodox Church, taking the name Alexandra
Feodorovna with the title of Grand Duchess and the style of Imperial
Highness.[24]

Nicholas may have felt unprepared for the duties of the crown, for he
asked his cousin and brother-in-law, Grand Duke Alexander,[25] "What is
going to happen to me and all of Russia?"[26] Though perhaps under-
prepared and unskilled, Nicholas was not altogether untrained for his
duties as Tsar. Nicholas chose to maintain the conservative policies

favoured by his father throughout his reign. While Alexander III had concentrated on the formulation of general
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Emperor Nicholas II and
Empress Alexandra with their
first child, Grand Duchess
Olga, 1896

Nicholas (left) and his family on a
boat trip in the Finnish archipelago in
1909 Coronation of Nicholas II

by Valentin Serov

policy, Nicholas devoted much more attention to the details of administration.[27]

Leaving Livadia on 7 November, Tsar Alexander's funeral procession—which
included Nicholas's maternal aunt through marriage and paternal first cousin
once removed Queen Olga of Greece, and the Prince and Princess of Wales—
arrived in Moscow. After lying in state in the Kremlin, the body of the Tsar was
taken to St. Petersburg, where the funeral was held on 19 November.[28]

Nicholas and Alix's wedding was originally scheduled for the spring of 1895, but
it was moved forward at Nicholas's insistence. Staggering under the weight of
his new office, he had no intention of allowing the one person who gave him
confidence to leave his side.[29] Instead, Nicholas's wedding to Alix took place on
26 November 1894, which was the birthday of the Dowager Empress Marie
Feodorovna, and court mourning could be slightly relaxed. Alexandra wore the
traditional dress of Romanov brides, and Nicholas a hussar's uniform. Nicholas
and Alexandra, each holding a lit candle, faced the palace priest and were
married a few minutes before one in the afternoon.[30]

Coronation [edit]
Main article: Coronation of Nicholas II
and Alexandra Feodorovna

Despite a visit to the United Kingdom in
1893, where he observed the House of
Commons in debate and seemingly
impressed by the machinery of
constitutional monarchy, Nicholas turned
his back on any notion of giving away
any power to elected representatives in

Russia. Shortly after he came to the throne, a deputation of peasants and
workers from various towns' local assemblies (zemstvos) came to the Winter Palace proposing court reforms,
such as the adoption of a constitutional monarchy,[31] and reform that would improve the political and economic
life of the peasantry, in the Tver Address.[32][33]

Although the addresses they had sent in beforehand were couched in mild and loyal terms, Nicholas was angry
and ignored advice from an Imperial Family Council by saying to them:

... it has come to my knowledge that during the last months there have been heard in some
assemblies of the zemstvos the voices of those who have indulged in a senseless dream that the
zemstvos be called upon to participate in the government of the country. I want everyone to know
that I will devote all my strength to maintain, for the good of the whole nation, the principle of
absolute autocracy, as firmly and as strongly as did my late lamented father.[34]

On 26 May 1896, Nicholas's formal coronation as Tsar was held in Uspensky Cathedral located within the
Kremlin.[35]

Main article: Khodynka Tragedy

In a celebration on 27 May 1896, a large festival with food, free beer and souvenir cups was held in Khodynka
Field outside Moscow. Khodynka was chosen as the location as it was the only place near Moscow large
enough to hold all of the Moscow citizens.[36] Khodynka was primarily used as a military training ground and the
field was uneven with trenches. Before the food and drink was handed out, rumours spread that there would not
be enough for everyone. As a result, the crowd rushed to get their share and individuals were tripped and
trampled upon, suffocating in the dirt of the field.[37] Of the approximate 100,000 in attendance, it is estimated
that 1,389 individuals died[35] and roughly 1,300 were injured.[36] The Khodynka Tragedy was seen as an ill
omen and Nicholas found gaining popular trust difficult from the beginning of his reign. The French
ambassador's gala was planned for that night. The Tsar wanted to stay in his chambers and pray for the lives
lost, but his uncles believed that his absence at the ball would strain relations with France, particularly the 1894
Franco-Russian Alliance. Thus Nicholas attended the party; as a result the mourning populace saw Nicholas as
frivolous and uncaring.

During the autumn after the coronation, Nicholas and Alexandra made a tour of Europe. After making visits to
the emperor and empress of Austria-Hungary, the Kaiser of Germany, and Nicholas's Danish grandparents and
relatives, Nicholas and Alexandra took possession of their new yacht, the Standart, which had been built in
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Nicholas as Tsesarevich in 1892

Imperial monogram

Souvenir postcard of the French
maneuvers of 1901 attended by
Nicholas II and Alexandra

Denmark.[38] From there, they made a journey to Scotland to spend
some time with Queen Victoria at Balmoral Castle. While Alexandra
enjoyed her reunion with her grandmother, Nicholas complained in a
letter to his mother about being forced to go shooting with his uncle, the
Prince of Wales, in bad weather, and was suffering from a bad
toothache.[39]

The first years of his reign saw little
more than continuation and
development of the policy pursued by
Alexander III. Nicholas allotted money
for the All-Russia exhibition of 1896. In
1897 restoration of gold standard by
Sergei Witte, Minister of Finance,
completed the series of financial
reforms, initiated fifteen years earlier.
By 1902 the Trans-Siberian Railway
was nearing completion; this helped
the Russians trade in the Far East but
the railway still required huge amounts
of work.

Ecclesiastical affairs [edit]

Nicholas always believed God chose him to be the tsar and therefore the decisions of the tsar reflected the will
of God and could not be disputed. He was convinced that the simple people of Russia understood this and
loved him, as demonstrated by the display of affection he perceived when he made public appearances. His
old-fashioned belief made for a very stubborn ruler who rejected constitutional limitations on his power. It put
the tsar at variance with the emerging political consensus among the Russian elite. It was further belied by the
subordinate position of the Church in the bureaucracy. The result was a new distrust between the tsar and the
church hierarchy and between those hierarchs and the people. Thereby the tsar's base of support was
conflicted.[40]

In 1903, Nicholas threw himself into an ecclesiastical crisis regarding the canonisation of Seraphim of Sarov.
The previous year, it had been suggested that if he were canonised, the imperial couple would beget a son and
heir to throne. While Alexandra demanded in July 1902 that Seraphim be canonised in less than a week,
Nicholas demanded that he be canonised within a year. Despite a public outcry, the Church bowed to the
intense imperial pressure, declaring Seraphim worthy of canonisation in January 1903. That summer, the
imperial family travelled to Sarov for the canonisation.[41]

Initiatives in foreign affairs [edit]

According to his biographer:

His tolerance if not preference for charlatans and adventurers extended to grave matters of external policy,
and his vacillating conduct and erratic decisions aroused misgivings and occasional alarm among his more
conventional advisers. The foreign ministry itself was not a bastion of diplomatic expertise. Patronage and
"connections" were the keys to appointment and promotion.[42]

Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria-Hungary paid a state visit in April 1897 that was a success. It produced a
"gentlemen's agreement" to keep the status quo in the Balkans, and a somewhat similar commitment became
applicable to Constantinople and the Straits. The result was years of peace that allowed for rapid economic
growth.[43]

Nicholas followed the policies of his father, strengthening the Franco-
Russian Alliance and pursuing a policy of general European
pacification, which culminated in the famous Hague peace conference.
This conference, suggested and promoted by Nicholas II, was convened
with the view of terminating the arms race, and setting up machinery for
the peaceful settlement of international disputes. The results of the
conference were less than expected due to the mutual distrust existing
between great powers. Nevertheless, the Hague conventions were
among the first formal statements of the laws of war.[44][45] Nicholas II
became the hero of the dedicated disciples of peace. In 1901 he and
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The Russian Baltic Fleet was
annihilated by the Japanese at the
Battle of Tsushima.

the Russian diplomat Friedrich Martens were nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize for the initiative to convene the Hague Peace Conference and contributing to its implementation.[46]

However historian Dan L. Morrill states that "most scholars" agree that the invitation was "conceived in fear,
brought forth in deceit, and swaddled in humanitarian ideals...Not from humanitarianism, not from love for
mankind."[47]

Russo-Japanese War [edit]
Main article: Russo-Japanese War

A clash between Russia and the Empire of Japan was almost inevitable
by the turn of the 20th century. Russia had expanded in the Far East,
and the growth of its settlement and territorial ambitions, as its
southward path to the Balkans was frustrated, conflicted with Japan's
own territorial ambitions on the Chinese and Asian mainland. Nicholas
pursued an aggressive foreign policy with regards to Manchuria and
Korea, and strongly supported the scheme for timber concessions in
these areas as developed by the Bezobazov group.[48][49]

War began in February 1904 with a preemptive Japanese attack on the
Russian fleet in Port Arthur, prior to a formal declaration of war.[48]

With the Russian Far East fleet trapped at Port Arthur, the only other
Russian Fleet was the Baltic Fleet; it was half a world away, but the decision was made to send the fleet on a
nine-month voyage to the East. The United Kingdom would not allow the Russian navy to use the Suez Canal,
due to its alliance with the Empire of Japan, and due to the Dogger Bank incident where the Baltic Fleet
mistakenly fired on British fishing boats in the North Sea. The Russian Baltic Fleet traversed the world to lift the
blockade on Port Arthur, but after many misadventures on the way, was nearly annihilated by the Japanese in
the Battle of the Tsushima Strait.[48] On land the Imperial Russian Army experienced logistical problems. While
commands and supplies came from St. Petersburg, combat took place in east Asian ports with only the Trans-
Siberian Railway for transport of supplies as well as troops both ways.[48] The 9,200-kilometre (5,700 mi) rail
line between St. Petersburg and Port Arthur was single-track, with no track around Lake Baikal, allowing only
gradual build-up of the forces on the front. Besieged Port Arthur fell to the Japanese, after nine months of
resistance.[48]

As Russia faced imminent defeat by the Japanese, the call for peace grew. Nicholas's mother, as well as his
cousin Emperor Wilhelm II, urged Nicholas to negotiate for peace. Despite the efforts, Nicholas remained
evasive, sending a telegram to the Kaiser on 10 October that it was his intent to keep on fighting until the
Japanese were driven from Manchuria.[48] It was not until 27–28 May 1905 and the annihilation of the Russian
fleet by the Japanese, that Nicholas finally decided to sue for peace.[50] Nicholas II accepted American
mediation, appointing Sergei Witte chief plenipotentiary for the peace talks. The war was ended by the signing
of the Treaty of Portsmouth.[48]

Tsar's confidence in victory [edit]

Nicholas's stance on the war was so at variance with the obvious facts that many observers were baffled. He
saw the war as an easy god-given victory that would raise Russian morale and patriotism. He ignored the
financial repercussions of a long-distance war.[51] Rotem Kowner argues that during his visit to Japan in 1891,
where Nicholas was attacked by a Japanese policeman, he regarded the Japanese as small of stature,
feminine, weak, and inferior. He ignored reports of the prowess of Japanese soldiers in the Sino-Japanese War
(1894–95) and reports on the capabilities of the Japanese fleet, as well as negative reports on the lack of
readiness of Russian forces.[16]

Before the Japanese attack on Port Arthur, Nicholas held firm to the belief that there would be no war. Despite
the onset of the war and the many defeats Russia suffered, Nicholas still believed in, and expected, a final
victory, maintaining an image of the racial inferiority and military weakness of the Japanese.[52] Throughout the
war, the tsar demonstrated total confidence in Russia's ultimate triumph. His advisors never gave him a clear
picture of Russia's weaknesses. Despite the continuous military disasters Nicholas believed victory was near at
hand. Losing his navy at Tsushima finally persuaded him to agree to peace negotiations. Even then he insisted
on the option of reopening hostilities if peace conditions were unfavorable. He forbade his chief negotiator
Count Witte to agree to either indemnity payments or loss of territory. Nicholas remained adamantly opposed to
any concessions. Peace was made, but Witte did so by disobeying the tsar and ceding southern Sakhalin to
Japan.[53]

Anti-Jewish pogroms of 1903–1906 [edit]
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Tsar Nicholas of Russia mounts his
horse (1905?), unknown
cinematographer of the Edison
Manufacturing Company

Main article: Anti-Jewish pogroms in the Russian Empire

The Kishinev newspaper Bessarabets, which published anti-Semitic materials, received funds from Viacheslav
Plehve, Minister of the Interior.[54] These publications served to fuel the Kishinev pogrom (rioting). The
government of Nicholas II formally condemned the rioting and dismissed the regional governor, with the
perpetrators arrested and punished by the court.[55] Leadership of the Russian Orthodox Church also
condemned anti-Semitic pogroms. Appeals to the faithful condemning the pogroms were read publicly in all
churches of Russia.[56] In private Nicholas expressed his admiration for the mobs, viewing anti-Semitism as a
useful tool for unifying the people behind the government;[57] however in 1911, following the assassination of
Pyotr Stolypin by the Jewish revolutionary Dmitry Bogrov, he approved of government efforts to prevent anti-
Semitic pogroms.[58]

Bloody Sunday (1905) [edit]
Main article: Bloody Sunday (1905)

A few days prior to Bloody Sunday (9 (22) January 1905), priest and
labor leader Georgy Gapon informed the government of the forthcoming
procession to the Winter Palace to hand a workers' petition to the Tsar.
On Saturday, 8 (21) January, the ministers convened to consider the
situation. There was never any thought that the Tsar, who had left the
capital for Tsarskoye Selo on the advice of the ministers, would actually
meet Gapon; the suggestion that some other member of the imperial
family receive the petition was rejected.[59]

Finally informed by the Prefect of Police that he lacked the men to pluck
Gapon from among his followers and place him under arrest, the newly
appointed Minister of the Interior, Prince Sviatopolk-Mirsky, and his
colleagues decided to bring additional troops to reinforce the city. That
evening Nicholas wrote in his diary, "Troops have been brought from
the outskirts to reinforce the garrison. Up to now the workers have been calm. Their number is estimated at
120,000. At the head of their union is a kind of socialist priest named Gapon. Mirsky came this evening to
present his report on the measures taken."[59]

On Sunday, 9 (22) January 1905, Gapon began his march. Locking arms, the workers marched peacefully
through the streets. Some carried religious icons and banners, as well as national flags and portraits of the
Tsar. As they walked, they sang hymns and God Save The Tsar. At 2 pm all of the converging processions
were scheduled to arrive at the Winter Palace. There was no single confrontation with the troops. Throughout
the city, at bridges on strategic boulevards, the marchers found their way blocked by lines of infantry, backed
by Cossacks and Hussars; and the soldiers opened fire on the crowd.[60]

The official number of victims was 92 dead and several hundred wounded. Gapon vanished and the other
leaders of the march were seized. Expelled from the capital, they circulated through the empire, increasing the
casualties. As bullets riddled their icons, their banners and their portraits of Nicholas, the people shrieked, "The
Tsar will not help us!"[60] Outside Russia, the future British Labour Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald attacked
the Tsar, calling him a "blood-stained creature and a common murderer".[61]

That evening Nicholas wrote in his diary:

Difficult day! In St. Petersburg there were serious disturbances due to the desire of workers to get
to the Winter Palace. The troops had to shoot in different places of the city, there were many dead
and wounded. Lord, how painful and bad! [61][62]

His younger sister, Grand Duchess Olga Alexandrovna, wrote afterwards:

Nicky had the police report a few days before. That Saturday he telephoned my mother at the
Anitchkov and said that she and I were to leave for Gatchina at once. He and Alicky went to
Tsarskoye Selo. Insofar as I remember, my Uncles Vladimir and Nicholas were the only members of
the family left in St. Petersburg, but there may have been others. I felt at the time that all those
arrangements were hideously wrong. Nicky's ministers and the Chief of Police had it all their way.
My mother and I wanted him to stay in St. Petersburg and to face the crowd. I am positive that, for
all the ugly mood of some of the workmen, Nicky's appearance would have calmed them. They
would have presented their petition and gone back to their homes. But that wretched Epiphany
incident had left all the senior officials in a state of panic. They kept on telling Nicky that he had no
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Nicholas II visiting the Finland Guard
Regiment, 1905

right to run such a risk, that he owed it to the country to leave the capital, that even with the utmost
precautions taken there might always be some loophole left. My mother and I did all we could to
persuade him that the ministers' advice was wrong, but Nicky preferred to follow it and he was the
first to repent when he heard of the tragic outcome.[63]

From his hiding place Gapon issued a letter, stating "Nicholas Romanov, formerly Tsar and at present soul-
murderer of the Russian empire. The innocent blood of workers, their wives and children lies forever between
you and the Russian people ... May all the blood which must be spilled fall upon you, you Hangman. I call upon
all the socialist parties of Russia to come to an immediate agreement among themselves and bring an armed
uprising against Tsarism."[61]

1905 Revolution [edit]
Main article: 1905 Russian Revolution

Confronted with growing opposition and after consulting with Witte
and Prince Sviatopolk-Mirsky, the Tsar issued a reform ukase on
25 December 1904 with vague promises.[64] In hopes of cutting
short the rebellion, many demonstrators were shot on Bloody
Sunday (1905) as they tried to march to the Winter Palace in St.
Petersburg. Dmitri Feodorovich Trepov was ordered to take drastic
measures to stop the revolutionary activity. Grand Duke Sergei was
killed in February by a revolutionary's bomb in Moscow as he left
the Kremlin. On 3 March the Tsar condemned the revolutionaries.
Meanwhile, Witte recommended that a manifesto be issued.[65] Schemes of reform would be elaborated by
Goremykin and a committee consisting of elected representatives of the zemstvos and municipal councils under
the presidency of Witte. In June the battleship Potemkin, part of the Black Sea Fleet, mutinied.

Around August/September, after his diplomatic success on ending the Russo-Japanese War, Witte wrote to the
Tsar stressing the urgent need for political reforms at home. The Tsar remained quite impassive and indulgent;
he spent most of that autumn hunting.[66] With the defeat of Russia by a non-Western power, the prestige and
authority of the autocratic regime fell significantly.[67] Tsar Nicholas II, taken by surprise by the events, reacted
with anger and bewilderment. He wrote to his mother after months of disorder:

It makes me sick to read the news! Nothing but strikes in schools and factories, murdered
policemen, Cossacks and soldiers, riots, disorder, mutinies. But the ministers, instead of acting with
quick decision, only assemble in council like a lot of frightened hens and cackle about providing
united ministerial action... ominous quiet days began, quiet indeed because there was complete
order in the streets, but at the same time everybody knew that something was going to happen —
the troops were waiting for the signal, but the other side would not begin. One had the same
feeling, as before a thunderstorm in summer! Everybody was on edge and extremely nervous and
of course, that sort of strain could not go on for long.... We are in the midst of a revolution with an
administrative apparatus entirely disorganized, and in this lies the main danger.[68]

In October a railway strike developed into a general strike which paralysed the country. In a city without
electricity, Witte told Nicholas II "that the country was at the verge of a cataclysmic revolution".[69] The Tsar
accepted the draft, hurriedly outlined by Aleksei D. Obolensky.[70][71] The Emperor and Autocrat of All the
Russias was forced to sign the October Manifesto agreeing to the establishment of the Imperial Duma, and to
give up part of his unlimited autocracy. The freedom of religion clause outraged the Church because it allowed
people to switch to evangelical Protestantism, which they denounced as heresy.[72]

For the next six months, Witte was the Prime Minister. According to Harold Williams: "That government was
almost paralyzed from the beginning." On 26 October (O.S.) the Tsar appointed Trepov Master of the Palace
(without consulting Witte), and had daily contact with the Emperor; his influence at court was paramount. On 1
November 1905 (O.S.), Princess Milica of Montenegro presented Grigori Rasputin to Tsar Nicholas and his wife
(who by then had a hemophiliac son) at Peterhof Palace.[73]

Relationship with the Duma [edit]

Under pressure from the attempted 1905 Russian Revolution, on 5 August of that year Nicholas II issued a
manifesto about the convocation of the State Duma, known as the Bulygin Duma, initially thought to be an
advisory organ. In the October Manifesto, the Tsar pledged to introduce basic civil liberties, provide for broad
participation in the State Duma, and endow the Duma with legislative and oversight powers. He was determined,
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Nicholas II's opening speech before
the two chambers of the State Duma in
the Winter Palace, 1906.

One ruble silver coin of Nicholas II,
dated 1898, with the Imperial coat-of-
arms on the reverse. The Russian
inscription reads:
B[ozheyu] M[ilostyu] Nikolay Imperator i
Samoderzhets Vse[ya] Ross[ii].[iyskiy].
The English translation is, "By the
grace of God, Nicholas II, Emperor and
Autocrat of All the Russias."

however, to preserve his
autocracy even in the context of
reform. This was signalled in the
text of the 1906 constitution. He
was described as the supreme
autocrat, and retained sweeping
executive powers, also in church
affairs. His cabinet ministers
were not allowed to interfere
with nor assist one another; they
were responsible only to him.

Nicholas's relations with the
Duma were poor. The First Duma, with a majority of Kadets, almost
immediately came into conflict with him. Scarcely had the 524 members
sat down at the Tauride Palace when they formulated an 'Address to the Throne'. It demanded universal
suffrage, radical land reform, the release of all political prisoners and the dismissal of ministers appointed by
the Tsar in favour of ministers acceptable to the Duma.[74] Grand Duchess Olga, Nicholas's sister, later wrote:

There was such gloom at Tsarskoye Selo. I did not understand anything about politics. I just felt
everything was going wrong with the country and all of us. The October Constitution did not seem
to satisfy anyone. I went with my mother to the first Duma. I remember the large group of deputies
from among peasants and factory people. The peasants looked sullen. But the workmen were
worse: they looked as though they hated us. I remember the distress in Alicky's eyes.[63]

Minister of the Court Count Vladimir Frederiks commented, "The Deputies, they give one the impression of a
gang of criminals who are only waiting for the signal to throw themselves upon the ministers and cut their
throats. I will never again set foot among those people."[75] The Dowager Empress noticed "incomprehensible
hatred."[75]

Although Nicholas initially had a good relationship with his prime minister, Sergei Witte, Alexandra distrusted him
as he had instigated an investigation of Grigori Rasputin and, as the political situation deteriorated, Nicholas
dissolved the Duma. The Duma was populated with radicals, many of whom wished to push through legislation
that would abolish private property ownership, among other things. Witte, unable to grasp the seemingly
insurmountable problems of reforming Russia and the monarchy, wrote to Nicholas on 14 April 1906 resigning
his office (however, other accounts have said that Witte was forced to resign by the Emperor). Nicholas was not
ungracious to Witte and an Imperial Rescript was published on 22 April creating Witte a Knight of the Order of
Saint Alexander Nevsky with diamonds (the last two words were written in the Emperor's own hand, followed by "I
remain unalterably well-disposed to you and sincerely grateful, for ever more Nicholas.").

A second Duma met for the first time in February 1907. The leftist parties—including the Social Democrats and
the Social Revolutionaries, who had boycotted the First Duma—had won 200 seats in the Second, more than a
third of the membership. Again Nicholas waited impatiently to rid himself of the Duma. In two letters to his mother
he let his bitterness flow:

A grotesque deputation is coming from England to see liberal members of the Duma. Uncle Bertie
informed us that they were very sorry but were unable to take action to stop their coming. Their
famous "liberty", of course. How angry they would be if a deputation went from us to the Irish to
wish them success in their struggle against their government.[76]

A little while later he further wrote:

All would be well if everything said in the Duma remained within its walls. Every word spoken,
however, comes out in the next day's papers which are avidly read by everyone. In many places
the populace is getting restive again. They begin to talk about land once more and are waiting to
see what the Duma is going to say on the question. I am getting telegrams from everywhere,
petitioning me to order a dissolution, but it is too early for that. One has to let them do something
manifestly stupid or mean and then — slap! And they are gone! [77]

After the Second Duma resulted in similar problems, the new prime minister Pyotr Stolypin (whom Witte
described as "reactionary") unilaterally dissolved it, and changed the electoral laws to allow for future Dumas to
have a more conservative content, and to be dominated by the liberal-conservative Octobrist Party of Alexander
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Nicholas II, Stolypin and the Jewish
delegation during the Tsar's visit to Kiev in
1911

Grigori Rasputin

Guchkov. Stolypin, a skilful politician, had ambitious plans for
reform. These included making loans available to the lower classes
to enable them to buy land, with the intent of forming a farming
class loyal to the crown. Nevertheless, when the Duma remained
hostile, Stolypin had no qualms about invoking Article 87 of the
Fundamental Laws, which empowered the Tsar to issue 'urgent
and extraordinary' emergency decrees 'during the recess of the
State Duma'. Stolypin's most famous legislative act, the change in
peasant land tenure, was promulgated under Article 87.[77]

The third Duma remained an independent body. This time the
members proceeded cautiously. Instead of hurling themselves at
the government, opposing parties within the Duma worked to
develop the body as a whole. In the classic manner of the British Parliament, the Duma reached for power
grasping for the national purse strings. The Duma had the right to question ministers behind closed doors as to
their proposed expenditures. These sessions, endorsed by Stolypin, were educational for both sides, and, in
time, mutual antagonism was replaced by mutual respect. Even the sensitive area of military expenditure, where
the October Manifesto clearly had reserved decisions to the throne, a Duma commission began to operate.
Composed of aggressive patriots no less anxious than Nicholas to restore the fallen honour of Russian arms,
the Duma commission frequently recommended expenditures even larger than those proposed.

With the passage of time, Nicholas also began to have confidence in the Duma. "This Duma cannot be
reproached with an attempt to seize power and there is no need at all to quarrel with it," he said to Stolypin in
1909.[78] Nevertheless, Stolypin's plans were undercut by conservatives at court. Although the tsar at first
supported him, he finally sided with the arch critics.[79] Reactionaries such as Prince Vladimir Nikolayevich Orlov
never tired of telling the tsar that the very existence of the Duma was a blot on the autocracy. Stolypin, they
whispered, was a traitor and secret revolutionary who was conniving with the Duma to steal the prerogatives
assigned the Tsar by God. Witte also engaged in constant intrigue against Stolypin. Although Stolypin had had
nothing to do with Witte's fall, Witte blamed him. Stolypin had unwittingly angered the Tsaritsa. He had ordered
an investigation into Rasputin and presented it to the Tsar, who read it but did nothing. Stolypin, on his own
authority, ordered Rasputin to leave St. Petersburg. Alexandra protested vehemently but Nicholas refused to
overrule his Prime Minister,[80] who had more influence with the Emperor.

By the time of Stolypin's assassination in September 1911, Stolypin had grown weary of the burdens of office.
For a man who preferred clear decisive action, working with a sovereign who believed in fatalism and mysticism
was frustrating. As an example, Nicholas once returned a document unsigned with the note:

Despite most convincing arguments in favour of adopting a positive decision in this matter, an inner
voice keeps on insisting more and more that I do not accept responsibility for it. So far my
conscience has not deceived me. Therefore I intend in this case to follow its dictates. I know that
you, too, believe that "a Tsar's heart is in God's hands." Let it be so. For all laws established by me
I bear a great responsibility before God, and I am ready to answer for my decision at any time.[80]

Alexandra, believing that Stolypin had severed the bonds that her son
depended on for life, hated the Prime Minister.[80] In March 1911, in a fit
of anger stating that he no longer commanded the imperial confidence,
Stolypin asked to be relieved of his office. Two years earlier when
Stolypin had casually mentioned resigning to Nicholas he was informed:
"This is not a question of confidence or lack of it. It is my will. Remember
that we live in Russia, not abroad...and therefore I shall not consider the
possibility of any resignation."[81] He was assassinated in September
1911.

In 1912, a fourth Duma was elected with almost the same membership
as the third. "The Duma started too fast. Now it is slower, but better, and
more lasting," stated Nicholas to Sir Bernard Pares.[78]

The First World War developed badly for Russia. By late 1916,
Romanov family desperation reached the point that Grand Duke Paul
Alexandrovich, younger brother of Alexander III and the Tsar's only
surviving uncle, was deputed to beg Nicholas to grant a constitution and
a government responsible to the Duma. Nicholas sternly and adamantly refused, reproaching his uncle for
asking him to break his coronation oath to maintain autocratic power for his successors. In the Duma on 2
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Alexei in 1913

Nicholas II and his son Alexei aboard the
Imperial yacht Standart, during King Edward
VII's state visit to Russia in Reval, 1908

December 1916, Vladimir Purishkevich, a fervent patriot, monarchist and war worker, denounced the dark
forces which surrounded the throne in a thunderous two-hour speech which was tumultuously applauded.
"Revolution threatens," he warned, "and an obscure peasant shall govern Russia no longer!"[82]

Tsarevich Alexei's illness and Rasputin [edit]

Further complicating domestic matters was the matter of the succession.
Alexandra bore Nicholas four daughters, the Grand Duchess Olga in
1895, the Grand Duchess Tatiana in 1897, Grand Duchess Maria in
1899, and Grand Duchess Anastasia in 1901, before their son Alexei
was born on 12 August 1904. The young heir was afflicted with
Haemophilia B, a hereditary disease that prevents blood from clotting
properly, which at that time was untreatable and usually led to an
untimely death. As a granddaughter of Queen Victoria, Alexandra
carried the same gene mutation that afflicted several of the major
European royal houses, such as Prussia and Spain. Hemophilia,
therefore, became known as "the royal disease". Through Alexandra,
the disease had passed on to her son. As all of Nicholas and
Alexandra's daughters were murdered with their parents and brother in
Yekaterinburg in 1918, it is not known whether any of them inherited the
gene as carriers.

Before Rasputin's arrival, the tsarina and the tsar had consulted
numerous mystics, charlatans, "holy fools," and miracle workers. The royal behavior was not some odd
aberration, but a deliberate retreat from the secular social and economic forces of his time – an act of faith and
vote of confidence in a spiritual past. They had set themselves up for the greatest spiritual advisor and
manipulator in Russian history.[83]

Because of the fragility of the autocracy at this time, Nicholas and Alexandra chose to keep secret Alexei's
condition. Even within the household, many were unaware of the exact nature of the Tsarevich's illness. At first
Alexandra turned to Russian doctors and medics to treat Alexei; however, their treatments generally failed, and
Alexandra increasingly turned to mystics and holy men (or starets as they were called in Russian). One of these
starets, an illiterate Siberian named Grigori Rasputin, gained amazing success. Rasputin's influence over
Empress Alexandra, and consequently the Tsar himself, grew even stronger after 1912 when the Tsarevich
nearly died from an injury. His bleeding grew steadily worse as doctors despaired, and priests administered the
Last Sacrament. In desperation, Alexandra called upon Rasputin, to which he replied, "God has seen your tears
and heard your prayers. Do not grieve. The Little One will not die. Do not allow the doctors to bother him too
much."[84] The haemorrhage stopped the very next day and the boy began to recover. Alexandra took this as a
sign that Rasputin was a starets and that God was with him; for the rest of her life she would fervently defend
him and turn her wrath against anyone who dared to question him.

European affairs [edit]

In 1907, to end longstanding controversies over central Asia,
Russia and the United Kingdom signed the Anglo-Russian
Convention that resolved most of the problems generated for
decades by The Great Game.[85] The UK had already entered into
the Entente cordiale with France in 1904, and the Anglo-Russian
convention led to the formation of the Triple Entente. The following
year, in May 1908, Nicholas and Alexandra's shared "Uncle Bertie"
and "Aunt Alix," Britain's King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra,
made a state visit to Russia, being the first reigning British
monarchs to do so. However, they did not set foot on Russian soil.
Instead, they stayed aboard their yachts, meeting off the coast of
modern-day Tallinn. Later that year, Nicholas was taken off guard
by the news that his foreign minister, Alexander Izvolsky, had entered into a secret agreement with the Austro-
Hungarian foreign minister, Count Alois von Aehrenthal, agreeing that, in exchange for Russian naval access to
the Dardanelles and the Bosporus Strait, Russia would not oppose the Austrian annexation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, a revision of the 1878 Treaty of Berlin. When Austria-Hungary did annex this territory that
October, it precipitated the diplomatic crisis. When Russia protested about the annexation, the Austrians
threatened to leak secret communications between Izvolsky and Aehernthal, prompting Nicholas to complain in
a letter to the Austrian emperor, Franz Joseph, about a breach of confidence. In 1909, in the wake of the Anglo-
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Nicholas II (right) with Kaiser
Wilhelm II of Germany in 1905.
Nicholas is wearing a German Army
uniform, while Wilhelm wears that of a
Russian hussar regiment.

Russian convention, the Russian imperial family made a visit to England, staying on the Isle of Wight for Cowes
Week. In 1913, during the Balkan Wars, Nicholas personally offered to arbitrate between Serbia and Bulgaria.
However, the Bulgarians rejected his offer. Also in 1913, Nicholas, albeit without Alexandra, made a visit to
Berlin for the wedding of Kaiser Wilhelm II's daughter, Princess Victoria Louise, to a maternal cousin of Nicholas,
Ernest Augustus, the Duke of Brunswick.[86] Nicholas was also joined by his cousin, King George V and his wife,
Queen Mary.

Tercentenary [edit]
Main article: Romanov Tercentenary

In February 1913, Nicholas presided over the tercentenary celebrations for the Romanov Dynasty. On 21
February, a Te Deum took place at Kazan Cathedral, and a state reception at the Winter Palace.[87] In May,
Nicholas and the imperial family made a pilgrimage across the empire, retracing the route down the Volga River
that was made by the teenage Michael Romanov from the Ipatiev Monastery in Kostroma to Moscow in 1613
when he finally agreed to become Tsar.[88]

First World War [edit]
Further information: Russian entry into World War I

On 28 June 1914 Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, was assassinated
by a Bosnian Serb nationalist in Sarajevo, who opposed Austria-Hungary's annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The outbreak of war was not inevitable, but leaders, diplomats and nineteenth-century alliances created a
climate for large-scale conflict. The concept of Pan-Slavism and shared religion created strong public sympathy
between Russia and Serbia. Territorial conflict created rivalries between Germany and France and between
Austria-Hungary and Serbia, and as a consequence alliance networks developed across Europe. The Triple
Entente and Triple Alliance networks were set before the war. Nicholas wanted neither to abandon Serbia to the
ultimatum of Austria, nor to provoke a general war. In a series of letters exchanged with Wilhelm of Germany
(the "Willy–Nicky correspondence") the two proclaimed their desire for peace, and each attempted to get the
other to back down. Nicholas desired that Russia's mobilization be only against Austria-Hungary, in the hopes of
preventing war with Germany.

On 25 July 1914, at his council of ministers, Nicholas decided to
intervene in the Austro-Serbian conflict, a step toward general war. He
put the Russian army on "alert"[89] on 25 July. Although this was not
general mobilization, it threatened the German and Austro-Hungarian
borders and looked like military preparation for war.[89] However, his
army had no contingency plans for a partial mobilization, and on 30 July
1914 Nicholas took the fateful step of confirming the order for general
mobilization, despite being strongly counselled against it.

On 28 July, Austria-Hungary formally declared war against Serbia. On
29 July 1914, Nicholas sent a telegram to Wilhelm with the suggestion to
submit the Austro-Serbian problem to the Hague Conference (in Hague
tribunal). Wilhelm did not address the question of the Hague
Conference in his subsequent reply.[90][91] Count Witte told the French
Ambassador, Maurice Paléologue that from Russia's point of view the
war was madness, Slav solidarity was simply nonsense and Russia
could hope for nothing from the war.[92] On 30 July, Russia ordered
general mobilization, but still maintained that it would not attack if peace
talks were to begin. Germany, reacting to the discovery of partial
mobilization ordered on 25 July, announced its own pre-mobilization
posture, the Imminent Danger of War. Germany requested that Russia
demobilize within the next twelve hours.[93] In Saint Petersburg, at 7pm,
with the ultimatum to Russia having expired, the German ambassador to
Russia met with the Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Sazonov, asked three times if Russia would reconsider,
and then with shaking hands, delivered the note accepting Russia's war challenge and declaring war on 1
August. Less than a week later, on 6 August, Franz Joseph signed the Austro-Hungarian declaration of war on
Russia.

The outbreak of war on 1 August 1914 found Russia grossly unprepared. Russia and her allies placed their
faith in her army, the famous 'Russian steamroller'.[94] Its pre-war regular strength was 1,400,000; mobilization
added 3,100,000 reserves and millions more stood ready behind them. In every other respect, however, Russia
was unprepared for war. Germany had ten times as much railway track per square mile, and whereas Russian
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Russian prisoners after the Battle of
Tannenberg, where the Russian Second Army
was annihilated by the German Eighth Army

Nicholas II with his family in Yevpatoria,

soldiers travelled an average of 1,290 kilometres (800 mi) to reach the front, German soldiers traveled less
than a quarter of that distance. Russian heavy industry was still too small to equip the massive armies the Tsar
could raise, and her reserves of munitions were pitifully small; while the German army in 1914 was better
equipped than any other, man-for-man, the Russians were severely short on artillery pieces, shells, motorized
transports, and even boots. With the Baltic Sea barred by German U-boats and the Dardanelles by the guns of
Germany's ally, the Ottoman Empire, Russia initially could receive help only via Archangel, which was frozen
solid in winter, or via Vladivostok, which was over 6,400 kilometres (4,000 mi) from the front line. By 1915, a rail
line was built north from Petrozavodsk to the Kola Gulf and this connection laid the foundation of the ice-free
port of what eventually was called Murmansk. The Russian High Command was moreover greatly weakened by
the mutual contempt between Vladimir Sukhomlinov, the Minister of War, and the incompetent Grand Duke
Nicholas Nikolayevich who commanded the armies in the field.[95] In spite of all of this, an immediate attack was
ordered against the German province of East Prussia. The Germans mobilised there with great efficiency and
completely defeated the two Russian armies which had invaded. The Battle of Tannenberg, where an entire
Russian army was annihilated, cast an ominous shadow over Russia's future. Russia had great success against
both the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman armies from the very beginning of the war, but they never succeeded
against the might of the German Army. In September 1914, in order to relieve pressure on France, the
Russians were forced to halt a successful offensive against Austria-Hungary in Galicia in order to attack
German-held Silesia.[96]

Gradually a war of attrition set in on the vast Eastern Front,
where the Russians were facing the combined forces of the
German and Austro-Hungarian armies, and they suffered
staggering losses. General Denikin, retreating from Galicia
wrote, "The German heavy artillery swept away whole lines of
trenches, and their defenders with them. We hardly replied.
There was nothing with which we could reply. Our regiments,
although completely exhausted, were beating off one attack
after another by bayonet ... Blood flowed unendingly, the
ranks became thinner and thinner and thinner. The number of
graves multiplied."[97] On 5 August, with the Russian army in
retreat, Warsaw fell. Defeat at the front bred disorder at home. At first, the targets were German, and for three
days in June shops, bakeries, factories, private houses and country estates belonging to people with German
names were looted and burned.[citation needed]. The inflamed mobs then turned on the government, declaring the
Empress should be shut up in a convent, the Tsar deposed and Rasputin hanged. Nicholas was by no means
deaf to these discontents. An emergency session of the Duma was summoned and a Special Defense Council
established, its members drawn from the Duma and the Tsar's ministers.

In July 1915, King Christian X of Denmark, first cousin of the Tsar, sent Hans Niels Andersen to Tsarskoye Selo
with an offer to act as a mediator. He made several trips between London, Berlin and Petrograd and in July saw
the Dowager Empress Maria Fyodorovna. Andersen told her they should conclude peace. Nicholas chose to
turn down King Christian's offer of mediation, as he felt it would be a betrayal for Russia to form a separate
peace treaty with the Central Powers when its allies Britain and France were still fighting.[98]

The energetic and efficient General Alexei Polivanov replaced Sukhomlinov as Minister of War, which failed to
improve the strategic situation.[94] In the aftermath of the Great Retreat and the loss of the Kingdom of Poland,
Nicholas assumed the role of commander-in-chief after dismissing his cousin, Grand Duke Nicholas
Nikolayevich, in September 1915. This was a mistake, as the Tsar came to be personally associated with the
continuing losses at the front. He was also away at the remote HQ at Mogilev, far from the direct governance of
the empire, and when revolution broke out in Petrograd he was unable to halt it. In reality the move was largely
symbolic, since all important military decisions were made by his chief-of-staff General Michael Alexeiev, and
Nicholas did little more than review troops, inspect field hospitals, and preside over military luncheons.[99]

The Duma was still calling for political reforms and political unrest
continued throughout the war. Cut off from public opinion, Nicholas
could not see that the dynasty was tottering. With Nicholas at the
front, domestic issues and control of the capital were left with his
wife Alexandra. However, Alexandra's relationship with Grigori
Rasputin, and her German background, further discredited the
dynasty's authority. Nicholas had been repeatedly warned about
the destructive influence of Rasputin but had failed to remove him.
Rumors and accusations about Alexandra and Rasputin appeared
one after another; Alexandra was even accused of harboring
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Crimea, May 1916

Nicholas with members of the
Stavka at Mogilev in April 1916.

treasonous sympathies towards Germany. Anger at Nicholas's
failure to act and the extreme damage that Rasputin's influence
was doing to Russia's war effort and to the monarchy led to Rasputin's eventual murder by a group of nobles,
led by Prince Felix Yusupov and Grand Duke Dmitri Pavlovich, a cousin of the Tsar, in the early morning of
Saturday 17 December 1916 (O.S.) / 30 December 1916 (N.S.).

Collapse [edit]

As the government failed to produce supplies, mounting hardship
resulted in massive riots and rebellions. With Nicholas away at the front
from 1915 through 1916, authority appeared to collapse and the capital
was left in the hands of strikers and mutineering soldiers. Despite efforts
by the British Ambassador Sir George Buchanan to warn the Tsar that
he should grant constitutional reforms to fend off revolution, Nicholas
continued to bury himself away at the Staff HQ (Stavka) 600 kilometres
(400 mi) away at Moghilev, leaving his capital and court open to
intrigues and insurrection.[100]

Ideologically the tsar's greatest support came from the right-wing
monarchists, who had recently gained strength. However they were increasingly alienated by the tsar's support
of Stolypin's Westernizing reforms, by tsar's liberal reforms taken early in the Revolution of 1905, and especially
by the political power the tsar had bestowed on Rasputin.[101]

By early 1917, Russia was on the verge of total collapse of morale. An estimated 1.7 million Russian soldiers
were killed in World War I.[102] The sense of failure and imminent disaster was everywhere. The army had taken
15 million men from the farms and food prices had soared. An egg cost four times what it had in 1914, butter
five times as much. The severe winter dealt the railways, overburdened by emergency shipments of coal and
supplies, a crippling blow.[100]

Russia entered the war with 20,000 locomotives; by 1917, 9,000 were in service, while the number of
serviceable railway wagons had dwindled from half a million to 170,000. In February 1917, 1,200 locomotives
burst their boilers and nearly 60,000 wagons were immobilized. In Petrograd, supplies of flour and fuel had all
but disappeared.[100] War-time prohibition of alcohol was enacted by Nicholas to boost patriotism and
productivity, but instead damaged the treasury and funding of the war due to the treasury now being deprived
of alcohol taxes.[103]

On 23 February 1917 in Petrograd, a combination of very severe cold weather and acute food shortages
caused people to start to break shop windows to get bread and other necessities. In the streets, red banners
appeared and the crowds chanted "Down with the German woman! Down with Protopopov! Down with the war!
Down with the Tsar!"[100]

Police started to shoot at the populace from rooftops, which incited riots. The troops in the capital were poorly
motivated and their officers had no reason to be loyal to the regime. They were angry and full of revolutionary
fervor and sided with the populace.[104]

The Tsar's Cabinet begged Nicholas to return to the capital and offered to resign completely. The Tsar, 800
kilometres (500 mi) away, was misinformed by the Minister of the Interior, Alexander Protopopov, that the
situation was under control, and he ordered that firm steps be taken against the demonstrators. For this task,
the Petrograd garrison was quite unsuitable. The cream of the old regular army had been destroyed in Poland
and Galicia. In Petrograd, 170,000 recruits, country boys or older men from the working-class suburbs of the
capital itself, remained to keep control under the command of wounded officers invalided from the front and
cadets from the military academies. The units in the capital, although many bore the names of famous Imperial
Guard regiments, were in reality rear or reserve battalions of these regiments, the regular units being away at
the front. Many units, lacking both officers and rifles, had never undergone formal training.[104]

General Khabalov attempted to put the Tsar's instructions into effect on the morning of Sunday, 11 March
1917. Despite huge posters ordering people to keep off the streets, vast crowds gathered and were only
dispersed after some 200 had been shot dead, though a company of the Volinsky Regiment fired into the air
rather than into the mob, and a company of the Pavlovsky Life Guards shot the officer who gave the command
to open fire. Nicholas, informed of the situation by Rodzianko, ordered reinforcements to the capital and
suspended the Duma.[104] However, it was too late.

On 12 March, the Volinsky Regiment mutinied and was quickly followed by the Semenovsky, the Ismailovsky, the
Litovsky Life Guards and even the legendary Preobrazhensky Regiment of the Imperial Guard, the oldest and
staunchest regiment founded by Peter the Great. The arsenal was pillaged, the Ministry of the Interior, Military
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Abdication of Nicholas II

Government building, police headquarters, the Law Courts and a score of police buildings were put to the torch.
By noon, the fortress of Peter and Paul, with its heavy artillery, was in the hands of the insurgents. By nightfall,
60,000 soldiers had joined the revolution.[104]

Order broke down and members of the Duma and the Soviet formed a Provisional Government to try to restore
order. They issued a demand that Nicholas must abdicate. Faced with this demand, which was echoed by his
generals, deprived of loyal troops, with his family firmly in the hands of the Provisional Government and fearful
of unleashing civil war and opening the way for German conquest, Nicholas had little choice but to submit.

Revolution [edit]

Abdication (1917) [edit]
Main article: Abdication of Nicholas II

Nicholas had suffered a coronary occlusion only four days before his
abdication.[105] At the end of the "February Revolution", Nicholas II
chose to abdicate on 2 March (O.S.) / 15 March (N.S.) 1917. He first
abdicated in favor of Alexei, but a few hours later changed his mind after advice from doctors that Alexei would
not live long enough while separated from his parents, who would be forced into exile. Nicholas thus abdicated
on behalf of his son, and drew up a new manifesto naming his brother, Grand Duke Michael, as the next
Emperor of all the Russians. He issued a statement but it was suppressed by the Provisional Government.
Michael declined to accept the throne until the people were allowed to vote through a Constituent Assembly for
the continuance of the monarchy or a republic. The abdication of Nicholas II and Michael's deferment of
accepting the throne brought three centuries of the Romanov dynasty's rule to an end. The fall of Tsarist
autocracy brought joy to liberals and socialists in Britain and France. The United States was the first foreign
government to recognize the Provisional government. In Russia, the announcement of the Tsar's abdication
was greeted with many emotions, including delight, relief, fear, anger and confusion.[106]

Possibility of exile [edit]

Both the Provisional Government and Nicholas wanted the royal family to go into exile following his abdication,
with the United Kingdom being the preferred option.[107] The British government reluctantly offered the family
asylum on 19 March 1917, although it was suggested that it would be better for the Romanovs to go to a neutral
country. News of the offer provoked uproar from the Labour Party and many Liberals, and the British
ambassador Sir George Buchanan advised the government that the extreme left would use the ex-Tsar's
presence "as an excuse for rousing public opinion against us".[108] The Liberal Prime Minister David Lloyd
George preferred that the family went to a neutral country, and wanted the offer to be announced as at the
request of the Russian government.[109] The offer of asylum was withdrawn in April following objections by King
George V, who, acting on the advice of his secretary Arthur Bigge, 1st Baron Stamfordham, was worried that
Nicholas's presence might provoke an uprising like the previous year's Easter Rising in Ireland. However, later
the king defied his secretary and went to the Romanov memorial service at the Russian Church in London.[110]

In the early summer of 1917, the Russian government approached the British government on the issue of
asylum and was informed the offer had been withdrawn due to the considerations of British internal politics.[111]

The French government declined to accept the Romanovs in view of increasing unrest on the Western Front
and on the home front as a result of the ongoing war with Germany.[112][113] The British ambassador in Paris,
Lord Francis Bertie, advised the Foreign Secretary that the Romanovs would be unwelcome in France as the
ex-Empress was regarded as pro-German.[108]

Even if an offer of asylum had been forthcoming, there would have been other obstacles to be overcome. The
Provisional Government only remained in power through an uneasy alliance with the Petrograd Soviet, an
arrangement known as "The Dual Power". An initial plan to send the royal family to the northern port of
Murmansk had to be abandoned when it was realised that the railway workers and the soldiers guarding them
were loyal to the Petrograd Soviet, which opposed the escape of the tsar; a later proposal to send the
Romanovs to a neutral port in the Baltic Sea via the Duchy of Finland faced similar difficulties.[114]

Imprisonment [edit]

Tsarskoye Selo [edit]

On 20 March 1917, the Provisional Government decreed that the royal family should be held under house
arrest in the Alexander Palace at Tsarskoye Selo. Nicholas joined the rest of the family there two days later,
having travelled from the wartime headquarters at Mogilev.[115] The family had total privacy inside the palace,
but walks in the grounds were strictly regulated.[116] Members of their domestic staff were allowed to stay if they
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Nicholas II under guard in the grounds
at Tsarskoye Selo in the summer of 1917.

The Governor's Mansion in Tobolsk,
where the Romanov family was held in
captivity between August 1917 and April
1918

Nicholas and Alexei sawing wood at
Tobolsk in late 1917; a favourite pastime.

wished and culinary standards were maintained.[117] Colonel Eugene
Kobylinsky was appointed to command the military garrison at
Tsarskoye Selo,[118] which increasingly had to be done through
negotiation with the committees or soviets elected by the
soldiers.[119]

Tobolsk [edit]

That summer, the failure of the Kerensky Offensive against Austro-
Hungarian and German forces in Galicia led to anti-government
rioting in Petrograd, known as the July Days. The government feared
that further disturbances in the city could easily reach Tsarskoye
Selo and it was decided to move the royal family to a safer
location.[120] Alexander Kerensky, who had taken over as prime
minister, selected the town of Tobolsk in Western Siberia, since it
was remote from any large city and 150 miles (240 km) from the
nearest rail station.[121] Some sources state that there was an
intention to send the family abroad in the spring of 1918 via
Japan,[122] but more recent work suggests that this was just a
Bolshevik rumour.[123] The family left the Alexander Palace late on 13
August, reached Tyumen by rail four days later and then by two river
ferries finally reached Tobolsk on 19 August.[124] There they lived in
the former Governor's Mansion in considerable comfort. In October
1917, however, the Bolsheviks seized power from Kerensky's
Provisional Government; Nicholas followed the events in October
with interest but not yet with alarm. Boris Soloviev, the husband of
Maria Rasputin, attempted to organize a rescue with monarchical
factions, but it came to nothing. Rumors persist that Soloviev was
working for the Bolsheviks or the Germans, or both.[125] Separate
preparations for a rescue by Nikolai Yevgenyevich Markov were
frustrated by Soloviev's ineffectual activities.[126] Nicholas continued
to underestimate Lenin's importance. In the meantime he and his
family occupied themselves with reading books, exercising and
playing games; Nicholas particularly enjoyed chopping firewood.[127]

However, in January 1918, the guard detachment's committee grew
more assertive, restricting the hours that the family could spend in
the grounds and banning them from walking to church on a Sunday
as they had done since October.[128] In a later incident, the soldiers
tore the epaulettes from Kobylinsky's uniform, and he asked Nicholas
not to wear his uniform outside for fear of provoking a similar
event.[129]

In February 1918, the Council of People's Commissars (abbreviated
to "Sovnarkom") in Moscow, the new capital, announced that the
state subsidy for the family would be drastically reduced, starting on 1 March. This meant parting with twelve
devoted servants and giving up butter and coffee as luxuries, even though Nicholas added to the funds from his
own resources.[130] Nicholas and Alexandra were appalled by news of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, whereby
Russia agreed to give up Poland, Finland, the Baltic States, most of Belarus, Ukraine, the Crimea, most of the
Caucasus, and small parts of Russia proper including areas around Pskov and Rostov-on-Don.[131] What kept
the family's spirits up was the belief that help was at hand.[132] The Romanovs believed that various plots were
underway to break them out of captivity and smuggle them to safety. The Western Allies lost interest in the fate
of the Romanovs after Russia left the war. The German government wanted the monarchy restored in Russia to
crush the Bolsheviks and maintain good relations with the Central Powers.[133]

The situation in Tobolsk changed for the worse on 26 March, when 250 ill-disciplined Red Guards arrived from
the regional capital, Omsk. Not to be outdone, the soviet in Yekaterinburg, the capital of the neighbouring Ural
region, sent 400 Red Guards to exert their influence on the town.[134] Disturbances between these rival groups
and the lack of funds to pay the guard detachment caused them to send a delegation to Moscow to plead their
case. The result was that Sovnarkom appointed their own commissar to take charge of Tobolsk and remove the
Romanovs to Yekaterinburg, with the intention of eventually bringing Nicholas to a show trial in Moscow.[135] The
man selected was Vasily Yakovlev, a veteran Bolshevik,[136] Recruiting a body of loyal men en route, Yakovlev
arrived in Tobolsk on 22 April; he imposed his authority on the competing Red Guards factions, paid-off and
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demobilized the guard detachment, and placed further restrictions on the Romanovs.[137] The next day,
Yakovlev informed Kobylinsky that Nicholas was to be transferred to Yekaterinburg. Alexei was too ill to travel,
so Alexandra elected to go with Nicholas along with Maria, while the other daughters would remain at Tobolsk
until they were able to make the journey.[138]

Yekaterinburg [edit]

At 3 am on 25 April, the three Romanovs, their retinue, and the escort of Yakovlev's detachment, left Tobolsk in
a convoy of nineteen tarantasses (four-wheeled carriages), as the river was still partly frozen which prevented
the use of the ferry.[139] After an arduous journey which included two overnight stops, fording rivers, frequent
changes of horses and a foiled plot by the Yekaterinburg Red Guards to abduct and kill the prisoners, the party
arrived at Tyumen and boarded a requisitioned train. Yakovlev was able to communicate securely with Moscow
by means of a Hughes' teleprinter and obtained agreement to change their destination to Omsk, where it was
thought that the leadership were less likely to harm the Romanovs.[140] Leaving Tyumen early on 28 April, the
train left towards Yekaterinburg, but quickly changed direction towards Omsk. This led the Yekaterinburg
leaders to believe that Yakovlev was a traitor who was trying to take Nicholas to exile by way of Vladivostok;
telegraph messages were sent, two thousand armed men were mobilised and a train was dispatched to arrest
Yakovlev and the Romanovs. The Romanovs' train was halted at Omsk station and after a frantic exchange of
cables with Moscow, it was agreed that they should go to Yekaterinburg in return for a guarantee of safety for
the royal family; they finally arrived there on the morning of 30 April.[141]

They were imprisoned in the two-storey Ipatiev House, the home of the military engineer Nikolay Nikolayevich
Ipatiev, which ominously became referred to as the "house of special purpose". Here the Romanovs were kept
under even stricter conditions; their retinue was further reduced and their possessions were searched.[142]

Following allegations of pilfering from the royal household, Yakov Yurovsky, a former member of the Cheka
secret police, was appointed to command the guard detachment, a number of whom were replaced with trusted
Latvian members of the Yekaterinburg "special-service detachment".[143] The remaining Romanovs left Tobolsk
by river steamer on 20 May and arrived in Yekaterinburg three days later.[144] By the first weeks of June, the
Bolsheviks were becoming alarmed by the Revolt of the Czechoslovak Legion, whose forces were approaching
the city from the east. This prompted a wave of executions and murders of those in the region who were
believed to be counter-revolutionaries, including Grand Duke Michael, who was murdered in Perm on 13
June.[145]

Although the Bolshevik leadership in Moscow still intended to bring Nicholas to trial, as the military situation
deteriorated, Leon Trotsky and Yakov Sverdlov began to publicly equivocate about the possible fate of the
former tsar.[146] On 16 July, the Yekaterinburg leadership informed Yurovsky that it had been decided to
execute the Romanovs as soon as approval arrived from Moscow, because the Czechs were expected to reach
the city imminently. A coded telegram arrived in Moscow from Yekaterinburg that evening; after Lenin and
Sverdlov had conferred a reply was sent, although no trace of that document has ever been found. In the
meantime, Yurovsky had organised his firing squad and they waited through the night at the Ipatiev House for
the signal to act.[147]

Execution [edit]
See also: Execution of the Romanov family

There are several accounts of what happened and historians have not agreed on a solid, confirmed scope of
events. According to the account of Bolshevik officer Yakov Yurovsky (the chief executioner), in the early hours
of 17 July 1918, the royal family was awakened around 2:00 am, got dressed, and were led down into a half-
basement room at the back of the Ipatiev house. The pretext for this move was the family's safety, i.e. that anti-
Bolshevik forces were approaching Yekaterinburg, and the house might be fired upon.[148]

Present with Nicholas, Alexandra and their children were their doctor and three of their servants, who had
voluntarily chosen to remain with the family: the Tsar's personal physician Eugene Botkin, his wife's maid Anna
Demidova, and the family's chef, Ivan Kharitonov, and footman, Alexei Trupp. A firing squad had been
assembled and was waiting in an adjoining room, composed of seven Communist soldiers from Central Europe,
and three local Bolsheviks, all under the command of Yurovsky.[148]

Nicholas was carrying his son. When the family arrived in the basement, the former empress complained that
there were no chairs for them to sit on.[citation needed] Yurovsky ordered two chairs brought in, and when the
empress and the heir were seated, the executioners filed into the room. Yurovsky announced to them that the
Ural Soviet of Workers' Deputies had decided to execute them. A stunned Nicholas asked, "What? What did you
say?" and turned toward his family. Yurovsky quickly repeated the order and Nicholas said, according to Peter
Ermakov, "You know not what you do."
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Nicholas with his family (left to right): Olga, Maria, Nicholas II, Alexandra
Fyodorovna, Anastasia, Alexei, and Tatiana. Livadia Palace, 1913.

The Ipatiev House, Yekaterinburg,
(later Sverdlovsk) in 1928

The executioners drew handguns and began shooting; Nicholas was the first to die. Yurovsky took credit
afterwards for firing the first shot
that killed the Tsar, but his
protege – Grigory Nikulin – said
years later that Mikhail
Medvedev had fired the shot
that killed Nicholas. "He fired the
first shot. He killed the Tsar," he
said in 1964 in a tape-recorded
statement for the radio.[149]

Nicholas was shot several times
in the chest (sometimes
erroneously said to have been
shot in his head, but his skull
bore no bullet wounds when it
was discovered later in 1991).
Anastasia, Tatiana, Olga, and
Maria survived the first hail of
bullets; the sisters were wearing
over 1.3 kilograms of diamonds
and precious gems sewn into
their clothing, which provided
some initial protection from the bullets and bayonets.[150] They were then stabbed with bayonets and finally shot
at close range in their heads.[151]

An announcement from the Presidium of the Ural Regional Soviet of the Workers' and Peasants' Government
emphasized that conspiracies had been exposed to free the ex-tsar, that counter-revolutionary forces were
pressing in on Soviet Russian territory, and that the ex-tsar was guilty of unforgivable crimes against the
nation.[152]

In view of the enemy's proximity to Yekaterinburg and the exposure by the Cheka of a serious
White Guard plot with the goal of abducting the former Tsar and his family… In light of the
approach of counterrevolutionary bands toward the Red capital of the Urals and the possibility of
the crowned executioner escaping trial by the people (a plot among the White Guards to try to
abduct him and his family was exposed and the compromising documents will be published), the
Presidium of the Ural Regional Soviet, fulfilling the will of the Revolution, resolved to shoot the
former Tsar, Nikolai Romanov, who is guilty of countless, bloody, violent acts against the Russian
people.[153]

The bodies were driven to nearby woodland, searched and burned. The remains were soaked in acid and
finally thrown down a disused mineshaft.[154] On the following day, other members of the Romanov family
including Grand Duchess Elizabeth Feodorovna, the empress's sister, who were being held in a school at
Alapayevsk, were taken to another mine shaft and thrown in alive, except for Grand Duke Sergei Mikhailovich
who was shot when he tried to resist.[155]

Identification [edit]

In 1979, the bodies of Tsar Nicholas II, Tsaritsa Alexandra, three of their
daughters, and those of four non-family members killed with them, were
discovered near Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg) by amateur archaeologist
Alexander Avdonin.[156][157] In January 1998, the remains excavated
from underneath the dirt road near Yekaterinburg were officially
identified as those of Nicholas II and his family, excluding one daughter
(either Maria or Anastasia) and Alexei. The identifications—including
comparisons to a living relative, performed by separate Russian, British
and American scientists using DNA analysis—concur and were found to
be conclusive.[158][159][160][161]

In July 2007, an amateur historian discovered bones near Yekaterinburg belonging to a boy and young
woman.[162] Prosecutors reopened the investigation into the deaths of the imperial family,[citation needed] and in
April 2008, DNA tests performed by an American laboratory proved that bone fragments exhumed in the Ural
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Yekaterinburg's "Church on the
Blood", built on the spot where the
Ipatiev House once stood

Saint Nicholas II of Russia
Tsar-Martyr Nicholas II of Russia 

Royal Passion-Bearer Tsar Nicholas II of
Russia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized 1981 by Russian Orthodox
Church Abroad
2000 by the Russian Orthodox
Church

Major shrine Church on Blood, Yekaterinburg,
Russia

Feast 17 July

Mountains belonged to two children of Nicholas II, Alexei and a
daughter.[163] That same day it was announced by Russian authorities
that remains from the entire family had been recovered.[163][164]

On 1 October 2008, the Supreme Court of Russia ruled that Nicholas II
and his family were victims of political persecution and should be
rehabilitated.[165][166][167] In March 2009, results of the DNA testing were
published, confirming that the two bodies discovered in 2007 were those
of Alexei and one of his sisters.[168]

In late 2015, at the insistence of the Russian Orthodox Church,[169]

Russian investigators exhumed the bodies of Nicholas II and his wife,
Alexandra, for additional DNA testing,[170] which confirmed that the
bones were of the couple.[171][172][173]

Funeral [edit]

After the DNA testing of 1998, the remains of the Emperor and his immediate family were interred at St. Peter
and Paul Cathedral, Saint Petersburg, on 17 July 1998, on the eightieth anniversary of their murder. The
ceremony was attended by Russian President Boris Yeltsin, who said, "Today is a historic day for Russia. For
many years, we kept quiet about this monstrous crime, but the truth has to be spoken."[174]

The British Royal Family was represented at the funeral by Prince Michael of Kent, and more than twenty
ambassadors to Russia, including Sir Andrew Wood, Archbishop John Bukovsky, and Ernst-Jörg von Studnitz,
were also in attendance.[175]

Sainthood [edit]

Main articles: Canonization of the Romanovs and Tsarebozhiye

In 1981, Nicholas and his immediate family were recognised as
martyred saints by the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia.
On 14 August 2000, they were recognised by the synod of the
Russian Orthodox Church. This time they were not named as
martyrs, since their deaths did not result immediately from their
Christian faith; instead, they were canonized as passion bearers.
According to a statement by the Moscow synod, they were glorified
as saints for the following reasons:

In the last Orthodox Russian monarch and members
of his family we see people who sincerely strove to
incarnate in their lives the commands of the Gospel.
In the suffering borne by the Royal Family in prison
with humility, patience, and meekness, and in their
martyrs' deaths in Yekaterinburg in the night of 17
July 1918 was revealed the light of the faith of Christ
that conquers evil.

However, Nicholas' canonization was controversial. The Russian Orthodox Church Abroad was split on the issue
back in 1981, some members suggesting that the emperor was a weak ruler and had failed to thwart the rise of
the Bolsheviks. It was pointed out by one priest that martyrdom in the Russian Orthodox Church has nothing to
do with the martyr's personal actions but is instead related to why he or she was killed.[176]

The Russian Orthodox Church inside Russia rejected the family's classification as martyrs because they were
not killed on account of their religious faith. Religious leaders in both churches also had objections to
canonising the Tsar's family because they perceived him as a weak emperor whose incompetence led to the
revolution and the suffering of his people and made him partially responsible for his own murder and those of
his wife, children and servants. For these opponents, the fact that the Tsar was, in private life, a kind man and a
good husband and father or a leader who showed genuine concern for the peasantry did not override his poor
governance of Russia.[176]

Despite the original opposition, the Russian Orthodox Church inside Russia ultimately recognised the family as
"passion bearers," or people who met their deaths with Christian humility. Since the late 20th century, believers
have attributed healing from illnesses or conversion to the Orthodox Church to their prayers to the children of
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Styles of
Nicholas II of Russia

Reference style His Imperial Majesty

Nicholas, Maria and Alexei, as well as to the rest of the family.[177][178]

Legacy [edit]

Historian Raymond Esthus states:

The contemporary assessments of Nicholas are remarkably uniform. He was described as shy, charming,
gentle in disposition, fearful of controversy, indecisive, indulgent to his relatives, and deeply devoted to his
family. Aleksandr Mosolov, who headed his Court Chancellery for sixteen years, wrote that Nicholas, though
intelligent and well-educated, never adopted a definite, energetic attitude and loathed making a decision in
the presence of others. Sergei Witte, who served Nicholas and his father for eleven years as Minister of
Finance, commented that the Tsar was a well-intentioned child, but his actions were entirely dependent
upon the character of his counselors, most of whom were bad.[179]

Nicholas generally was considered for the most of the 20th century to have been incompetent at the colossal
task of ruling the enormous Russian Empire,[180] although the influence of Soviet propaganda on the general
opinion on the monarch, which described him as a bloodthirsty tyrant, must be considered. In the present-day
Russia historians are more available to give him a much more positive assessment than before, also evaluating
his reforms made by the Russian state during his reign and his person.[181] Historian Robert K. Massie provides
a typical indictment of his incompetence:

... there still are those who for political or other reasons continue to insist that Nicholas was "Bloody
Nicholas". Most commonly, he is described as shallow, weak, stupid—a one-dimensional figure
presiding feebly over the last days of a corrupt and crumbling system. This, certainly, is the
prevailing public image of the last Tsar. Historians admit that Nicholas was a "good man"—the
historical evidence of personal charm, gentleness, love of family, deep religious faith and strong
Russian patriotism is too overwhelming to be denied—but they argue that personal factors are
irrelevant; what matters is that Nicholas was a bad tsar .... Essentially, the tragedy of Nicholas II
was that he appeared in the wrong place in history.[182]

In Russia, just after the rise of the new regime, the legacy of Nicholas II faced widespread criticism. Pavel Bykov,
who in Russia wrote the first full account about the downfall of the Tsar for the newly formed Soviet
propaganda's regime, denounced Nicholas as a "tyrant, who paid with his life for the age-old repression and
arbitrary rule of his ancestors over the Russian people, over the impoverished and blood-soaked country".
Soviet-era historians noted that Nicholas II was not fit to be a statesman. It has been argued that he had a weak
will and was manipulated by adventurist forces. His regime was condemned for extensive use of the army,
police, and courts to destroy the revolutionary movement. He was criticised for fanning nationalism and
chauvinism. With the punitive expeditions and courts-martial during the 1905 Revolution, the monarch became
known as "Nicholas the Bloody". Nicholas's reign was seen as a time of suffering for Russians.[183] American
historian Barbara Tuchman gives a damning evaluation of his reign:

[The Russian Empire] was ruled from the top by a sovereign who had but one idea of government
—to preserve intact the absolute monarchy bequeathed to him by his father—and who, lacking the
intellect, energy or training for his job, fell back on personal favorites, whim, simple mulishness,
and other devices of the empty-headed autocrat. His father, Alexander III, who deliberately
intended to keep his son uneducated in statecraft until the age of thirty, unfortunately
miscalculated his own life expectancy, and died when Nicholas was twenty-six. The new Tsar had
learned nothing in the interval, and the impression of imperturbability he conveyed was in reality
apathy—the indifference of a mind so shallow as to be all surface. When a telegram was brought to
him announcing the annihilation of the Russian fleet at Tsushima, he read it, stuffed it in his
pocket, and went on playing tennis.[184]

Titles, styles, honours and arms [edit]

Titles and styles [edit]

18 May 1868 – 13 March 1881: His Imperial Highness Grand
Duke Nikolai Alexandrovich of Russia
13 March 1881 – 1 November 1894: His Imperial Highness The
Tsesarevich of Russia
1 November 1894 – 15 March 1917: His Imperial Majesty The
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Spoken style Your Imperial Majesty

Emperor Nicholas II Land in a 1915 map of the
Russian Empire. Back then it was believed that
what is now Severnaya Zemlya was a single
landmass.

Nicholas II in the uniform of Chevalier Guard
Regiment, 1896

After his coronation, Nicholas II leaves
Dormition Cathedral. The Chevalier Guard
Lieutenant marching in front to the Tsar's
right is Carl Gustaf Mannerheim, later
President of Finland.

Emperor and Autocrat of All the Russias
15 March 1917 – 17 July 1918: Nikolai Alexandrovich Romanov

Nicholas II's full title as Emperor, as set forth in Article 59 of the 1906 Constitution, was: "By the Grace of God,
We Nicholas, Emperor and Autocrat of All the Russias, of Moscow, Kiev, Vladimir, Novgorod; Tsar of Kazan,
Tsar of Astrakhan, Tsar of Poland, Tsar of Siberia, Tsar of Tauric Chersonesus, Tsar of Georgia; Lord of
Pskov, and Grand Prince of Smolensk, Lithuania, Volhynia, Podolia, and Finland; Prince of Estonia, Livonia,
Courland and Semigalia, Samogitia, Bielostok, Karelia, Tver, Yugor, Perm, Vyatka, Bogar and others; Sovereign
and Grand Prince of Nizhni Novgorod, Chernigov, Ryazan, Polotsk, Rostov, Jaroslavl, Beloozero, Udoria,
Obdoria, Kondia, Vitebsk, Mstislav, and Ruler of all the Severian country; Sovereign and Lord of Iveria,
Kartalinia, the Kabardian lands and Armenian province: hereditary Sovereign and Possessor of the Circassian
and Mountain Princes and of others; Sovereign of Turkestan, Heir of Norway, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein,
Stormarn, Dithmarschen, and Oldenburg, and so forth, and so forth, and so forth."[185]

Honours [edit]

Emperor Nicholas II Land (Russian: Земля Императора
Николая II, Zemlya Imperatora Nikolaya II) was discovered in
1913 by the Arctic Ocean Hydrographic Expedition led by
Boris Vilkitsky on behalf of the Russian Hydrographic
Service.[186] Still incompletely surveyed, the new territory was
officially named in the Emperor's honour by order of the
Secretary of the Imperial Navy in 1914.[187] The archipelago
was renamed "Severnaya Zemlya" in 1926 by the Presidium of
the Central Executive Committee of the Soviet Union.[188]

National[189]

Knight of St. Andrew, 1 June 1868
Knight of St. Alexander Nevsky, 1 June 1868
Knight of the White Eagle, 1 June 1868
Knight of St. Anna, 1st Class, 1 June 1868
Knight of St. Stanislaus, 1st Class, 1 June 1868
Knight of St. Vladimir, 4th Class, 11 September 1890
Knight of St. George, 4th Class, 7 November 1915

Foreign[189]

 Austria-Hungary: Grand Cross of St. Stephen, 18
May 1884

 Belgium: Grand Cordon of the Royal Order of
Leopold, 18 May 1884

 Empire of Brazil: Grand Cross of the Southern
Cross, 1 October 1884

 Emirate of Bukhara:
Order of Noble Bukhara, 14 November 1885; in
Diamonds, 11 March 1889
Order of the Crown of Bukhara, in Diamonds, 3
December 1893
Order of the Sun of Alexander, 30 May 1898
 Bulgaria:
Grand Cross of St. Alexander, 18 May 1884
Knight of Saints Cyril and Methodius, 23 February
1910[190]

 Denmark:[191]

Knight of the Elephant, 18 May 1884
Cross of Honour of the Order of the Dannebrog, 11
September 1891
Commemorative Medal for the Golden Wedding of
King Christian IX and Queen Louise, 1892
Grand Commander of the Dannebrog, 26 November
1894
 Ethiopian Empire: Grand Cross of the Seal of
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King Chulalongkorn of Siam with
Nicholas II in Saint Petersburg, during the
king's visit to Europe in 1897

 Ethiopian Empire: Grand Cross of the Seal of
Solomon, 12 July 1895

 France: Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour, 18
May 1884[192]

 German Empire: Knight of the Black Eagle, 18 May
1884

 Baden:[193]

Knight of the House Order of Fidelity, 1883
Knight of the Order of Berthold the First, 1883
 Bavaria: Knight of St. Hubert, 1884[194]

 Hesse and by Rhine: Grand Cross of the Ludwig
Order, 14 May 1884

 Mecklenburg: Grand Cross of the Wendish
Crown, with Crown in Ore, 21 January 1879

 Oldenburg: Grand Cross of the Order of Duke
Peter Friedrich Ludwig, with Golden Crown, 27 April
1881

 Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach: Grand Cross of the
White Falcon, 1881[195]

 Saxony: Knight of the Rue Crown[196]

 Württemberg: Grand Cross of the Württemberg
Crown, 1884[197]

 Kingdom of Greece: Grand Cross of the
Redeemer, 18 May 1884

 Kingdom of Italy:
Knight of the Annunciation, 18 May 1884
Grand Cross of Saints Maurice and Lazarus, 18
May 1884
Gold Medal of Military Valour, 4 September 1916[198]

 Holy See: Grand Cross of the Holy Sepulchre of
Jerusalem, 18 May 1884

 Military Order of Malta: Bailiff Grand Cross of
Honour and Devotion[196]

 Empire of Japan:
Grand Cordon of the Order of the Chrysanthemum,
17 June 1882; Collar, 3 March 1896[199]

Grand Cordon of the Rising Sun, with Paulownia
Flowers, 16 September 1882
 Mongolia: Order of the Precious Rod, 1913

 Principality of Montenegro: Grand Cross of the
Order of Prince Danilo I[200]

 Netherlands:
Grand Cross of the Netherlands Lion, 27 March
1881
Commemorative Medal of the Second Hague Peace
Conference, 1907
 Ottoman Empire: Order of Osmanieh, 1st Class, 9

August 1884
 Persian Empire: Order of the August Portrait, 9

August 1884
 Kingdom of Portugal: Grand Cross of the Sash of

the Two Orders, 25 May 1881; Three Orders, 9 April
1896[201]

 Qing dynasty: Order of the Double Dragon, Class I
Grade I in Diamonds, 4 May 1896

 Kingdom of Romania:
Grand Cross of the Star of Romania, 18 May 1884
Collar of the Order of Carol I, 15 June 1906[202]

 Kingdom of Serbia:
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 Kingdom of Serbia:
Grand Cross of St. Sava
Grand Cross of the Star of Karađorđe, 1910[203]

 Siam: Knight of the Order of the Royal House of
Chakri, 20 March 1891[204]

 Spain: Knight of the Golden Fleece, 12 April
1883[205]

 Sweden: Knight of the Seraphim, 19 May 1883;[206]

with Collar, 25 May 1908
 United Kingdom:
Stranger Knight of the Garter, 1 July 1893[207]

Royal Victorian Chain, 6 September 1904[208]

Honorary Grand Cross of the Bath (military), 20
October 1916[209]

Nicholas II was granted honorary senior rank in a number of foreign armies, reciprocating by extending similar
distinctions to a number of his fellow monarchs. These included the Imperial German, Spanish, Italian, Danish
and British armies.

He was Colonel-in-Chief of the Royal Scots Greys from 1894 until his death. On becoming Colonel-in-Chief he
presented the Regiment with a white bearskin, now worn by the bass drummer of the Pipes and Drums of the
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards. The Imperial Russian anthem is still played at dinner nights in the Officers' Mess,
where there remains a portrait of the Tsar in Scots Greys uniform. Since his death, the Regiment has worn a
black backing behind its cap badge as a symbol of mourning.

Arms [edit]
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Lesser Coat of Arms of the Russian
Empire and Lesser Coat of Arms of the
Emperor

Children [edit]

Image Name Birth Death Notes
By Princess Alix of Hesse and by Rhine (6 June 1872 – 17 July 1918, married on 26 November 1894)

Grand Duchess Olga
Nikolaevna

15 November [O.S. 3
November] 1895

17 July
1918

Murdered, along with their parents, at
Yekaterinburg by the Bolsheviks

Grand Duchess
Tatiana Nikolaevna

10 June [O.S. 29
May] 1897

Grand Duchess Maria
Nikolaevna

26 June [O.S. 14
June] 1899

Grand Duchess
Anastasia Nikolaevna

18 June [O.S. 5
June] 1901

Tsarevich Alexei
Nikolaevich

12 August [O.S. 30
July] 1904

Ancestry [edit]

Ancestors of Nicholas II of Russia

8. Nicholas I of Russia[212]

4. Alexander II of Russia[210]

9. Princess Charlotte of Prussia[212]

2. Alexander III of Russia

10. Louis II, Grand Duke of Hesse and by Rhine[213]

5. Princess Marie of Hesse and by
Rhine[210]

11. Princess Wilhelmine of Baden[213]

1. Nicholas II of
Russia

12. Friedrich Wilhelm, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Glücksburg[211]

6. Christian IX of Denmark[211]

13. Princess Louise Caroline of Hesse-Kassel[211]

3. Princess Dagmar of Denmark

14. Prince William of Hesse-Kassel[214]

7. Princess Louise of Hesse-Kassel[211]

15. Princess Charlotte of Denmark[214]

Wealth [edit]

Estimates of Nicholas II's personal wealth have been vastly exaggerated. As Emperor of All The Russias, and an
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Saints portal

autocrat, the resources under his command were virtually incalculable. However, the vast majority of this was
owned by the state as Crown property; the Romanov family's personal wealth was only a small fraction of this.
As monarch, the income of Nicholas was 24 million gold roubles per annum: this derived from a yearly allowance
from the Treasury, and from the profits of Crown farmland.[215] From this income, he had to fund staff, the
upkeep of imperial palaces and imperial theatres, annuities for the royal family, pensions, bequests, and other
outgoings. "Before the end of the year, the Tsar was usually penniless; sometimes he reached this
embarrassing state by autumn."[215] According to the Grand Marshal of the Court, Count Paul Benckendorff, the
family's total financial resources amounted to between 12.5 and 17.5 million roubles.[216] As a comparison,
Prince Felix Yusupov estimated his family's worth in real estate holdings alone as amounting to 50 million gold
roubles.[217]

Documentaries and films [edit]

See also: List of films about the Romanovs

Several films about Nicholas II and his family have been made, including Anastasia (1956), Nicholas and
Alexandra (1971), Anastasia: The Mystery of Anna (1986), Rasputin: Dark Servant of Destiny (1996 HBO),
Anastasia (1997), and two Russian adaptations Assassin of the Tsar (1991) and The Romanovs: An Imperial
Family (2000). In 2017 the film Matilda (2017 film) was released. The Last Czars was released by Netflix in
2019.

See also [edit]

Execution of the Romanov family
Bibliography of the Russian Revolution and Civil War
Emperor railway station in Pushkin town

Note [edit]

^O.S./N.S. Over the course of Nicholas's life, two calendars were used: the Old Style Julian Calendar and
the New Style Gregorian Calendar. Russia switched from the Julian to the Gregorian calendar on 1 February
(O.S.) / 14 February (N.S.) 1918.
a. ^ O.S. 20 October 1894
b. ^ O.S. 2 March 1917
c. ^ O.S. 14 May 1896
d. ^ Russian: Никола́й II Алекса́ндрович Рома́нов (Александровичъ Романовъ in Russian pre-revolutionary script),

tr. Nikoláj II Aleksándrovič Románov [nʲɪkɐ l̍aj ftɐ r̍oj ɐlʲɪkˈsandrəv̡ɪt͡ ɕ rɐˈmanəf].
e. ^ Russian: Свято́й страстоте́рпец Никола́й, tr. Svjatój strastotérpec Nikoláj [sv̡ɪ t̍oj strəstɐ t̍ʲerpʲɪt͡ s nʲɪkɐ l̍aj].
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Tsars Ivan IV the Terrible · Simeon Bekbulatovich · Ivan IV the Terrible · Feodor I · Boris ·
Feodor II · Dmitry I (also as Emperor) · Vasili IV · Vladislav I · Michael I · Alexis ·
Feodor III · Peter I and Ivan V (co-rulers)

Emperors and Empresses
Peter I the Great · Catherine I · Peter II · Anna · Ivan VI · Elizabeth · Peter III ·
Catherine II the Great · Paul · Alexander I · Nicholas I · Alexander II · Alexander III ·
Nicholas II

Grand Dukes of Russia
The generations are numbered from Peter I of Russia

1st generation Tsarevich Alexei Petrovich

2nd generation Peter II · Peter III

3rd generation Paul I

4th generation Alexander I · Grand Duke Constantine Pavlovich · Nicholas I · Grand Duke Michael Pavlovich

5th generation Alexander II · Grand Duke Constantine Nikolaevich · Grand Duke Nicholas Nikolaevich ·
Grand Duke Michael Nikolaevich

6th generation

Tsarevich Nicholas Alexandrovich · Alexander III · Grand Duke Vladimir Alexandrovich ·
Grand Duke Alexei Alexandrovich · Grand Duke Sergei Alexandrovich · Grand Duke Paul Alexandrovich ·
Grand Duke Nicholas Konstantinovich · Grand Duke Konstantine Konstantinovich ·
Grand Duke Dmitri Konstantinovich · Grand Duke Vyacheslav Konstantinovich ·
Grand Duke Nicholas Nikolaevich · Grand Duke Peter Nikolaevich · Grand Duke Nicholas Mikhailovich ·
Grand Duke Michael Mikhailovich · Grand Duke George Mikhailovich · Grand Duke Alexander Mikhailovich
· Grand Duke Sergei Mikhailovich · Grand Duke Alexei Mikhailovich

7th generation
Nicholas II · Grand Duke Alexander Alexandrovich · Grand Duke George Alexandrovich ·
Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovich · Grand Duke Kirill Vladimirovich · Grand Duke Boris Vladimirovich ·
Grand Duke Andrew Vladimirovich · Grand Duke Dmitri Pavlovich · Grand Duke John Konstantinovich 1

8th generation Tsarevich Alexei Nikolaevich · Grand Duke Vladimir Kirillovich 2

9th generation Grand Duke Michael Pavlovich 3

10th generation Grand Duke George Mikhailovich 3

1 born a Grand Duke, but stripped of his title by Alexander III's ukase of 1886, limiting the style to sons and male-line
grandsons of a tsar

2 title of pretence granted by Grand Duke Kirill Vladimirovich as claimant to the Russian throne
3 title of pretence granted by Grand Duke Vladimir Kirillovich as claimant to the Russian throne

Supreme Commanders of the Russian Army during World War I
 Russian Empire Grand Duke Nicholas • Nicholas II

 Russian Republic Mikhail Alekseyev • Aleksei Brusilov • Lavr Kornilov • Vladislav Klembovsky • Nikolay Dukhonin

 Russian SFSR Nikolai Krylenko

See also: Stavka

Russian Revolution / Russian Civil War

Events

Revolution February Revolution · July Days · Kornilov affair · October Revolution ·
Kerensky–Krasnov uprising · Junker mutiny

Civil War

Russian Civil War · Ukrainian War of Independence (Ukrainian–Soviet War ·
Kiev Bolshevik Uprising · Polish–Ukrainian War) · Finnish Civil War · Heimosodat ·
Polish–Soviet War · Estonian War of Independence · Latvian War of Independence ·
Lithuanian Wars of Independence · Red Army invasion of Georgia ·
Armenian–Azerbaijani War · Left-wing uprisings against the Bolsheviks (Tambov rebellion ·
Workers' Opposition · Kronstadt rebellion) · Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War ·
Siberian Intervention

Groups

Provisional Committee of the State Duma · Russian Provisional Government · White movement ·
Pro-independence movements · Petrograd Soviet · Council of the People's Commissars · Red Army ·
Military Revolutionary Committee · Russian Constituent Assembly (elections) · Black Guards ·
Revolutionary Insurrectionary Army of Ukraine · Green armies · Red Guards ·
Group of forces in battle with the counterrevolution in the South of Russia · Tsentralna Rada
(Ukrainian People's Republic)

Parties Kadets · Russian Social Democratic Labour Party (Bolsheviks · Mensheviks) · Socialist Revolutionary Party
(Left SRs) · Union of October 17

Monarchists Nicholas II of Russia

Provisional Government Georgy Lvov · Pavel Milyukov · Alexander Guchkov

White movement Pyotr Nikolayevich Wrangel · Alexander Kolchak · Anton Denikin · Pyotr Krasnov
· Nikolai Yudenich
Vladimir Lenin · Lev Kamenev · Grigory Zinoviev · Leon Trotsky · Mikhail Frunze
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Figures Bolsheviks · Joseph Stalin · Semyon Budyonny · Yakov Sverdlov · Nikolai Bukharin ·
Felix Dzerzhinsky · Alexei Rykov

Right SRs Alexander Kerensky · Boris Savinkov · Boris Sokoloff

Left SRs Yakov Blumkin · Boris Kamkov · Mark Natanson · Maria Spiridonova ·
Alexander Antonov

Anarchists Nestor Makhno · Maria Nikiforova · Stepan Petrichenko · Lev Chernyi ·
Simon Karetnik · Fedir Shchus · Viktor Belash · Fanya Baron

International

Revolutions of 1917–23 · German Revolution of 1918–1919 · Bavarian Soviet Republic ·
Hungarian Soviet Republic · Hungarian–Romanian War · Workers' Councils in Poland ·
Polish–Ukrainian War · Polish–Soviet War · Slovak Soviet Republic · Finnish Civil War ·
Finnish Socialist Workers' Republic

Pretenders to the Russian imperial throne and heads of the House of Romanov
since 1917

Nicholas II (1917–1918) · vacant (1918–1924) · Kirill (1924–1938) · Vladimir (1938–1992)

Nicolaievich line Nicholas (1992–2014) · Dimitri (2014–2016) · Andrew (since 2016)

Vladimirovich line Maria (since 1992)

Leiningen line Nikolai (since 2013)

Killing of the Romanov family

Victims
Romanovs

Tsar Nicholas II of Russia · Tsarina Alexandra Feodorovna ·
Grand Duchess Olga Nikolaevna of Russia · Grand Duchess Tatiana Nikolaevna of Russia ·
Grand Duchess Maria Nikolaevna of Russia ·
Grand Duchess Anastasia Nikolaevna of Russia · Alexei Nikolaevich, Tsarevich of Russia

Entourage Eugene Botkin · Anna Demidova · Alexei Trupp · Ivan Kharitonov

Perpetrators
Organizers

Vladimir Lenin · Yakov Sverdlov · Felix Dzerzhinsky · Alexander Beloborodov ·
Boris Didkovsky · Filipp Goloshchyokin · Georgy Safarov · Nikolay Tolmachyov ·
Pyotr Voykov

Executioners Yakov Yurovsky · Grigory Nikulin · Peter Ermakov · Mikhail Kudrin · Pavel Medvedev ·
Stepan Vaganov

Background
Regicide · Russian Empire · Russian Revolution (October Revolution) · Russian Civil War (Bolsheviks &
Whites) · Anti-religious campaign during the Russian Civil War · Cheka · Red Terror · Ural Soviet ·
Yekaterinburg · Ipatiev House · Ganina Yama

Legacy
Canonization · New Martyr · List of Russian saints · Saints Peter and Paul Cathedral, Saint Petersburg ·
Church of All Saints, Yekaterinburg · White émigré · Romanov Family Association ·
Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia · Provender House · Romanov impostors
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Nicholas Kabasilas or Cabasilas (Greek: Νικόλαος Καβάσιλας; born
1319/1323 in Thessalonica;[1] died 1392)[2] was a Byzantine mystic and
theological writer.

Kabasilas is a saint within the Orthodox Church. His feast day is June
20.[3][4] The Roman Catholic Church uses extracts from his Life in Christ
as readings in the Liturgy of the Hours (Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday of the Fifth Week of Easter in Year II of the provisional two-
year cycle for the Office of Readings).[5]
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Life [edit]

He was on intimate terms with the emperor John VI
Kantakouzenos, whom he accompanied in his retirement to a
monastery. He was once thought to have succeeded his uncle
Neilos Kabasilas as archbishop of Thessalonica; however
contemporary records of that see do not show Nicholas as serving
in the capacity of archbishop. It is more likely that he served as a
priest at the Mangana Monastery at Constantinople.[6]

In the Hesychast controversy he took the side of the monks of
Mount Athos and Saint Gregory Palamas.

Works [edit]

His chief work is his Περὶ τῆς ἐν Χριστῷ ζωῆς[7] ("On the Life in
Christ"), in which he lays down the principle that union with Christ
is effected by the three great mysteries of baptism, chrismation,
and the eucharist. Kabasilas' Commentary on the Divine Liturgy
displays a profound understanding of the sacramental and
liturgical life of the Eastern Orthodox Church. He also wrote
homilies on various subjects, and a speech against usurers,
printed with other works in Migne, Patrologia Graeca, c. i. A large
number of his works is still extant in manuscript.
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Great Book of Saints (in Greek). 2009.

3. ^ "Lives of all saints commemorated on June 20" . Orthodox
Church in America.

4. ^ "Nicholas Cabasilas" . Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of
America.

5. ^ "Domingo V de Pascua"  [Easter Sunday V]. Mercaba (in
Spanish).

6. ^ Cabasilas (1974), p. 10
7. ^ ed. pr. of the Greek text, with copious introduction, by W.

Gass, 1849; new ed. by M. Heinze, 1899
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Nicholas Owen (Jesuit)

Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J.

The torture of Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J.
an engraving by Melchior Küsel (17th century)

Forty Martyrs of England and Wales
Born c. 1562

Oxford, Kingdom of England

Died 1/2 March 1606
Tower of London, Kingdom of
England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(England and Wales)

Canonized 25 October 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast 22 March; Jointly: 4 May
(England) and 25 October
(Wales)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J., (c. 1562 – 1/2 March 1606) was a
Jesuit lay brother who was the principal builder of priest holes
during the reigns of Queen Elizabeth I and James I of England.[1]

After his final arrest, he was tortured to death by prison authorities
in the Tower of London. He is honoured as a martyr by the
Catholic Church and was canonized by Pope Paul VI in 1970.[2]
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Life [edit]

He was born in Oxford, England, around 1562 into a devoutly
Catholic family and grew up during the Penal Laws. His father,
Walter Owen, was a carpenter and Nicholas was apprenticed as a
joiner in February 1577 where he acquired skills that he was to
use in building hiding places. Two of his older brothers became
priests.[3]

Owen served as Edmund Campion's servant and was arrested for
protesting Campion's innocence.[4] Upon his release, he entered
the service of Henry Garnet, S.J., around 1588 and for the next 18
years built hiding places for priests in the homes of Catholic
families. He frequently traveled from one house to another, under
the name of "Little John", accepting only the necessities of life as
payment before starting off for a new project.[5] He also used the
aliases "Little Michael", "Andrewes", and "Draper". During the
daytime he would work as a travelling carpenter to deflect
suspicion.

Owen was of very short stature, and suffered from a hernia,[6] as well as a crippled leg from a horse falling on
him. Nevertheless, his work often involved breaking through thick stonework; and to minimize the likelihood of
betrayal he often worked at night, and always alone. Sometimes he built an easily discovered outer hiding place
which concealed an inner hiding place. The location of the secret room was known only to himself and the
owner of the house. Examples of his work survive at Sawston Hall in Cambridgeshire, Oxburgh Hall in Norfolk,
Huddington Court in Worcestershire and Coughton Court in Warwickshire.[7] Harvington Hall in Worcestershire
has seven "priest holes".[8] Due to the ingenuity of his craftsmanship, some may still be undiscovered.[5]

For many years, Owen worked in the service of the Jesuit priest Henry Garnet, and was admitted into the
Society of Jesus as a lay brother. He was arrested in 1594, and was tortured at the Poultry Compter, but
revealed nothing. He was released after a wealthy Catholic family paid a fine on his behalf, the jailers believing
that he was merely the insignificant friend of some priests. He resumed his work, and is believed to have
masterminded the famous escape of Father John Gerard from the Tower of London in 1597.

Early in 1606, Owen was arrested a final time at Hindlip Hall in Worcestershire,[9] giving himself up voluntarily in
hope of distracting attention from his master Father Henry Garnet who was hiding nearby with another priest.
Realizing just whom they had caught, and his value, Secretary of State Robert Cecil exulted: "It is incredible,
how great was the joy caused by his arrest... knowing the great skill of Owen in constructing hiding places, and
the innumerable quantity of dark holes which he had schemed for hiding priests all through England."[1]
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A priest hole in the staircase made
by Nicholas Owen in a 16th-century
manor-house, Harvington Hall,
Worcestershire, UK.

Another priest hole made by
Nicholas Owen in the library in
Harvington Hall

The same priest hole inside.

Marshalsea

Death [edit]

After being committed to the Marshalsea, a prison on the southern bank
of the Thames, Owen was then removed to the Tower of London. He
was submitted to torture on the Topcliffe rack, dangling from a wall with
both wrists held fast in iron gauntlets and his body hanging. As his
hernia allowed his intestines to bulge out during this procedure, the
rackmaster strapped a circular plate of iron to his stomach. When he
remained stubborn, it is believed that he was transferred to the rack,
where the greater power of the windlass forced out his hernia which was
then slashed by the plate, resulting in his death. Owen revealed nothing
to his inquisitors,[10] and died in the night between 1 and 2 March 1606.
Father Gerard wrote of him:

I verily think no man can be said to have done more good
of all those who laboured in the English vineyard. He was
the immediate occasion of saving the lives of many
hundreds of persons, both ecclesiastical and secular.[10]

Veneration [edit]

Owen was canonized as one of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales
by Pope Paul VI on 25 October 1970. Their joint feast day was initially
celebrated on the anniversary of the canonization. That feast has been
moved in England to 4 May. His individual feast day is on 22 March.[11]

Catholic stage magicians who practice Gospel Magic consider St.
Nicholas Owen the patron saint of illusionists and escapologists, due to
his facility at using "trompe l'oeil" when creating his hideouts and the
fact that he masterminded the famous escape of Fr. John Gerard from
the Tower of London.[5]

There are Roman Catholic churches dedicated to Saint Nicholas Owen
in Little Thornton, Lancashire and Burton Latimer, Northamptonshire.

The Roman Catholic school academy company that serves the
Kidderminster, Hagley and Stourbridge areas near to Harvington Hall is
named in his honour.

In novels [edit]

He is portrayed, as a minor character, in Robert Hugh Benson's novel
Come Rack! Come Rope! (1912), where he is named "Hugh Owen".
One of his priest holes plays a key role in the Catherine Aird mystery
novel A Most Contagious Game (1967). A priest hole attributed to him is
also part of Peter Carey's novel Parrot and Olivier in America (2010).

See also [edit]

Priest hole
Priest hunter
Richard Holtby
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Nicholas Owen (Jesuit)

Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J.

The torture of Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J.
an engraving by Melchior Küsel (17th century)

Forty Martyrs of England and Wales
Born c. 1562

Oxford, Kingdom of England

Died 1/2 March 1606
Tower of London, Kingdom of
England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(England and Wales)

Canonized 25 October 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast 22 March; Jointly: 4 May
(England) and 25 October
(Wales)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nicholas Owen (martyr))

Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J., (c. 1562 – 1/2 March 1606) was a
Jesuit lay brother who was the principal builder of priest holes
during the reigns of Queen Elizabeth I and James I of England.[1]

After his final arrest, he was tortured to death by prison authorities
in the Tower of London. He is honoured as a martyr by the
Catholic Church and was canonized by Pope Paul VI in 1970.[2]
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Life [edit]

He was born in Oxford, England, around 1562 into a devoutly
Catholic family and grew up during the Penal Laws. His father,
Walter Owen, was a carpenter and Nicholas was apprenticed as a
joiner in February 1577 where he acquired skills that he was to
use in building hiding places. Two of his older brothers became
priests.[3]

Owen served as Edmund Campion's servant and was arrested for
protesting Campion's innocence.[4] Upon his release, he entered
the service of Henry Garnet, S.J., around 1588 and for the next 18
years built hiding places for priests in the homes of Catholic
families. He frequently traveled from one house to another, under
the name of "Little John", accepting only the necessities of life as
payment before starting off for a new project.[5] He also used the
aliases "Little Michael", "Andrewes", and "Draper". During the
daytime he would work as a travelling carpenter to deflect
suspicion.

Owen was of very short stature, and suffered from a hernia,[6] as well as a crippled leg from a horse falling on
him. Nevertheless, his work often involved breaking through thick stonework; and to minimize the likelihood of
betrayal he often worked at night, and always alone. Sometimes he built an easily discovered outer hiding place
which concealed an inner hiding place. The location of the secret room was known only to himself and the
owner of the house. Examples of his work survive at Sawston Hall in Cambridgeshire, Oxburgh Hall in Norfolk,
Huddington Court in Worcestershire and Coughton Court in Warwickshire.[7] Harvington Hall in Worcestershire
has seven "priest holes".[8] Due to the ingenuity of his craftsmanship, some may still be undiscovered.[5]

For many years, Owen worked in the service of the Jesuit priest Henry Garnet, and was admitted into the
Society of Jesus as a lay brother. He was arrested in 1594, and was tortured at the Poultry Compter, but
revealed nothing. He was released after a wealthy Catholic family paid a fine on his behalf, the jailers believing
that he was merely the insignificant friend of some priests. He resumed his work, and is believed to have
masterminded the famous escape of Father John Gerard from the Tower of London in 1597.

Early in 1606, Owen was arrested a final time at Hindlip Hall in Worcestershire,[9] giving himself up voluntarily in
hope of distracting attention from his master Father Henry Garnet who was hiding nearby with another priest.
Realizing just whom they had caught, and his value, Secretary of State Robert Cecil exulted: "It is incredible,
how great was the joy caused by his arrest... knowing the great skill of Owen in constructing hiding places, and
the innumerable quantity of dark holes which he had schemed for hiding priests all through England."[1]
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A priest hole in the staircase made
by Nicholas Owen in a 16th-century
manor-house, Harvington Hall,
Worcestershire, UK.

Another priest hole made by
Nicholas Owen in the library in
Harvington Hall

The same priest hole inside.

Marshalsea

Death [edit]

After being committed to the Marshalsea, a prison on the southern bank
of the Thames, Owen was then removed to the Tower of London. He
was submitted to torture on the Topcliffe rack, dangling from a wall with
both wrists held fast in iron gauntlets and his body hanging. As his
hernia allowed his intestines to bulge out during this procedure, the
rackmaster strapped a circular plate of iron to his stomach. When he
remained stubborn, it is believed that he was transferred to the rack,
where the greater power of the windlass forced out his hernia which was
then slashed by the plate, resulting in his death. Owen revealed nothing
to his inquisitors,[10] and died in the night between 1 and 2 March 1606.
Father Gerard wrote of him:

I verily think no man can be said to have done more good
of all those who laboured in the English vineyard. He was
the immediate occasion of saving the lives of many
hundreds of persons, both ecclesiastical and secular.[10]

Veneration [edit]

Owen was canonized as one of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales
by Pope Paul VI on 25 October 1970. Their joint feast day was initially
celebrated on the anniversary of the canonization. That feast has been
moved in England to 4 May. His individual feast day is on 22 March.[11]

Catholic stage magicians who practice Gospel Magic consider St.
Nicholas Owen the patron saint of illusionists and escapologists, due to
his facility at using "trompe l'oeil" when creating his hideouts and the
fact that he masterminded the famous escape of Fr. John Gerard from
the Tower of London.[5]

There are Roman Catholic churches dedicated to Saint Nicholas Owen
in Little Thornton, Lancashire and Burton Latimer, Northamptonshire.

The Roman Catholic school academy company that serves the
Kidderminster, Hagley and Stourbridge areas near to Harvington Hall is
named in his honour.

In novels [edit]

He is portrayed, as a minor character, in Robert Hugh Benson's novel
Come Rack! Come Rope! (1912), where he is named "Hugh Owen".
One of his priest holes plays a key role in the Catherine Aird mystery
novel A Most Contagious Game (1967). A priest hole attributed to him is
also part of Peter Carey's novel Parrot and Olivier in America (2010).

See also [edit]

Priest hole
Priest hunter
Richard Holtby
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Nicholas Pieck

Saint Nicholas Pieck, O.F.M.

Religious, priest and martyr
Born 29 August 1534

Gorkum, County of Holland, Holy
Roman Empire

Died 9 July 1572 (aged 39)
Brielle, County of Holland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Order of Friars Minor)

Beatified 24 November 1675, Rome, Papal
States, by Pope Clement X

Canonized 29 June 1867, Rome, Papal
States, by Pope Pius IX

Major shrine Brielle, South Holland,
Netherlands

Feast 9 July

Stained glass windows at the
Hofkerk (Amsterdam) [nl] with Nicolaas

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicholas Pieck, O.F.M., "Nicolaas" or "Claes Pieck" in Dutch,
was a Franciscan friar who was one of a group of Catholic clergy
and lay brothers, the Martyrs of Gorkum, who were executed for
refusal to renounce their faith in 1572.

Life [edit]

He was born in the town of Gorkum (now Gorinchem), the son of
Jan Pieck and Henriea Clavia, devout Catholics. He was sent to
college at 's-Hertogenbosch, and as soon as he had completed
his classical studies he received the habit of the Friars Minor at
the friary in that town. Nicholas was ordained a priest in 1558,
devoting himself to the apostolic ministry. He was appointed
Guardian of the friary in Gorkum, his native town.[1]

Pieck preached against Calvinism. In particular, he preached the
dogma of the Real Presence. In June 1572, the citadel of Gorkum
was taken by the Watergeuzen, who retained 19 of the clergy as
prisoners although they had promised to let the inhabitants depart
from the town without being molested.[2] For reprisals, because of
the city's determined defense, they gathered all the members of
the clergy in Gorkum into one prison and took out their grievances
against the Spanish crown on the priests and religious.[3]

Pieck and eight other Franciscan friars were confined in a dark
and foul dungeon[1] where they were tortured. Taking the cord
which Pieck wore around his waist and putting it around his neck,
they first suspended him from a beam and then let him fall heavily
to the ground. This torture was continued until the cord broke,
and Father Nicholas fell to the ground unconscious.[4] Pieck's two
brothers tried to obtain his release, but the guardian would not
leave the others.[2] Other priests were captured, bringing the total
to 19.

On 6 July they were thrown half-naked into the hold of a ship and
removed to Brielle.[3] Stopping at Dordrecht they were exhibited
for money to the curious. At Brielle the commander of the Watergeuzen, William II de la Marck, promised them
freedom if they would renounce the authority of the pope and belief in the Real Presence. None did. Despite
instructions from Prince William the Silent to spare them, and protests from the magistrates of Gorkum,[3] the
members of the group were hanged on 9 July 1572 in an old barn at the deserted Ruggen Monastery on the
outskirts of Briel. The execution was clumsily handled; it took two hours for some of them to strangle.[5] They
became known as the Martyrs of Gorkum.

Veneration [edit]

Nicholas and his companions were beatified by Clement X, 24 November
1675, and canonized by Pius IX, 29 June 1867.[1] For many years the
place of their martyrdom in Brielle has been the scene of numerous
pilgrimages and processions.[6]
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Nicholas Postgate

Nicholas Postgate
Born 1596

Egton, North Yorkshire

Died 7 August 1679
York, England[1]

Cause of
death

Hanged, disembowelled and
quartered

Resting
place

various: Egton Bridge,
Ampleforth Abbey, Pickering

Nationality English

Other names Martyr of the Moors[2]

The Good Samaritan of the
Moors[3]

Education English College, Douai, France

Occupation Catholic priest

Known for 17th century Catholic martyr

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Assyriologist, see Nicholas Postgate (academic).

Blessed Nicholas Postgate (1596 or 1597 – 7 August 1679)
was an English Catholic priest who was executed on the
Knavesmire in York on the 6 August 1679 as part of the anti-
Catholic persecution that was sweeping England at that time. He is
one of the 85 English Catholic Martyrs of England and Wales
beatified by Pope John Paul II in November 1987.[4]
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Early life and priesthood [edit]

Postgate was born at Kirkdale House, Egton, Yorkshire, England. He entered Douay College, in France, 11 July
1621.[5] He took the college oath on 12 March 1623, received minor orders, 23 December 1624, the
subdiaconate, 18 December 1627, the diaconate, 18 March 1628, and the priesthood two days later.[5] He was
sent to the mission on 29 June 1630, and worked in England for the Catholic religion, finally settling back to
Ugthorpe, not far from his birthplace, in the 1660s.[1] His parish, which was known by the extinct name of
Blackamoor,[3] extended between Guisborough, Pickering and Scarborough.[4] Thomas Ward, who later wrote
about him, knew him well.[6]

Background to arrest [edit]

Although anti-Catholic feeling in England had subsided a good deal at that time, it flared up again due to the
fake Popish Plot of 1678; this followed a false testimony from Titus Oates in which he claimed there was a
conspiracy to install a Catholic king, and he managed to foment a renewed and fierce persecution of English
Catholics. It was to be the last time that Catholics were put to death in England for their faith; one of the last
victims - but not the very last - was Nicholas Postgate.[7]

During the panic engineered by Oates, a prominent Protestant magistrate in London, Sir Edmund Berry
Godfrey, was murdered and Oates loudly blamed the Catholics; Sir Edmund's manservant, John Reeves, set
out to get his revenge. For reasons which are not clear, he decided to base his actions in the Whitby area,
possibly because he knew that priests arrived there from France.

Arrest and execution [edit]

Nicholas Postgate was apprehended by the exciseman Reeves, while carrying out a baptism at the house of
Matthew Lyth, Little Beck, near Whitby. Reeves, with a colleague called William Cockerill, raided the house
during the ceremony and caught the priest, then aged 82. Father Postgate was condemned under 27 Elizabeth,
c. 2, for being a priest.[5] He was hanged, disembowelled and quartered at York, His quarters were given to his
friends and interred. One of the hands was sent to Douay College.[8]

Reeves was listed in a treasury book as having been paid 22 shillings for his apprehension of Postgate[9] but
some believe he did not receive the money before he committed suicide by drowning.[6]

Nicholas Postgate's legacy [edit]

Postgate's portable altar stone hangs at the front of the altar at Saint Joseph's Catholic Church, Pickering,
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where it is now venerated.[10]

Every year since 1974 an open-air service has been held – alternately in Egton Bridge and Ugthorpe – in his
honour,[4] and the pub in Egton Bridge is called 'The Postgate" in his honour.[11]

Since the name is uncommon, he is probably related to the Postgate family who had many notable members
from the 19th century onwards.

The Postgate Society  aims to spread knowledge of Nicholas Postgate and promote interest in Catholic history
during penal times.

The Nicholas Postgate Catholic Academy Trust  is a family of 26 Catholic schools across Teesside and North
Yorkshire also named in his honour.
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicholas Salos of Pskov (Russian: Николай Салос) was a Russian self-styled prophet ("Fool-for-Christ") in
opposition of czar Ivan IV's oprichnina. In 1570, Ivan IV retaliated by raiding Pskov. However, during the raid
Nicholas reprimanded the czar causing him to retreat his force to Alexandrov. He is regarded as a saint in the
Eastern Orthodox Church.
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Nicholas Tavelic

Saint Nicholas Tavelic, O.F.M., and
companions

Portrait of Tavelić from ca. 1500

Religious, priests and martyrs
Born c. 1340

probably Šibenik, Kingdom of
Croatia and Dalmatia

Died November 14, 1391
Jerusalem, Mamluk Sultanate

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1889 & 1966, Rome, Kingdom of
Italy, & Vatican City, by Pope Leo
XIII & Pope Paul VI

Canonized June 21, 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast November 14

Ruins of church and Franciscan
monastery in Bribir, where Tavelic became a
monk.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicholas Tavelic (Croatian: Nikola Tavelić) was a Franciscan
missionary who died a martyr's death in Jerusalem on November
14, 1391, a Croatian friar. He was beatified as part of Nicholas
Tavelic, O.F.M. and companions, which included friars from Italy
and France. All four members of his group have been declared
saints by the Catholic Church, making Tavelic the first Croatian
saint.
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Life [edit]

Most sources mention
Šibenik as Tavelic's
birthplace, but
another possible
location is Velim near
Stankovci. In 1365,
Tavelic became a friar
in Bribir, the seat of
the Šubić, a powerful
Croatian noble
family.[1]

Tavelic was among 60
friars from various Franciscan provinces who answered an appeal

by the Bosnian guardian, motivated by a papal bull, Prae cunctis, issued in 1291 by Pope Nicholas IV, himself a
Friar Minor, to work as missionaries in Bosnia, combating the perceived heresies of the Bosnian Church.
Tavelic spread Catholicism around Bosnia for 12 years. In his report to the pope, the Bosnian guardian later
said that the missionaries converted around 50,000 members of that Church.

In 1384, Tavelic went to serve in the Custody of the Holy Land where he met the friars Deodatus Aribert of
Rodez, Peter of Narbonne [de] and Stephen of Cuneo. The four lived at the Monastery of Mount Zion, the
ancient friary maintained by the Friars Minor in the city, where they spent several years learning Arabic and
serving at the holy sites connected to Jesus' life, which had been entrusted to the care of the Order of Friars
Minor and which still drew pilgrims from Christian Europe.

After having seen few, if any, conversions from the Muslim populace of the city resulting from their quiet
pastoral work at the holy sites of Christianity, Tavelic and his colleagues decided to take the option given to
them in the Rule of Life of their founder, Francis of Assisi, and to preach openly the Christian faith to the Muslim
populace. They went to the regular gathering before the Qadi of Jerusalem and began to preach. Following
their arrest for this, they refused the option to convert to Islam and were imprisoned. After again refusing to
convert several days later, the group were all sentenced to death. These missionaries were executed near the
Jaffa Gate on November 14, 1391, and their remains completely burned.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Friar Gerard Chalvet, O.F.M., was the guardian of the Jerusalem friary and saw their executions. Together with
Friar Martin of Šibenik, he sent a detailed report to Europe: the pope, Leipzig, Šibenik and elsewhere. Tavelic
and his companions were soon celebrated as martyrs by Franciscans all over Europe, especially in Šibenik.
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The courtyard of the former Mount Zion
Monastery of the Franciscan friars in
Jerusalem, where St. Nikola lived.

Side-altar dedicated to Saint Nicholas
Tavelic in the Franciscan Church of Šibenik,
Croatia.

Five centuries later, in 1880, Antun Josip Fosco, the Bishop of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Šibenik, started the procedure for the
Holy See for the formal beatification of Tavelic. By a special
decree, Pope Leo XIII recognized his ancient cultus for the Šibenik
Diocese in 1889 and for the entire Franciscan Order in 1898. Two
years later, the same thing was done for the Holy Land.

The cult of the friars, especially that of Tavelic, grew between the
World Wars. The cultus of the other three martyrs was recognized
by Pope Paul VI in 1966, with a separate feast day of 17
November. The four friars were canonized together by Pope Paul
VI in front of 20,000 Croats in Vatican City, on June 21, 1970, with
their conjoined feast day being 14 November.[2]

Churches [edit]

Most churches
dedicated to Tavelić
are located in Croatia.
Some of them are in
Banjevci, Cerovac,
Lišani, Perković, Split, Vinjani, Zagreb, Rijeka and Županja.
Churches abroad can be found in Hurlingham, Buenos Aires in
Argentina, Montreal and Winnipeg in Canada, Melbourne[3] and
Sydney in Australia and Tomislavgrad in Bosnia-Herzegovina
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Nicholas Woodfen
Born ca. 1550, Leominster,

Herefordshire

Died 21 January 1586 (aged 35–36),
Tyburn, Middlesex

Means of
martyrdom

Hanged, drawn and quartered

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 22 November 1987,
by Pope John Paul II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicholas Woodfen born Nicholas Wheeler (1550 - 21 January
1586), also known as Nicholas Devereux, was an English
Roman Catholic priest who was hanged, drawn and quartered at
Tyburn, London on 21 January 1586. He is considered a Catholic
martyr and one of the Eighty-five martyrs of England and Wales
who were executed between 1584 and 1679. He was beatified on
22 November 1987 by Pope John Paul II.
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Early life, education and death [edit]

Nicholas Wheeler was born in Leominster, Herefordshire, around 1550, and was educated at the Leominster
Grammar School.[1]

Wheeler probably arrived at the English College at Douai, in April 1577, and when the college relocated to
Rheims in 1579, he adopted the surname of Woodfen. Woodfen was ordained by the Bishop of Châlons-sur-
Marne on 25 March 1581.[2] He returned to England the following June as a missionary at the Inns of Court in
London. He was arrested for high treason and indicted under the name Nicholas Devereux under 27 Eliz. c
2.[3] He was hung, drawn and quartered on 21 January 1586 at Tyburn in London, along with Edward
Stransham for being a priest and his missionary work.[3][4]

Veneration and beatification [edit]

Woodfen was venerated on 10 November 1986 by Pope John Paul II and beatified on 22 November 1987 also
by Pope John Paul II.

See also [edit]

Douai Martyrs
Eighty-five martyrs of England and Wales

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Wainewright, JohnBannerman. "Venerable Nicholas Woodfen", Lives of the English Martyrs, (Edwin H. Burton
and J. H. Pollen eds.), London. Longmans, Green and Co., 1914

2. ^ "Alban Roe & Nicholas Woodfen - English Martyrs" . St. Austin Review. Archived from the original  on 2012-
03-06. Retrieved 2012-07-08.

3.  ̂a b Challoner, Richard (2012). Memoirs of Missionary Priests and Other Catholics of Both Sexes That Have
Suffered Death in England on Religious Accounts from the Year 1577 to 1684 . Nabu Press. pp. 112–113.
ISBN 1-173-76630-8. Retrieved 2012-07-08.

4. ^ "Blessed Nicholas Woodfen" . Saints.SQPN.com. Retrieved 2012-07-08.

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael
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Nicolás Factor

Blessed
Nicolás Factor

O.F.M.

Painting.

Priest
Born 29 June 1520

Valencia, Habsburg Spain

Died 23 December 1583 (aged 63)
Valencia, Habsburg Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 27 August 1786, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Pius VI

Feast 23 December

Attributes Franciscan habit, skull, fire [1]

Patronage Painters

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nicholas of Factor)

Nicolás Factor (29 June 1520 – 23 December 1583) was a
Spanish Roman Catholic priest and a professed member from the
Order of Friars Minor as well as a painter of the Renaissance
period.[2] Factor served as an apt preacher across his region -
despite wanting to be sent to the foreign missions - and was noted
for his practices of self-mortification before he gave sermons.[3]

Pope Pius VI beatified Factor on 27 August 1786.
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Life [edit]

Nicolás Factor was born in Valencia in Spain on 29 June 1520 as
one of five children to a poor tailor.[3]

In his childhood he fasted three times a week and donated all of
his untouched food to the poor and also tended to the ill - he
visited a leper hospital as well. His Moorish maid was so affected
with this that she learnt about the faith and converted to Roman
Catholicism.[3] His father wanted him to follow his path but Factor
wanted to follow his own and so decided to become a priest and a
religious.

He entered the Order of Friars Minor on 30 November 1537 and
was sometime later ordained as a priest. He painted a range of
devotional images. Factor became a sought after itinerant
preacher (his request to go to the foreign missions was denied) across his region and was known for
undergoing rather severe self-mortifications before he gave each sermon. He also served as the spiritual
director of the Santa Clara convent since 1571 in Madrid at the request of Joan of Habsburg.[2] In April 1582 he
relocated to the Santa Caterina convent in Onda and that November moved to another convent in Barcelona.

Factor died after a period of illness on 23 December 1583 after having just returned to Valencia.[2] In 1586 his
remains were exhumed for King Philip II - who wished to view them - and his remains were found to be incorrupt.

Beatification [edit]

Pope Pius VI beatified the late Franciscan on 27 August 1786. The beatification process saw three friends of
Factor summoned to provide witness testimonies and the tribunal called upon Pascal Baylón and Louis Betrand
as well as Juan de Ribera (whom Factor served).[2]
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Ceán Bermúdez, Agustín (1800). Walter Armstrong and Robert Edmund Graves (ed.). Diccionario Histórico
de los mas Ilustres Profesores de las Bellas Artes en España (Tomo Segundo D-J) . Imprenta de la viuda
de Ibarra, Madrid ; Original from Fogg Library, Digitized May 18, 2007: Real Academia de Bellas Artes de
San Fernando. p. 73.

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Nicholas of Flüe

Saint Nicholas of Flüe

Nicholas of Flüe, from the altar piece of the
local parish church in Sachseln.

Brother Klaus
Born 1417

Unterwalden, Switzerland

Died 21 March 1487
Sachseln, Switzerland

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Beatified 1669

Canonized 1947 by Pope Pius XII

Major shrine Sachseln, Switzerland

Feast 21 March (25 September in
Switzerland and Germany)

Patronage Switzerland, Pontifical Swiss
Guards

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicholas of Flüe (German: Niklaus von Flüe; 1417 – 21
March 1487) was a Swiss hermit and ascetic who is the patron
saint of Switzerland.[1] He is sometimes invoked as Brother Klaus.
A farmer, military leader, member of the assembly, councillor,
judge and mystic, he was respected as a man of complete moral
integrity. Brother Klaus's counsel to the Diet of Stans (1481)
helped to prevent war between the Swiss cantons.
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Earlier life [edit]

He was born in 1417, in the canton of Unterwalden, the oldest son
of wealthy peasants. At the age of 21 he entered the army and
took part in the battle of Ragaz in 1446,[1] and distinguished
himself as a soldier in action against the canton of Zurich, which
had rebelled against the confederation. He later took up arms
again in the so-called Thurgau war against Archduke Sigismund of
Austria in 1460. It was due to his influence that the Dominican
convent St. Katharinental, whither many Austrians had fled after
the capture of Diessenhofen, was not destroyed by the Swiss
confederates.[1] At around the age of 30, he married Dorothea
Wyss, a farmer's daughter. They farmed in the municipality of
Flüeli in the alpine foothills, above Sachseln on the Lake Sarnen. He also continued in the military to the age of
37, rising to the position of captain, reportedly fighting with a sword in one hand and a rosary in the other. After
serving in the military, he became a councillor and judge for his canton in 1459 and served as a judge for nine
years. He declined the opportunity to serve as Landamman (governor) of his canton.

Political mystic [edit]

After receiving a mystical vision of a lily eaten by a horse,[2] which he recognized as indicating that the cares of
his worldly life (the draft horse pulling a plough) were swallowing up his spiritual life (the lily, a symbol of purity),
he decided to devote himself entirely to the contemplative life. In 1467, he left his wife and his ten children with
her consent and set himself up as a hermit[1] in the Ranft chine in Switzerland, establishing a chantry for a priest
from his own funds so that he could assist at mass daily. According to a canonical process, he survived for
nineteen years with no food except for the eucharist. Symbolic visions continued to be a feature of his
contemplation, and he became a spiritual guide whose advice was widely sought and followed.[3] His reputation
for wisdom and piety was such that figures from across Europe came to seek advice from him, and he was
known to all as "Brother Klaus." In 1470, Pope Paul II granted the first indulgence to the sanctuary at Ranft and
it became a place of pilgrimage, since it lay on the Way of Saint James[4] a pilgrims' route to Santiago de
Compostela in Spain. His counsel prevented a civil war between the cantons meeting at the Diet of Stans in
1481, when their antagonism grew.[3] Despite being illiterate and having limited experience with the world, he is
honored among both Protestants and Catholics with the permanent national unity of Switzerland. Letters of
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A plate from the Amtliche Luzerner Chronik of 1513 of
Diebold Schilling the Younger, illustrating the events of the
Tagsatzung at Stans in 1481. Top: A priest named Heini am
Grund visits Niklaus von Flüe to ask him for his advice to save
the failing Tagsatzung at Stans, where the delegates of the
rural and urban cantons of the Old Swiss Confederacy could
not agree and threatened civil war. Bottom: Am Grund returned
to the Tagsatzung and related Niklaus' advice, whereupon the
delegates compromised. Am Grund is shown holding back a
bailiff who wants to go and spread the good news already:
Niklaus' advice remains secret to this day.

thanks to him from Berne and Soleure still survive. When he died, on 21 March 1487, he was surrounded by his
wife and children.

Prayer citation [edit]

The new Catechism of the Catholic Church cites a brief personal prayer of St. Nicholas of Flue in paragraph
#226[5] of Chapter 1 of Part 1, Section 2 "The Profession of the Christian Faith" under subheading IV "The
implications of faith in one God", an aspect of which is making good use of created things.

My Lord and my God, take from me everything that distances me from you.
My Lord and my God, give me everything that brings me closer to you.
My Lord and my God, detach me from myself to give my all to you. 

Veneration [edit]

He was beatified in 1669. After his beatification, the municipality of Sachseln built a church in his honour, where
his body was interred. He was canonized in 1947 by Pope Pius XII. His feast day in the Roman Catholic Church
is 21 March, except in Switzerland and Germany, where it is 25 September.

As a layman with family responsibilities who took his civic duties as an ancestral landowner seriously, Brother
Klaus is a model of heroic manhood for many concerned with the flourishing of local communities and
sustainable use of open land. He is the patron saint of the German-language association KLB (Katholischen
Landvolkbewegung), the Catholic Rural Communities Movement.[6]

Visionary images [edit]

Of the many spiritual insights Nicholas received in
his visions, one in particular is reproduced often in
a reduced logographic format, as a mystical
wheel.[7] Nicholas described his vision of the Holy
Face at the center of a circle with the tips of three
swords touching the two eyes and mouth, while
three others radiate outwards in a sixfold symmetry
reminiscent of the Seal of Solomon. A cloth painted
with the image, known as the meditation prayer
cloth[8] associates the symbol with six episodes
from the life of Christ: the mouth of God at the
Annunciation, the eyes spying Creation both in its
prelapsarian innocence and redemption from the
Fall at Calvary, while in the inward direction the
betrayal by his disciple Judas in the Garden of
Gethsamene points to the crown of the Pantocrator
sitting in the judgment seat, the glad tidings of the
Nativity scene's "Glory to God in the Highest and
Peace to his people on Earth" echoes in the ear on
the right of the head, while the memorial of the
Lord's Supper "This is my body, which will be given
for you" at the prayers of consecration in the Divine
Liturgy of the Mass echoes to the ear on the left of
the head.

These six medallions contain additional symbols of
acts of Christian kindness:

1. two crutches suggest Visiting the sick as a
work of mercy

2. hiker's walking stick with travel pouch
suggests Hospitality to strangers

3. a loaf of bread, fish and a pitcher of water
and wine represent Feed the hungry,
quench the thirsty

4. chains indicate Care for the incarcerated
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5. Christ's garments evoke Clothe the naked
6. a coffin reminds us to Bury the dead

This visual interpretation encapsulates the personal piety of rural peasants, many illiterate, for whom salvation
history was expressed in these crucial aspects of God's loving relationship with us and the Christian duty to love
of neighbor. Sanctifying grace flows from the Paschal Victim on the Cross, an image Nicholas described in his
vision by the stream,[9] where the Tabernacle sits atop a spring that flows forth covering the earth, echoing the
rivers flowing from the Temple in Ezekiel's visions. Such profound insights on the allegorical,[10] anagogical and
tropological senses of scripture are often lost in modern biblical exegesis that focuses too narrowly on the literal
sense, the historical-critical method.

See also [edit]

Bruder Klaus
Nicolas de Flue, play written after World War II by Denis de Rougemont
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Nicholas of Japan

Saint Nicholas of Japan

Nikolai Kasatkin

Equal-to-the-Apostles, Archbishop of Japan
Born 13 August [O.S. 1 August] 1836

Died 16 February 1912 (aged 75)

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox

Canonized 1970, Tokyo, Japan

Major shrine Tokyo Resurrection Cathedral

Feast February 3
16 February(old style)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicholas, Equal-to-the-Apostles, Archbishop of Japan,
born Ivan Dimitrovich Kasatkin (Russian: Иван Дмитриевич
Касаткин; 13 August [O.S. 1 August] 1836 – 16 February 1912)
was a Russian Orthodox priest, monk, and bishop. He introduced
the Eastern Orthodox Church to Japan.[1] The Orthodox cathedral
of Tokyo (metropolitan diocese of Japan), Tokyo Resurrection
Cathedral, was informally named after him as Nikorai-do, first by
the local community, and today nationwide, in remembrance of his
work.
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Early life [edit]

Nicholas was born in the Smolensk prefecture in the Russian
Empire to Dimitry Kasatkin, a Russian Orthodox deacon. His
mother died when he was five years old. In 1857, he entered the
Theological Academy in Saint Petersburg.

On 24 June 1860, he was tonsured with the name Nicholas by the
Academy Rector, Bishop Nectarius Nadezhdin. Nicholas was ordained deacon on 29 July the same year; the
following day, on the altar day of the Academy church[2] (the feast day of the Holy Apostles, according to the
Julian Calendar), he was ordained to the holy priesthood.[3]

Japan [edit]

On 2 July 1861, Nicholas landed at Hakodate, Hokkaidō, Japan, as a priest attached to the chapel of the
Russian consulate in Hakodate. He had volunteered for the appointment to this duty, attracted since the day he
noticed a poster calling for a priest for this chapel when he was a seminary student. After he arrived at the
consulate, he studied Japanese and quickly gained mastery of the language.

While at the consulate chapel, he converted three Japanese, one of whom, a former samurai and Shinto priest
named Sawabe Takuma, had originally come to his home to kill him. After conversion, Sawabe became one of
the first Japanese Orthodox priests. In 1870, Nicholas was made an archimandrite and moved to Tokyo, and
began an extensive missionary effort. He bought property on a height in Kanda Surugadai for his headquarters
which later became the site of the see of the Orthodox Archbishop of Japan. Under his leadership, by 1870 the
Orthodox community numbered more than 4,000 people, and by 1912 about 33,000 people and 266 Orthodox
communities.

Nicholas was consecrated bishop on 30 March 1880, as Bishop of Revel, auxiliary to the Archdiocese of Riga.
While Nicholas never visited the city, the parish of Revel supported his Japanese mission financially. In the
Eastern Orthodox Church tradition, bishops sign with their see, but Nicholas made his habit to sign as "Episcop
(Bishop) Nicholai", without mentioning Revel.[4] He presided over the consecration of the Tokyo Resurrection
Cathedral in 1891, and was elevated to the dignity of Archbishop of All Japan by the Russian Orthodox Holy
Synod on April 6, 1907.
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Russo-Japanese War [edit]

During the Russo-Japanese War, Nicholas stayed in Japan. Those days were very difficult for him. His love for
the land of his birth conflicted with his duty as the bishop of Japan to support his faithful and to pray for the
Japanese Emperor and the Imperial Japanese Army and Navy: in the orthodox liturgy at that time, priests had to
explicitly pray not only benediction on the sovereign and his army, but also for the defeat of his enemies in the
intercession. Nicholas therefore did not participate in any public services during the war; instead, he
encouraged his Japanese faithful to both pray for and to contribute to the Army and Navy. Some encouraged
him to go back to Russia, but he refused and worked eagerly for Japanese faithful and Russian prisoners of
war. In a letter on the conditions of a camp in Hamadera, Osaka, Nicholas wrote of his astonishment at the
Russians soldiers' illiteracy: nine of ten captives could not read.

Nicholas sent priests and teachers to camps to educate and care for the captives. His attitude and manners
impressed not only the Orthodox faithful but also non-Christians.

Character [edit]

Even Emperor Meiji was impressed with his character, especially his diplomatic efforts between the Russian
Imperial Household and the Japanese government. When the Russian Tsar Nicholas II was the Tsarevich under
Alexander III, the young Nicholas II visited Japan and was injured during the Ōtsu Incident by a Japanese
policeman. Bishop Nicholas made a great effort to resolve this incident.

Nicholas's study of Japanese was fruitful, allowing him to translate all liturgy books and many parts of the Bible
including the whole of the New Testament and Psalms, most of the Book of Genesis and the Book of Isaiah with
help from a Japanese Christian and scholar Nakai Tsugumaro who ran a kanbun private school Kaitokudo in
Osaka.[5] His translations are still used in the liturgy of Japanese Orthodox Church. Being fond of church
singing, Kasatkin made a significant contribution in introducing this art to the Japanese.[6] He also established a
theological seminary, primary schools for boys and girls, a library, shelter and other agencies.

Nicholas wrote a diary in Russian for years, recording the pastoral life of early Orthodox Church of Japan as
well as his thought and observation of Meiji era Japan. His diary was believed to have been burned and lost in
Great Kantō earthquake of 1923, but rediscovered by Kennosuke Nakamura, a Russian literary researcher,
and published in 2004 as Dnevniki Sviatogo Nikolaia Iaponskogo (5 vols. Saint Petersburg: Giperion, 2004).
Nakamura translated the whole diary into Japanese and published with his commentary in 2007.[7]

Veneration [edit]

Nicholas was the first saint of the Japanese Orthodox Church. After his death, his body was buried in Tokyo
Metropolitan Yanaka Cemetery, near Ueno. In 1970, he was canonized as 'Equal-to-the-Apostles, Archbishop of
Japan, St Nicholas'. His feast day is 3 February (Old-style), 16 February (New-style). The Russian Orthodox
Church and the Japanese Orthodox Church celebrate this feast nationwide on the old-style date.

There is a church which commemorates him in Maebashi, Gunma, built in 1974. There is also an Eastern
Orthodox Church dedicated to Saint Nicholas of Japan in Moscow.[1]

See also [edit]

Russians in Japan
Japanese Orthodox Church
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Saint Nicholas

Saint Nicholas

Full-length icon of Saint Nicholas by Jaroslav
Čermák, showing him with a halo, dressed in

clerical garb, and holding a book of the
scriptures in his left hand while making the

hand gesture for the sign of the cross with his
right.

Defender of Orthodoxy, Wonderworker, Holy
Hierarch, Bishop of Myra

Born Traditionally 15 March 270[1]

Patara, Roman Empire

Died Traditionally 6 December 343
(aged 73)
Myra, Byzantine Empire

Venerated in All Christian denominations
which venerate saints

Major shrine Basilica di San Nicola, Bari, Italy

Feast 5/6 December in Western
Christianity; 19 December in
Eastern Christianity (main feast
day – Saint Nicholas Day)
22 May [O.S. 9 May] (translation
of relics)[2]

Attributes Vested as a Bishop. In Eastern
Christianity, wearing an
omophorion and holding a

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nicholas of Myra)

This article is about the fourth-century Christian saint. For the gift-bearing figure in modern folklore and
popular culture, see Santa Claus. For other uses, see Saint Nicholas (disambiguation).
"Nicholas of Myra" redirects here. It is not to be confused with Nicholas of Lyra.

Saint Nicholas of Myra[a] (traditionally 15 March 270 – 6
December 343),[3][4][b] also known as Nicholas of Bari, was an
early Christian bishop of Greek descent from the maritime city of
Myra in Asia Minor (Greek: Μύρα; modern-day Demre, Turkey)
during the time of the Roman Empire.[7][8] Because of the many
miracles attributed to his intercession, he is also known as
Nicholas the Wonderworker.[c] Saint Nicholas is the patron
saint of sailors, merchants, archers, repentant thieves, prostitutes,
children, brewers, pawnbrokers, unmarried people, and students
in various cities and countries around Europe. His reputation
evolved among the faithful, as was common for early Christian
saints, and his legendary habit of secret gift-giving gave rise to the
traditional model of Santa Claus ("Saint Nick") through Sinterklaas.

Very little is known about the historical Saint Nicholas. The earliest
accounts of his life were written centuries after his death and
contain many legendary elaborations. He is said to have been
born in the Greek seaport of Patara, Lycia in Asia Minor to wealthy
Christian parents.[9] In one of the earliest attested and most
famous incidents from his life, he is said to have rescued three
girls from being forced into prostitution by dropping a sack of gold
coins through the window of their house each night for three nights
so their father could pay a dowry for each of them. Other early
stories tell of him calming a storm at sea, saving three innocent
soldiers from wrongful execution, and chopping down a tree
possessed by a demon. In his youth, he is said to have made a
pilgrimage to Egypt and Israel. Shortly after his return, he became
Bishop of Myra. He was later cast into prison during the
persecution of Diocletian, but was released after the accession of
Constantine. An early list makes him an attendee at the First
Council of Nicaea in 325, but he is never mentioned in any writings
by people who were actually at the council. Late, unsubstantiated
legends claim that he was temporarily defrocked and imprisoned
during the Council for slapping the heretic Arius. Another famous
late legend tells how he resurrected three children, who had been
murdered and pickled in brine by a butcher planning to sell them
as pork during a famine.

Fewer than 200 years after Nicholas's death, the St. Nicholas
Church was built in Myra under the orders of Theodosius II over
the site of the church where he had served as bishop and
Nicholas's remains were moved to a sarcophagus in that church. In
1087, while the Greek Christian inhabitants of the region were
subjugated by the newly arrived Muslim Seljuk Turks, and soon
after their church was declared to be in schism by the Catholic
church, a group of merchants from the Italian city of Bari removed
the major bones of Nicholas's skeleton from his sarcophagus in
the church without authorization and brought them to their
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Gospel Book. Sometimes
shown with Jesus Christ over
one shoulder, holding a Gospel
Book, and with the Theotokos
over the other shoulder, holding
an omophorion, holding three
golden balls or coins

Patronage Children, coopers, sailors,
fishermen, merchants,
broadcasters, the falsely
accused, repentant thieves,
brewers, pharmacists, archers,
pawnbrokers, unmarried people,
Aberdeen, Galway, Russia,
Greece, Hellenic Navy, Liverpool,
Bari, Siggiewi, Moscow,
Amsterdam, Lorraine, Royal
School of Church Music and
Duchy of Lorraine, students in
various cities and countries
around Europe

hometown, where they are now enshrined in the Basilica di San
Nicola. The remaining bone fragments from the sarcophagus were
later removed by Venetian sailors and taken to Venice during the
First Crusade. His relics in Bari are said to exude a miraculous
watery substance known as "manna" or "myrrh", [attribution needed]

which some members of the faithful regard as possessing
supernatural powers.
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Biographical sources [edit]

Very little at all is known about Saint Nicholas's historical life.[10][11] Any writings Nicholas himself may have
produced have been lost[12] and he is not mentioned by any contemporary chroniclers.[12] This is not
surprising,[13] since Nicholas lived during a turbulent time in Roman history.[13] Furthermore, all written records
were kept on papyrus or parchment, which were less durable than modern paper,[14] and texts needed to be
periodically recopied by hand onto new material in order to be preserved.[14] The earliest mentions of Saint
Nicholas indicate that, by the sixth century, his cult was already well-established.[15] Less than two hundred
years after Saint Nicholas's probable death, the Eastern Emperor Theodosius II (ruled 401–450) ordered the
building of the Church of Saint Nicholas in Myra, which thereby preserves an early mention of his name.[16] The
Byzantine historian Procopius also mentions that the Emperor Justinian I (ruled 527–565) renovated churches
in Constantinople dedicated to Saint Nicholas and Saint Priscus,[17][16] which may have originally been built as
early as c. 490.[17]

Nicholas's name also occurs as "Nicholas of Myra of Lycia" on the tenth line of a list of attendees at the Council
of Nicaea recorded by the historian Theodoret in the Historiae Ecclesiasticae Tripartitae Epitome, written
sometime between 510 and 515.[16][15] A single, offhand mention of Nicholas of Myra also occurs in the
biography of another saint, Saint Nicholas of Sion,[11] who apparently took the name "Nicholas" to honor
him.[11][18] The Life of Saint Nicholas of Sion, written around 250 years after Nicholas of Myra's death, briefly
mentions Nicholas of Sion visiting Nicholas's tomb to pay homage to him.[11][18][15] According to Jeremy Seal, the
fact that Nicholas had a tomb that could be visited serves as the almost solitary definitive proof that he was a
real historical figure.[19][18]

In his treatise De statu animarum post mortem (written c. 583), the theologian Eustratius of Constantinople cites
Saint Nicholas of Myra's miracle of the three counts as evidence that souls may work independent from the
body.[17] Eustratius credits a lost Life of Saint Nicholas as his source.[17] Nearly all the sources Eustratius
references date from the late fourth century to early fifth century,[17] indicating the Life of Saint Nicholas to
which he refers was probably written during this time period, shortly after Nicholas's death.[17] The earliest
complete account of Nicholas's life that has survived to the present is a Life of Saint Nicholas, written in the
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The dowry for the three virgins
(Gentile da Fabriano, c. 1425,
Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome)

early ninth century by Michael the Archimandrite (814–842), nearly 500 years after Nicholas's probable
death.[20]

Despite its extremely late date, Michael the Archimandrite's Life of Saint Nicholas is believed to heavily rely on
older written sources and oral traditions.[21][22] The identity and reliability of these sources, however, remains
uncertain.[22] Catholic historian D. L. Cann and medievalist Charles W. Jones both consider Michael the
Archimandrite's Life the only account of Saint Nicholas that is likely to contain any historical truth.[20] Jona
Lendering, a Dutch historian of classical antiquity, notes that Michael the Archimandrite's Life does not contain
a "conversion narrative", which was unusual for saints' lives of the period when it was written.[22] He therefore
argues that it is possible Michael the Archimandrite may have been relying on a source written before
conversion narratives became popular, which would be a positive indication of that source's reliability.[22] He
also notes, however, that many of the stories recounted by Michael the Archimandrite closely resemble stories
told about the first-century AD Neopythagorean philosopher Apollonius of Tyana in the Life of Apollonius of
Tyana, an eight-volume biography of him written in the early third century by the Greek writer Philostratus.[22]

Christian storytellers were known to adapt older pagan legends and attribute them to Christian saints.[22]

Because Apollonius's hometown of Tyana was not far from Myra, Lendering contends that many popular stories
about Apollonius may have become attached to Saint Nicholas.[22]

Life and legends [edit]

Family and background [edit]

Accounts of Saint Nicholas's life agree on the essence of his story,[23] but modern historians disagree regarding
how much of this story is actually rooted in historical fact.[23] Traditionally, Nicholas was born in the city of
Patara (Lycia et Pamphylia), a port on the Mediterranean Sea,[9] in Asia Minor in the Roman Empire, to a
wealthy family of Greek Christians.[23][24][25][26][27][9] According to some accounts, his parents were named
Epiphanius (Ἐπιφάνιος, Epiphánios) and Johanna (Ἰωάννα, Iōánna),[28] but, according to others, they were
named Theophanes (Θεοφάνης, Theophánēs) and Nonna (Νόννα, Nónna).[9] In some accounts, Nicholas's
uncle was the bishop of the city of Myra, also in Lycia.[29] Recognizing his nephew's calling, Nicholas's uncle
ordained him as a priest.[29]

Generosity and travels [edit]

After his parents died, Nicholas is said to have distributed their wealth to
the poor.[22][29] In his most famous exploit,[30] which is first attested in
Michael the Archimandrite's Life of Saint Nicholas, Nicholas heard of a
devout man who had once been wealthy but had lost all of his money
due to the "plotting and envy of Satan."[22][31] The man could not afford
proper dowries for his three daughters.[31][22][29][d] This meant that they
would remain unmarried and probably, in absence of any other possible
employment, be forced to become prostitutes.[22][29][31] Hearing of the
girls' plight, Nicholas decided to help them, but, being too modest to
help the family in public (or to save them the humiliation of accepting
charity), he went to the house under the cover of night and threw a
purse filled with gold coins through the window opening into the
house.[22][29] The father immediately arranged a marriage for his first
daughter, and after her wedding, Nicholas threw a second bag of gold
through the same window late at night.[22][29][33]

According to Michael the Archimandrite's account, after the second daughter was married, the father stayed
awake for at least two "nights" and caught Saint Nicholas in the same act of charity toward the third
daughter.[22][29][34] The father fell on his knees, thanking him, and Nicholas ordered him not to tell anyone about
the gifts.[22][29][34] The scene of Nicholas's secret gift-giving is one of the most popular scenes in Christian
devotional art, appearing in icons and frescoes from across Europe.[35] Although depictions vary depending on
time and place,[35] Nicholas is often shown wearing a cowl while the daughters are typically shown in bed,
dressed in their nightclothes.[35] Many renderings contain a cypress tree or a cross-shaped cupola.[35]

The historicity of this incident is disputed.[22] Adam C. English argues for a historical kernel to the legend, noting
the story's early attestation as well as the fact that no similar stories were told about any other Christian
saints.[36] Jona Lendering, who also argues for the story's authenticity, notes that a similar story is told in
Philostratus's Life of Apollonius of Tyana, in which Apollonius gives money to an impoverished father,[22] but
states that Michael the Archimandrite's account is markedly different.[22] Philostratus never mentions the fate of
the daughters and, in his story, Apollonius's generosity is purely motivated out of sympathy for the father;[22] in
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Saint Nicholas Saves Three Innocents from
Death (1888) by Ilya Repin

Detail of a late medieval Russian
Orthodox fresco showing Saint

Michael the Archimandrite's account, however, Saint Nicholas is instead expressly stated to be motivated by a
desire to save the daughters from being sold into prostitution.[22] He argues that this desire to help women is
most characteristic of fourth-century Christianity, due to the prominent role women played in the early Christian
movement,[22] rather than Greco-Roman paganism or the Christianity of Michael the Archimandrite's time in the
ninth century, by which point the position of women had drastically declined.[22]

In another story, Nicholas is said to have visited the Holy Land.[29] The ship he was on was nearly destroyed by
a terrible storm,[29] but he rebuked the waves, causing the storm to subside.[29] Because of this miracle,
Nicholas became venerated as the patron saint of sailors and travelers [29]

Bishop of Myra [edit]

After visiting the Holy Land, Nicholas returned to Myra.[29] The
bishop of Myra, who had succeeded Nicholas's uncle, had
recently died[29] and the priests in the city had decided that the
first priest to enter the church that morning would be made
bishop.[29] Nicholas went to the church to pray[29] and was
therefore proclaimed the new bishop.[23][29][37] He is said to have
been imprisoned and tortured during the Great Persecution
under the Emperor Diocletian (ruled 284–305),[38][39] but was
released under the orders of the Emperor Constantine the Great
(ruled 306–337).[15] This story sounds plausible, but is not
attested in the earliest sources and is therefore unlikely to be
historical.[40]

One of the earliest attested stories of Saint Nicholas is one in
which he saves three innocent men from execution.[32][41]

According to Michael the Archimandrite, three innocent men were
condemned to death by the governor Eustathius. As they were

about to be executed, Nicholas appeared, pushed the executioner's sword to the ground, released them from
their chains, and angrily chastised a juror who had accepted a bribe.[41] According to Jona Lendering, this story
directly parallels an earlier story in Philostratus's Life of Apollonius of Tyana, in which Apollonius prevents the
execution of a man falsely condemned of banditry.[22] Michael the Archimandrite also tells another story in which
the consul Ablabius accepted a bribe to put three famous generals to death, in spite of their actual
innocence.[42] Saint Nicholas appeared to Constantine and Ablabius in dreams, informing Constantine of the
truth and frightening Ablabius into releasing the generals, for fear of Hell.[42]

Later versions of the story are more elaborate, interweaving the two stories together.[32] According to one
version, Emperor Constantine sent three of his most trusted generals, named Ursos, Nepotianos, and
Herpylion, to put down a rebellion in Phrygia,[32] but a storm forced them to take refuge in Myra.[32]

Unbeknownst to the generals, who were in the harbor, their soldiers further inland were fighting with local
merchants and engaging in looting and destruction.[32] Nicholas confronted the generals for allowing their
soldiers to misbehave[32] and the generals brought an end to the looting.[43] Immediately after the soldiers had
returned to their ships, Nicholas heard word of the three innocent men about to be executed and the three
generals aided him in stopping the execution.[44] Eustathius attempted to flee on his horse,[44] but Nicholas
stopped his horse and chastised him for his corruption.[45] Eustathius, under the threat of being reported
directly to the Emperor, repented of his corrupt ways.[46] Afterward, the generals succeeded in ending the
rebellion and were promoted by Constantine to even higher status.[46] The generals' enemies, however,
slandered them to the consul Ablabius, telling him that they had not really put down the revolt, but instead
encouraged their own soldiers to join it.[46] The generals' enemies also bribed Ablabius and he had the three
generals imprisoned.[46] Nicholas then made his dream appearances and the three generals were set free.[47]

Council of Nicaea [edit]

In 325, Nicholas is said to have attended the First Council of
Nicaea,[15][22][49] where he is said to have been a staunch opponent of
Arianism and devoted supporter of Trinitarianism,[50] and one of the
bishops who signed the Nicene Creed.[51] Nicholas's attendance at the
Council of Nicaea is attested early by Theodore the Lector's list of
attendees, which records him as the 151st attendee.[15][16] However, he
is conspicuously never mentioned by Athanasius of Alexandria, the
foremost defender of Trinitarianism at the Council, who knew all the
notable bishops of the period,[52] nor is he mentioned by the historian
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Nicholas slapping Arius at the First
Council of Nicaea, a famous incident
whose historicity is disputed[48][22]

Illustration of Saint Nicholas
resurrecting the three butchered
children from the Grandes Heures
d'Anne de Bretagne (created between
1503 and 1508)

Eusebius, who was also present at the council.[12] Adam C. English
notes that lists of the attendees at Nicaea vary considerably, with
shorter lists only including roughly 200 names, but longer lists including
around 300.[36] Saint Nicholas's name only appears on the longer lists,
not the shorter ones.[36] Nicholas's name appears on a total of three early lists, one of which, Theodore the
Lector's, is generally considered to be the most accurate.[22] According to Jona Lendering, there are two main
possibilities:

1. Nicholas did not attend the Council of Nicaea, but someone at an early date was baffled that his name
was not listed and so added him to the list.[22] Many scholars tend to favor this explanation.[53][48]

2. Nicholas did attend the Council of Nicaea, but, at an early date, someone decided to remove his name
from the list, apparently deciding that it was better if no one remembered he had been there.[22]

A later legend, first attested in the fourteenth century, over 1,000 years after Nicholas's death, holds that,
during the Council of Nicaea, Nicholas lost his temper and slapped "a certain Arian" across the face.[48] On
account of this, Constantine revoked Nicholas's miter and pallium.[48] Stephen D. Greydanus concludes that,
because of the story's late attestation, it "has no historical value."[48] Jona Lendering defends the historicity of
the incident, arguing that, because it was embarrassing and reflects poorly on Nicholas's reputation, it is
inexplicable why later hagiographers would have made it up.[22] Later versions of the legend embellish it,[48]

making the heretic Arius himself[48][54] and having Nicholas punch him rather than merely slapping him with his
open hand.[48] In these versions of the story, Nicholas is also imprisoned,[48][54] but Christ and the Virgin Mary
appear to him in his cell.[48][54] He tells them he is imprisoned "for loving you"[48] and they free him from his
chains and restore his vestments.[48][54] The scene of Nicholas slapping Arius is celebrated in Eastern Orthodox
icons[48] and episodes of Saint Nichola at Nicaea are shown in a series of paintings from the 1660s in the
Basilica di San Nicola in Bari.[53]

Other reputed miracles [edit]

One story tells how during a terrible famine, a malicious butcher lured
three little children into his house, where he killed them, placing their
remains in a barrel to cure, planning to sell them off as ham.[29][55]

Nicholas, visiting the region to care for the hungry, saw through the
butcher's lies[29][56] and resurrected the pickled children by making the
Sign of the Cross.[29][56] Adam C. English notes that the story of the
resurrection of the pickled children is a late medieval addition to the
legendary biography of Saint Nicholas[36] and that it is not found in any
of his earliest Lives.[36] Jona Lendering states that the story is "without
any historical value."[40]

Though this story seems bizarre and horrifying to modern audiences,[56]

it was tremendously popular throughout the late Middle Ages and the
Early Modern Period and widely beloved by ordinary folk.[56][29][40] It is
depicted in stained glass windows, wood panel paintings, tapestries,
and frescoes.[56] Eventually, the scene became so widely reproduced
that, rather than showing the whole scene, artists began to merely
depict Saint Nicholas with three naked children and a wooden barrel at
his feet.[56] According to English, eventually, people who had forgotten
or never learned the story began misinterpreting representations of
it.[57] The fact that Saint Nicholas was shown with children led people to
conclude he was the patron saint of children;[57] meanwhile, the fact that
he was shown with a barrel led people to conclude that he was the patron saint of brewers.[58]

According to another story, during a great famine that Myra experienced in 311–312, a ship was in the port at
anchor, loaded with wheat for the Emperor in Constantinople. Nicholas invited the sailors to unload a part of the
wheat to help in the time of need. The sailors at first disliked the request, because the wheat had to be weighed
accurately and delivered to the Emperor. Only when Nicholas promised them that they would not suffer any loss
for their consideration, the sailors agreed. When they arrived later in the capital, they made a surprising find:
the weight of the load had not changed, although the wheat removed in Myra was enough for two full years and
could even be used for sowing.[59]

Relics [edit]

Gemile [edit]
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Ruins of the fourth-century church
on the island of Gemile where some
scholars believe Saint Nicholas was
originally entombed[60]

Photograph of the desecrated
sarcophagus in the St. Nicholas
Church, Demre, where Saint Nicholas's
bones were kept before they were
removed and taken to Bari in 1087[61]

Basilica di San Nicola in Bari, Italy
where most of the relics of Saint
Nicholas are kept today[69]

It has long been traditionally assumed that Saint Nicholas was originally
buried in his home town of Myra, where his relics are later known to
have been kept,[40][60] but some recent archaeological evidence
indicates that Saint Nicholas may have originally been entombed in a
rock-cut church located at the highest point on the small Turkish island
of Gemile, only twenty miles away from his birthplace of Patara.[60]

Nicholas's name is painted on part of the ruined building.[60] In antiquity,
the island was known as "Saint Nicholas Island"[60] and today it is known
in Turkish as Gemiler Adasi, meaning "Island of Boats", in reference to
Saint Nicholas's traditional role as the patron saint of seafarers.[60] The
church was built in the fourth century, around the time of Nicholas's
death,[60] and is typical of saints' shrines from that time period.[60]

Nicholas was the only major saint associated with that part of Turkey.[60]

The church where historians believe he was originally entombed is at the western end of the great processional
way.[60]

Myra [edit]

In the mid-600s, Gemile was vulnerable to attack by Arab fleets, so
Nicholas's remains appear to have been moved from the island to the
city of Myra, where Nicholas had served as bishop for most of his life.[60]

Myra is located roughly forty kilometers, or twenty-five miles, east of
Gemile[60] and its location further inland made it safer from seafaring
Arab forces.[60] It is said that, in Myra, the relics of Saint Nicholas each
year exuded a clear watery liquid which smelled like rose water, called
manna, or myrrh, which was believed by the faithful to possess
miraculous powers.[62][63] Because it was widely known that all Nicholas's
relics were at Myra in their sealed sarcophagus, it was rare during this
period for forgers of relics to claim to possess those belonging to Saint
Nicholas.[64]

A solemn bronze statue of the saint by Russian sculptor Gregory
Pototsky was donated by the Russian government in 2000, and was given a prominent place in the square
fronting the medieval Church of St. Nicholas. In 2005, mayor Süleyman Topçu had the statue replaced by a red-
suited plastic Santa Claus statue, because he wanted an image more recognisable to foreign visitors. Protests
from the Russian government against this were successful, and the bronze statue was returned (albeit without
its original high pedestal) to a corner nearer the church.[65]

On 28 December 2009, the Turkish government announced that it would be formally requesting the return of
Saint Nicholas's skeletal remains to Turkey from the Italian government.[66][67] Turkish authorities have asserted
that Saint Nicholas himself desired to be buried at his episcopal town, and that his remains were illegally
removed from his homeland. In 2017, an archaeological survey at St. Nicholas Church, Demre was reported to
have found a temple below the modern church, with excavation work to be done that will allow researchers to
determine whether it still holds Nicholas's body.[68]

Bari [edit]

After the Battle of Manzikert in 1071, the Byzantine Empire temporarily
lost control over most of Asia Minor to the invading Seljuk Turks,[61] and
so Greek Christians of Myra became subjects of the Turks.[61][70] At the
same time the Catholic Church in the West had declared (in 1054 AD)
that the Greek church, the official church of the Byzantine Empire, was
in schism. Because of the many wars in the region, some Christians
were concerned that access to the tomb might become difficult.[61]

Taking advantage of the confusion and the loss by the Greek Christian
community of Myra of its Byzantine imperial protection, in the spring of
1087, Italian sailors from Bari in Apulia seized part of the remains of the
saint from his burial church in Myra, over the objections of the Greek
Orthodox monks in the church.[61][71][72][73]

Adam C. English describes the removal of the relics from Myra as "essentially a holy robbery"[74] and notes that
the thieves were not only afraid of being caught or chased after by the locals, but also the power of Saint
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Procession of St. Nicholas, Bari

The church of San Nicolò al Lido in
Venice claims to hold roughly 500 bone
fragments from Nicholas's
skeleton,[85][69] which scientific
examinations have confirmed are
anatomically compatible with the bones
in the Basilica di San Nicola in
Bari.[85][74]

Nicholas himself.[74] Returning to Bari, they brought the remains with
them and cared for them.[61] The remains arrived on 9 May 1087.[61][40]

Two years later, Pope Urban II inaugurated a new church, the Basilica di
San Nicola, to Saint Nicholas in Bari.[40] The Pope himself personally
placed Nicholas's relics into the tomb beneath the altar of the new
church.[40] The removal of Saint Nicholas's relics from Myra and their
arrival in Bari is reliably recorded by multiple chroniclers, including
Orderic Vitalis[75][40] and 9 May continued to be celebrated every year
by western Christians as the day of Nicholas's "translation".[40] Eastern
Orthodox Christians and the Turks have both long regarded the
unauthorized removal of the relics from Myra as a blatant theft,[61][76] but the people of Bari have instead
maintained that it was a rescue mission to save the bones from the Turkish invaders.[61][77] A legend, shown on
the ceiling of the Basilica di San Nicola, holds that Nicholas once visited Bari while he was alive and predicted
that his bones would one day rest there.[76]

Prior to the translation of Nicholas's relics to Bari, his cult had been known in western Europe, but it had not
been extremely popular.[40] In autumn of 1096, Norman and Frankish soldiers mustered in Bari in preparation
for the First Crusade.[78] Although the Crusaders generally favored warrior saints, which Saint Nicholas was not,
the presence of his relics in Bari made him materially accessible.[79] Nicholas's associations with aiding travelers
and seafarers also made him a popular choice for veneration.[80] Nicholas's veneration by Crusaders helped
promote his cult throughout western Europe.[81]

After the relics were brought to Bari, they continued to produce "myrrh", much to the joy of their new owners.
Vials of myrrh from his relics have been taken all over the world for centuries, and can still be obtained from his
church in Bari. Even up to the present day, a flask of manna is extracted from the tomb of Saint Nicholas every
year on 6 December (the Saint's feast day) by the clergy of the basilica. The myrrh is collected from a
sarcophagus which is located in the basilica vault and could be obtained in the shop nearby. The liquid
gradually seeps out of the tomb, but it is unclear whether it originates from the body within the tomb, or from the
marble itself; since the town of Bari is a harbour, and the tomb is below sea level, there have been several
natural explanations proposed for the manna fluid, including the transfer of seawater to the tomb by capillary
action.

In 1966, a vault in the crypt underneath the Basilica di San Nicola was dedicated as an Orthodox chapel with an
iconostasis in commemoration of the recent lifting of the anathemas the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox
Churches had issued against each other during the Great Schism in 1054.[82] In May 2017, following talks
between Pope Francis and Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill, a portion of the relics of St. Nicholas in Bari were
sent on loan to Moscow. The relic was on display for veneration at Christ the Savior Cathedral before being
taken to St. Petersburg in mid-June prior to returning to Bari.[83] More than a million people lined up in Moscow
for a momentary glimpse of the gilded ark holding one of the saint's ribs.[84]

Venice [edit]

The sailors from Bari only took the main bones of Nicholas's skeleton,
leaving all the minor fragments in the grave.[86] The city of Venice had
interest in obtaining the remaining fragments of his skeleton[87] and, in
1044, they dedicated the San Nicolò al Lido monastery basilica to him
on the north end of the Lido di Venezia.[88] According to a single
chronicle written by an anonymous monk at this monastery, in 1100, a
fleet of Venetian ships accompanied by Bishop Henri sailed past Myra
on their way to Palestine for the First Crusade.[89] Bishop Henri insisted
for the fleet to turn back and set anchor in Myra.[89] The Venetians took
the remaining bones of Saint Nicholas, as well as those of several other
bishops of Myra, from the church there, which was only guarded by four
Orthodox monks, and brought them to Venice, where they deposited
them in the San Nicolò al Lido.[90] This tradition was lent credence in two
scientific investigations of the relics in Bari and Venice, which confirmed
that the relics in the two cities are anatomically compatible and may
belong to the same person.[91][92][85] It is said that someone dies every time the bones of Saint Nicholas in
Venice are disturbed.[75] The last time the bones were examined was in July 1992.[75]

Other locations [edit]
See also: Tomb of Saint Nicholas
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Tomb of Saint Nicholas near
Thomastown, Ireland

Saint Nicholas, Russian
icon from first quarter of the
18th century (Kizhi monastery,
Karelia)

Because of Nicholas's skeleton's long confinement in Myra, after it was
brought to Bari, the demand for pieces of it rose.[63] Small bones quickly
began to disperse across western Europe.[93] The sailors who had
transported the bones gave one tooth and two fragments chipped from
Nicholas's sarcophagus to the Norman knight William Pantulf.[86] Pantulf
took these relics to his hometown of Noron in Normandy, where they
were placed in the local Church of St. Peter in June 1092.[86] In 1096,
the duke of Apulia gave several bones of Saint Nicholas to the count of
Flanders, which he then enshrined in the Abbey of Watten.[86]

According to legend, in 1101, Saint Nicholas appeared in a vision to a
French clerk visiting the shrine at Bari and told him to take one of his
bones with him to his hometown of Port, near Nancy.[94] The clerk took a
finger bone back with him to Port, where a chapel was built to Saint
Nicholas.[94] Port became an important center of devotion in the
Nicholas cult[94][40] and, in the fifteenth century, a church known as the
Basilique Saint-Nicolas was built there dedicated to him.[94] The town
itself is now known as "Saint Nicolas de Port" in honor of Nicholas.[40]

The clergy at Bari strategically gave away samples of Nicholas's bones
to promote the cult and enhance its prestige.[94] Many of these bones
were initially kept in Constantinople,[94] but, after the Sack of Constantinople in 1204 during the Fourth
Crusade, these fragments were scattered across western Europe.[94] A hand claimed to belong to Saint
Nicholas was kept in the San Nicola in Carcere in Rome.[94] This church, whose name means "Saint Nicholas in
Chains", was built on the site of a former municipal prison.[58] Stories quickly developed about Nicholas himself
having been held in that prison.[58] Mothers would come to the church to pray to Saint Nicholas for their jailed
sons to be released[58] and repentant criminals would place votive offerings in the church.[58] As a result of this,
Nicholas became the patron saint of prisoners and those falsely accused of crimes.[58] An index finger claimed
to belong to Saint Nicholas was kept in a chapel along the Ostian Way in Rome.[94] Another finger was held in
Ventimiglia in Liguria.[94] Today, many churches in Europe, Russia, and the United States claim to possess
small relics, such as a tooth or a finger bone.[95][69]

An Irish tradition states that the relics of Saint Nicholas are also reputed to have been stolen from Myra by local
Norman crusading knights in the twelfth century and buried near Thomastown, County Kilkenny, where a stone
slab marks the site locally believed to be his grave.[96] According to the Irish antiquarian John Hunt, the tomb
probably actually belongs to a local priest from Jerpoint Abbey.[97]

Scientific analysis [edit]

Whereas the devotional importance of relics and the economics associated with
pilgrimages caused the remains of most saints to be divided up and spread over
numerous churches in several countries, Saint Nicholas is unusual in that most
of his bones have been preserved in one spot: his grave crypt in Bari. Even with
the allegedly continuing miracle of the manna, the archdiocese of Bari has
allowed for one scientific survey of the bones.[98] In the late 1950s, while the
crypt was undergoing much-needed restoration, the bones were removed from
it for the first time since their interment in 1089.[39] A special Pontiffical
Commission permitted Luigi Martino, a professor of human anatomy at the
University of Bari, to examine the bones under the Commission's supervision.[39]

Martino took thousands of measurements, detailed scientific drawings,
photographs, and x-rays.[39] These examinations revealed the saint to have
died at over seventy years of age[39] and to have been of average height and
slender-to-average build.[39] He also suffered from severe chronic arthritis in his
spine and pelvis.[39]

In 2004, at the University of Manchester, researchers Caroline Wilkinson and
Fraco Introna reconstructed the saint's face based on Martino's examination.[39]

The review of the data revealed that the historical Saint Nicholas was 5'6" in
height and had a broken nose, which had partially healed, revealing that the
injury had been suffered ante mortem.[99][100] The broken nose appeared to
conform with hagiographical reports that Saint Nicholas had been beaten and
tortured during the Diocletianic Persecution.[39] The facial reconstruction was
produced by Dr. Caroline Wilkinson at the University of Manchester and was
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Saint Nicholas (Uroš Predić 1903)

Saint Nicholas depicted in a 14th-
century English book of hours

shown on a BBC2 TV program The Real Face of Santa.[99][100] In 2014, the
Face Lab at Liverpool John Moores University produced an updated reconstruction of Saint Nicholas's face.[39]

In 2017, two researchers from Oxford University, Professor Tom Higham and Doctor Georges Kazan,
radiocarbon dated a fragment of a pelvis claimed to belong to Saint Nicholas.[85][101][69] The fragment originally
came from a church in Lyons, France[85][101][69] and, at the time of testing, was in the possession of Father
Dennis O'Neill, a priest from St Martha of Bethany Church in Illinois.[85][101][69] The results of the radiocarbon
dating confirmed that the pelvis dates to the fourth century AD, around the same time that Saint Nicholas would
have died, and is not a medieval forgery.[85][101][69] The bone was one of the oldest the Oxford team had ever
examined.[85] According to Professor Higham, most of the relics the team has examined turn out to be too recent
to have actually belonged to the saint to whom they are attributed,[85] but he states, "This bone fragment, in
contrast, suggests that we could possibly be looking at remains from St Nicholas himself."[85] Doctor Kazan
believes the pelvis fragment may come from the same individual as the skeleton divided between the churches
in Bari and Venice,[85][101][69] since the bone they tested comes from the left pubis,[85] and the only pelvis bone
in the collection at Bari is the left ilium.[85] In the absence of DNA testing, however, it is not yet possible to know
for certain whether the pelvis is from the same man.[101][69]

Veneration and celebrations [edit]

Among the Greeks and Italians he is a favorite of sailors, fishermen,
ships and sailing. As a result and over time, he has become the patron
saint of several cities which maintain harbours. In centuries of Greek
folklore, Nicholas was seen as "The Lord of the Sea", often described
by modern Greek scholars as a kind of Christianized version of
Poseidon. In modern Greece, he is still easily among the most
recognizable saints and 6 December finds many cities celebrating their
patron saint. He is also the patron saint of all of Greece and particularly
of the Hellenic Navy.[102]

In the Eastern Orthodox Church, Saint Nicholas's memory is celebrated
on almost every Thursday of the year (together with the Apostles) with
special hymns to him which are found in the liturgical book known as the
Octoechos. Soon after the transfer of Saint Nicholas's relics from Myra
to Bari, a Russian version of his Life and an account of the transfer of
his relics were written by a contemporary to this event.[103] Devotional
akathists and canons have been composed in his honour, and are
frequently chanted by the faithful as they ask for his intercession. He is mentioned in the Liturgy of Preparation
during the Divine Liturgy (Eastern Orthodox Eucharist) and during the All-Night Vigil. Many Orthodox churches
will have his icon, even if they are not named after him. In Oriental Orthodoxy, the Coptic Church observes the
Departure of St. Nicholas on 10 Kiahk, or 10 Taḫśaś in Ethiopia, which corresponds to the Julian Calendar's 6
December and Gregorian Calendar's 19 December.[104][105]

Nicholas had a reputation for secret gift-giving, such as putting coins in
the shoes of those who left them out for him, a practice celebrated on
his feast day, 6 December. For those who still observe the Julian
calendar the celebration currently takes place thirteen days later than it
happens in the Gregorian calendar and Revised Julian calendar.[106]

In Monaco, the Cathedral of Our Lady Immaculate was built from 1874
on the site of St Nicholas's church, founded in 1252. A children's Mass
is still held on 6 December in the cathedral.

In late medieval England, on Saint Nicholas Day parishes held Yuletide
"boy bishop" celebrations. As part of this celebration, youths performed
the functions of priests and bishops, and exercised rule over their
elders. Today, Saint Nicholas is still celebrated as a great gift-giver in several Western European and Central
European countries. According to one source, in medieval times nuns used the night of 6 December to deposit
baskets of food and clothes anonymously at the doorsteps of the needy. According to another source, on 6
December every sailor or ex-sailor of the Low Countries (which at that time was virtually all of the male
population) would descend to the harbour towns to participate in a church celebration for their patron saint. On
the way back they would stop at one of the various Nicholas fairs to buy some hard-to-come-by goods, gifts for
their loved ones and invariably some little presents for their children. While the real gifts would only be
presented at Christmas, the little presents for the children were given right away, courtesy of Saint Nicholas.
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Russian Orthodox statue of Saint
Nicolas, now in a corner near the
church in Demre

Saint Nicholas, the patron saint of
Russian merchants. Fresco by
Dionisius from the Ferapontov
Monastery.

"Icon of Saint Nikola the
Wonderworker", Moscow Governorate

Saints portal

This and his miracle of him resurrecting the three butchered children made Saint Nicholas a patron saint of
children and later students as well.[107]

Santa Claus evolved from Dutch traditions regarding Saint Nicholas (Sinterklaas). When the Dutch established
the colony of New Amsterdam, they brought the legend and traditions of Sinterklaas with them.[108] Howard G.
Hageman, of New Brunswick Theological Seminary, maintains that the tradition of celebrating Sinterklaas in New
York existed in the early settlements of the Hudson Valley, although by the early nineteenth century had fallen
by the way.[109] St. Nicholas Park, located at the intersection of St. Nicholas Avenue and 127th Street, in an
area originally settled by Dutch farmers, is named for St. Nicholas of Myra.[110]

Iconography [edit]

Saint Nicholas is a popular
subject portrayed on countless
Eastern Orthodox icons,
particularly Russian and Serbian
ones. He is depicted as an
Orthodox bishop, wearing the
omophorion and holding a
Gospel Book. Sometimes he is
depicted wearing the Eastern
Orthodox mitre, sometimes he is
bareheaded. Iconographically,
Nicholas is depicted as an

elderly man with a short, full, white, fluffy beard and balding head. In commemoration of the miracle attributed to
him by tradition at the Council of Nicea, he is sometimes depicted with Christ over his left shoulder holding out a
Gospel Book to him and the Theotokos over his right shoulder holding the omophorion. Because of his
patronage of mariners, occasionally Saint Nicholas will be shown standing in a boat or rescuing drowning
sailors; Medieval Chants and Polyphony, image on the cover of the Book of Hours of Duke of Berry, 1410.[111]

In depictions of Saint Nicholas from Bari, he is usually shown as dark-
skinned, probably to emphasize his foreign origin.[112] The emphasis on
his foreignness may have been intended to enhance Bari's reputation
by displaying that it had attracted the patronage of a saint from a far-off
country.[112] In Roman Catholic iconography, Saint Nicholas is depicted
as a bishop, wearing the insignia of this dignity: a bishop's vestments, a
mitre and a crozier. The episode with the three dowries is
commemorated by showing him holding in his hand either three purses,
three coins or three balls of gold. Depending on whether he is depicted
as patron saint of children or sailors, his images will be completed by a
background showing ships, children or three figures climbing out of a
wooden barrel (the three slaughtered children he resurrected).[113]

In a strange twist, the three gold balls referring to the dowry affair are
sometimes metaphorically interpreted as being oranges or other fruits.
As in the Low Countries in medieval times oranges most frequently came from Spain, this led to the belief that
the Saint lives in Spain and comes to visit every winter bringing them oranges, other 'wintry' fruits and tales of
magical creatures.[113]

Music [edit]

In 1948, Benjamin Britten completed a cantata, Saint Nicolas on a text by Eric Crozier which covers the saint's
legendary life in a dramatic sequence of events. A tenor soloist appears as Saint Nicolas, with a mixed choir,
boys singers, strings, piano duet, organ and percussion.[114]

See also [edit]

Companions of Saint Nicholas
Saint Nicholas Day
Saint Nicholas, patron saint archive
St. Nicholas Church (disambiguation)
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Notes [edit]

a. ^ Greek: Ἅγιος Νικόλαος, Hágios Nikólaos; Latin: Sanctus Nicolaus
b. ^ The date of his birth and the year of his death are disputed,[5] but 6 December has long been established as the

traditional date of his death.[5] Jeremy Seal remarks, "As vampires shun daylight, so saints are distinguished from
ordinary mortals by the anniversaries they keep. The date of their death rather than their birth is commemorated."[6]

c. ^ Νικόλαος ὁ Θαυματουργός, Nikólaos ho Thaumaturgós
d. ^ Joe L. Wheeler and Jona Lendering both note that the legends of Saint Nicholas are filled with sets of three,

which may be symbolic for Nicholas's vehement defense of the Holy Trinity.[32][22]
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Nicholas of Tolentino

Saint Nicholas of Tolentino

Nicola da Tolentino Pietro Perugino, 1507, Galleria
Nazionale d'Arte Antica, Rome.

Confessor
Born 1245

Sant'Angelo in Pontano, Italy

Died September 10, 1305
Tolentino, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized June 5, 1446, Vatican by Pope
Eugene IV

Major shrine Basilica di San Nicola a
Tolentino Tolentino, Italy

Feast September 10

Attributes Augustinian holding a bird on a
plate in the right hand and a
crucifix on the other hand;
holding a basket of bread, giving
bread to a sick person; holding a
lily or a crucifix garlanded with
lilies; with a star above him or on
his breast[1]

Patronage animals; babies; boatmen;
diocese of Cabanatuan,
Philippines; dying people; patron
saint of Cabatuan, Iloilo,
Philippines; Lambunao,
Philippines; Guimbal, Iloilo,
Tobias Forner, Antique, Tibiao,
Antique, mariners; diocese of
Mati; holy souls; Philippines;
sailors; sick animals; souls in
purgatory; diocese of Tandag,
Philippines; watermen; patron
saint of Surigao City, La Huerta,
Parañaque and Buli and Cupang
in Muntinlupa, San Nicolas,

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"San Nicolas de Tolentino" redirects here. For other uses, see Nicholas of Tolentino (disambiguation).
Not to be confused with the roughly contemporary St Thomas of Tolentino.

Nicholas of Tolentino (Italian: San Nicola da Tolentino, Spanish:
San Nicolás de Tolentino, Filipino: San Nikolas ng Tolentino) (c.
1246 – September 10, 1305), known as the Patron of Holy Souls,
was an Italian saint and mystic. He is particularly invoked as an
advocate for the souls in Purgatory, especially during Lent and the
month of November. In many Augustinian churches, there are
weekly devotions to St Nicholas on behalf of the suffering souls.
November 2, All Souls' Day, holds special significance for the
devotees of St. Nicholas of Tolentino.
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Life [edit]

Born in 1245 in Sant'Angelo in Pontano, St. Nicholas of Tolentino
took his name from St. Nicholas of Myra, at whose shrine his
parents prayed to have a child. Nicholas became a monk at 18,
and seven years later, he was ordained a priest. He gained a
reputation as a preacher and a confessor. C. 1274, he was sent to
Tolentino, near his birthplace. The town suffered from civil strife
between the Guelphs and Ghibellines, in their struggle for control
of Italy. Nicholas was primarily a pastor to his flock. He ministered
to the poor and criminals. He is said to have cured the sick with
bread over which he had prayed to Mary, the mother of God. He
gained a reputation as a wonder-worker. Nicholas died in 1305
after a long illness. People began immediately to petition for his
canonization. Eugene IV canonized him in 1446, and his relics
were rediscovered in 1926 at Tolentino.

A studious, kind and gentle youth, at the age of 16 Nicholas
became an Augustinian Friar and was a student of the Blessed
Angelus de Scarpetti. A monk at the monasteries at Recanati and
Macerata as well as others, he was ordained in 1270[2] at the age
of 25, and soon became known for his preaching and teachings.
Nicholas, who had had visions of angels reciting "to Tolentino", in
1274 took this as a sign to move to that city, where he lived the
rest of his life. Nicholas worked to counteract the decline of
morality and religion which came with the development of city life in
the late thirteenth century.[3]

On account of his kind and gentle manner his superiors entrusted
him with the daily feeding of the poor at the monastery gates, but
at times he was so free with the friary's provisions that the
procurator begged the superior to check his generosity.[4] Once,
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Ilocos Norte a town named after
St. Nicholas De Tolentino,
Banton, Romblon in the
Philippines; patron saint of La
Aldea de San Nicolás in the
island of Gran Canaria, Canary
Island, Spain; patron saint of
Capas, Tarlac, Philippines;
patron saint of Mariveles,
Bataan, Philippines; patron saint
of Macabebe, Pampanga,
Philippines

Nicholas of Tolentino by Jan van Cleve (III)

when weak after a long fast, he received a vision of the Blessed
Virgin Mary and Saint Augustine, who told him to eat some bread
marked with a cross and dipped in water. Upon doing so he was
immediately stronger. He started distributing these rolls to the
ailing, while praying to Mary, often curing the sufferers; this is the
origin of the Augustinian custom of blessing and distributing Saint
Nicholas Bread.[5]

In Tolentino, Nicholas worked as a peacemaker in a city torn by
strife between the Guelphs and Ghibellines who, in the conflict for
control of Italy, supported the Pope and the Holy Roman Emperor
respectively. He ministered to his flock, helped the poor and
visited prisoners. When working wonders or healing people, he
always asked those he helped to "Say nothing of this", explaining
that he was just God's instrument.[4]

During his life, Nicholas is said to have received visions, including
images of Purgatory, which friends ascribed to his lengthy fasts.
Prayer for the souls in Purgatory was the outstanding
characteristic of his spirituality.[2] Because of this Nicholas was
proclaimed patron of the souls in Purgatory,[5] in 1884 by Leo XIII.

Towards the end of his life he became ill, suffering greatly, but
still continued the mortifications that had been part of his holy
life.[6] Nicholas died on September 10, 1305.[5]

Legends [edit]

There are many tales and legends which relate to Nicholas. One
says the devil once beat him with a stick, which was then
displayed for years in his church. In another, Nicholas, a
vegetarian, was served a roasted fowl, for which he made the
sign of the cross, and it flew out a window. Nine passengers on a ship going down at sea once asked Nicholas'
aid, and he appeared in the sky, wearing the black Augustinian habit, radiating golden light, holding a lily in his
left hand, and with his right hand, he quelled the storm. An apparition of the saint, it is said, once saved the
burning palace of the Doge of Venice by throwing a piece of blessed bread on the flames. He was also reported
to have resurrected over one hundred dead children, including several who had drowned together.

According to the Peruvian chronicler Antonio de la Calancha, it was St. Nicholas of Tolentino who made
possible a permanent Spanish settlement in the rigorous, high-altitude climate of Potosí, Bolivia. He reported
that all children born to Spanish colonists there died in childbirth or soon thereafter, until a father dedicated his
unborn child to St. Nicholas of Tolentino (whose own parents, after all, had required saintly intervention to have
a child). The colonist's son, born on Christmas Eve, 1598, survived to healthy adulthood, and many later
parents followed the example of naming their sons Nicolás.[7]

Veneration [edit]

Nicholas was canonized by Pope Eugene IV (also an Augustinian) on the 5th of June in 1446.[8] He was the first
Augustinian to be canonized.[2] At his canonization, Nicholas was credited with three hundred miracles, including
three resurrections.[9]

The remains of St. Nicholas are preserved at the Shrine of Saint Nicholas in the Basilica di San Nicola da
Tolentino in the city of Tolentino, province of Macerata in Marche, Italy.[2][5]

He is particularly invoked as an advocate for the souls in Purgatory, especially during Lent and the month of
November. In many Augustinian churches, there are weekly devotions to St Nicholas on behalf of the suffering
souls. November 2, All Souls' Day, holds special significance for the devotees of St. Nicholas of Tolentino.[2]

St Pius V did not include him in the Tridentine Calendar, but he was later inserted and given September 10 as
his feast day. Judged to be of limited importance worldwide, his liturgical celebration was not kept in the 1969
revision of the General Roman Calendar,[10] but he is still recognized as one of the saints of the Roman
Catholic Church.[11]

A number of churches and oratories are dedicated to him, including San Nicolò da Tolentino in Venice, San
Nicola da Tolentino agli Orti Sallustiani in Rome, Saint Nicholas of Tolentino in The Bronx, New York, and Saint
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San Nicolas de Tolentino in Macabebe

Cabanatuan Cathedral

Nicholas of Tolentino by Master of
Narni; early 15th century

Nicholas of Tolentino in Bristol, UK . In the Philippines, the 16th
century Church of San Nicolas de Tolentino in Banton, Romblon, was
built in honor of him and his feast day is celebrated as the annual
Biniray festival, commemorating the devotion of the island's Catholic
inhabitants to St. Nicholas during the Muslim raids in the 16th
century.

In the province of Pampanga, A 440-year-old Augustinian church,
which was founded in 1575, built in his honor is located in the heart
of Macabebe, Pampanga. The heritage church measures 70 meters
(230 ft) long, 17 meters (56 ft) wide and 11 meters (36 ft) high. The
facade of the church has scantly ornamentation and its architectural
symmetry is lost amid and the various forms assumed the windows
and the main entrance. Simple neo-classic lines of the facade.
Presently, a second class relic of the saint is venerated every
Tuesdays after the mass.[12]

In the province of Nueva Ecija, St. Nicholas is being venerated as the
titular of the historic Cabanatuan Cathedral where General Antonio
Luna was assassinated. His first class relic is being exposed to the
faithful from September 1 until September 10 every year.

In Dimiao, Bohol, the feast of San Nicolas de Tolentino, patron saint of
the parish church built between 1797-1815, is also celebrated every
10th of September.

There is also the San Nicolas de Tolentino Parish Church along C.
Padilla Street in Cebu City, the capital city of the province and island of
Cebu, Philippines. Built in 1584, the church is one of the oldest in the
country. The church was also built years ahead of the establishment of
the Cebu Diocese in 1595. Located some 1.5 kilometer south of the
ciudad, it was called Cebu Viejo, separated from the ciudad by the
Pagina creek and El Pardo. The area is also considered the original site of the landing of Legaspi's armada on
17 April 1565 and became the embryo of a settlement which Legaspi established. San Nicolas was a vibrant
town during the Spanish Period, the spawning ground for the Revolution against Spain in 1898, and the
birthplace of Cebuano musical legends of the 20th century. The town eventually merged with Cebu City on April
17, 1901.

Iconography [edit]

He is depicted in the black habit of the Hermits of St. Augustine — a star
above him or on his breast, a lily, or a crucifix garlanded with lilies, in his
hand. Sometimes, instead of the lily, he holds a vial filled with money or
bread.[6]

See also [edit]

Saint Nicholas of Tolentino, patron saint archive
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Nicholas the Pilgrim

Saint Nicholas the Pilgrim

Icon of St. Nicholas the Pilgrim
(Nicholas Peregrinus).

Born 1075
Steiri, Boeotia, Greece.

Died 2 June 1094
Trani, Apulia, Italy.

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1098 by Pope Urban II[1]

Major shrine Trani Cathedral

Feast June 2.[1][2][3]
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Nicholas the Pilgrim (Italian: Nicola il Pellegrino; 1075 – 2 June
1094), sometimes Nicholas of Trani, is a saint of the Roman
Catholic church.

He was born in Steiri in Boeotia, Greece, where his solitary life as
a shepherd led him to contemplative spirituality, as part of which
he developed the constant repetition of the phrase Kyrie Eleison.
This brought him conflict and aggression in populated places, and
he suffered much oppression.[4]

He died while on pilgrimage in Apulia, where he is venerated
particularly in Trani. Trani Cathedral is dedicated to him, and he is
the patron saint of the city.[5]

His feast day is 2 June.[2] The annual procession through Trani in
his honour is held in the last week of July.[4] In Orthodox tradition
he is regarded as a Fool-for-Christ.[2][6]
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Nicodemus

Saint Nicodemus

Nicodemus helping to take down Jesus' body
from the cross (Pietà, by Michelangelo)

Defender of Christ
Born Judea

Died Judea

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Oriental Orthodox Church
Anglican Church
Lutheran Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast August 2 (Eastern Orthodox
Church & Byzantine Catholic
Churches)
August 3 (Roman Catholic
Church)
Third Sunday of Pascha (Eastern
Orthodox Church & Byzantine
Catholic Churches)
August 31 (Roman Catholic
Church)

Attributes Pharisee

Patronage Curiosity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Nicodemus (disambiguation).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Nicodemus" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(November 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Nicodemus (/ˌnɪkəˈdiːməs/; Greek: Νικόδημος,
translit. Nikódēmos) was a Pharisee and a member of the
Sanhedrin mentioned in three places in the Gospel of John:

He first visits Jesus one night to discuss Jesus' teachings
(John 3:1–21 ).
The second time Nicodemus is mentioned, he reminds his
colleagues in the Sanhedrin that the law requires that a person
be heard before being judged (John 7:50–51 ).
Finally, Nicodemus appears after the Crucifixion of Jesus to
provide the customary embalming spices, and assists Joseph
of Arimathea in preparing the body of Jesus for burial
(John 19:39–42 ).

An apocryphal work under his name—the Gospel of Nicodemus—
was produced in the mid-4th century, and is mostly a reworking of
the earlier Acts of Pilate, which recounts the Harrowing of Hell.

Although there is no clear source of information about Nicodemus
outside the Gospel of John, Ochser and Kohler (in an article in the
Jewish Encyclopedia) and some historians[1] have speculated that
he could be identical to Nicodemus ben Gurion, mentioned in the
Talmud as a wealthy and popular holy man reputed to have had
miraculous powers. Others point out that the biblical Nicodemus is
likely an older man at the time of his conversation with Jesus, while
Nicodemus ben Gurion was on the scene 40 years later, at the
time of the Jewish War.[2]
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In John's Gospel [edit]

As is the case with Lazarus, Nicodemus does not belong to the tradition of the Synoptic Gospels and is only
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Nicodemus (left) talking to Jesus, by Henry
Ossawa Tanner

Christus und Nicodemus, by Fritz von Uhde
(1848–1911)

mentioned by John,[3] who devotes more than half of Chapter 3
of his gospel, a few verses of Chapter 7 and lastly mentions him
in Chapter 19.

The first time Nicodemus is mentioned, he is identified as a
Pharisee who comes to see Jesus "at night". John places this
meeting shortly after the Cleansing of the Temple and links it to
the signs which Jesus performed in Jerusalem during the
Passover feast. "Rabbi, we know that you are a teacher who
has come from God. For no one could perform the signs you
are doing if God were not with him" (John 3:2 ).

Then follows a conversation with Nicodemus about the meaning
of being "born again" or "born from above" (Greek: ἄνωθεν),
and mention of seeing the "kingdom of God". Nicodemus
explores the notion of being literally born again from one's
mother's womb, but most theologians recognise that Nicodemus
knew Jesus was not speaking of literal rebirth. Theologian
Charles Ellicott wrote that "after the method of Rabbinic
dialogue, [Nicodemus] presses the impossible meaning of the
words in order to exclude it, and to draw forth the true meaning.
'You cannot mean that a man is to enter the second time into
his mother’s womb, and be born. What is it, then, that you do
mean?'"[4] Other scholars recognize that ἄνωθεν, anōthen is a
double entendre that is a narrative device to lead a character
(and the implied reader) to a newer understanding of deep
import.[5] In this instance, Nicodemus chooses the literal (rather
than the figurative) meaning of anōthen and assumes that that
meaning exhausts the significance of the word.

Jesus expresses surprise, perhaps ironically, that "a teacher of Israel" does not understand the concept of
spiritual rebirth. James F. Driscoll describes Nicodemus as a learned and intelligent believer, but somewhat
timid and not easily initiated into the mysteries of the new faith.[3]

In Chapter 7, Nicodemus advises his colleagues among "the chief priests and the Pharisees", to hear and
investigate before making a judgment concerning Jesus. Their mocking response argues that no prophet
comes from Galilee. Nonetheless, it is probable that he wielded a certain influence in the Sanhedrin.[3]

Finally, when Jesus is buried, Nicodemus brought a mixture of myrrh and aloes—about 100 Roman pounds
(33 kg)—despite embalming being generally against Jewish custom (with the exceptions of Jacob and
Joseph).[John 19:39]  Nicodemus must have been a man of means; in his book Jesus of Nazareth: Holy Week,
Pope Benedict XVI observes that, "The quantity of the balm is extraordinary and exceeds all normal proportions.
This is a royal burial."[6]

Veneration and liturgical commemoration [edit]

Nicodemus is venerated as a saint in the various Eastern Churches and in the Roman Catholic Church. The
Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine Catholic churches commemorate Nicodemus on the Sunday of the
Myrrhbearers, celebrated on the Third Sunday of Pascha (i.e., the second Sunday after Easter) as well as
August 2, the date when tradition holds that his relics were found, along with those of Stephen the Protomartyr,
Gamaliel, and Abibas (Gamaliel's second son). The traditional Roman Catholic liturgical calendar lists the same
feast of the finding of their relics on the following day, August 3.[citation needed]

In the current Roman Martyrology of the Catholic Church, Nicodemus is commemorated along with Saint Joseph
of Arimathea on August 31. The Franciscan Order erected a church under the patronage of Saints Nicodemus
and Joseph of Arimathea in Ramla.

Legacy [edit]

In art [edit]

Nicodemus figures prominently in medieval depictions of the Deposition in which he and Joseph of Arimathea
are shown removing the dead Christ from the cross, often with the aid of a ladder.[citation needed]

Like Joseph, Nicodemus became the object of various pious legends during the Middle Ages, particularly in
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Entombment, by Titian

connection with monumental crosses. He was reputed to have
carved both the Holy Face of Lucca and the Batlló Crucifix,
receiving angelic assistance with the face in particular and thus
rendering the works instances of acheiropoieta.[7]

Both of these sculptures date from at least a millennium after
Nicodemus' life, but the ascriptions attest to the contemporary
interest in Nicodemus as a character in medieval
Europe.[citation needed]

In poetry [edit]

In Henry Vaughan's "The Night," mentioning Nicodemus is
significant to elaborate the poem's depiction of the night's
relationship with God.

In music [edit]

In the Lutheran prescribed readings of the 18th century, the gospel text of the meeting of Jesus and Nicodemus
at night was assigned to Trinity Sunday. Johann Sebastian Bach composed several cantatas for the occasion,
of which O heilges Geist- und Wasserbad, BWV 165, composed in 1715, stays close to the gospel based on a
libretto by the court poet in Weimar, Salomo Franck.

Ernst Pepping composed in 1937 an Evangelienmotette (motet on gospel text) Jesus und Nikodemus.

In popular music, Nicodemus' name was figuratively used in Henry Clay Work's 1864 American Civil War-era
piece "Wake Nicodemus",[8] which at that time was popular in minstrel shows. In 1978 Tim Curry covered the
song on his debut album Read My Lips. The song "Help Yourself" by The Devil Makes Three contains a very
informal retelling of the relationship between Nicodemus and Jesus.[citation needed]

Second verse of the song "Help yourself" performed by The Devil Makes Three (band) is dedicated to
Nicodemus.

In literature [edit]

Persuaded: The Story of Nicodemus  by author David Harder is a historical fictional account on the life of
Nicodemus. Harder used events and timetables for his novel found within the pages of the Passion
Translation  version of the Bible and brought biblical characters to life in a realistic story with the goal of
keeping his book historically and scripturally accurate.

During the Protestant vs. Catholic struggle [edit]
Main article: Nicodemite

During the struggle between Protestants and Catholics in Europe, from the 16th century to the 18th, a person
belonging to a Church different from the locally dominant one often risked severe punishment – in many cases
a literal life danger. At that time, there developed the use of "Nicodemite", usually a term of disparagement
referring to a person who is suspected of public misrepresentation of their actual religious beliefs by exhibiting
false appearance and concealing true beliefs.[9][10] The term was apparently introduced by John Calvin in his
1544 Excuse à messieurs les Nicodemites.[11] To Calvin, who opposed all veneration of saints, the fact of
Nicodemus becoming a Catholic saint in no way exonerated his "duplicity". The term was originally applied
mainly to crypto-protestants – hidden Protestants in a Catholic environment – later used more
broadly.[citation needed]

United States [edit]

The discussion with Jesus is the source of several common expressions of contemporary American Christianity,
specifically, the descriptive phrase "born again" used to describe salvation or baptism by some groups, and
John 3:16, a commonly quoted verse used to describe God's plan of salvation.

Daniel Burke notes that, "To blacks after the Civil War, he was a model of rebirth as they sought to cast off their
old identity as slaves".[6] Rosamond Rodman asserts that freed slaves who moved to Nicodemus, Kansas, after
the Civil War named their town after him.[6] However, the National Park Service indicates that it was more likely
based on an 1864 song, "Wake Nicodemus" by Henry Clay Work, used to promote settlement in the area.[12]

On August 16, 1967, Martin Luther King Jr. invoked Nicodemus as a metaphor concerning the need for the
United States to be "born again" in order to effectively address social and economic inequality. The speech was
called "Where Do We Go From Here?," and delivered at the 11th Annual SCLC Convention in Atlanta,
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Georgia.[13]
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Romans
Herod's family

Gospels Antipas · Archelaus · Herod the Great · Herodias · Longinus · Philip · Pilate · Pilate's wife ·
Quirinius · Salome · Tiberius
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Hymenaeus · Jesus Justus · John the Presbyter · Junia · Linus · Lois · Mary · Michael · Nymphas ·
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Nicodemus of Mammola

Saint Nicodemus of Mammola

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast March 12, March 25

Patronage Mammola

Sanctuary of San Nicodemo, Mammola.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicodemus of Mammola (or of Cirò) (Italian: San
Nicodemo da Cirò) (ca. 900—March 25, 990 AD) is venerated as a
saint in Calabria. His exact place of birth is unknown but has been
identified as Ypsicron (present-day Cirò). Nicodemus’ parents
were named Theophanus and Pandia, and they entrusted their
son's spiritual education to a priest named Galato (Galatone).[1]

Early on, Nicodemus was attracted to the monastic life, and wished
to join the ascetics who had established themselves in the zone
known as the Mercurion, on the cliffs of the Pollino in Calabria.[1]

He was at first refused entry into the community by the austere
abbot Saint Fantinus (Fantino), who did not think Nicodemus could
endure the penances and mortifications, but eventually the abbot
relented.[1] The reputation for holiness and austerity of these
Calabrian monks, whose number included Saint Nilus of Rossano
(San Nilo di Rossano), was such that they received praise by
Orestes, patriarch of Jerusalem.[1]

Eventually, Nicodemus withdrew to Mount Cellerano (or Kellerano,
today San Nicodemo) in the area known as Locride, where his
fame attracted a new community of monks there.[1] This community
was threatened by Muslim raids, and so Nicodemus relocated to
Gerace and thence to Mammola, where a monastery was later
established. He died at an advanced age on March 25, 990.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Miracles were reported at Nicodemus’ tomb, and he was
considered a saint.[1] In 1080, under the Normans, the small
oratory on the site was transformed into a larger church.[1] The
monastery at Mammola was also restored and privileges and
assets were granted to it.[1] Nicodemus' relics were translated to a
new church at Mammola in 1580.[1] Nicodemus was proclaimed
patron of the city in 1630, and the feast day was established as
March 12.[1]
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This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Nicodemus of Palermo" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (March 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

St. Nicodemus of Palermo (died 1083) was a Sicilian Orthodox bishop.

History [edit]

The early Orthodox church of Sicily was Byzantine and part of the Patriarchate of Constantinople. Under Muslim
rule, from around 827 until the 1060s, Christians in Sicily, like Jews, became a subjugated people, mildly
persecuted and highly taxed but allowed, in most cases, to practice their religion and professions.[1] In Palermo
alone there were twenty Orthodox Churches.[2]

In 1072, he celebrated the entry of Roger I of Sicily to Palermo and the end of the Muslim rule over the city. The
old Church of Saint Mary, which had been turned into a mosque some two hundred and forty years earlier, was
reconsecrated and Nicodemus celebrated a Te Deum service there.[1] The new rulers, after establishing their
position, sent him to live outside the city in the area now called Mezzomonreale. Because of his fidelity to the
Orthodox Church, he was sent from Palermo. The new political power installed a bishop loyal to Rome in the
city.

Nicodemus died in 1083. His body is buried in a stone sarcophagus in the crypt of the Norman era Palermo
Cathedral.[2]

Established on 5 May 2002, the Cross of Merit of Saint Nicodemus, Orthodox Bishop of Palermo, was instituted
by his successor Lorenzo, Metropolitan of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church - Abroad and
Archbishop of Palermo and All Italy, as an award of merit for those who serve the Church in Palermo or who are
benefactors of that Church.[2]

It is awarded as a meritorious cross by the Confraternity of the Knights of the Most Holy Trinity, of which
Archbishop Lorenzo is Grand Master.[3]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b Salerno, Vincenzo. "Nicodemus, Sicily's Forgotten Saint", Best of Sicily Magazine, 2002
2.  ̂a b c "Cross of Merit of Saint Nicodemus Bishop of Palermo" Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Archdiocese of Palermo

and All Italy
3. ^ [1]

This article about an Italian saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Nicodemus the Hagiorite

Saint Nicodemus of The Holy
Mountain

Icon of St. Nicodemus from the "Great
Synaxarion," published in Venice in 1819.

Born 1749
Naxos

Died July 14, 1809 (age 60)
Mount Athos

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized May 31, 1955 by Ecumenical
Patriarchate of Constantinople

Major shrine Mount Athos; Church of the
Naxian Saints, Naxos.

Feast July 14; First Sunday of
September (with the other Saints
of Paros and Naxos)

Attributes Long white beard, monastic
garb, often writing on a scroll, or
in a book.

Part of a series on the
Eastern Orthodox Church
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St. Nicodemus the Hagiorite or St. Nicodemus of the Holy
Mountain (Greek: Ὃσιος Νικόδημος ὁ Ἁγιορείτης; 1749 – July 14,
1809) is a saint of the Eastern Orthodox Church. He was an
ascetic monk, mystic, theologian, and philosopher. His life's work
was a revival of traditional Christian practices and patristic
literature. He wrote ascetic prayer literature and influenced the
rediscovery of Hesychasm, a method of contemplative prayer from
the Byzantine period. He is most famous for his work with St.
Macarius of Corinth on the anthology of monastic spiritual writings
known as The Philokalia. He was canonized by the Ecumenical
Patriarch of Constantinople in 1955.
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Early life and education [edit]

St. Nicodemus was born Nicholas Kallivroutsis (Νικόλαος
Καλλιβρούτσης) in 1749 on the Greek island of Naxos, which was
at the time part of the Ottoman Empire. According to his
biographer, he was possessed of "great acuteness of mind,
accurate perception, intellectual brightness, and vast memory",
qualities which were readily apparent to those who furthered him
along in his learning.

He passed from the tutelage of his parish priest to that of
Archimandrite Chrysanthos, who was the brother of St. Cosmas.
From there he made his way to Smyrna (now Izmir, Turkey), where
he studied at the Evangelical School. Here he studied theology, as
well as ancient Greek, Latin, French, and Italian.

Persecution from the Turks, who ruled most of the Greek world at
the time, cut his schooling short, and he returned to Naxos in
1770.[1]

He studied at Smyrna but was forced to abandon his studies
during a time of Ottoman persecution. Instead he entered the
Dionysiou monastery on Mount Athos in 1775.

Monastic life [edit]

Nicholas made the acquaintance of St. Macarius of Corinth a few
years after returning home, beginning a lifelong friendship. It was
shortly thereafter that he decided to embrace the monastic life,
following the example of three monks he had encountered,
Gregory, Niphon, and Arsenios. These men had come from Mount
Athos, which had been an important center of monasticism for over
seven hundred years, and persuaded Nicholas to go there as well.
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He arrived there in 1775, at age 26.[2]

Upon being tonsured a monk, Nicholas' name was changed, as is
the custom for those who had abandoned the world, to Nicodemus.
He was initiated into the practice of hesychia, a method of prayer
involving inner stillness, controlled breathing, and repetition of the
"Jesus Prayer" (Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me,
a sinner). Nicodemus aligned himself with the monks known as
Kollyvades, who sought a revival of traditional Orthodox practices
and patristic literature, and he spent the remainder of his life at
work translating and publishing those works. He also composed
many original books of his own.[3]

He died on July 14, 1809 on Mount Athos and was glorified by the
Greek Orthodox Church on May 31, 1955. His feast day is 14 July.

Major works [edit]

In cooperation with St. Macarius of Corinth, St. Nicodemus
compiled the Philokalia, which became an important work on
monastic spirituality. It contains some of the teachings of many of
the ancient Desert Fathers.

While compiling the Philokalia, St. Nicodemus included the titles of
various passages from both the Old and New Testaments based
solely on his own memory, as he had a photographic memory.

St. Nicodemus also published modern editions of other theological
writings, such as those of Symeon the New Theologian and
Gregory Palamas. In addition, he wrote original works, such as the
Pedalion, a treatise on canon law, and the Exomologetarion a
guide for confessors.

Another of his famous works is the 'Enchiridion of Counsels' (or
'Handbook of Spiritual Counsel") (1801), written by Nicodemus at
the suggestion of his cousin Hierotheos, who had recently been
made Bishop of Euripos. This handbook on the religious life,
aimed at clergy and lay Christians alike, continues to be influential
on Greek spirituality to this day. The work has been described as
a theological-ethical tract that displays both deep psychological
insight and a keen scientific mind.[4]

He was not ignorant of the Western spiritual writers, and even
published translations of the Spiritual Exercises (Πνευματικά
γυμνάσματα) of St. Ignatius of Loyola and The Spiritual Combat
(βιβλίον καλούμενον· Αόρατος Πόλεμος) of Lorenzo Scupoli.[5]

Beauty shall save the World [edit]

See also: Dostoevsky

The term Philokalia (φιλοκαλία) (love of the good), used for the
texts, aims to enshrine the history of the Jesus Prayer (the Prayer
of the heart), and the spiritual practice of this, called Hesychasm. It
is this love of beauty that revives and gives faith to the hopeless.
The history of the prayer begins with the earliest fathers including
St Anthony the Great, and the text ends with St Gregory Palamas.
The title conveys the contemplative tradition, in that it teaches
understanding of the inner or mystical Kingdom of God within each
person. The spirit of God is an ember and one must cultivate the
ember into an open fire. This perpetual fire burns in the heart, in
love for all things, which is to share in the energy of God, which is
love. (Leviticus 9:24) It is within the Philokalia that one learns how
to properly navigate the passions and depravity of existence called
the World. The object of contemplation is "the love of beauty" or
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infinite beauty, which is God. For if existence were truly evil it could
neither contain nor express beauty. This expression conveys the
truth about the divine (ascetic) life and purpose which the heart
learns through practice of the Prayer of the Heart, called
Hesychasm. God in his energies is love. God is also the source of
all that is truly beautiful, resplendent with divine glory. It is this
beauty, the Russian philosophers held, that "will save the
World".[6]
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Nicolò Politi

Saint
Nicolò Politi

Hermit
Born 6 September 1117

Adrano, County of Sicily

Died 17 August 1167 (aged 49)
Alcara li Fusi, Kingdom of Sicily

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 7 June 1507, Old Saint Peter's
Basilica, Rome, Papal States by
Pope Julius II

Feast 17 August

Attributes Staff

Patronage Adrano
Alcara li Fusi

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nicolò Politi (6 September 1117 - 17 August 1167) was an
Italian Roman Catholic monk and hermit who joined the
Basilians.[1][2] Politi was born to nobles but fled to become a monk
after his parents arranged his marriage when he was seventeen.
He spent the next several decades in a mountain cave and would
return to the Basilian convent each weekend for the sacraments
before he returned to his cave. He was known for his miracles
since his childhood and was venerated as a saint after his death
despite his reclusive hermitage.[1][2][3]

He was canonized as a saint on 7 June 1507.[3]
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Life [edit]

Nicolò Politi was born in Adrano on 6 September 1117 as the sole child born to aged parents (Almidoro and
Alpina) who were nobles. He received a secular and religious education befitting for a noble and was known for
his piousness and his desire to often contemplate on the Passion of Jesus Christ.[1] But Politi was drawn to the
consecrated life and wanted to live a life for God alone; his parents decided to arrange his marriage when he
turned seventeen in order to further bolster their house's fortunes more so since Politi was the last chance for
their lineage to continue.

It is said that on 1 December 1116 his parents traveled to Alcara li Fusi to participate in the festivities to be held
on 6 December to honor Bishop Saint Nicholas; the couple begged for his intercession to have a child and
promised to name their child in the saint's honor.[3] In his childhood his teacher Andrea was amazed at how fast
he learnt Greek and Latin.

But this marriage provoked a crisis in the adolescent since it clashed with his dream to live a life for God. He
fled before the planned wedding and decided to enter a convent to become a monk. It is said that an angel
helped him flee the night before the wedding and would return when his parents sent guards to search for him
at certain times (he was hiding just outside Etna at the time).[3] Politi later encountered the Basilian monk
Lorenzo Ravi da Frazzanò who directed him to the convent (the two would become close friends). He became a
Basilian monk after entering their Santa Maria del Rogato convent before he decided to take up his hermitage
on Mount Calanna.[1] Politi lived a life of severe asceticism and ventured out of his cave each weekend to return
to the convent to receive the Eucharist and to make his confession. In 1162 he met with his old friend Lorenzo
and showed him his cave; his friend expressed disbelief at Politi's living conditions but the two meditated
together on the Passion and dined on herbs and bread. But Lorenzo told Politi that he had a revelation that he
would die on 30 December; on that date he knew his friend died when he smelt roses in his cave.[2]

Politi became renowned throughout his life for miracles that were recorded since his childhood. These cases
include:

The water used to wash him at birth was thrown but a spring would continue to gush water from the spot
where it hit the ground.
As a newborn he refused to eat at certain times that began his lifelong fasting habits.
Used the sign of the Cross to repel wolves from attacking sheep.
Once struck a rock with his staff to receive water.[2]

Once encountered the Devil who attempted to tempt him into secular pleasures; Politi rebuked him and
forced the Devil to leave when he affirmed his faith and obedience in God.[1]
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Politi knew his end was near when the angel appeared to him to warn him about his imminent death. The angel
appeared after Politi returned to his cave on 12 August 1167 in a state of exhaustion. The angel said that he
would die soon after the feast of the Assumption. This allowed for the hermit to go to the convent on 15 August
to receive the Eucharist and make his confession for the last time. He died at dawn on 17 August 1167 holding
a crucifix.[1][2]

Canonization [edit]

His reputation for holiness and his miracles led to Pope Julius II canonizing Politi as a saint on 7 June 1507 in
Rome.[3]
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Nicola Saggio

Saint
Nicola Saggio

O.M.

Religious
Born 6 January 1650

Longobardi, Calabria, Italy

Died 3 February 1709 (aged 59)
Rome, Lazio, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 17 September 1786, Saint
Peter's Basilica, Papal States by
Pope Pius VI

Canonized 23 November 2014, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast 10 August

Attributes Crucifix
Minim habit

Patronage Longobardi

The baptismal font where
St. Nicola Saggio was
baptized.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicola Saggio was an Italian Roman Catholic professed oblate of
the Order of Minims.

He was beatified on 17 September 1786 and was canonized as a
saint of the Roman Catholic Church on 23 November 2014.[1]
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Life [edit]

Nicola Saggio was born on 6 January 1650 in Longobardi, a small
town on the Tyrrhenian coast. His parents were Fulvio Saggio, a
farmer, and Aurelia Saggio née Pizzini. He was the first of five
children while the twins Antonio and Domenica followed and then
Nicola and Muzio. He was baptized in the names of "Giovanni
Battista Clemente"[2] on 10 January 1650.

His parents raised him with high moral and spiritual values and
instilled in him a Christian education.[citation needed] He visited the
convent of the Minims which made him desire the religious life as
his path in life.

He was famous as a catechist in Longobardi and in Roman circles.
A further change in his spiritual life was recorded in 1683 after a
pilgrimage on foot to Loreto to ask God – through the intercession
of the Blessed Virgin Mary – for the liberation of Vienna from the
Turks.[3]

Sainthood [edit]

On 17 March 1771 he was made
Venerable once Pope Clement XIV
confirmed his life of heroic virtue.
Pope Pius VI presided over the rite
of beatification for the late oblate on 17 September 1786 in Saint Peter's
Basilica after approving two miracles attributed to his intercession on 2 April
1786. After the beatification he was made the patron of Longobardi (his village).

The third and final miracle for the canonization occurred in 1938 for a mason of
Longobardi who fell from a scaffold without sustaining injuries. The diocesan

investigation took place between 24 May 2008 and 15 June 2009; the process received the validation of the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints on 11 March 2011 while the consulting medical board approved the
miracle on 13 December 2012. Theologians voiced approval on 28 November 2013 while the C.C.S. also
assented on 4 March 2014. Pope Francis canonized him as a saint on 23 November 2014[1] in Saint Peter's
Square after approving the miracle on 3 April 2014.

The postulator at the time of the canonization was the Rev. Ottavio Laino.
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1.  ̂a b Announcement during the consistory of 12 June 12, 2014
2. ^ Santi e Beati
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Nicola da Gesturi

Blessed
Nicola da Gesturi

O.F.M. Cap.

Religious
Born 4 August 1882

Gesturi, Cagliari, Kingdom of
Italy

Died 8 June 1958 (aged 75)
Cagliari, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 3 October 1999, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 8 June

Attributes Capuchin habit

Patronage Cagliari
Sardinia

The beatified friar.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicola da Gesturi (4 August 1882 – 8 June 1958), born
Giovanni Angelo Salvatore Medda, was an Italian Roman
Catholic and a professed member of the Order of Friars Minor.
Throughout his life he encouraged and led charitable works in
Sardinia.

Pope John Paul II recognized a miracle attributed to him and
beatified him on 3 October 1999. A second miracle needed for his
canonization is now under investigation.[1]
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Life [edit]

Giovanni Angelo Salvatore Medda
was born on 4 August 1882 in
Gesturi as the sixth of seven
children to Giovanni Medda and
Priama Cogoni Zedda. His siblings
were Rita, Maria Antonia, Peppino,
Giovanni and Salvatore. He
received the sacrament of
Confirmation in 1886.

He was five when his father died
on 10 June 1887 and thirteen
when his mother died on 6 June
1895. As a result of this Medda
was put in the care of his father's
sister, Rita, who regarded and used him as her servant. He spent his time
between work in the fields and the cattle guard. His aunt - and "master" - died

sometime after this. He received his First Communion on 18 December 1896. Medda practiced self-mortification
as a stimulus to respond to his vocation in becoming a professed religious.

In March 1911 he entered a Capuchin institution in Cagliari and made his novitiate and first solemn profession.
He soon took the habit and assumed the name of "Nicola". He fluctuated between monasteries in Sanluri to
Sassari as well as in Oristano. He was in charge of the kitchens. He was removed from this position in 1924. He
took to the streets and devoted himself to charitable acts in the name of Francis of Assisi. Despite this he still
received insults from those who saw him as a mere beggar.

He became popular as time went on and people approached him for advice and to talk with him. He was invited
to visit hospitals and provide comfort to the sick. Sudden healings started and so his fame increased. In World
War II he cared for the displaced and those separated from their families. He ensured each person was fed and
looked after.

On 1 June 1958 he was exhausted and approached the Father Superior. He asked to be relieved from his
duties and the superior allowed this. He was admitted to the clinic and required an operation on 2 June due to
his health which took a sharp decline at this point. He died in peace on 8 June 1958 at 12:15am.

Beatification [edit]
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The beatification process commenced under Pope Paul VI on 11 June 1977 which granted him the posthumous
title of Servant of God. A local process in Cagliari was held to gather documents and testimonies. The process
was ratified in 1986 and the Positio - documentation on his life of heroic virtue - was submitted to the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints in Rome in 1990. Pope John Paul II conferred upon him the title of
Venerable on 25 June 1996 after he recognized his heroic virtue.

The miracle required for his beatification was investigated and the process was ratified on 24 March 1995. John
Paul II approved the miracle on 21 December 1998 and beatified on 3 October 1999.

The miracle that is required for his canonization was discovered and was investigated. It commenced in 2014
and concluded in 2015; it must be approved before he can be canonized. The documentation was sent to Rome
in June 2015.[2][3]
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Nicolas Roland

Blessed Nicolas Roland

Official Portrait of Nicolas Roland, from the
Livre du Choeur Hannesse, 1888

Priest and founder
Born December 8, 1642

Baslieux-les-Reims,
Champagne, Kingdom of France

Died April 27. 1678
Reims, Champagne, Kingdom
of France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Diocese of Reims and Sisters
of the Holy Child Jesus)

Beatified October 16, 1994 by Pope John
Paul II

Major shrine Cathedral of Reims,
Reims, Marne, France

Feast April 27

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nicolas Roland (December 8, 1642 - April 27, 1678) was a
French priest, canon and educator. He was a friend, contemporary
and spiritual director of Saint John Baptist de La Salle.
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Biography [edit]

Childhood and early years [edit]

Nicolas Roland was born on the small town of Baslieux-les-Reims
in the ancient province of Champagne,[1] 9 kilometers away from
Reims, son of Jean-Baptist Roland (1611–1673), Commissioner
for wars and old cloth merchant. His godfather, July 23, 1643, was
his uncle, Matthieu Beuvelet.

In 1650 he joined the Jesuit College at Reims, by the church of St.
Maurice, where he shows an active intelligence and the wish to
become a priest. In 1653 he obtained the tonsure from the bishop
Pouy at the abbey of Saint Pierre les Dames. Completing his
preliminary studies, he traveled around France for while. A
particularly difficult sea voyage persuaded Roland to return and
complete his studies.

The young student moved to Paris in 1660 to continue his studies in Philosophy and Theology, staying at the
college of Bons Amis. He joined several pious associations such as the “Friends Association” of the Jesuit Jean
Bagot and one of Vincent de Paul. He even considered joining the Jesuits. He was also quite interested in the
work of the missionaries for a time and considered going to Siam after finishing his doctorate on theology. He
was given a well-endowed canonry at Reims Cathedral, before being ordained a deacon and was highly
regarded as a preacher, but realized that his elegant style reached few of the faithful. In 1664 he received the
diaconate and on March 3 of 1665 he was ordained a priest.[2]

Apostolic Life [edit]

In 1666 he leaves his parents house, moving to a house on Barbâtre Street, in Reims, where he begins a life of
poverty dedicated to charity. He established contacts with the Saint Nicolas-du-Chardonnet seminary where his
uncle worked, and there he is exposed to the ideas of Adrian Bourdoise, Jean-Jacques Olier and the movement
for the renewal of the French clergy. Of all his apostolic activities, education is the activity the young canon to
which he is most attracted, especially after the publication in 1668 of “Bans” by Charles Démia, an early
advocate the schools for the poor.[3]

He also spends some months living at the church of Saint-Amand in Rouen under the staircase in complete
poverty, following the teachings of Antoine de la Haye. In Rouen he meets yet another clergyman passionate
about education for the poor, the Minim Father Nicolas Barre, who arrived in the city in 1659. Barre had
organized a group of men and women who worked in free schools located in several neighbourhoods of the city.
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Occidental facade at the Reims cathedral.

Roland returned to Reims with the intention of starting similar projects there.[2]

On October 15, 1670 a Reims' orphanage founded by Marie Varlet was entrusted to him and he gradually
transformed it into a real school. He asked Fr. Barre to send two teachers from the Sisters of Providence to
help. On December 27, 1670, the teachers, Francoise Duval and Anne Le Coeur, arrived.[2] Roland would later
found with them the Congregation of Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus, dedicated to the education of poor and
abandoned girls.

La Salle [edit]

In 1672 he met a young canon, John Baptist de la Salle, and for a time becomes his spiritual advisor. They stay
in touch while La Salle studies at the seminary of Saint-Sulpice in Paris. Roland influences La Salle to learn a
type of spiritual detachment that he later demonstrates when founder of the Institute of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools.[4]

Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus [edit]

After the death of his father in 1673, Roland became more involved in encouraging the growing community of
the “Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus”. He also takes care of some neighborhood schools and the orphanage. On
July 13 he opens the first school of the sisters. He does it so at his own expense. He feels confident in teaching
girls, but he doesn’t know how to proceed as to boys, he tries to involve De La Salle in the masculine teaching,
however unsuccessfully.

In 1675 he receives the approbation from the ArchbishopCharles Maurice Le Tellier regarding the formation of
the order of the sisters. They are officially named “Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus” due to their devotion in their
veneration to the Carmelo de Beaune, their favorite place for peregrination. He describes many spiritual works
and publishes the manifest “Notices for the regular people”. One of the notices left for the sisters reads:

The sacred fire must embrace the sisters, it makes them inflame the others and above all the
teachers, the students and all the people they come in contact with, That way with their example
and edifying words, they will do good as the divine providence wishes, With this fire they will love
thy neighbor, God does not wish to divide the charity with which we love him with we must give this
one equally to all humanity. This is the principle on which we must encourage the teaching of girls
in the schools, not making any distinction of their human and natural qualities.[5]

The following year he gives all his possessions to consolidate the young congregation, he also multiplies his
activities in favor of the needed. He suffers some miscomprehensions with the cathedratic board and the church
authorities. He also makes some trips to Paris looking for the civil recognition of his community, however the
process is delayed.

During the months of March and April 1678 he participates in a big predication and apostolic campaign helped
by the priests of the Oratory. On march 30 he assists with great joy to the first mass of his appointed Saint John
Baptist de La Salle. He encourages De La Salle to trade his sinecure for a small parish but the archbishop
opposes to it and the matter remains unsettled.

Sickness, death and legacy [edit]

On April 19, 1678, he had to stay in bed due to a severe
headache. On the 23rd of the same month he redacted his
testament, leaving the order to finish the institute to Saint John
Baptist de La Salle and Nicolas Rogier. On the 27th he peacefully
died at Reims, and was buried in the sisters' chapel on the 29th. He
was only 36 years old and yet he left behind a huge apostolic
project, even if it only had 20 sisters, an asylum and four schools.

Saint John Baptist de La Salle then continued with the approbation
of his work and later on followed in his footsteps, founding the
congregation of the Institute of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools for the human and Christian education for the poor.

Nicolas Roland was blessed in Rome by Pope John Paul II on
October 16, 1994, along with Josefina Vannini, Alberto Hurtado
Cruchaga, Petra de San Jose Perez Florido and Maria Rafols as a
preliminary step towards canonization. His remains now rest in a
crypt at the Reims Cathedral.
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Writings [edit]

"Short Treatise of the virtues that are necessary for the Sisters of the child Jesus", Traité Petit traité des
vertus les plus nécessaires aux sœurs, qu’on a trouvé écrit de la main de M. le Théologal, où il exprime ses
sentiments sur la Communauté in French.
"Advise to regular people", Avis donnés par feu Monsieur Nicolas Roland, Théologal de Reims, pour la
conduite des personnes régulières in French.
"Conferences about perfection", Première Conférence faite par le sieur Théologal à la Communauté du
Saint Enfant-Jésus, sur ces paroles: «soyez parfaits, comme votre Père Céleste est parfait» in French.
"Memorial to the Archbishop of Reims", Mémoires sur la Vie de Monsieur Nicolas Roland, prêtre, Chanoine
Théologal de l’Église de Reims, et Fondateur de la Communauté du Saint-Enfant-Jésus in French.
Correspondence: Recueil des Lettres écrites par la main de Monsieur Nicolas Roland, Théologal, à
plusieurs de ses pénitentes in French.

Roland's Pedagogy [edit]

Roland’s pedagogy has much to do with his own life: humble, simple, natural, but also ambitious and
compromising, even captivating and contagious:

It is cutting edge pedagogy, for pioneering works of popular education.
Ascetic and mystical at once, said that the life of man is great if understood as a struggle and surrender to
divine service.
The most valuable of his attitude was his testimony and his passion. Traits that were considered
irreplaceable educational values in their masterpieces. With them, he adorned the Christian school for girls
that he designed and easy ideas to their teachers who offered selfless and generous people grouped with
effort and trust in God.

Nicolas Roland is one of the teachers who made possible in the 17th century the spread of popular schools,
predecessor next to Saint Pierre Fourier and Charles Demia of what would later become the popular schools
from the Church, especially in the work of John the Baptist De La Salle.
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Nidan

Nidan
Born 6th century

Died 7th century (possibly 610)

Venerated in Church in Wales, Roman
Catholic Church[1]

Major shrine Relics reputedly at St Nidan's
Church, Llanidan

Feast 30 September (Wales)
3 November (Scotland)

Patronage In Wales: two churches in
Anglesey
In Scotland: one church in
Aberdeenshire

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the martial arts rank of Nidan, see Dan (rank).

Nidan (sometimes known as Midan or Idan) was a Welsh priest
and, according to some sources, a bishop, in the 6th and 7th
centuries. He is now commemorated as a saint. He was the
confessor for the monastery headed by St Seiriol at Penmon, and
established a church at what is now known as Llanidan, which are
both places on the Welsh island of Anglesey. He is the patron
saint of two churches in Anglesey: St Nidan's Church, Llanidan,
built in the 19th century, and its medieval predecessor, the Old
Church of St Nidan, Llanidan. Midmar Old Kirk in Aberdeenshire,
Scotland, is also dedicated to him: Nidan is said to have helped to
establish Christianity in that area as a companion of St Kentigern.
St Nidan's, Llanidan, has a reliquary dating from the 14th or 16th
century, which is said to house his relics.
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Life [edit]

Little is known in detail about Nidan's life, and his year and place of birth are unknown. He is sometimes referred
to as "Midan" or "Idan".[1][2] According to manuscript sources, such as Peniarth MS 45 (which has been dated to
the 14th century)[3] in the National Library of Wales, he was the son of Gwrfyw ab Pasgen ab Urien Rheged.[2]

He was a descendant of Urien Rheged, as was Saint Grwst of Llanrwst, a town on the north Wales mainland in
present-day Conwy County Borough.[4] Urien was a "celebrated warrior" from the late 5th century, whose deeds
were commemorated by the Welsh poet Taliesin.[5]

Nidan was associated with St Seiriol's monastery at Penmon, on the eastern tip of Anglesey in north Wales, and
was the monastery's confessor.[2] He is also referred to as a bishop in one source.[6] He founded a church in
what is now known as Llanidan, also on Anglesey, near to the Menai Straits. According to tradition, this was
established in 616.[7] He is reported to have lived at Cadair Idan, near the church, and a well about 200 yards
(180 m) away from the church is reputed to be his holy well.[2]

Nidan is said to have been one of the 665 monks who travelled with St Kentigern, also known as St Mungo, and
reputed to be a cousin of his, from Llanelwy, north Wales, to Scotland. Together with another of Kentigern's
companions, Finan or Ffinan, they are said to have established Christianity in Midmar, in what is now
Aberdeenshire, in the 7th century. A church in Midmar was dedicated to Nidan.[2][8] However, the existence of a
link between Nidan and Kentigern has been doubted, with one author saying that "the whole idea that these
people [i.e. Nidan and Ffinan] had any connection with Kentigern is without any real foundation."[9]

According to some sources, he died in about 610, which would be inconsistent with the reported foundation
date for the church at Llanidan of 616.[1][10]

Commemoration [edit]

The Old Church of St Nidan, Llanidan, was in use until the middle of the 19th century when it was replaced by St
Nidan's Church, Llanidan, nearer to the village of Brynsiencyn. This was for two reasons: the old church needed
repair, and also because the population of Brynsiencyn needed a church. The old church was then partially
demolished.[7][11] The new church contains a sandstone reliquary, about 26 inches (66 cm) long, which is said
to contain Nidan's relics.[12][13] The reliquary's date is uncertain: it has been described as being "probably" from
the 14th century,[2] but also, in a more recent description, as "probably 16th century".[7] It was found buried
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St Nidan's Church, Llanidan

under the altar of the old church in 1700.[2]

His feast day in the Welsh calendar of saints is 30 September; in the
Scottish calendar of saints, it is 3 November.[2][14] Nidan was venerated
as a saint, although he was never canonized by a pope: as the historian
Jane Cartwright notes, "In Wales sanctity was locally conferred and
none of the medieval Welsh saints appears to have been canonized by
the Roman Catholic Church".[15]

See also [edit]

Other Anglesey saints commemorated at local churches include:

Caffo at St Caffo's Church, Llangaffo
Cwyllog at St Cwyllog's Church, Llangwyllog
Eleth at St Eleth's Church, Amlwch
Iestyn at St Iestyn's Church, Llaniestyn
Peulan at St Peulan's Church, Llanbeulan
Tyfrydog at St Tyfrydog's Church, Llandyfrydog
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Nidaros

Nidaros Cathedral in 1857

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nidaros, Niðarós or Niðaróss was the medieval name of Trondheim when it was the capital of Norway's first
Christian kings. It was named for its position at the mouth (Old Norse: óss) of the River Nid (the present-day
Nidelva).

Although the capital was later moved to Oslo, Nidaros remained the centre of Norway's spiritual life until the
Protestant Reformation. The Archdiocese of Nidaros was separated from Lund (in Scania) by the papal legate
Nicholas Breakspeare in 1152, and the shrine to Saint Olaf in Nidaros Cathedral was Northern Europe's most
important pilgrimage site during the Middle Ages. Archbishop Olav Engelbrektsson led Norway in its attempted
resistance against the Danish Reformation, and was forced into exile by King Christian III in 1537. The
archdiocese was abolished and replaced with a Lutheran diocese.[1]
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Pre-Reformation [edit]

The Christianization of Norway was begun by Haakon the Good (d.
961)[2] and was continued by Olaf Trygvesson (d. 1000) and Saint
Olaf Haraldsson (d. 1030), two Vikings who had converted (and
been baptized) at Andover in England and Rouen in Normandy,
respectively.[3] Olaf Trygvesson founded Nidaros in 997, and built a
Kongsgård estate and church there. From this base, he worked to
spread Christianity in Norway, Orkney, Shetland, the Faroes,
Iceland, and Greenland.[4]

Olaf Haraldsson established Nidaros as a see, and installed the
monk Grimkill as its first bishop. Since Norway had no universities
at the time, many English and German priests were brought in for
its parishes and dioceses. The Norwegian bishops were at first
dependent on Hamburg, and then (after 1103) on Lund in Sweden.

Pope Eugene III resolved to create a metropolitan see at Nidaros, and sent Nicholas Breakspeare as his legate
in 1151. Nicholas installed Jon Birgerson, bishop of Stavanger, as the first archbishop of Nidaros. The bishops
of Oslo (established 1073), Bergen (c. 1060), Stavanger (1130), Hamar (1151), Orkney (1070), Skálholt (1056)
and Hólar (1105) in Iceland, and Garđar in Greenland were made its suffragans.

Jon Birgerson was succeeded as archbishop by Eystein (Beatus Augustinus, 1158–88), former royal secretary
and treasurer and an intelligent, strong-willed, pious man.[5] Those characteristics were needed to defend the
Catholic Church against King Sverre, who wanted to make the church a tool of temporal power. The archbishop
fled from to England, returning after a lukewarm reconciliation with the king. Sverre renewed his attacks at
Eystein's death, and Archbishop Eric took refuge with Archbishop Absalon of Lund. When Sverre attacked the
papal legate, Pope Innocent III placed the king and his partisans under interdict.[6]

King Håkon III Sverresson (1202), son and successor of Sverre, made peace with the church whose liberty was
preserved by the support of the pope and his archbishops. Norwegian Protestant ecclesiastical historian Anton
Christian Bang asked what would have happened "if the Church, deprived of all liberty, had become the
submissive slave of absolute royalty? What influence would it have exercised at a time when its chief mission
was to act as the educator of the people and as the necessary counterpoise to defend the liberty of the people
against the brutal whims of the secular lords? And what would have happened when a century later royalty left
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The cathedral in 2011

the country? After that time the Church was, in reality, the sole centre of
which was grouped the whole national life of our country".[7]

To regulate ecclesiastical affairs (which had suffered during the
struggles with Sverre), Innocent IV sent Cardinal William of Sabina as
legate to Norway in 1247. He intervened against encroachments by
bishops, reformed abuses, and abolished the ordeal by hot iron. Due to
the papal legates, Norway became more closely linked with the pope.
Secular priests and Benedictines, Cistercians, Augustinians,
Dominicans, and Franciscans worked together for the prosperity of the
church. Archbishops Eilif Kortin (d. 1332), Paul Baardson (d. 1346) and
Arne Vade (d. 1349) were most notable. Provincial councils were held at
which efforts were made to eliminate abuses and to encourage Christian
education and morality.[8]

St. Olaf, Norway's patron saint and Rex perpetuus Norvegiae (perpetual
king of Norway), is entombed at Nidaros and the national and
ecclesiastical life of the country was centred there. His tomb was a site

of pilgrimage. The feast of St. Olaf on 29 July was a day of reunion for "all the nations of the Northern seas,
Norwegians, Swedes, Goths, Cimbrians, Danes and Slavs" [9] in the cathedral of Nidaros, where the saint's
reliquary was near the altar. Built in Romanesque style by King Olaf Kyrre (d. 1093), the cathedral was enlarged
by Archbishop Eystein in ogival style.[citation needed] It was finished in 1248 by Archbishop Sigurd Sim. Although
the cathedral was damaged several times by fire, it was restored each time until the Reformation.

Archbishop Erik Valkendorf was exiled in 1521. His successor, Olaf Engelbrektsson (the instrument of the royal
will in the introduction of Lutheranism and a partisan of King Christian II of Denmark and Norway), fled from the
threat of Christian III (1537). The reliquaries of St. Olaf and St. Augustine (Eystein) were taken to Copenhagen
and melted down. The bones of St. Olaf were buried, unmarked, in the cathedral.

Present day [edit]

When Norway regained self-rule as a separate kingdom in a union with Sweden in 1814, a period of national
romanticism began in which attention was paid to the remnants of the independent medieval kingdom. It was
resolved to restore the ancient cathedral of Nidaros.

Trondheim briefly changed its name back to Nidaros on January 1, 1930. After widespread opposition to the
name, the Norwegian Parliament (led by Ivar Lykke) restored the city's name on March 6, 1931.

The pilgrimage route to Nidaros Cathedral has been revived. Using Norwegian spelling, the route is known as
Saint Olav's Way. The main, 640-kilometre (400 mi) route begins in the ruins of Oslo's Old City (Gamlebyen)
and heads north along the lake Mjøsa, up Gudbrandsdalen, over Dovrefjell and down the Oppdal valley to the
cathedral. Oslo has an office to advise pilgrims, and the Trondheim cathedral has a pilgrim centre which awards
certificates to pilgrims who complete their journey.[10]

The modern Lutheran diocese of Trondheim is known as Nidaros. The Roman Catholic archdiocese,
suppressed in 1537, was restored as the Mission sui iuris of central Norway (on territory split off from the
Apostolic Vicariate of Norway) on April 7, 1931. In 1935 it became the apostolic prefecture of central Norway,
the apostolic vicariate of central Norway on February 4, 1953, and became the Roman Catholic Territorial
Prelature of Trondheim on March 28, 1979.

See also [edit]

Nidaros Cathedral
Pilgrim's Route

Dioceses [edit]

Archdiocese of Nidaros (Roman Catholic, Middle Ages)
Diocese of Nidaros (Church of Norway)
Territorial Prelature of Trondheim (Roman Catholic, post-Reformation)
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Niels of Aarhus

Hellig Niels' Kilde (lit.: Holy Niels'
Spring) at Frederiksbjerg in Aarhus.
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media related to Holy Niels'
Spring.
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Saint Niels of Aarhus or Niels the Holy (Danish: Niels den Hellige;
before 1157 - 1180) was a Danish prince who lived an ascetic life and
was revered as a saint in Aarhus until the 18th century even though he
was never canonized. [1]

Biography [edit]

Born Niels Knudsen, he was an illegitimate son of King Canute V by an
unknown woman. He was a brother of Bishop Valdemar of Schleswig. He
was probably named after his great-grandfather King Niels of Denmark.

As a young man, Prince Niels lost interest in life at the court and
withdrew to the village of Skibby near Aarhus,[2] where he built a church with his own hands. He lived a saintly
life and helped the people in the area around Aarhus. One day, as he and a few men from the town were felling
trees to build another church at Viby near the sea, one of the men complained that he was thirsty. St. Niels
prayed for water and a spring appeared to slake the man's thirst; St. Niels's Spring (Hellig Niels' Kilde) has run
ever since. It has been a place of pilgrimage for hundreds of years and many miraculous healings are said to
have taken place there, especially on St. John's Day. On his death bed in 1180, St. Niels asked to be buried in
"the little church by the sea" (St. Clements). He was buried in the churchyard at St. Clements Church. Aarhus
Cathedral was later erected near the site and became the center of the local veneration of St. Niels of Aarhus
(also called St. Nickolas). [3] [4]

Notes and references [edit]

1. ^ "Den hellige Niels av Århus (~1150-1180)" . Den katolske kirke. Retrieved January 1, 2019.
2. ^ Skibby is located at the lake of Årslev Engsø, west of Aarhus.
3. ^ "Skt. Nicolaus' kilde - Hellig Niels' kilde ved Strandvejen" . Aarhuswiki. Retrieved January 1, 2019.
4. ^ Carl Frederik Bricka (1887 - 1905): Niels (Hellig Niels)  Dansk Biografisk Leksikon (p. 202), Vol. XII (in Danish)
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This biography of a member of a European royal house is a stub.
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Nikephoros I of Constantinople

Saint
Nikephoros of Constantinople

Nikephoros I of Constantinople trampling on
John VII of Constantinople. Miniature from

Chludov Psalter.

Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople
Born c. 758

Constantinople

Died April 5, 828
Constantinople

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church;
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 13 March, 2 June

Nikephoros I of Constantinople
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople

Installed 806

Term ended 815

Personal details
Denomination Chalcedonian Christianity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Nikephoros I of Constantinople" – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (March 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

For other people with the same name, see Nikephoros I (disambiguation).

Nikephoros I or Nicephorus I (Greek: Νικηφόρος Α΄,
Nikēphoros I) (c. 758 – April 5, 828) was a Christian Byzantine
writer and Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople from April 12,
806, to March 13, 815.[1][2]

Contents [hide]
1 Background
2 See also
3 References
4 External links

Background [edit]

He was born in Constantinople as the son of Theodore and
Eudokia, of a strictly Orthodox family, which had suffered from the
earlier Iconoclasm. His father Theodore, one of the secretaries of
Emperor Constantine V, had been scourged and banished to
Nicaea for his zealous support of Iconodules, and the son inherited
the religious convictions of the father. Nevertheless, he entered
the service of the Empire, became cabinet secretary (asekretis),
and under Irene took part in the synod of 787 as imperial
commissioner. He then withdrew to one of the cloisters that he had
founded on the eastern shore of the Bosporus, until he was
appointed director of the largest home for the destitute in
Constantinople c. 802.

After the death of the Patriarch Tarasios of Constantinople,
although still a layman, he was chosen patriarch by the wish of the
emperor (Easter, April 12, 806). The uncanonical choice met with
opposition from the strictly clerical party of the Stoudites, and this
opposition intensified into an open break when Nikephoros, in
other respects a very rigid moralist, showed himself compliant to
the will of the emperor by reinstating the excommunicated priest
Joseph.

After vain theological disputes, in December 814, there followed personal insults. Nikephoros at first replied to
his removal from his office by excommunication, but was at last obliged to yield to force, and was taken to one of
the cloisters he had founded, Tou Agathou, and later to that called Tou Hagiou Theodorou. From there he
carried on a literary polemic for the cause of the iconodules against the synod of 815. On the occasion of the
change of emperors, in 820, he was put forward as a candidate for the patriarchate and at least obtained the
promise of toleration.

He died at the monastery of Saint Theodore (Hagiou Theodorou), revered as a confessor.[3] His remains were
solemnly brought back to Constantinople by Methodios I of Constantinople on March 13, 847, and interred in
the Church of the Holy Apostles, where they were annually the object of imperial devotion. His feast is
celebrated on this day both in the Greek and Roman Churches; the Greeks also observe 2 June as the day of
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his death.

Compared with Theodore of Stoudios, Nikephoros appears as a friend of conciliation, learned in patristics, more
inclined to take the defensive than the offensive, and possessed of a comparatively chaste, simple style. He
was mild in his ecclesiastical and monastical rules and non-partisan in his historical treatment of the period from
602 to 769 (Historia syntomos, breviarium). He used the chronicle of Trajan the Patrician.

His tables of universal history (Chronographikon syntomon), in passages extended and continued, were in
great favor with the Byzantines, and were also circulated outside the Empire in the Latin version of Anastasius
Bibliothecarius, and also in Slavonic translation. The Chronography offered a universal history from the time of
Adam and Eve to his own time. To it he appended a canon catalog (which does not include the Revelation of
John). The catalog of the accepted books of the Old and New Testaments is followed by the antilegomena
(including Revelation) and the apocrypha. Next to each book is the count of its lines, his stichometry, to which
we can compare our accepted texts and judge how much has been added or omitted. This is especially useful
for apocrypha for which only fragmentary texts have survived.

The principal works of Nikephorus are three writings referring to iconoclasm:

Apologeticus minor, probably composed before 814, an explanatory work for laymen concerning the
tradition and the first phase of the iconoclastic movement;
Apologeticus major with the three Antirrhetici against Mamonas-Constantine Kopronymos, a complete
dogmatics of the belief in images, with an exhaustive discussion and refutation of all objections made in
opposing writings, as well as those drawn from the works of the Fathers;
The third of these larger works is a refutation of the iconoclastic synod of 815 (ed. Serruys, Paris, 1904).

Nikephoros follows in the path of John of Damascus. His merit is the thoroughness with which he traced the
literary and traditional proofs, and his detailed refutations are serviceable for the knowledge they afford of
important texts adduced by his opponents and in part drawn from the older church literature.
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Niketas Stethatos

Niketas Stethatos
Born c. 1005

Died c. 1090

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Niketas Stethatos (Greek: Νικήτας Στηθᾶτος, Latin: Nicetas
Pectoratus; c. 1005 – c. 1090) was a Byzantine mystic and
theologian who is considered a saint by the Eastern Orthodox
Church. He was a follower of Symeon the New Theologian and
wrote the most complete biography of Symeon, Life of Symeon.
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Life [edit]

Niketas Stethatos was born c. 1005 and entered the Monastery of Stoudios in Constantinople at the age of
fourteen. He became a close disciple of Symeon the New Theologian, eventually writing the most complete
biography of his teacher, the Life of Symeon.[1] Niketas later became abbot of the Monastery of Stoudios.[2] The
sobriquet "Stethatos", meaning "courageous," was given to Niketas due to his speaking out against Constantine
IX Monomachos having an illicit mistress.[3]

Niketas Stethatos is credited with defending Symeon the New Theologian's teachings on hesychast prayer,
which were considered subversive even by some eastern church authorities. Niketas gained the support of the
Patriarch of Constantinople, Michael Cerularius, who eventually won Symeon's canonization.[4] Niketas later
supported Michael Cerularius in 1054, taking part in the conflict that became the East-West Schism, writing anti-
Latin treatises criticizing the use of unleavened bread, Sabbath fasting, and the celibacy of priests.[1]

Writings [edit]

Niketas' Vita, or Life of Symeon, is the most complete biography of Symeon the New Theologian. Niketas was
also the editor of Symeon's own writings and talks. An edition of Symeon's works was distributed by Niketas
following a vision he had of Symeon.[3] Niketas' personal works include polemical writings and treatises on the
soul, on paradise, on the meaning of hierarchy, and on the limits of human life. He wrote an unpublished
hypotyposis on the private spiritual life expected of the Stoudios monks.[5]

Another widely read work is his treatise on ascetic practices which are contained in the fourth volume of the
English editions of the Philokalia, the three Centuries on Practical, Physical and Gnostic Chapters. The titles
describe three main stages on the spiritual path: praktiki (practice of the commandments); physiki (meditation
on the essence of creation); gnosis (the direct knowledge of God). Niketas wrote about many of the same
themes as his teacher, Symeon, including: the experience of God as divine light; the importance of having a
spiritual father; love for others being more important than prayer; the responsibility of those who have direct
experience of God's grace to share it with others. He also wrote that a spiritual life is possible no matter one's
outer circumstances—that one doesn't have to physically withdraw from the world, and that true renunciation is
an inner practice. Niketas' attitude to the spiritual life is fundamentally positive, and that true sanctity is only a
return, through grace, to man's natural condition.[3]

His most well known writings are on mystical theology—in addition to the writings in the Philokalia, they include
On the Soul, On Paradise and On the Hierarchy.[1] In his letters, he supports the views of his teacher Symeon,
writing that any monk or priest who had the gift of spirit was the equal of a bishop.[4] He also wrote a treatise
Against those who accuse the saints, speaking out against a current of belief during that time which said that it
was no longer possible to become a saint.[6]

Quotes [edit]
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"The rays of primordial Light that illumine purified souls with spiritual knowledge not only fill them with
benediction and luminosity; they also, by means of the contemplation of the inner essences of created things,
lead them up to the noetic heavens. The effects of the divine energy, however, do not stop here; they continue
until through wisdom and through knowledge of indescribable things they unite purified souls with the One,
bringing them out of a state of multiplicity into a state of oneness in Him."
— From the Philokalia. On Spiritual Knowledge, Love and the Perfection of Living, #21.[7]

"The Spirit is light, life and peace. If consequently you are illumined by the Spirit your own life is imbued with
peace and serenity. Because of this you are filled with the spiritual knowledge of created beings and the wisdom
of the Logos; you are granted the intellect of Christ (cf. 1 Cor. 2:16); and you come to know the mysteries of
God's kingdom (cf. Luke 8:10). Thus you penetrate into the depths of the Divine and daily from an untroubled
and illumined heart you utter words of life for the benefit of others; for you yourself are full of benediction, since
you have within you Goodness itself that utters things new and old (cf. Matt. 13:52)."
— From the Philokalia. On Spiritual Knowledge, Love and the Perfection of Living, #46.
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Old Believer Priest Nikita Pustosvyat Disputing with Patriarch
Joachim on Matters of Faith by Vasiliy Perov, 1880-81.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nikita Pustosvyat (Russian: Никита
Пустосвят, real name Nikita
Konstantinovich Dobrynin (Никита
Константинович Добрынин)) (? – June
11, 1683) was one of the leaders of the
Russian Old Believers during Raskol.

Life [edit]

The year of his birth is unknown. He was
dubbed Pustosvyat by adherents of
Patriarch Nikon. Nikita was a priest in
Suzdal and participated in editing of church
books under Patriarch Joseph.

In 1659, Nikita arrived to Moscow and
lodged a complaint about Stefan,
Archbishop of Suzdal, accusing him of digression from Orthodoxy. When Stefan was acquitted, Nikita
denounced him to Tsar Aleksey Mikhailovich.

The church council of 1666–1667 found him guilty and expelled him from the priesthood. The supporters of the
old faith played an important role in the Moscow uprising of 1682, and the Old Believers gained support among
the streltsy (praetorian guard).[1] Pustosvyat achieved a July 5, 1682 church debate in the presence of the tsar.
The debate, however, ended in vain for him. The streltsy betrayed Nikita, who was subsequently beheaded.[2]
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(in Russian) "Великая челобитная" (Субботин, Н. И. Материалы для истории раскола за первое
время его существования. М., 1878, IV т.)
(in Russian) Румянцев, И. Н. К. Добрынин («Пустосвят»). Сергиев Посад, 1916
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Nikodim I

Saint
Nikodim I

His Holiness, the Metropolitan of Peć and Archbishop
of Serbs

Archbishop of All Serbian and Maritime Lands

Coronation of Stefan Dečanski

Church Serbian Orthodox Church

See Metropolitanate of Peć

Installed 1316

Term ended 1324

Predecessor Sava III

Successor Danilo II

Personal details
Died 1325

Nationality Serb

Denomination Eastern Orthodox Christian

Sainthood
Feast day May 11/24

Canonized by Serbian Orthodox Church
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Nikodim I of Peć (Serbian: Никодим I Пећки) was a monk-
scribe before becoming the 10th Serbian Archbishop from
1316 to 1324, he died in the year 1325. He is a Serbian
saint and the Orthodox Church celebrates his feast day on
May 11/24.[1] Nikodim is the author of Rodoslov: srpskih
kraljeva i vladika (The Lives of Serbian Kings and Bishops).
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Life [edit]

In 1314, heir apparent Stefan Uroš III was exiled to
Constantinople after quarrels with his father, king Stefan
Milutin. In 1317, Uroš III asked Nikodim to intervene between
him and his father. Nikodim's autobiographical note was
inscribed in a manuscript entitled "A Visit to Constantinople"
in the year 1318 and 1319. In 1320, Milutin allowed Uroš III to return upon the persuasion of Nikodim.[2] Stefan
Konstantin, Uroš's half-brother and heir to the throne, was crowned king upon the death of Milutin in 1321.[3]

Civil war erupted when Konstantin refused to submit to Uroš III, who then invaded Zeta, and in the ensuing
battle, Konstantin was killed.[3] After the victory, on January 6, 1322, Nikodim crowned Uroš King and Dušan
Young King.[4]

While he was the Abbot of his alma mater Hilandar, [5]Nikodim requested that a certain protos (monk-priests) of
Mt. Athos by the name of Theophanes issues an edict (gramma) wherein he grants to the monks of the Kelion
of Saint Sava in Karyes, Mount Athos, a piece of land and an abandoned monastery. With the statement of the
month, indiction, year, and the signatures of the Protos and the witnesses. Although the language is coarse and
abounds in solecisms and "barbarisms", making it difficult to read, it was copied in skilled handwriting.

He co-founded 14th century Serbian Orthodox Vratna monastery alongside Serbian king Stefan Milutin (1282–
1321) of the Nemanjić dynasty.[6]
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Teodosije the Hilandarian (1246-1328), one of the most important Serbian writers in the Middle Ages
Elder Grigorije (fl. 1310-1355), builder of Saint Archangels Monastery
Antonije Bagaš (fl. 1356-1366), bought and restored the Agiou Pavlou monastery
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Lazar the Hilandarian (fl. 1404), the first known Serbian and Russian watchmaker
Pachomius the Serb (fl. 1440s-1484), hagiographer of the Russian Church
Miroslav Gospel
Gabriel the Hilandarian
Constantine of Kostenets
Cyprian, Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus'
Gregory Tsamblak
Isaija the Monk
Grigorije of Gornjak
Rajčin Sudić
Jakov of Serres
Romylos of Vidin
Atanasije (scribe)
Domentijan
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Eastern Orthodox Church titles
Preceded by

Sava III
Archbishop of Serbs

1316–1324
Succeeded by

Danilo II

Spiritual leaders of the Serbian Orthodox Church

Archbishops

1219–1346
Sava (St.) · Arsenije Sremac (St.) · Sava II (St.) · Danilo I (St.) · Joanikije I (St.) · Jevstatije I (St.) · Jakov (St.) ·
Jevstatije II (St.) · Sava III (St.) · Nikodim I (St.) · Danilo II (St.) · Joanikije II (St.)

Patriarchs (since 1346)

1346–1463 Joanikije II (St.) · Sava IV · Jefrem (St.) · Spiridon (St.) · Danilo III · Sava V · Danilo IV · Kirilo I (St.) · Nikon I (St.) ·
Teofan I · Nikodim II · Arsenije II

1557–1766

Makarije Sokolović (St.) · Antonije Sokolović · Gerasim Sokolović · Savatije Sokolović · Nikanor · Jerotej ·
Filip Sokolović · Jovan · Pajsije I · Gavrilo I (St.) · Maksim I · Arsenije III · Kalinik I · Atanasije I · Mojsije I ·
Arsenije IV · Joanikije III · Atanasije II · Gavrilo II · Gavrilo III · Vikentije I · Pajsije II · Gavrilo IV · Kirilo II · Vasilije I
· Kalinik II

since 1920 Dimitrije · Varnava · Gavrilo · Vikentije · German · Pavle · Irinej

Heads of the Serbian Orthodox Church in the Habsburg Monarchy (1690–1920)

Metropolitans of Karlovci 1690–1848

Arsenije III Čarnojević · Isaija Đaković · Sofronije Podgoričanin ·
Vikentije Popović · of Belgrade and Karlovci: · Mojsije Petrović ·
Vićentije Jovanović · Arsenije IV Jovanović Šakabenta ·
Isaija Antonović · Pavle Nenadović · Jovan Đorđević ·
Vićentije Jovanović Vidak · Mojisije Putnik · Stefan Stratimirović ·
Stefan Stanković · Josif Rajačić

Metropolitans and Patriarchs of Karlovci 1848–1920 Josif Rajačić · Samuilo Maširević · Prokopije Ivačković ·
German Anđelić · Georgije Branković · Lukijan Bogdanović

Metropolitans of Belgrade

1831–1920 Melentije Pavlović · Petar Jovanović · Mihailo Jovanović · Teodosije Mraović · Inokentije Pavlović ·
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Dimitrije Pavlović

Metropolitans of Montenegro

1766–1920 Sava Petrović · Arsenije Plamenac · Petar I · Petar II · Danilo II · Nikanor Ivanović · Ilarion Roganović ·
Visarion Ljubiša · Mitrofan Ban

Authority control ISNI: 0000 0001 1291 393X  · LCCN: n2008022800  · NKC: jx20060712003  ·
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Nicholas Tavelic

Saint Nicholas Tavelic, O.F.M., and
companions

Portrait of Tavelić from ca. 1500

Religious, priests and martyrs
Born c. 1340

probably Šibenik, Kingdom of
Croatia and Dalmatia

Died November 14, 1391
Jerusalem, Mamluk Sultanate

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1889 & 1966, Rome, Kingdom of
Italy, & Vatican City, by Pope Leo
XIII & Pope Paul VI

Canonized June 21, 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast November 14

Ruins of church and Franciscan
monastery in Bribir, where Tavelic became a
monk.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nikola Tavelić)

Nicholas Tavelic (Croatian: Nikola Tavelić) was a Franciscan
missionary who died a martyr's death in Jerusalem on November
14, 1391, a Croatian friar. He was beatified as part of Nicholas
Tavelic, O.F.M. and companions, which included friars from Italy
and France. All four members of his group have been declared
saints by the Catholic Church, making Tavelic the first Croatian
saint.
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Life [edit]

Most sources mention
Šibenik as Tavelic's
birthplace, but
another possible
location is Velim near
Stankovci. In 1365,
Tavelic became a friar
in Bribir, the seat of
the Šubić, a powerful
Croatian noble
family.[1]

Tavelic was among 60
friars from various Franciscan provinces who answered an appeal

by the Bosnian guardian, motivated by a papal bull, Prae cunctis, issued in 1291 by Pope Nicholas IV, himself a
Friar Minor, to work as missionaries in Bosnia, combating the perceived heresies of the Bosnian Church.
Tavelic spread Catholicism around Bosnia for 12 years. In his report to the pope, the Bosnian guardian later
said that the missionaries converted around 50,000 members of that Church.

In 1384, Tavelic went to serve in the Custody of the Holy Land where he met the friars Deodatus Aribert of
Rodez, Peter of Narbonne [de] and Stephen of Cuneo. The four lived at the Monastery of Mount Zion, the
ancient friary maintained by the Friars Minor in the city, where they spent several years learning Arabic and
serving at the holy sites connected to Jesus' life, which had been entrusted to the care of the Order of Friars
Minor and which still drew pilgrims from Christian Europe.

After having seen few, if any, conversions from the Muslim populace of the city resulting from their quiet
pastoral work at the holy sites of Christianity, Tavelic and his colleagues decided to take the option given to
them in the Rule of Life of their founder, Francis of Assisi, and to preach openly the Christian faith to the Muslim
populace. They went to the regular gathering before the Qadi of Jerusalem and began to preach. Following
their arrest for this, they refused the option to convert to Islam and were imprisoned. After again refusing to
convert several days later, the group were all sentenced to death. These missionaries were executed near the
Jaffa Gate on November 14, 1391, and their remains completely burned.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Friar Gerard Chalvet, O.F.M., was the guardian of the Jerusalem friary and saw their executions. Together with
Friar Martin of Šibenik, he sent a detailed report to Europe: the pope, Leipzig, Šibenik and elsewhere. Tavelic
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The courtyard of the former Mount Zion
Monastery of the Franciscan friars in
Jerusalem, where St. Nikola lived.

Side-altar dedicated to Saint Nicholas
Tavelic in the Franciscan Church of Šibenik,
Croatia.

and his companions were soon celebrated as martyrs by
Franciscans all over Europe, especially in Šibenik.

Five centuries later, in 1880, Antun Josip Fosco, the Bishop of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Šibenik, started the procedure for the
Holy See for the formal beatification of Tavelic. By a special
decree, Pope Leo XIII recognized his ancient cultus for the Šibenik
Diocese in 1889 and for the entire Franciscan Order in 1898. Two
years later, the same thing was done for the Holy Land.

The cult of the friars, especially that of Tavelic, grew between the
World Wars. The cultus of the other three martyrs was recognized
by Pope Paul VI in 1966, with a separate feast day of 17
November. The four friars were canonized together by Pope Paul
VI in front of 20,000 Croats in Vatican City, on June 21, 1970, with
their conjoined feast day being 14 November.[2]

Churches [edit]

Most churches
dedicated to Tavelić
are located in Croatia. Some of them are in Banjevci, Cerovac,
Lišani, Perković, Split, Vinjani, Zagreb, Rijeka and Županja.
Churches abroad can be found in Hurlingham, Buenos Aires in
Argentina, Montreal and Winnipeg in Canada, Melbourne[3] and
Sydney in Australia and Tomislavgrad in Bosnia-Herzegovina
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Nicholas Tavelic

Saint Nicholas Tavelic, O.F.M., and
companions

Portrait of Tavelić from ca. 1500

Religious, priests and martyrs
Born c. 1340

probably Šibenik, Kingdom of
Croatia and Dalmatia

Died November 14, 1391
Jerusalem, Mamluk Sultanate

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1889 & 1966, Rome, Kingdom of
Italy, & Vatican City, by Pope Leo
XIII & Pope Paul VI

Canonized June 21, 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast November 14

Ruins of church and Franciscan
monastery in Bribir, where Tavelic became a
monk.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nikola Tavelic of Sibenik)

Nicholas Tavelic (Croatian: Nikola Tavelić) was a Franciscan
missionary who died a martyr's death in Jerusalem on November
14, 1391, a Croatian friar. He was beatified as part of Nicholas
Tavelic, O.F.M. and companions, which included friars from Italy
and France. All four members of his group have been declared
saints by the Catholic Church, making Tavelic the first Croatian
saint.
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Life [edit]

Most sources mention
Šibenik as Tavelic's
birthplace, but
another possible
location is Velim near
Stankovci. In 1365,
Tavelic became a friar
in Bribir, the seat of
the Šubić, a powerful
Croatian noble
family.[1]

Tavelic was among 60
friars from various Franciscan provinces who answered an appeal

by the Bosnian guardian, motivated by a papal bull, Prae cunctis, issued in 1291 by Pope Nicholas IV, himself a
Friar Minor, to work as missionaries in Bosnia, combating the perceived heresies of the Bosnian Church.
Tavelic spread Catholicism around Bosnia for 12 years. In his report to the pope, the Bosnian guardian later
said that the missionaries converted around 50,000 members of that Church.

In 1384, Tavelic went to serve in the Custody of the Holy Land where he met the friars Deodatus Aribert of
Rodez, Peter of Narbonne [de] and Stephen of Cuneo. The four lived at the Monastery of Mount Zion, the
ancient friary maintained by the Friars Minor in the city, where they spent several years learning Arabic and
serving at the holy sites connected to Jesus' life, which had been entrusted to the care of the Order of Friars
Minor and which still drew pilgrims from Christian Europe.

After having seen few, if any, conversions from the Muslim populace of the city resulting from their quiet
pastoral work at the holy sites of Christianity, Tavelic and his colleagues decided to take the option given to
them in the Rule of Life of their founder, Francis of Assisi, and to preach openly the Christian faith to the Muslim
populace. They went to the regular gathering before the Qadi of Jerusalem and began to preach. Following
their arrest for this, they refused the option to convert to Islam and were imprisoned. After again refusing to
convert several days later, the group were all sentenced to death. These missionaries were executed near the
Jaffa Gate on November 14, 1391, and their remains completely burned.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Friar Gerard Chalvet, O.F.M., was the guardian of the Jerusalem friary and saw their executions. Together with
Friar Martin of Šibenik, he sent a detailed report to Europe: the pope, Leipzig, Šibenik and elsewhere. Tavelic
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The courtyard of the former Mount Zion
Monastery of the Franciscan friars in
Jerusalem, where St. Nikola lived.

Side-altar dedicated to Saint Nicholas
Tavelic in the Franciscan Church of Šibenik,
Croatia.

and his companions were soon celebrated as martyrs by
Franciscans all over Europe, especially in Šibenik.

Five centuries later, in 1880, Antun Josip Fosco, the Bishop of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Šibenik, started the procedure for the
Holy See for the formal beatification of Tavelic. By a special
decree, Pope Leo XIII recognized his ancient cultus for the Šibenik
Diocese in 1889 and for the entire Franciscan Order in 1898. Two
years later, the same thing was done for the Holy Land.

The cult of the friars, especially that of Tavelic, grew between the
World Wars. The cultus of the other three martyrs was recognized
by Pope Paul VI in 1966, with a separate feast day of 17
November. The four friars were canonized together by Pope Paul
VI in front of 20,000 Croats in Vatican City, on June 21, 1970, with
their conjoined feast day being 14 November.[2]

Churches [edit]

Most churches
dedicated to Tavelić
are located in Croatia. Some of them are in Banjevci, Cerovac,
Lišani, Perković, Split, Vinjani, Zagreb, Rijeka and Županja.
Churches abroad can be found in Hurlingham, Buenos Aires in
Argentina, Montreal and Winnipeg in Canada, Melbourne[3] and
Sydney in Australia and Tomislavgrad in Bosnia-Herzegovina
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Nikolaj Velimirović

Saint Nikolaj of Ohrid and Žiča

Holy bishop
Born Nikola Velimirović

4 January 1881
Lelić, Serbia

Died 18 March 1956 (aged 75)
South Canaan, Pennsylvania,
U.S.

Venerated in Eastern Orthodoxy

Canonized 24 May 2003 by Serbian
Orthodox Church

Major shrine Lelić monastery, Serbia

Feast 3 May (O.S. 20 May)[1][2]

Attributes Vested as a bishop

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss
these issues on the talk page. (Learn how and when to remove these
template messages)

The neutrality of this article is disputed. (December 2013)
This article may require cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality
standards. (January 2012)

Nikolaj Velimirović (Serbian Cyrillic: Николај Велимировић; 4
January 1881 [O.S. 23 December 1880] – 18 March [O.S. 5
March] 1956) was bishop of the eparchies of Ohrid and Žiča
(1920–1956) in the Serbian Orthodox Church. An influential
theological writer and a highly gifted orator, he was often referred
to as the new John Chrysostom[3] and historian Slobodan G.
Markovich calls him "one of the most influential bishops of the
Serbian Orthodox Church in the twentieth century"[4]

As a young man, he came close to dying of dysentery and decided
that he would dedicate his life to God if he survived. He lived and
was tonsured as a monk under the name Nikolaj in 1909. He was
ordained into the clergy, and quickly became an important leader
and spokesperson for the Serbian Orthodox Church, especially in
its relations with the West. When Nazi Germany occupied
Yugoslavia in World War II, Velimirović was imprisoned and
eventually taken to Dachau concentration camp.

After being liberated by the Allies at the end of the war, he chose
not to return to Yugoslavia (which became a Socialist republic after
the war). He moved to the United States in 1946, where he
remained until his death in 1956. He strongly supported the unity
of all Orthodox churches and established particularly good
relationships with the Anglican and Episcopal Church.[5]

On 24 May 2003, he was canonized as a saint by the Holy Synod
of the Serbian Orthodox Church as Saint Nikolaj of Ohrid and Žiča
(Свети Николај Охридски и Жички) though he is often referred to
as Saint Nikolaj of Serbia (Свети Николај Српски).
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Biography [edit]

Childhood [edit]

He was born as Nikola Velimirović in the small village of Lelić, Valjevo in the Principality of Serbia,[6] on the day
of the feast of Saint Naum of Ohrid, whose monastery would later be his episcopal see. He was the first of nine
children born to Dragomir and Katarina Velimirović (née Filipović), pious farmers. Being very weak, he was
baptised soon after his birth in the Ćelije monastery, where his relics are now resting. He was given the name
Nikola because Saint Nicholas was the family's patron saint. The first lessons about God, Jesus Christ, the lives
of the saints and the holy days of the Church year were provided to him by his mother, who also regularly took
him to the Ćelije monastery for prayer and Holy Communion.[7]

Education [edit]

His formal education also began in the Ćelije monastery and continued in
Valjevo. He applied for admission into the Military Academy, but was
refused because he didn't pass the physical exam. He was admitted to the
Seminary of Saint Sava in Belgrade, where, apart from the standard
subjects, he explored a significant number of writings of both Eastern and
Western authors, such as Shakespeare, Voltaire, Nietzsche, Marx, Pushkin,
Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, and others.[8] He graduated in 1905.[7]

Nikola had been chosen to become a professor in the Seminary of Saint
Sava, but it was decided that he needed to pursue further Orthodox studies
before becoming a teacher. As an outstanding student, he was chosen to
continue his studies in Russia and Western Europe. He had a gift for
languages and soon possessed a good knowledge of Russian, French and
German. He attended the Theological Academy in St. Petersburg and then he went to Switzerland and obtained
his doctorate of divinity from the Old Catholic Theological Faculty at the University of Berne with magna cum
laude.[7][4]

He received his doctorate in Theology in 1908, with the dissertation entitled Faith in the Resurrection of Christ
as the Foundation of the Dogmas of the Apostolic Church. This original work was written in German and
published in Switzerland in 1910, and later translated into Serbian. The dissertation for his doctor's degree in
philosophy was prepared at Oxford and defended in Geneva, in French. The title was Berkeley's Philosophy.

His stay in Britain left an impact on his views and education, which is seen from the fact that he quotes or
mentions Charles Dickens, Lord Byron, John Milton, Charles Darwin, Thomas Carlyle, Shakespeare and
George Berkeley.[4]

Monastic life [edit]

In the autumn of 1909, Nikola returned home and became seriously ill with dysentery. He decided that if he
recovered he would become a monk and devote his life to God. At the end of 1909 his health got better and he
was tonsured a monk, receiving the name Nikolaj.[9] He was soon ordained a hieromonk and then elevated to
the rank of Archimandrite. In 1910 he was entrusted with a mission to Great Britain in order to gain the co-
operation of the Church of England in educating the young students who had been evacuated when the
Austrian, German and Bulgarian forces threatened to overwhelm the country.

Studies in Russia [edit]
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It was decided that he needed to accomplish Orthodox studies before becoming a teacher. As was the custom
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Bishop Nikolaj Velimirović in
Ohrid with the company of the
Princess Ljubica

in those days, he was sent to Imperial Russia to continue his studies. After his return to Belgrade in 1911, when
he was thirty-one years old, he was appointed to the University of Belgrade's Academy of Theology, teaching
philosophy, logic, history and foreign languages. His talks and sermons were read avidly throughout Serbia.
This was partly because his exposition of the Christian faith was inspired by the life of St. Sava, the national
patron saint of Serbia. In the Church itself he had only the authority of his words and personality: he was just a
monk, but even so he seemed destined to exert great influence. One of his students in Belgrade was Justin
Popović.

Missions during World War I [edit]
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In his lifetime, Father Nikolaj visited the USA four times. He visited Britain in 1910. He studied English and was
capable of addressing an audience and making a strong impression on the listeners. Shortly after the outbreak
of World War I this contributed to his appointment by the Serbian government to a mission in the United States.
In 1915, as an unknown Serbian monk, he toured most of the major U.S. cities, where he held numerous
lectures, fighting for the union of the Serbs and South Slavic peoples. This mission gained ground: America
sent over 20,000 volunteers to Europe, most of whom later fought on the Salonika Front. During Velimirović's
US-campaign occurred the great retreat of the Serbian Army through the mountains of Albania. He embarked
home in 1916; as his country was now in enemy hands, he went to Britain instead. His eloquence and character
made him an unofficial spokesman of his people. His success was such that not only did he fulfill his mission,
but he was also awarded a Doctorate of Divinity honoris causa from the University of Cambridge.[10]

He gave a series of notable lectures at St. Margaret's, Westminster, and preached in St. Paul's Cathedral,
making him the first Orthodox Christian to preach at St Paul's,[11] as well as in other cathedrals and churches
throughout the land. He also preached in the Episcopal chapel, where his practical discourse attracted many
hearers. Velimirović became celebrated. At the same time he was active in the promotion of the Serbian Relief
Fund and was successful in obtaining a university education for Serb students, several of whom, including
Bishop Irinej of Dalmatia, took their degrees before they returned to their own country after the war. In 1918,
Velimirović returned to the United States for a second visit, but as a celebrity who was to address the American
people as a whole on behalf of Serbian relief.

In 1919 he received another Honorary Doctorate of Divinity from the University of Glasgow. From Glasgow his
repute as a theological scholar and preacher spread throughout the United Kingdom. After the war, he returned
to Belgrade in April 1919.[citation needed]

Professor at the Faculty of Orthodox Theology Bogdan Lubardić has identified three phases in the development
of Velimirovich’s ideas: the pre-Ohrid phase (1902–1919), the Ohrid phase (1920–1936), and the post-Ohrid
phase (1936–1956).[4]

Bishop [edit]
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In 1919, Archimandrite Nikolaj was consecrated Bishop of Žiča[10] but did
not remain long in that diocese, being asked to take over the office of
Bishop in the Eparchy of Ohrid (1920-1931) and Eparchy of Ohrid and
Bitola (1931-1936) in southern parts of Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Whether
that was his own wish is not clear. It was in a way a mission post for the
people of the lately recovered Serbian territory were backward and there
were still vestiges of the Ottoman days still prevailing in habit, pagan
superstition and even black magic.

The percentage of illiteracy was very high and the population was for the
most part very poor. He had many difficulties there but a great number of
humble folk became attached to him and felt that even to touch his hand
was to receive a blessing. For many years his seat was the ancient
monastery of Sveti Naum at the south end of the Lake Ohrid. It was there that he wrote Ohridski Prologue. In
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1920, for the third time, he journeyed again to the United States, this time on a mission to organize the Serbian
Orthodox Diocese of North America. The Outlook Magazine carried a story about Bishop Nikolaj after visiting
the United States in their 23 February 1921 issue (pp. 285–86):

He is Bishop of Ohrid, near the Albanian border, and is a popular and beloved leader of the
Serbian Orthodox Church. Last summer an American accompanied him on a journey into the
mountains, where he was to preach in a remote village church. They found the roads lined for
twenty-five miles with men, women and children, who had journeyed far on foot to greet him, and in
the mountain church the densely packed people had been standing all through the
night...[citation needed]

Finally, in 1927, he came to the U.S. once more, to speak before the Institute of Politics in Williamstown,
Massachusetts. A reporter covering the event, wrote:

His black monk's robe, his long black beard, and his dark, living eyes, set in an oval Slavic face,
gave him an appearance which contrasted as strongly with that of conventionally dressed
professors and diplomats as did his views of the common problems of world peace contrast with
theirs. His charm and urbanity of manner, the completeness of his grasp upon international
problems only emphasized the difference in his thought....Bishop Nikolaj, speaking from the point of
view of a civilization in which men still are more important than institutions, points out that peace or
war is a matter of the way men think and feel toward each other, and that all other things are only
outgrowths of this. The greatest force for affecting men's attitudes toward each other he believes
would be a reunited Christian Church (Living Age, Vol. 335-36, 1928-29).

In 1935, he reconstructed the cemetery of the fallen German soldiers from World War I in Bitola. During the
Milan Stojadinović administration when the Patriarchate became vacant (after the poisoning of Patriarch
Varnava and the failed attempt at ratifying a Concordat with the Vatican) he was reportedly an obvious choice
but allegedly too greatly identified with the democratic idealism of England and the United States of America
(places he frequently visited) while Stojadinović leaned towards Germany and Italy.

Still, except for his unwavering opposition to Communism, there was very little that could be labelled "political" in
Velimirović's ministrations and writings. The most that could be said was that he strove to keep Serbia alive after
it had been merged into the larger state of Yugoslavia. He started a movement for the renewal and care of the
old churches, shrines and cemeteries in Macedonia. It had been at his suggestion that the large illustrated
volume South Slav Monuments was compiled and then published in London, and when he was made Bishop of
Ohrid he began that work of restoration which still continues to this day.

The 1930s [edit]

German Chancellor Adolf Hitler 1935 awards him with civil Medal for his contribution in 1926 in renovation of the
WWI German military cemetery in Bitola.[12] In 1936, he finally resumed his original office of Bishop in the
Eparchy of Žiča, returning to the Monastery of Žiča not far distant from Valjevo and Lelić, where he was born. At
Žiča he started a movement for the revival of the Serb Church, evoking the inspiration of its patron saint Saint
Sava. He seldom gave a sermon without mentioning the saint's name. Eventually in exile he wrote the only
substantial biography of St. Sava which we have. In the years preceding the outbreak of World War II,
Velimirović, continuing his campaign for a Serb revival, instituted what may be called a Society of Prayer and
renewed the ancient custom of Christians gathering together to visit a friend's house for prayer, in that way
making Christianity social rather than individualistic and solitary. This social prayer extended over a large area
and drew national attention. It was described in the newspapers, and pictures of the benign and now almost
apostolic countenance of Bishop Nikolaj appeared in Sunday editions.

Anti-Jewish and anti-Judaic views are visible in his literary works from the 1920s and 1930s. In his literary work
the Jews are mentioned as murderers of Christ and the satanic people who betrayed the God.[13]

Detention and imprisonment in World War II [edit]
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During World War II, in 1941, as soon as the German forces occupied Yugoslavia, Bishop Nikolaj was arrested
by the Nazis in the Monastery of Žiča, after which he was confined in the Monastery of Ljubostinja. Later he was
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transferred to the Monastery of Vojlovica (near Pančevo) in which he was confined together with the Serbian
Patriarch Gavrilo V until the end of 1944. On 15 September 1944, both Serbian Patriarch Gavrilo V (Dožić) and
Bishop Nikolaj were sent to Dachau concentration camp, which was at that time the main concentration camp for
clerics arrested by the Nazis. Both Velimirović and Dožić were held as special prisoners (Ehrenhäftlinge)
imprisoned in the so-called Ehrenbunker (or Prominentenbunker) separated from the work camp area, together
with high-ranking Nazi enemy officers and other prominent prisoners whose arrests had been dictated by Hitler
directly.[14]

In August 1943 German general Hermann Neubacher became special emissary of the German Foreign Office
for Southeastern Europe. From 11 September 1943, he was also made responsible for Albania. In December
1944 as part of a settlement of Neubacher with Milan Nedić and Dimitrije Ljotić Germans were release
Velimirović and Dožić who were transferred from Dachau to Slovenia, as the Nazis attempted to make use of
Patriarch Gavrilo's and Nikolaj's authority among the Serbs in order to gain allies in the anti-Communist
movements.[15] Contrary to claims of torture and abuse at the camp, Patriarch Dožić testified himself that both
he and Velimirović were treated normally.[16] During his stay in Slovenia, Velimirović blessed volunteers of
Dimitrije Ljotić and other collaborators and war criminals such as Dobroslav Jevđević and Momčilo Đujić.[17] In
the final years of World War II in the book "Reči srpskom narodu kroz tamnički prozor" he says they the Jews
condemned and killed Christ "suffocated by the stinking spirit of Satan", and further he writes that "Jews proved
to be worse opponents of God than the pagan Pilate", "Devil teaches them so, their father", "the Devil taught
them how to rebel against the Son of God, Jesus Christ."[18]

Later, Velimirović and Patriarch Gavrilo (Dožić) were moved to Austria, and were finally liberated by the US 36th
Infantry Division in Tyrol in 1945.[7] He was physically weakened by these vicissitudes. He was brought to
England. Velimirović and Dožić were at Westminster Abbey at the baptism of King Peter II of Yugoslavia's son
and heir, Crown Prince Alexander of Yugoslavia. Velimirović preached a very moving sermon at the Serb chapel
in the house in Egerton Gardens. But there was no place for him in England such as there had been during the
First World War. Patriarch Gavrilo, being old and ill, returned to what then came to be known as the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, where he died soon after his arrival. Velimirović opted to emigrate to the United
States.

He was allowed to spend the last years of his life in the United States, only returning once to England when he
came to consecrate the Church of St Sava in 1952, an occasion when Serbs in the thousands rallied from the
mines and factories of England to the walls of the great church in Ladbroke Grove. The sacred edifice was
packed and the overflow crowd streamed all the way to the London Underground, with Velimirović's voice
sounding through the air on loudspeakers.

Immigration and Last Years [edit]

After the war he never returned to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, but after spending some time in
Europe, he finally immigrated as a refugee to the United States in 1946. There, in spite of his health problems,
he continued his missionary work, for which he is considered An Apostle and Missionary of the New Continent
(quote by Fr. Alexander Schmemann), and has also been enlisted as an American Saint[19] and included on the
icons and frescoes All American Saints.[20][21]

He taught at several Orthodox Christian seminaries such as St. Sava's Seminary (Libertyville, Illinois), Saint
Tikhon's Orthodox Theological Seminary and Monastery (South Canaan, Pennsylvania), and St. Vladimir's
Orthodox Theological Seminary (now in Crestwood, New York).

Posthumous [edit]
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Velimirović died on 18 March 1956, while in prayer at the foot of his bed before the Liturgy, at the Russian
Orthodox Monastery of St. Tikhon in South Canaan Township, Wayne County, Pennsylvania in the United
States. He was buried near the tomb of poet Jovan Dučić at the Monastery of St. Sava at Libertyville, Illinois.
After the fall of communism, his remains were ultimately re-buried in his home town of Lelić on 12 May 1991,
next to his parents and his nephew, Bishop Jovan Velimirović. On 19 May 2003, the Holy Assembly of Bishops
of the Serbian Orthodox Church recognized Bishop Nikolaj (Velimirović) of Ohrid and Žiča as a saint and
decided to include him into the calendar of saints of Holy Orthodox Church (5 and 18 March).[9][1][2]
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Painting of bishop Nikolaj by
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Views [edit]

Allegations of antisemitism [edit]

Several of Nikolaj Velimirović's writings and public speeches have been
identified by historians as containing antisemitic rhetoric and/or hate
speech directed at Jews.[22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32]

Notably, the first written record of Velimirović's antisemitic beliefs comes
over a decade before the start of World War II and his stay at the Dachau
concentration camp. In fact, the first chronicled case of Velimirović
expressing antisemitic beliefs dates back to a 1927 sermon delivered in the
United States.[33]

From the 1927 sermon titled "A Story about the Wolf and the Lamb,"
Velimirović's proclamations are summarized by social psychologist Jovan
Byford:

In his take on the well known Christian parable about the wolf and the lamb, Velimirović referred to
"Jewish leaders in Jerusalem" at the time of the crucifixion as "wolves," whose thirst for blood of the
Lamb of God was motivated by their "god-hating nationalism."[33]

Byford's summary of Velimirović's "A Story about the Wolf and the Lamb" is significant for it serves as evidence
that Velimirović may have utilized biblical undertones and Christian parable as a means of 'validating' his
antisemitic statements to his followers. An interview that Jovan Byford conducted with Mladen Obradović (leader
of Serbian far-right political organization Obraz) may suggest that this explanation still persists among some
members of Serbian Orthodox society. A contemporary defender of Velimirović's reputation and saint status,
Obradović defends the antisemitic writings of Velimimirović by stating that Velimirović's words only echo what
had been written in early Christian texts:[34]

You have the very words of the Lord Jesus Christ when he says to the Pharisees that they are a
"brood of vipers" or that their father is the Devil; Bishop Nikolaj merely quotes the Gospels.[34]

In a speech delivered in 1936 at the Žica Monastery in Serbia, Velimirović spoke out against what he perceived
to be a Jewish threat to Christianity in front of a distinguished audience that included Yugoslavian Prime
Minister Milan Stojadinović. Velimirović used specific lines of this speech to accuse Jews of leading a secretive,
coordinated effort against Christianity and "faith in real God".[35]

Velimirović's writing in Words to the Serbian People Through the Prison Window is generally seen as the
strongest evidence of the canonized Bishop holding antisemitic beliefs. Notably, many proponents of
Velimirović's ideology suggest that the work is not definitive evidence of the Bishop's true ideology and beliefs
about Jews and Judaism because they claim that it was written under duress during his time at Dachau.[36] The
excerpts from Velimirović's Words to the Serbian People Through the Prison Window that attract the most
attention from scholars studying antisemitism are quoted in Jovan Byford's Denial and Repression of
Antisemitism: Post-Communist Remembrance of the Serbian Bishop Nikolaj Velimirović as follows:

The Devil teaches them [Jews]; the Devil taught them how to stand against the son of God, Jesus
Christ. The Devil taught them through the centuries how to fight against the sons of Christ, against
the children of light, against the followers of the Gospel and eternal life [Christians]. [...][35]

Europe knows nothing other than what Jews serve up as knowledge. It believes nothing other than
what Jews order it to believe. It knows the value of nothing until Jews impose their own measure of
values […] all modern ideas including democracy, and strikes, and socialism, and atheism, and
religious tolerance, and pacifism, and global revolution, and capitalism, and communism are the
inventions of Jews, or rather their father, the Devil.[37]

Additionally, Jovan Byford identifies the antisemitic ideology of Velimirović in the work, Indian Letters in which
the figure of a Jewish woman portrays Satan.[37] Notably, this example of Velimirović's antisemitic portrayal is
again linked to conspiracy as Velimirović describes the woman as standing for, "all destructive and secret
associations plotting against Christianity, religion, and the state."[37]

Despite accusations of antisemitism, it is recorded that Velimirović protected a Jewish family by facilitating their
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escape from Nazi-occupied Serbia. Ela Trifunović (Ela Nayhaus), wrote to the Serbian Orthodox Church in
2001, claiming that she had spent 18 months hiding in the Ljubostinja monastery to which she was smuggled by
Velimirović, guarded and later helped move on with false papers.[38] Historians inclined to side with the view that
Velimirović's writings prove that he held antisemitic beliefs note that this one incidence of the Bishop saving a
Jewish family is commonly exaggerated by pro-Velimirović groups as evidence of his universal kindness and
selflessness against the several confirmed antisemitic writings tied to Velimirović.[39]

Velimirović and Hitler [edit]

Adolf Hitler decorated Nikolaj Velimirović in 1935 for his contributions to the restoration of a German military
cemetery in Bitola in 1926.[40] Some claim that the order was returned in protest at German aggression in
1941.[41]

In a treatise on St. Sava in 1935, he supported Hitler's treatment of the German national church[42] and is
quoted as saying:

However, a due respect is to be to the current German Leader, who being a simple craftsman and
a man from the people, realized that nationalism without faith is an anomaly, a cold and insecure
mechanism. And so, in the XX century, he came to the idea of Saint Sava, and as a layman
undertook among his people that most important work, befitting a saint, a genius and a hero. And
for us that work has been accomplished by Saint Sava, the first among the saints, the first among
the geniuses and the first among the heroes in our history. He accomplished it perfectly, he
accomplished it without fight and without blood, and he accomplished it not yesterday or the day
before, but 700 years ago.[43]

Velimirović and Ljotić [edit]

Velimirović had a high opinion of Dimitrije Ljotić, a Serbian fascist politician and German collaborationist.[44]

In an interview given in the United States in 1953, Velimirović claimed that he was the spiritual gray eminence
behind the nationalist and collaborating extreme-right ZBOR organization.[45] The military arm of that
organization (SDK - Srpski Dobrovoljački Korpus - Serbian Volunteer Corps) was fighting against both Partisans
and Chetniks in World War II and was responsible for numerous civilian executions in Serbia of both Serbs and
other nationals (Jews, Roma, etc.) When the leader of ZBOR, Dimitrije Ljotić, was arrested in 1940 by the
Yugoslav government, Velimirović protested in a letter to the PM, Dragiša Cvetković.[46] Velimirović attended
Ljotić's funeral in 1945 and spoke very positively of him even though it was already known that Ljotić was
collaborating with the Germans. He spoke of Ljotić as an "ideologue of Serbian nationalism".[47]

Velimirović and Germans [edit]

In spite of accusations of collaboration leveled during Communist times, some of Velimirović's actions and
writings were directed against the Germans who got suspicious of him when he supported the coup in April
1941.[48] They suspected him of collaborating with the Chetniks and formally arrested him and kept him first in
Ljubostinja Monastery in 1941 and then in 1944 in Dachau concentration camp.

In Dachau, he was imprisoned in Ehrenbunker, together with other clergy and high-ranking Nazi enemy officers,
and was allowed to wear his own religious clothes, having access to the officer's canteen. It is claimed that he
was never tortured and had access to officers' medical services. Contrary to the reports that Velimirović was
liberated when the Americans' 36th Division reached Dachau, both he and Patriarch Dožić were actually
released in November 1944, having spent three months in the camp. They travelled to Slovenia, from where
Velimirovic continued first to Austria then to United States.[49] However, there is documented evidence, including
photographs of Bishop Nikolaj (Velimirović) and Patriarch Gavrilo (Dožić) present at the baptismal of Prince
Alexander (Karađorđević) in London, England, in 1945 before Nikolaj emigrated in 1946 to the U.S. and
Patriarch Gavrilo returned home.[citation needed]

Literary criticism [edit]

Amfilohije Radović points out that part of his success lies in his high education and ability to write well and his
understanding of European culture.[50]

Velimirović is viewed as less original[clarification needed] by non-theologians. Literary critic Milan Bogdanović claims
that everything Velimirović wrote after his Ohrid years did nothing more than paraphrase Orthodox canon and
dogma. Bogdanović views him as a conservative who glorified the Church and its ceremonies as an
institution.[51] Others claim he brought little novelty into Orthodox thought.[52] This, however, is explained by true
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Monument to Nikolaj Velimirović
in Šabac

Orthodox thought, because, as Saint John of Damascus writes, "It is for that
reason that I say (teach) nothing of what is mine. I briefly express the
thoughts and words passed down by Godly and wise men."[53] This is the
consensus of Orthodox thought, which is to preserve what has always been
taught by Christ, the Apostles, and the Church. Even the Scriptures say,
"But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto
you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed"
(Galatians 1:8).[54] The goal in Orthodoxy is not to create "new" thought,
but to preserve Holy Tradition handed down by divine revelation.[55]

Legacy [edit]

A monastery is named after him in China, Michigan.

Partial bibliography [edit]
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Nikolaus and his wife Elisabeth.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nikolaus Gross (German: Groß) (30 September 1898 – 23
January 1945) was a German Roman Catholic.[1] Gross first
worked in crafts requiring skilled labor before becoming a coal
miner like his father while joining a range of trade union and
political movements.[2] But he soon settled on becoming a
journalist before he got married while World War II prompted him to
become a resistance fighter in the time of the Third Reich and for
his anti-violent rhetoric and approach to opposing Adolf Hitler. He
was also one of those implicated and arrested for the
assassination attempt on Hitler despite not being involved
himself.[3][4]

His cause for sainthood saw it acknowledged that Gross had died
in 1945 "in odium fidei" (in hatred of the faith) which allowed for
Pope John Paul II to preside over the beatification for the
murdered journalist on 7 October 2001 in Saint Peter's Square.
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Life [edit]

Nikolaus Gross was born in Niederwenigern on 30 September
1898 to a miner; he was baptized on 2 October and he attended
the local Catholic school from 1905 until 1912.[4]

Gross first worked in a plate rolling mill as a grinder (1912–15) and then
as a coal miner like his father before him from 1915 until 1920. In June
1917 he joined the Christian Mineworkers' Trade Union and in 1918
joined a Christian political movement. On 6 June 1919 he joined the
Saint Anthony's Miners' Association.[4][2]

He furthered his education in evening courses at the Volksverein für
das katholische Deutschland and in 1920 gave up his job as a miner
and worked for the Christian Mineworkers' Trade Union ("Gewerkverein
Christlicher Bergarbeiter") in Oberhausen in a secretarial role from July
1920 until June 1921. From July 1921 until May 1922 he was an
assistant editor at the union newspaper known as the "Bergknappen" in
Essen.[1][4] From June 1922 until October 1922 he was a trade union
secretarial worker in Waldenburg in Lower Silesia and afterwards in
Zwickau and then at (December 1924 to December 1926) Bottrop. In
January 1927 he changed jobs to become the assistant editor at the
Westdeutsche Arbeiterzeitung which was the organizational organ of the
Katholische Arbeitnehmer-Bewegung ("Catholic Workers' Movement" or K.A.B.) before soon becoming the
general editor in 1929.[3][2] The Westdeutsche Arbeiterzeitung stood out as a paper that was critical of the
Nazis. After the elections in March 1933 the paper was banned for three weeks. In the beginning of 1935 the
paper bore the name Kettelerwacht and was banned once and for all on 19 November 1938 but he continued to
publish an underground edition to expose the lies of propaganda. Gross took over the leadership of the
Düsseldorf K.A.B. for its secretarial worker had been called into the Wehrmacht. His activities were linked with
travels which would be a help to him in his upcoming resistance activities. He also represented the K.A.B. at
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Catholic conferences.[1][4]

He had good friends from the K.A.B. as well as trade unions and the Christian politicians and all would discuss
alternatives to the Nazi regime in the so-called Cologne Circle which was meeting in the K.A.B.'s center called
the Kettelerhaus in Cologne no later than 1942. This group worked with those in Berlin about Carl Friedrich
Goerdeler and took part in his personal plans for the time after Adolf Hitler was out of office should that have
happened.[4][3]

Gross later became engaged to Elisabeth Koch (11.03.1901-21.02.1971) and the two later married on 24 May
1923. The pair had seven children:[2]

Nikolaus Heinrich (1925-2005)
Bernhardine Elisabeth (1926-2015)
Marianne (b. 1927)
Liesel (b. 1929)
Alexander (b. 1931)
Bernhard (b. 1934)
Helene (b. 1939)[2]

In 1940 he endured interrogations and house searches since he was being monitored at the time. On 12
August 1944 he was arrested sometime towards noon in connection with the failed plot to kill Hitler at the Wolf's
Lair in East Prussia. He was first taken to Ravensbrück and then to Berlin at the Tegel prison (from September
1944) where his wife visited him twice and reported the torture done to a hand and both his arms.[4] From prison
he sent letters to his wife including the farewell letter just moments before he died.[3] On 15 January 1945 he
was sentenced to death at the Volksgerichtshof (Roland Freisler condemned him) and was hanged on 23
January 1945 at the Plötzensee prison in Berlin. His remains were cremated and his ashes were scattered at a
sewage plant.[1][4][2] He died soon after the Servant of God Eugen Bolz who was imprisoned in the same
prison.[citation needed]

Beatification and other honors [edit]

The beatification process commenced on
19 January 1988 after the Congregation
for the Causes of Saints issued the official
"nihil obstat" to the cause and titled Gross
as a Servant of God; but it would be a
decade until the actual diocesan phase of
investigation opened in the Essen
diocese on 12 November 1996 which later
closed on 12 October 1997. The C.C.S.
validated the diocesan phase in Rome on

13 November 1998 and received the Positio dossier in 2000 for investigation. The theologians approved the
dossier's contents on 25 May 2001 as did the members of the C.C.S. on 3 July 2001. Pope John Paul II
confirmed on 7 July 2001 that Gross had been killed "in odium fidei" (in hatred of the faith) and so beatified
Gross in Saint Peter's Square on 7 October 2001.

The current postulator for the cause (since 1996) is Dr. Andrea Ambrosi.

There is a museum dedicated to Nikolaus Gross in Niederwenigern. In 1948 a street in Cologne was named in
his honor and streets were named after him in places such as Berlin and Essen amongst others. A chapel was
dedicated to him on 10 October 2004, and a memorial stone in Gelsenkirchen-Buer on 26 October 2003.

See also [edit]

Chapel of Blessed Nikolaus Groß, Essen Minister
List of members of the July 20 plot
Widerstand
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Venerable Nikon the Dry was made a slave by the Polovtsians in the 11th century. Prior to his capture he had
been a monk of the monastery of the Kiev Caves, in what is today Ukraine. Nikon endured a brutal captivity for
a period of more than three years, eventually gaining his freedom by means of a miracle.

Venerable Nikon, before his freedom was gained, informed his slave master that Jesus would release him from
bondage in three days. As a consequence his master crippled Nikon's legs so that he could no longer walk.
Nonetheless, three days later Nikon was carried by God to Kiev unseen.

Some time later Venerable Nikon's former master encountered the holy man in the city. The man repented of
his former ways, was baptised, and became a disciple of Nikon.

Nikon was referred to as "the Dry" due to his intense practice of fasting.

Venerable Nikon the Dry died in 1101 and is commemorated on the date of his passing to eternity, 11
December, in the Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine Rite Catholic Churches.[1]
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1. ^ https://web.archive.org/web/20071214040547/http://www.westsrbdio.org/prolog/my.html?
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Nikon the Metanoeite

Mosaic in Hosios Loukas

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nikon the "Metanoite" (Greek: Νίκων ὁ Μετανοείτε, Nikon ho
Metanoeite (Nikon "repent!"; born circa 930,[1] died 998[2][3]) was a
Byzantine monk, itinerant preacher, and Christian Orthodox saint.[4][5]

Perhaps Nikon's most notable historical impact, according to historian
Andrew Louth, was the light his Life, the biography of Nikon written after
his death by a successor abbot in his monastery, shed on the re-
Christianizing of reconquered sections of the Byzantine Empire.[6] It is
also special in its references of localities in Crete and the central Greek
mainland. Nikon himself was special in that he was represented as a
missionary monk, one who was constantly preaching rather than
constantly praying.[7]
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Biography [edit]

Nikon, of Greek origin, was born in Pontus (modern north-eastern Turkey) or in Argos.[4][5][8] When he was
young, Nikon went to a monastery known as Khrysopetro ("Golden Stone") located on the borders of Pontus
and Paphlagonia.[4][5][8] He spent twelve years there, living an ascetic life of prayer and penance, so extreme
that his brothers tried to persuade him to lessen his regimen.[5] His abbot, impressed by his spiritual
conferences and worried that his newly returned father would draw him from the ascetic life, sent him out into
the world to preach. After his departure, he traveled to Asia Minor and preached repentance there for three
years before moving on. Following the expulsion of the Arabs from Crete in 961 by Nikephoros Phokas, he
became active as a missionary preacher on the island, struggling to return recent converts of Islam back to
Christianity. The area had been a Muslim emirate since the 820s, and in that time Christianity in the area
weakened, many former Christians having converted to Islam. Even those who remained faithful to Christianity
had somewhat lost contact with the living tradition, churches and monasteries having fallen into decay. The
people in the region were, quoted from Nikon's biography, not Islamic, but rather Christians who had been
corrupted "by time and long fellowship with the Saracens." Nikon was forced to change his tactics on Crete, now
having to use his wit to lead his listeners to repentance, rather than just preaching the message of repentance.
It was there that he acquired the nickname metanoite (Greek for "penitent/repent") for his habit of using it as a
preface to all his sermons.[6]

After spending five years on Crete, Nikon went on to Epidauros, Athens, and Euboea. He then travelled to
Thebes and Corinth, and finally down into the Peloponnese, particularly to Sparta, which he reputably saved
from a plague. While in Sparta, Nikon constructed three churches and a monastery and continued his
preaching and teachings, which were reportedly confirmed by miracles. The Peloponnese is represented as a
land full of demons, of which Nikon is constantly struggling against. He ended his life in mainland Greece, in the
province of Lakonia, where he exerted considerable influence on both clergy and laity, founding a large number
of churches. As a result, after his sanctification by the Greek Orthodox Church, he eventually became patron
saint of the town of Sparta and the region of the Mani Peninsula (southern part of Ancient Sparta) where he
brought Christianity to Mani and preached it to the Maniots. The Maniots began to convert to Christianity in the
9th century AD, but it wasn't until 200 years later in the 11th century AD that the Maniots had fully accepted
Christianity. His feast is celebrated each year on November 26. After thirty or so years of preaching in the
Peloponnese, he died in a monastery there on November 26, 998. According to his biography, Nikon continued
to grant miracles posthumously, in fact, much of the account deals solely with these posthumous miracles. Nikon
is pictured in mosaics in the monastery of Hosios Loukas, or Saint Luke.[3]
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Legacy [edit]

As a result of his actions, after his sanctification by the Orthodox Church he became the patron saint of the city
of Sparta. His holiday is celebrated there annually on 26 November.
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Nilus of Palestine was an early Christian martyr. An Egyptian bishop, Nilus was one of four Christians who led
Mass for the persecuted Christians condemned to work in the Palestinian quarries in the wake of the
Diocletianic Persecution. When the Roman emperor Galerius learned of this, he had Nilus burned alive along
with the other leaders (Peleus, Elias and Patermutius), and the Christians dispersed to mines in Cyprus and
Lebanon. He is venerated as a saint in the Roman Catholic Church and Orthodox Church.[1]
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Nilus of Sinai

Saint Nilus of Sinai

Died November 12, 430 AD

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Roman Catholic Church,
Armenian Church

Feast 12 November (Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox calendars)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nilus the Elder, of Sinai (also known as Neilos, Nilus of
Sinai, Nilus of Ancyra; died November 12, 430), was one of the
many disciples and stalwart defenders of St. John Chrysostom.
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Life [edit]

We know him first as a layman, married, with two sons. At this time
he was an officer at the Court of Constantinople, and is said to
have been one of the Praetorian Prefects, who, according to
Diocletian and Constantine's arrangement, were the chief
functionaries and heads of all other governors for the four main
divisions of the empire. Their authority, however, had already
begun to decline by the end of the 4th century.

While St. John Chrysostom was patriarch, before his first exile
(398-403), he directed Nilus in the study of Scripture and in works
of piety.[1] About the year 390[2] or perhaps 404,[3] Nilus left his
wife and one son and took the other, Theodulos, with him to Mount
Sinai to be a monk. They lived here till about the year 410[4] when the Saracens, invading the monastery, took
Theodulos prisoner. The Saracens intended to sacrifice him to their gods, but eventually sold him as a slave, so
that he came into the possession of the Bishop of Elusa in Palestine. The Bishop received Theodulos among
his clergy and made him door-keeper of the church. Meanwhile, Nilus, having left his monastery to find his son,
at last met him at Elusa. The bishop then ordained them both priests and allowed them to return to Sinai. The
mother and the other son had also embraced the religious life in Egypt. St. Nilus was certainly alive till the year
430. It is uncertain how soon after that he died. Some writers believe him to have lived till 451.[5] The Byzantine
Menology for his feast (12 November) supposes this. On the other hand, none of his works mentions the First
Council of Ephesus (431) and he seems to know only the beginning of the Nestorian troubles; so we have no
evidence of his life later than about 430.

From his monastery at Sinai Nilus was a well known person throughout the Eastern Church; by his writings and
correspondence he played an important part in the history of his time. He was known as a theologian, Biblical
scholar and ascetic writer, so people of all kinds, from the emperor down, wrote to consult him. His numerous
works, including a multitude of letters, consist of denunciations of heresy, paganism, abuses of discipline and
crimes, of rules and principles of asceticism, especially maxims about the religious life. He warns and threatens
people in high places, abbots and bishops, governors and princes, even the emperor himself, without fear. He
kept up a correspondence with Gainas, a leader of the Goths, endeavouring to convert him from Arianism;[6] he
denounced vigorously the persecution of St. John Chrysostom both to the Emperor Arcadius[7] and to his
courtiers.[8]

Nilus must be counted as one of the leading ascetic writers of the 5th century. His feast is kept on 12 November
in the Eastern Orthodox calendar; he is commemorated also in the Roman martyrology on the same date. The
Armenian Church remembers him, with other Egyptian fathers, on the Thursday after the third Sunday of their
Advent.[9]

Prophecy of St. Nilus [edit]
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The Prophecy of St. Nilus is an apocryphal work of uncertain origin (thus often referred to as the Prophecy of
Pseudo-Nilus) predicting the apocalypse to occur in the 19th or 20th century (depending on the version of the
text). The creation of this work is very dubious[10] whose date of creation is unverified.[11] With the advent of the
Internet, the work has taken on the status of urban legend. One source has cited the Bibliotheca Sanctorum,
volume IX, page 1008 as a possible origin of the text.[12][13]

These prophecies likely originated from the Russian Orthodox St. Nilus, called Nilus of Sora, but has been
wrongly attributed to Nilus of Sinai. Between the years 1813 and 1819, a certain monk named Theophanes,
also known as the “Prisoner”, was troubled by a demon due to his many sins, and he also suffered from a
hernia. In despair over his condition he planned to leave the Holy Mountain until one day St. Nilus appeared to
him. St. Nilus showed him an abandoned hut and instructed him to settle there, promising to provide for his
needs. Theophanes obeyed, although at first he did not know it was St. Nilus - only later did the Saint reveal
himself.

St. Nilus appeared to him several times, healed him, and taught him about spiritual warfare. Cleansed of his
passions and sins through proper ascetic struggle, St. Nilus ordered him to take the Great Schema and bear
the name Ekhmalotos (Prisoner) as a sign that now he was a captive of St. Nilus for healing him of demonic
possession and vice.

St. Nilus told Monk Ekhmalotos he wanted a path made to his cave so that monks could go there to pray. He
also wanted the Liturgy to be served in the cave church he himself had built.

When the Fathers heard this, they wished to build a new church in honor of St. Nilus. As they were digging the
foundation, they found the saint’s grave. From his relics an ineffable fragrance came forth. This took place on
May 7, 1815. Then the monks informed the Fathers of the Great Lavra of their discovery. They came and
transferred the relics to the Lavra, leaving only a portion of the saint’s jaw at the cave to be venerated by those
who came there.

At the request of certain monks from Kafsokalyvia, Monk Ekhmalotos wrote down the appearances of the Saint,
and later St. Nilus told him to write down his words in full. Because he was barely literate he dictated the story
and prophecies to a Hieromonk Gerasimos from Constantinople, who recorded it word for word.

The entire chronicle of St. Nilus’ teachings and prophecies to the Monk Theophanes between the years 1813 to
1819 fill a six-hundred page book, available in Greek and Russian. A monk by the name of Iakovos from Iveron
Monastery copied this entire text and published it in 1906. It includes prophecies of the invasion of the Holy
Mountain during the Greek Revolution, the 1821 Revolution itself, the end of monasticism on the Holy Mountain,
and the struggles of the monks of the last times.

So this is the likely source of the prophecies of St. Nilus.[14]

Works [edit]

The writings of St. Nilus of Sinai were first edited by Petrus Possinus (Paris, 1639); in 1673 Suarez published a
supplement at Rome; his letters were collected by Possinus (Paris, 1657), a larger collection was made by Leo
Allatius (Rome, 1668). All these editions are used in Patrologia Graeca, vol. 79. The works are divided by
Fessler-Jungmann into four classes:

1. Works about virtues and vices in general: — "Peristeria" (P. G., 79, 811-968), a treatise in three parts
addressed to a monk Agathios; "On Prayer" (peri proseuches, ib., 1165–1200); "Of the eight spirits of
wickedness" (peri ton th'pneumaton tes ponerias, ib., 1145–64); "Of the vice opposed to virtues" (peri
tes antizygous ton areton kakias, ib., 1140–44); "Of various bad thoughts" (peri diapsoron poneron
logismon, ib., 1200–1234); "On the word of the Gospel of Luke", 22:36 (ib., 1263–1280).

2. "Works about the monastic life": — Concerning the slaughter of monks on Mount Sinai, in seven parts,
telling the story of the author's life at Sinai, the invasion of the Saracens, captivity of his son, etc. (ib.,
590-694); Concerning Albianos, a Nitrian monk whose life is held up as an example (ib., 695-712); "Of
Asceticism" (Logos asketikos, about the monastic ideal, ib., 719-810); "Of voluntary poverty" (peri
aktemosynes, ib., 968-1060); "Of the superiority of monks" (ib., 1061–1094); "To Eulogios the monk"
(ib., 1093–1140).

3. "Admonitions" (Gnomai) or "Chapters" (kephalaia), about 200 precepts drawn up in short maxims (ib.,
1239–62). These are probably made by his disciples from his discourses.

4. "Letters": — Possinus published 355, Allatius 1061 letters, divided into four books (P. G., 79, 81-585).
Many are not complete, several overlap, or are not really letters but excerpts from Nilus' works; some are
spurious. Fessler-Jungmann divides them into classes, as dogmatic, exegetical, moral, and ascetic.

Certain works wrongly attributed to Nilus are named in Fessler-Jungmann, pp. 125–6.
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Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John ·
Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Martyrs

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
Faustus, Abibus and Dionysius · Felix and Regula · Gabriel Abdel El-Metgaly ·
Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
Holy Innocent · Otimus · Memnon · Rais · Imbaba Martyrs · John · Moura ·
John of Senhout · Elias and four companions · Justina · Kosheh martyrs ·
49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I · Alexander II ·
Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II ·
Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham · Zacharias · Cyril II ·
Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V · Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
Yousab el-Abah of Girga

Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
Abraham of Scetes · Amun · Anthony the Great · Awgin · Bashnouna · Hilarion ·
Isaac of Nineveh · Isidore of Pelusium · John Climacus · John the Dwarf ·
Macarius of Alexandria · Macarius of Egypt · Marina the Monk · Moses the Black ·
Mother Irini · Hospitius · Nilus of Sinai · Pachomius the Great · Pambo · Parsoma ·
Patapios of Thebes · Paul of Thebes · Paul of Tammah · Paul the Simple · Pishoy ·
Poemen · Samuel the Confessor · Tekle Haymanot · Sisoes the Great ·
Theodorus of Tabennese · Theodora of Alexandria

Anchorites Karas · Mary · Misael · Onuphrius · Paphnutius · Paul · Pijimi · Shenouda · Thomas
· Zosimas

Other Saints
Ambrose · Clement of Alexandria · Didymus the Blind · Euphrosyne · Habib Girgis ·
Candidus · Simon the Tanner · Three Holy Children · Maximus and Domatius ·
Verena
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Nilus of Sora

Nil Sorsky

Born 1443
Moscow

Died May 7, 1508

Venerated in Eastern Orthodoxy, Eastern
Catholicism

Feast May 7

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nil Sorsky (Russian: Нил Сорский, also Nilus of Sora and Nil
Sorski; birth name: Nikolai Maikov (Russian: Николай
Майков) (c. 1433 – 1508) became a leader of a tendency in the
medieval Russian Orthodox Church known as the Non-possessors
(nestyazhateli) which opposed ecclesiastic landownership.[1] The
Russian Orthodox Church venerates Nil Sorsky as a saint, marking
his feast day on the anniversary of his repose on May 7.[2]
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Early life [edit]

Nilus of Sora, a great ascetic of the Russian Church, was
descended from the Maikov nobility.[3] Before becoming a monk,
Nil Sorsky worked as a scribe and was engaged in book copying.
He also journeyed to Palestine and Greece early in his life and
was acquainted there with the Hesychast movement.[4]

Later in his life, he took monastic vows at the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, which had been known for its hostile
stance towards monastic landownership. The founder of the monastery – Saint Kirill of Beloozero – was himself
known for rejecting villages that had been offered to him by devout nobles.

Kirill’s followers adopted his ways and would later become known as the startsy from out the Volga with Nil
Sorsky as their leader. Soon, he went on a journey to the Holy Land and visited Palestine, Constantinople, and
Mount Athos, acquainting himself with a mystical doctrine of Hesychasm and reading patristic literature. Upon
his return to Russia (between 1473 and 1489), Nil Sorsky founded a cloister on the Sora River (hence, Nil
Sorsky, or Nil of Sora) not far from the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, where he would settle down with his
followers. He wrote extensively.[5] This travelling to the holy places made a great impression upon him and
changed all his individuality. Solitude, isolation, oblivion of the world became the main features of his
character.[6]

The Novgorod heresy affair [edit]

Nil Sorsky was involved in the Novgorod heresy affair (see Sect of Skhariya the Jew for details), which had
stirred a lot of minds in the Tsardom of Russia at that time.[7] It appears that Sorsky and his closest associate
Paisiy Yaroslavov were much more tolerant towards the heretics than most of the Russian clergy, led by
Gennady (Archbishop of Novgorod) and Joseph Volotsky.

In 1489, Archbishop Gennady embarked on the path of fighting the heretics and asked Archbishop of Rostov to
consult with the elders Nil Sorsky and Paisiy Yaroslavov (who had been living in his eparchy) and seek their
assistance in this matter. Historical accounts of that period do not shed any light on the outcome of these
"negotiations", but from that time on there seems to have been no interaction between Sorsky and Yaroslavov
on one side and Gennady and Joseph Volotsky on the other.

The two elders, however, did not treat heresy with indifference. They were both present at the Synod of 1490,
which dealt with heresy, and exerted their influence upon its final decision. Initially, the clergy unanimously
spoke in support of burning all the heretics at the stake. At the conclusion of the synod, however, only a few
priests were condemned and then defrocked without being executed. Later in the decade, however, several
heretics were burned in both Novgorod and Moscow.[8]
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Teaching and influence [edit]

Nil Sorsky was opposed to formality in Orthodoxy faith which were widely spread in the midst of 16th century
Russia. It was so deeply crystallized in church life of that period that such persons as Maximus the Greek and
the elder Artemiy, who had tried to show the deep basics of Orthodoxy, were considered as Heretics. His wish
was to disclose the deep understanding of Orthodoxy devoting more attention to spiritual life of a soul rather
than to religious rituals. He was not a bookworm but a speculator-philosopher or speculator-theorist and an
uncommon spiritual freedom marked his personality. The whole life of a person - the path of incessant self-
perfection and self-improvement - is based on the Holy Gospel. And the Elder showed a lot of psychological
understanding of the spiritual struggle and outlined clear ways of "graceful struggle". He deeply believed that
moral, inner, spiritual perfection was the ideal foundation of the active, productive life of the believer. [6]

In his teachings, he developed mystical and ascetical ideas along the lines of Gregory Sinaite's hesychasm,
asking the believers to concentrate on their inner world and personal emotional experiences of faith as means
for achieving unity with God. Nil Sorsky demanded that monks participate in productive labor and spoke in
support of monastic reforms on a basis of a secluded and modest lifestyle.

Nil Sorsky dedicated his efforts towards fighting against monastic landownership rights at the Synod of 1503 in
Moscow. There, he raised a question about monastic estates, which comprised about one third of the territory
of the whole Russian state at that time and which, in his view, had been responsible for demoralization of the
Russian monastic communities. Nil Sorsky was supported by the elders of the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery and
his disciple Vassian Patrikeyev. Although he spoke in favor of Ivan III’s policy of secularization of monastic
lands,[9] Sorsky did not live long enough to see the end of this struggle. Patrikeyev and Artemius of the Trinity
were Nil Sorsky’s successors.
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Nilus the Younger

Saint Nilus the Younger

Portrait of Nilus, Sanctuary of San Nicodemo in
Mammola, which is dedicated to Saint Nicodemus of

Mammola.

Abbot and Confessor
Born 910 AD

Rossano, Byzantine Theme of
Calabria (now Calabria,
Southern Italy)

Died December 27, 1005
Abbey of Sant'Agata, Tusculum,
Latium, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Major shrine Abbey of Grottaferrata, Province
of Rome, Lazio, Italy

Feast September 26

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nilus the Younger, also called Neilos of Rossano (Italian: Nilo
di Rossano, Greek: Όσιος Νείλος, ο εκ Καλαβρίας[2]; 910 – 27
December 1005)[3] was a monk, abbot, and founder of Italo-Greek
monasticism in southern Italy. He is venerated as a saint in the
Eastern Orthodox[note 1] and Roman Catholic churches, and his
feast day is celebrated on September 26 in both the Byzantine
Calendar and the Roman Martyrology.
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Biography [edit]

Born to a Greek family of Rossano, in the Byzantine theme of
Calabria, for a time he was married and had a daughter.[4]

Sickness brought about his conversion, however, and from that
time he became a monk and a propagator of the rule of Saint Basil
in Italy.[5]

He was known for his ascetic life, his virtues, and theological
learning. For a time he lived as a hermit, but his reputation drew
followers to Rossano, whom he began to instruct. However, after a
while, he realized that he was viewed as a local authority, and
hearing that there was talk of making him bishop, Nilus fled to
Capua, where he stayed for fifteen years. Later he spent certain
periods of his life at various monasteries which he either founded
or restored. Although Nilus instructed his monks according to the
Rule of St. Basil, he maintained cordial relations with the
Benedictines at Monte Cassino, where he spent some time, as well as at the Alexius monastery in Rome.[5] The
Rule of St. Basil was one of the resources Benedict had recourse to when drafting his own rule.

When Pope Gregory V (996–999) was driven out of Rome, Nilus opposed the usurpation of Philogatos of
Piacenza as antipope. According to his disciple and biographer, Bartholomew, in 998 Nilus hastened to Rome to
intercede on behalf of a fellow native of Rossano, John Philogathos, who had, against the advice of Nilus,
cooperated in an ill-advised scheme of the Roman noble Crescentius to depose the Emperor Otto III's kinsman,
Pope Gregory V. Later when Philogathos was tortured and mutilated, Nilus reproached Gregory and the
Emperor for this crime,[5] prophesying that "the curse of heaven sooner or later would affect their cruel
hearts".[4]

Nilus' chief work was the foundation in 1004 of the famous Greek monastery of Grottaferrata,[note 2] near
Frascati, on lands granted him by Gregory, count of Tusculum; he is counted the first abbot. At the time
Calabria was under the Byzantine rule and was Greek in language, culture, and spiritual and liturgical
tradition.[6] The abbey continues in the Byzantine rite. He spent the end of his life partly in the Sant'Agata
monastery in Tusculum and partly in a hermitage at Valleluce near Gaeta. He died in the Sant'Agata monastery
in 1005.

Saint Nilus is revered as the patron saint of scribes and calligraphers.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "After a carefree youth in the south of Italy, he became a monk at the monastery of St Adrian in Calabria, where
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he later became abbot. In 981 the invading Saracens drove the monks to Vellelucio, where they lived on land given
to them by the monastery of Montecassino. Shortly before his repose, Nilus designated that as the place where
his monastery was to be definitively established. This monastery, of Grottaferrata, was for long faithful to
Orthodoxy."[1]

2. ^ Abbey of Santa Maria di Grottaferrata (Greek: Mονῆς Κρυπτοφέρρης).
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Nimatullah Kassab

Saint
Nimatullah Youssef Kassab Al-

Hardini, O.L.M.

Saint of the Lebanese Maronite Order

Monk, priest and confessor
Born 1808

Hardine, North Governorate,
Lebanon

Died 14 December 1858
Monastery of Saints Cyprian and
Justina
Kfifan, Batroun District, Lebanon

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 10 May 1998, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Canonized 16 May 2004, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Monastery of Saints Cyprian and
Justina
Kfifan, Batroun District, Lebanon

Feast 14 December

Patronage Beirut, Lebanon

Part of a series on
Maronite Church

Coat of arms of the Syriac Maronite Church,
an Eastern Catholic sui iuris particular church

Patriarchate
Patriarch Bechara Boutros al-Rahi

Religious orders and societies
Antonin Maronite Order

Congregation of the
Lebanese Maronite Missionaries

Lebanese Maronite Order
Mariamite Maronite Order

Maronite Order of the
Blessed Virgin Mary

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Nimatullah Kassab O.L.M., also known as "Al-Hardini" in
reference to his birth village, (1808 – 14 December 1858) was a
Lebanese monk, priest and scholar of the Maronite Church. He
has been declared a saint by the Catholic Church.[1]
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born Youssef Kassab, in 1808 in the village of Hardine,
in the North Governorate of Lebanon, one of the seven children of
George Kassab and Marium Raad, the daughter of a priest of the
Maronite Church.[2]

As a boy, Youssef attended the school run by the monks of the
Lebanese Maronite Order at the Monastery of St. Anthony in the
village of Houb. After he finished his studies there in 1822, he
entered the Monastery of St. Anthony in Qozhaya, entering the
novitiate of the Order which had taught him in November 1828, at
which time he took the monastic name of Nimatullah, which
means "the grace of God".[3]

Monk [edit]

As a new monk, Father (the title given to all Eastern monks)
Nimatullah was assigned by the abbot of the monastery to learn
how to bind books. He spent the period of his initial formation in
the monastic life in frequent prayer, sometimes passing the night
in prayer in the monastery church, praying to the Blessed
Sacrament.[1] Kassab made his religious profession of vows on 14
November 1830, after which he was sent to the Monastery of
Saints Cyprian and Justina in Kfifan, in the Batroun District, to
pursue higher studies in preparation for ordination, which took
place on Christmas Day 1833.[3] Nimatullah Al-Hardini founded a
free school in Kifkan and later in Bhersaf.[4]

After ordination, he was assigned by the abbot to teach at the
Order's seminary and to be the director of the seminarians.[1]

Among his students was a famed member of the Order, St.
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Charbel Makhlouf, venerated by the entire Catholic Church.

As a monk, Kassab spent his entire life in prayer and the service
of his Order. He served on its General Council for most of the
period 1845-1858, also serving as Assistant Abbot General by
appointment of the Holy See, in addition to his duties in the
seminary.[3] He refused, however, to be named Abbot General.

He was severe on himself but a model of patience and
forbearance to his fellow monks, to the point where he was
reprimanded for his leniency. He bore all this as part of the
challenge of monastic life. One of his brothers, who had also
entered the monastery and had become a hermit, advised him to
seek a similar solitude. Nimatullah declined, saying that community
life was the true challenge for a monk.[1]

Death [edit]

Kassab fell ill in the winter of 1858, dying after suffering nearly two
weeks of high fever on 14 December. In 1864, his tomb was
opened for re-burial and, to the surprise of the monks, his body
was found to be intact. Such was the reverence with which he was
held during his life, that his body was exposed to the veneration of
the public until 1927, when a Committee of Inquiry into his possible
canonization had completed its work. His body was then buried in a small chapel.[2]

Miracles [edit]

Kassab is believed to have performed many miracles during his life due to his deep spirituality and his high
virtues. He is commended for having a radiant soul, and it was said that he was deeply united to his creator.
"The Saint of Kfifan" was stated to have the gift of prophesy and hence became known as "a man of vision."

According to some sources, on one occasion when he was teaching his students and facing a large wall
outside the monastery of Kfifan, he had a sense that the wall was suddenly going to fall. Thereupon, he
asked his students to move away just before the wall fell down, sparing all present from injury.

On another occasion, according to Maronite folklore, Father Nimatullah was divinely made aware that the
barn where the cows of the monastery of Kfifan were kept was going to collapse on them (cows were then
considered to be vital assets of the monastery). Father Nimatullah asked the monk in charge to change the
place of the cows. At first the monk hesitated, but Father Nimatullah insisted and urged him to do so. After
the cows were removed the roof of the barn collapsed while none of the cows were lost.

Healing of the Altar Boy [edit]

On another occasion, it is believed Father Nimatullah wanted to celebrate his daily Mass but his usual altar boy
did not arrive at church on time. Father Nimatullah then went to the boy's room and asked him to get up and
serve mass. The altar boy was not able to because he had a high fever. Father Nimatullah then requested the
boy to stand up, whereupon he ordered the malady to "Leave him..." Immediately, the boy was cured and he
went and served Father Nimatullah's mass with joy and liveliness.

Provisions Box [edit]

Father Nimatullah was thought to have once prayed over and blessed the provisions' box (which contained
wheat and other foodstuffs) at the monastery of El-Kattara which was almost empty. After a little while the box
was filled and spilled over. Everyone was stunned and praised God at what they saw.

While still alive, his fellow monks and the ordinary people who knew him considered Father Nimatullah to be a
saint. Often they would come asking him to pray for them and even bless water to be used on their land and for
their livestock. His presence always imposed a special respect, reverence and solemnity.

Moussa Saliba [edit]

According to the Catholic communion, after his death, God granted many healings and miracles through the
intercession of the "Saint of Kfifan." One such healing was supposedly granted to an Orthodox blind man,
Moussa Saliba, from the town of Bteghrine (El-Maten). Moussa Saliba visited Nimatullah's tomb, praying and
asking for his blessing. A deep sleep overcame Moussa Saliba, and then Father Nimatullah appeared to him
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and healed his eyes, enabling him to see clearly.

Michael Kfoury [edit]

Another miracle apparently occurred to a Melkite man, Mickael Kfoury, from the town Watta El-Mrouge. An
incurable illness was attacking both of his legs, which rendered them dry, devoid of flesh, and twisted to the
point of crippling him. His doctors had abandoned all hope of a cure.

Having heard of the miracles that Father Nimatullah was performing this man decided to visit Father Nimatullah's
tomb in Kfifan and ask for his healing. He slept the night at the monastery, and while he was in deep sleep an
old monk appeared to him saying: "Stand up and go and help the monks carry in the grapes from the vineyard."
He immediately replied: "Don't you see me paralysed, how can I walk and carry the grapes?" The monk
answered: "Take this pair of shoes, wear them and walk." The sick man then took the shoes and tried to stretch
out his right leg, and, to his surprise, he was able to do so. He woke up and started to feel both of his legs which
were now full of blood and flesh, and after he stood up he found himself totally healed.

Andre Najm [edit]

According to other sources in the church; on September 26, 1987, Andre accompanied family and friends to the
monastery of Kfifane where he prayed fervently at the grave of Fr. Hardini. The people around him heard him
say "I beg you, Fr. Al-Hardini, give me a drop of blood for I am so tired to the point where I can't even beg for
blood on the street." He then asked to wear the monastic habit, moments later he was cured, and cried out with
joy, "I wore the monastic habit, I am cured, I don't need blood anymore!" Andre has not required any blood
transfusions since that day, and in 1991 he married Rola Salim Raad. They have three children, a son named
Charbel and two daughters named Rafca and Maria. Today, Andre is in excellent health and has become a
Maronite priest.

Veneration [edit]

The cause for Kassab's canonization was formally accepted by the Holy See on 7 September 1978 and he was
declared Venerable. On 2 May 1996, Bishop Khalil Abi-Nader, retired Bishop of the Maronite Diocese of Beirut,
obtained the permission of Cardinal Sfeir to start the investigation of the miracle of Andre Najm.

On 26 September 1996, the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in Rome began to study the miracle. On 27
February 1997, the five-member medical team unanimously voted to accept the cure of Andre Najm as a
miracle. On 9 May 1997, the seven-member theological team also voted unanimously to accept the miracle. On
1 July 1997, the General Assembly of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints, which includes twenty-four
cardinals, accepted the miracle attributed to the intercession of the Servant of God Nimatullah Kassab.

On 7 July 1997, in the presence of Pope John Paul II, the Congregation for the Causes of Saints published the
decree accepting the miracle.

Kassab's beatification by Pope John Paul II was held at Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome on Sunday, 10 May
1998.[5] He was later canonized on Sunday, 16 May 2004, by the same pope.[6]

The Maronite Church celebrates his feast day on December 14.
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Nimatullah Kassab

Saint
Nimatullah Youssef Kassab Al-

Hardini, O.L.M.

Saint of the Lebanese Maronite Order

Monk, priest and confessor
Born 1808

Hardine, North Governorate,
Lebanon

Died 14 December 1858
Monastery of Saints Cyprian and
Justina
Kfifan, Batroun District, Lebanon

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 10 May 1998, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Canonized 16 May 2004, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Monastery of Saints Cyprian and
Justina
Kfifan, Batroun District, Lebanon

Feast 14 December

Patronage Beirut, Lebanon

Part of a series on
Maronite Church

Coat of arms of the Syriac Maronite Church,
an Eastern Catholic sui iuris particular church

Patriarchate
Patriarch Bechara Boutros al-Rahi

Religious orders and societies
Antonin Maronite Order

Congregation of the
Lebanese Maronite Missionaries

Lebanese Maronite Order
Mariamite Maronite Order

Maronite Order of the
Blessed Virgin Mary

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nimatullah Youssef Kassab Al-Hardini)

Saint Nimatullah Kassab O.L.M., also known as "Al-Hardini" in
reference to his birth village, (1808 – 14 December 1858) was a
Lebanese monk, priest and scholar of the Maronite Church. He
has been declared a saint by the Catholic Church.[1]
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born Youssef Kassab, in 1808 in the village of Hardine,
in the North Governorate of Lebanon, one of the seven children of
George Kassab and Marium Raad, the daughter of a priest of the
Maronite Church.[2]

As a boy, Youssef attended the school run by the monks of the
Lebanese Maronite Order at the Monastery of St. Anthony in the
village of Houb. After he finished his studies there in 1822, he
entered the Monastery of St. Anthony in Qozhaya, entering the
novitiate of the Order which had taught him in November 1828, at
which time he took the monastic name of Nimatullah, which
means "the grace of God".[3]

Monk [edit]

As a new monk, Father (the title given to all Eastern monks)
Nimatullah was assigned by the abbot of the monastery to learn
how to bind books. He spent the period of his initial formation in
the monastic life in frequent prayer, sometimes passing the night
in prayer in the monastery church, praying to the Blessed
Sacrament.[1] Kassab made his religious profession of vows on 14
November 1830, after which he was sent to the Monastery of
Saints Cyprian and Justina in Kfifan, in the Batroun District, to
pursue higher studies in preparation for ordination, which took
place on Christmas Day 1833.[3] Nimatullah Al-Hardini founded a
free school in Kifkan and later in Bhersaf.[4]

After ordination, he was assigned by the abbot to teach at the
Order's seminary and to be the director of the seminarians.[1]

Among his students was a famed member of the Order, St.
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Charbel Makhlouf, venerated by the entire Catholic Church.

As a monk, Kassab spent his entire life in prayer and the service
of his Order. He served on its General Council for most of the
period 1845-1858, also serving as Assistant Abbot General by
appointment of the Holy See, in addition to his duties in the
seminary.[3] He refused, however, to be named Abbot General.

He was severe on himself but a model of patience and
forbearance to his fellow monks, to the point where he was
reprimanded for his leniency. He bore all this as part of the
challenge of monastic life. One of his brothers, who had also
entered the monastery and had become a hermit, advised him to
seek a similar solitude. Nimatullah declined, saying that community
life was the true challenge for a monk.[1]

Death [edit]

Kassab fell ill in the winter of 1858, dying after suffering nearly two
weeks of high fever on 14 December. In 1864, his tomb was
opened for re-burial and, to the surprise of the monks, his body
was found to be intact. Such was the reverence with which he was
held during his life, that his body was exposed to the veneration of
the public until 1927, when a Committee of Inquiry into his possible
canonization had completed its work. His body was then buried in a small chapel.[2]

Miracles [edit]

Kassab is believed to have performed many miracles during his life due to his deep spirituality and his high
virtues. He is commended for having a radiant soul, and it was said that he was deeply united to his creator.
"The Saint of Kfifan" was stated to have the gift of prophesy and hence became known as "a man of vision."

According to some sources, on one occasion when he was teaching his students and facing a large wall
outside the monastery of Kfifan, he had a sense that the wall was suddenly going to fall. Thereupon, he
asked his students to move away just before the wall fell down, sparing all present from injury.

On another occasion, according to Maronite folklore, Father Nimatullah was divinely made aware that the
barn where the cows of the monastery of Kfifan were kept was going to collapse on them (cows were then
considered to be vital assets of the monastery). Father Nimatullah asked the monk in charge to change the
place of the cows. At first the monk hesitated, but Father Nimatullah insisted and urged him to do so. After
the cows were removed the roof of the barn collapsed while none of the cows were lost.

Healing of the Altar Boy [edit]

On another occasion, it is believed Father Nimatullah wanted to celebrate his daily Mass but his usual altar boy
did not arrive at church on time. Father Nimatullah then went to the boy's room and asked him to get up and
serve mass. The altar boy was not able to because he had a high fever. Father Nimatullah then requested the
boy to stand up, whereupon he ordered the malady to "Leave him..." Immediately, the boy was cured and he
went and served Father Nimatullah's mass with joy and liveliness.

Provisions Box [edit]

Father Nimatullah was thought to have once prayed over and blessed the provisions' box (which contained
wheat and other foodstuffs) at the monastery of El-Kattara which was almost empty. After a little while the box
was filled and spilled over. Everyone was stunned and praised God at what they saw.

While still alive, his fellow monks and the ordinary people who knew him considered Father Nimatullah to be a
saint. Often they would come asking him to pray for them and even bless water to be used on their land and for
their livestock. His presence always imposed a special respect, reverence and solemnity.

Moussa Saliba [edit]

According to the Catholic communion, after his death, God granted many healings and miracles through the
intercession of the "Saint of Kfifan." One such healing was supposedly granted to an Orthodox blind man,
Moussa Saliba, from the town of Bteghrine (El-Maten). Moussa Saliba visited Nimatullah's tomb, praying and
asking for his blessing. A deep sleep overcame Moussa Saliba, and then Father Nimatullah appeared to him
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and healed his eyes, enabling him to see clearly.

Michael Kfoury [edit]

Another miracle apparently occurred to a Melkite man, Mickael Kfoury, from the town Watta El-Mrouge. An
incurable illness was attacking both of his legs, which rendered them dry, devoid of flesh, and twisted to the
point of crippling him. His doctors had abandoned all hope of a cure.

Having heard of the miracles that Father Nimatullah was performing this man decided to visit Father Nimatullah's
tomb in Kfifan and ask for his healing. He slept the night at the monastery, and while he was in deep sleep an
old monk appeared to him saying: "Stand up and go and help the monks carry in the grapes from the vineyard."
He immediately replied: "Don't you see me paralysed, how can I walk and carry the grapes?" The monk
answered: "Take this pair of shoes, wear them and walk." The sick man then took the shoes and tried to stretch
out his right leg, and, to his surprise, he was able to do so. He woke up and started to feel both of his legs which
were now full of blood and flesh, and after he stood up he found himself totally healed.

Andre Najm [edit]

According to other sources in the church; on September 26, 1987, Andre accompanied family and friends to the
monastery of Kfifane where he prayed fervently at the grave of Fr. Hardini. The people around him heard him
say "I beg you, Fr. Al-Hardini, give me a drop of blood for I am so tired to the point where I can't even beg for
blood on the street." He then asked to wear the monastic habit, moments later he was cured, and cried out with
joy, "I wore the monastic habit, I am cured, I don't need blood anymore!" Andre has not required any blood
transfusions since that day, and in 1991 he married Rola Salim Raad. They have three children, a son named
Charbel and two daughters named Rafca and Maria. Today, Andre is in excellent health and has become a
Maronite priest.

Veneration [edit]

The cause for Kassab's canonization was formally accepted by the Holy See on 7 September 1978 and he was
declared Venerable. On 2 May 1996, Bishop Khalil Abi-Nader, retired Bishop of the Maronite Diocese of Beirut,
obtained the permission of Cardinal Sfeir to start the investigation of the miracle of Andre Najm.

On 26 September 1996, the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in Rome began to study the miracle. On 27
February 1997, the five-member medical team unanimously voted to accept the cure of Andre Najm as a
miracle. On 9 May 1997, the seven-member theological team also voted unanimously to accept the miracle. On
1 July 1997, the General Assembly of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints, which includes twenty-four
cardinals, accepted the miracle attributed to the intercession of the Servant of God Nimatullah Kassab.

On 7 July 1997, in the presence of Pope John Paul II, the Congregation for the Causes of Saints published the
decree accepting the miracle.

Kassab's beatification by Pope John Paul II was held at Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome on Sunday, 10 May
1998.[5] He was later canonized on Sunday, 16 May 2004, by the same pope.[6]

The Maronite Church celebrates his feast day on December 14.
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Icon of the Nine Saints, at Abba
Pentalewon Monastery near Axum, Ethiopia.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Nine Saints were a group of missionaries who were important
in the initial growth of Christianity in what is now Ethiopia during
the late 5th century. Their names were Abba Aftse, Abba Alef,
Abba Aragawi, Abba Garima (Isaac, or Yeshaq), Abba Guba, Abba
Liqanos, Abba Pantelewon, Abba Sehma, and Abba Yem’ata.
Although frequently described as coming from Syria, only two or
three actually came from that province; according to Paul B.
Henze, others have been traced to Constantinople, Anatolia, and
even Rome.[1]

The Ethiopian historian Tadesse Tamrat speculates that they may
have been connected with the anti-Monophysite and
anti-Miaphysite persecutions that followed the Council of
Chalcedon, which adopted Dyophysitism. Their activities spread
Christianity beyond "a narrow corridor between Adulis and Aksum
along the caravan routes."[2] Besides converting the local
inhabitants to Christianity, they also founded a number of monastic
houses that followed the rule of Saint Pachomius: Abba Aftse
founded the monastery at Yeha; Abba Alef the northernmost
establishment at Bi'isa on the south bank of the Mareb River; the
foundation of the important monastery of Debre Damo is attributed
to Abba Aragawi; Abbas Liqanos and Pantelewon are credited with
establishing Pentalewon Monastery in Axum; Abba Garima
founded Abba Garima Monastery north of Adwa; Abba Guba the
one at Madara; Abba Sehma one at Sedenya; and Abba Yem’ata
founded the southernmost one of the group in the Gar'alta, noted
for its Abuna Yemata Guh church named after him.[3]

Abba Garima
and the
Garima
Gospels [edit]

Recent radiocarbon
dating supports the
tradition of Saint Abba

Garima's arrival at the Abba Garima Monastery in 494.[4] The
Garima Gospels, which Garima is said to have written, is now
regarded as "the world's earliest illustrated Christian manuscript"
and the oldest surviving Ethiopian manuscript of any kind.[4]

Nine Saints in Cyprus [edit]

A painting belonging to the Cyprus Presidential Palace with the
same title (but quite unrelated to the above) was on exhibition in
the Λεβέντειος Πινακοθήκη in Nicosia in 2014. Information about
the painting is found in the August 25th issue of the Greek-Cypriot
Sunday newspaper Καθημερινή, [1] .
The nine saints are also found in the Sinaxaristis (Συναξαριστής in
Greek), [2]
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Ethiopian saints by feast day
January Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) · Abeluzius (15th) · Tekle Haymanot (24th)

February Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

March Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

April Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

May Saint Abraham (5th) · Yared (19th) · Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Kaleb (28th) · Ablak (30th)
· Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

June Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

July Moses the Black (1st) · Giyorgis of Segla (14th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) ·
Tekle Haymanot (24th)

August Abraham, Ethnus, Acrates, James, and John (3rd) · Tekle Haymanot (17th and 24th) ·
Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

September

Abnodius (3rd) · Melki of Clysma (11th) · Daysa the Egyptian (12th) ·
Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) · Anbas (13th) · Mamas the Martyr (15th) · Lebna Dengel
(15th) · Fasilidas (19th) · Yasay (19th) · Matronya (20th) · Aflahos (22nd) ·
Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Absadi (27th)

October
Sharda Hawaryat (1st) · Matlan the physician (4th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) ·
Lawa-Krestos (5th) · Basalota Mika’el (5th) · ‘Oyoranos (5th) · ‘Abtlemanos of Shoka
(7th) · Abuna Aregawi (24th) · Ezana (1st) · Saizana (1st) · Tekle Haymanot (24th)

November Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

December Iyasus Mo'a (5th) · Samuel of Waldebba (21st) · Tekle Haymanot (24th) ·
Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) · Frumentius (27th)
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Ninian

Saint Ninian

Saint Ninian as intercessor ("Ora pro nobis,
Sancte Niniane"). Donor portrait in the Book of

Hours of the Virgin and Saint Ninian, 15th
century

Apostle to the Southern Picts
Died 432 AD

Venerated in Anglican Communion
Eastern Orthodoxy
Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Whithorn Priory

Feast 16 September

Attributes Episcopal, Bell of St. Ninian[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Ninian (disambiguation).
Not to be confused with Nennius.

Ninian is a Christian saint first mentioned in the 8th century as
being an early missionary among the Pictish peoples of what is
now Scotland. For this reason he is known as the Apostle to the
Southern Picts, and there are numerous dedications to him in
those parts of Scotland with a Pictish heritage, throughout the
Scottish Lowlands, and in parts of Northern England with a
Northumbrian heritage. In Scotland, Ninian is also known as
Ringan, and as Trynnian in Northern England.

Ninian's major shrine was at Whithorn in Galloway, where he is
associated with the Candida Casa (Latin for 'White House').
Nothing is known about his teachings, and there is no
unchallenged authority for information about his life.

The nature of Ninian's identity is uncertain, and historians have
identified the name "Ninian" with other historical figures. A popular
hypothesis proposed by Thomas Owen Clancy, a researcher and
professor of Celtic studies, posits that Ninian can be identified with
three other historical figures: Saint Finnian of Moville, Saint
Finnian of Clonard, and Saint Finbarr of Cork. Linguistic variations
across the territories associated with each saint have provided
evidence that the Ninian preserved in literary tradition originated
from this individual. [2] This article discusses the particulars and
origins of what has come to be known as the "traditional" stories of
Saint Ninian.
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Background [edit]

The Southern Picts, for whom Ninian is held to be the apostle, are the Picts south of the mountains known as
the Mounth, which cross Scotland north of the Firths of Clyde and Forth. That they had once been Christian is
known from a 5th-century mention of them by Saint Patrick in his Letter to Coroticus, where he refers to them as
'apostate Picts'.[3] Patrick could not have been referring to the Northern Picts who were converted by Saint
Columba in the 6th century because they were not yet Christian, and thus could not be called 'apostate'.
Northumbria had established a bishopric among the Southern Picts at Abercorn in 681, under Bishop Trumwine.
This effort was abandoned shortly after the Picts defeated the Northumbrians at the Battle of Dun Nechtain in
685.

Christianity had flourished in Galloway in the 6th century.[4] By the time of Bede's account in 731, the
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The Venerable Bede translates
John, by J. D. Penrose, c. 1902.

Saint Ailred
(or Aelred), from
an 1845 book.[9]

Northumbrians had enjoyed an unbroken relationship with Galloway for a century or longer, beginning with the
Northumbrian predecessor state of Bernicia. The full nature of the relationship is uncertain. Also at this time,
Northumbria was establishing bishoprics in its sphere of influence, to be subordinate to the Northumbrian
Archbishop of York. One such bishopric was established at Whithorn in 731, and Bede's account serves to
support the legitimacy of the new Northumbrian bishopric. The Bernician name hwit ærn is Old English for the
Latin candida casa, or 'white house' in modern English, and it has survived as the modern name of Whithorn.

There is as yet no unchallenged connection of the historical record to the person who was Bede's Ninian.
However, the unlikelihood that the reputable historian Bede invented Ninian without some basis in the historical
record, combined with an increased knowledge of Ireland's early saints and Whithorn's early Christian
connections, has led to serious scholarly efforts to find Bede's basis. James Henthorn Todd, in his 1855
publication of the Leabhar Imuinn (The Book of Hymns of the Ancient Church of Ireland), suggested that it was
Finnian of Moville,[5] and that view has gained traction among modern scholars. [6][7]

Traditional story [edit]

The earliest mention of Ninian of Whithorn is in a short passage of The Ecclesiastical History of the English
People by the Northumbrian monk Bede in c. 731. The 9th-century poem Miracula Nyniae Episcopi records
some of the miracles attributed to him. A Life of Saint Ninian (Vita Sancti Niniani) was written around 1160 by
Ailred of Rievaulx, and in 1639 James Ussher discusses Ninian in his Brittanicarum Ecclesiarum Antiquitates.
These are the sources of information about Ninian of Whithorn, and all provide seemingly innocuous personal
details about his life. However, there is no unchallenged historical evidence to support any of their stories, and
all sources had political and religious agendas that were served by their accounts of Saint Ninian (discussed
below).

Tradition holds that Ninian was a Briton who had studied in Rome, that he established an episcopal see at the
Candida Casa in Whithorn, that he named the see for Saint Martin of Tours, that he converted the southern
Picts to Christianity, and that he is buried at Whithorn. Variations of the story add that he had actually met Saint
Martin, that his father was a Christian king, and that he was buried in a stone sarcophagus near the altar of his
church. Further variations assert that he left for Ireland, and died there in 432. Dates for his birth are derived
from the traditional mention of Saint Martin, who died in 397.

Bede (c. 731) [edit]

Bede says that Ninian (whose name he only renders in the ablative case
Nynia) was a Briton who had been instructed in Rome; that he made his
church of stone, which was unusual among the Britons; that his
episcopal see was named after Saint Martin of Tours; that he preached
to and converted the southern Picts; that his base was in a place called
" Ad Candidam Casam", which was in the province of the Bernicians;
and that he was buried there, along with many other saints.[8]

Bede's information is minimal and he does not claim
it as fact, asserting only that he is passing on
"traditional" information. He provides the first
historical reference to Saint Ninian, in a passing
reference contained in the final part of a single
paragraph.

Aelred (c. 1160) [edit]

Leaving aside the tales regarding miracles, in the Vita Sancti Niniani Aelred includes the
following incidental information regarding Saint Ninian: that his father was a Christian king;
that he was consecrated a bishop in Rome and that he met Saint Martin in Tours; that Saint
Martin sent masons with him on his homeward journey, at his request; that these masons
built a church of stone, situated on the shore, and that on learning of Saint Martin's death,
Ninian dedicated the church to him; that a certain rich and powerful "King Tuduvallus" was

converted by him; that he died after having converted the Picts and returned home, being buried in a stone
sarcophagus near the altar of his church; and that he had once travelled with his brother, named "Plebia".[10]

Aelred said that in addition to finding information about Ninian in Bede, he took much additional information for
his Life of S. Ninian from a source written in a "barbarous language"; there is no further information about this
text. Aelred wrote his Life of S. Ninian sometime after spending ten years at the Scottish court and thus had
close connections both to the Scottish royal family and to Fergus of Galloway (who would resurrect the
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James Ussher, Archbishop of
Armagh, Primate of All Ireland.

Dedications to St. Ninian
(England, Scotland, Isle of
Man).[22][23][24][25]

Bishopric of Galloway), all of whom would have been pleased to have a manuscript with such a glowing
description of a Galwegian and Scottish saint. His work is what Thomas Heffernan refers to as a "sacred
biography," probably intended for a politically ambitious audience.[11][12]

Ussher (1639) [edit]

Ussher wrote that Ninian left Candida Casa for Cluayn-coner in Ireland,
and eventually died in Ireland; that his mother was a Spanish princess;
that his father wished to regain him after having assented to his training
for an ecclesiastical state; that a bell comes from heaven to call
together his disciples; that a wooden church was raised by him, with
beams delivered by stags; and that a harper with no experience at
architecture was the builder of the church. He adds that a smith and his
son, named respectively "Terna" and "Wyn", witnessed a miracle by
Ninian and that the saint was granted lands to be called
"Wytterna".[13][14]

In addition, Skene attributes the "traditional" date of Ninian's death (16
September 432) ultimately to Ussher's Life of Ninian, noting that the
date is "without authority."[15]

Ussher's contribution is often disparaged,[16][17] as he both invented
fictitious histories and misquoted legitimate manuscripts to suit his own
purposes.[18][19] Still, he had access to legitimate manuscripts, and he has contributed to some versions of the
traditional stories.

Other sources [edit]

Others who wrote of Saint Ninian used the accounts of Bede, Aelred, or Ussher, or used derivatives of them in
combination with information from various manuscripts. This includes John Capgrave (1393–1464), John of
Tinmouth (fl. c. 1366), John Colgan (d. c. 1657), and many others,[20] up to the present day.

The anonymously written 8th century hagiographic Miracula Nynie Episcopi (Miracles of Bishop Ninian) is
discounted as a non-historical account, and copies are not widely extant.[21]

Dedications to St Ninian [edit]

Dedications to Saint Ninian are expressions of respect for the good works
that are attributed to him, and the authenticity of the stories about him are
not relevant to that point. Almost all of the dedications have their origins in
the medieval era, after Aelred wrote his account.

The dedications are found throughout the lands of the ancient Picts of
Scotland, throughout Scotland south of the Firths of Clyde and Forth, in
Orkney and Shetland, and in parts of northern England. Ss Ninian and
Triduana's Church, Edinburgh is a Roman Catholic church dedicated to
Ninian.

Dedications on the Isle of Man date from the time of medieval Scottish
dominance, and are not natively inspired.

There are dedications to St. Ninian in East Donegal and Belfast; and a spot
formerly on the shore of Belfast Lough was traditionally known as St.
Ninian's point, where the missionary reputedly landed after a voyage from
Scotland. These connections reflect a strong Ulster-Scots heritage in both
areas of Ulster.

There are also dedications elsewhere in the world where there is a Scottish
heritage, such as Nova Scotia. St. Ninian's Cathedral is located in Antigonish, Nova Scotia.

There is a noticeable lack of dedications in the Scottish Highlands and Isles.

In Scotland the date 16 September is celebrated as St. Ninian's Day.[26]

In the modern era, Ss Ninian and Triduana's Church, Edinburgh is a Roman Catholic church constructed in
1932 that is dedicated to St. Ninian.

St Martin and St Ninian is a Catholic church in Whithorn, Wigtownshire constructed in 1959–60 in the Diocese of
Galloway. The architect was Harry Stuart Goodhart-Rendel, (1887–1859).
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St. Ninian's Cave,
Glasserton,
Wigtownshire by Sir
Herbert Maxwell. 1885
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Burgh of Nairn Seal,
depicting St. Ninian
(1906).
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Isle of Whithorn
St Ninian's Isle
St Ninian's Well
Vita Sancti Niniani ("Life of Saint Ninian")
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Niphon Kausokalybites
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Niphon.

Niphon Kausokalybites (Greek: Όσιος Νήφων Καυσοκαλυβίτης, 1316–1411) was a Greek Christian Orthodox
Saint and monk. He is celebrated by the Eastern Orthodox Church on June 14.[1]

A Greek, Niphon was born in the village of Lukovë, Himarë municipality, that time part of the Despotate of Epirus
(modern south Albania). From an early age he went to the monastery of Geromerion (near Filiates) where he
became a hesychast. Soon after he moved to the nearby monastery of Mesopotamon, where he became a
monk.[2]

Niphon went to the monastic state of Mount Athos sometime after 1335,[3] where he dedicated himself to
asceticism, under the guidance of the monastic Elders, Neilos Erichiotes, Theognostos and Maximos
Kausokalybites.[1][4] In 1345, Niphon was the protos of Mount Athos. At that time Athos came under the
protection of the Serbian Tsar Stefan Dusan, who accused him for heresy and Bogomilism, but he was
successfully defended by Gregory Palamas.[5] In 1347-8 Niphon was tried and deposed from his position as
protos after being accused by fellow monks of heresy.[6] He was succeeded by the Serbian monk Antonios. His
deposition is regarded as either part of the struggles between rival religious factions that predated the Serbian
control of the Athonite community or attempts of Stefan Dusan to gain control of Athos by appointing a Serbian
official as its head.[5][6] This intervention resulted in serious contradictions between the Greek dignitaries and
the Serbs of Hilandar monastery of Athos.[7]

During 1355-63 he was again accused of heresy when his servant Bardarius revealed before dying that he had
joined the Euchite movement, but was defended by Patriarch Callistus. It is considered unclear from
contemporary accounts whether Niphon was a Euchite or Hesychast at that time.[8] Niphon lived the rest of his
life as a hesychast, until his death in 1411.[1]

Niphon was also the author of the first biography of Maximos Kausokalybites, his spiritual tutor.[9]
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Noël Chabanel

Saint Noël Chabanel

Born February 2, 1613
Saugues (Haute-Loire), France

Died December 8, 1649 (aged 36)
Sainte-Marie among the Hurons
(Midland, Ontario, Canada)

Canonized June 29, 1930, Rome by Pope Pius
XI

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Noël Chabanel" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(February 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Noël Chabanel (February 2, 1613 – December 8, 1649) was a
Jesuit missionary at Sainte-Marie among the Hurons, and one of
the Canadian Martyrs.[1]

Biography [edit]

Chabanel entered the Jesuit novitiate at Toulouse at the age of
seventeen, and was a professor of rhetoric at several Jesuit
colleges. He was highly esteemed for virtue and learning. In 1643,
he was sent to New France along with Fathers Leonard Garreau
and Gabriel Druillettes. Although he studied the Algonquin
language for a time, he never made much headway.[2] He was
appointed to the mission at Sainte-Marie. In his apostolic labours
he was the companion of Fr. Charles Garnier.

As he felt a strong repugnance to the life and habits of the Huron,
and feared it might result in him withdrawing from the work, he
bound himself by vow never to leave the mission except under
obedience. Chabanel was sent to assist Jean de Brébeuf at the
mission of Saint Louis (near the present day hamlet of Victoria
Harbour), but was replaced by in February 1649 by Gabriel
Lalemant. Chabanel was sent to help Charles Garnier among the
Petun. One month later, Brébeuf and Lalemant were captured in an Iroquois raid on the St. Louis mission and
taken to the nearby mission off St. Ignace where they were killed.[2]

After the deaths of Brébeuf and Lalement, the Jesuits decided to abandon Sainte-Marie among the Hurons and
burned the mission rather than risk it being desecrated or taken over by Iroquois. In early December 1649,
Chabanel was directed to go to St. Joseph Island where St. Mary's had been temporarily transferred for the
winter. He traveled north to the mission of St. Matthias and then on December 7 headed east until he came to
the Nottawasaga River, where he and his guides became separated at the approach of an Iroquois raiding
party. It was reported that he was found by a Huron, named Louis Honarreennha, who offered to take him
across the river. Chabanel never reached St. Joseph's.[2]

Chabanel was martyred on December 8, 1649, by what is described as a "renegade" Huron.[3] There was a
strong presumption that he was killed by the man who offered to carry him across. Father Paul Ragueneau,
Provincial Superior, noted that Honarreennha was known to have believed and spread a false rumor that the
French had betrayed the Huron and made a secret treaty with the Iroquois; and later admitted killing
Chabanel.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Noël Chabanel canonized by Pope Pius XI on 29 June 1930.
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Noël Chabanel

Saint Noël Chabanel

Born February 2, 1613
Saugues (Haute-Loire), France

Died December 8, 1649 (aged 36)
Sainte-Marie among the Hurons
(Midland, Ontario, Canada)

Canonized June 29, 1930, Rome by Pope Pius
XI
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Noël Chabanel (February 2, 1613 – December 8, 1649) was a
Jesuit missionary at Sainte-Marie among the Hurons, and one of
the Canadian Martyrs.[1]

Biography [edit]

Chabanel entered the Jesuit novitiate at Toulouse at the age of
seventeen, and was a professor of rhetoric at several Jesuit
colleges. He was highly esteemed for virtue and learning. In 1643,
he was sent to New France along with Fathers Leonard Garreau
and Gabriel Druillettes. Although he studied the Algonquin
language for a time, he never made much headway.[2] He was
appointed to the mission at Sainte-Marie. In his apostolic labours
he was the companion of Fr. Charles Garnier.

As he felt a strong repugnance to the life and habits of the Huron,
and feared it might result in him withdrawing from the work, he
bound himself by vow never to leave the mission except under
obedience. Chabanel was sent to assist Jean de Brébeuf at the
mission of Saint Louis (near the present day hamlet of Victoria
Harbour), but was replaced by in February 1649 by Gabriel
Lalemant. Chabanel was sent to help Charles Garnier among the
Petun. One month later, Brébeuf and Lalemant were captured in an Iroquois raid on the St. Louis mission and
taken to the nearby mission off St. Ignace where they were killed.[2]

After the deaths of Brébeuf and Lalement, the Jesuits decided to abandon Sainte-Marie among the Hurons and
burned the mission rather than risk it being desecrated or taken over by Iroquois. In early December 1649,
Chabanel was directed to go to St. Joseph Island where St. Mary's had been temporarily transferred for the
winter. He traveled north to the mission of St. Matthias and then on December 7 headed east until he came to
the Nottawasaga River, where he and his guides became separated at the approach of an Iroquois raiding
party. It was reported that he was found by a Huron, named Louis Honarreennha, who offered to take him
across the river. Chabanel never reached St. Joseph's.[2]

Chabanel was martyred on December 8, 1649, by what is described as a "renegade" Huron.[3] There was a
strong presumption that he was killed by the man who offered to carry him across. Father Paul Ragueneau,
Provincial Superior, noted that Honarreennha was known to have believed and spread a false rumor that the
French had betrayed the Huron and made a secret treaty with the Iroquois; and later admitted killing
Chabanel.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Noël Chabanel canonized by Pope Pius XI on 29 June 1930.
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Saint Nonna of Nazianzus
Matron

Born c. 305
Nazianzus, Cappadocia

Died c. 374

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 5 August

Patronage death of children, information
services[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the mother of Saint David, see Saint Non.

Saint Nonna of Nazianzus was the wife of Gregory of Nazianzus
the Elder, and the mother of Gregory the Theologian, Caesarius,
and Gorgonia. She lived in Cappadocia, a province of the Roman
Empire in present-day central Turkey.

Life [edit]

After Nonna married, she converted her husband Gregory to
Christianity. He had been a member of the Hypsistarians, a Jewish-
pagan sect that worshipped Hypsistos, the "Most High" God. She
was the mother of three children, each of whom became saints,
the most notable of which being Gregory of Nazianzus. She
outlived her husband and two of her children, dying in 374.[2]

Her son Gregory tells of an occasion in 351 when Nonna fell sick with a severe illness and appeared to be at
the point of death. On his way to visit a friend, Gregory hurried instead to his mother who, in the meantime, had
begun to recover. She had a vision in which Gregory had given her magical cakes marked with the sign of the
cross, and blessed by him.[3]

Gregory championed Nonna as a model of Christian motherhood. He wrote of her,

My mother was a worthy companion for such a man [as my father] and her qualities were as great
as his. She came from a pious family, but was even more pious than they. Though in her body she
was but a woman, in her spirit she was above all men... Her mouth knew nothing but the truth, but
in her modesty she was silent about those deeds which brought her glory. She was guided by the
fear of God...[4]
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Nonnosus

Saint Nonnosus

Nonnosus statue, Thierhaupten Abbey

Born Italy?

Died 560?
Monte Soratte?

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Freising; Bamberg; Monte
Soratte

Feast September 2

Attributes oil lamp or hanging lamp ;
rock;[1] depicted sometimes as
a Benedictine monk (in black
habit) or as an abbot with a staff
or as a deacon wearing a
dalmatic[2]

Patronage Freising (co-patron);[1] Castel
Sant'Elia; dioceses of Sutri and
Nepi; invoked in Germany
against diseases of the
kidneys;[3] invoked against
physical defects, back pains,
and school-related students'
crises[1][2]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Byzantine diplomat and historian, see Nonnosus (historian).

Saint Nonnosus (c. 500 – 560 AD), also Nonosius, was a prior at
the San Silvestre monastery on Monte Soratte north of Rome and
later a monk at Suppentonia, near Civita Castellana. He was a
contemporary of Saint Benedict of Nursia.[2] Alban Butler has
written that “so little information has survived about Nonnosus that
he is not especially interesting in himself.”[3] His name does not
appear in any ancient martyrology.[3]

A deacon Nonnosus is mentioned in a 12th-century collection of
legends from Carinthia, Austria.[3] His cult was strong in Bavaria,[3]

where relics are kept in the crypt of Freising Cathedral. Veneration
of Nonnosus was also established at Monte Soratte in the 1650s,
due to the efforts of Andrea di San Bonaventura, a Cistercian
monk, and in 1661 some of his relics returned to Monte Soratte
and Nonnosus' cult spread across central Italy.[3] It is highly likely
that the legends of two different persons had been merged into
one by then.
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Sources [edit]

The sole source on Nonnosus' life is Pope Gregory I (r. 590-604),
who wrote about Saint Nonnosus after being asked by some
friends to create a compendium of miracle stories associated with
Italian saints.[3] Maximian, bishop of Syracuse, provided Gregory
with information about Nonnosus, after Gregory had forgotten the
details of the stories associated with Nonnosus -details in turn
acquired from Laurio, an old monk of the monastery of
Suppentonia. Laurio had been a friend of Nonnosus while the two
lived the monastic life there under the Abbot St. Anastasius of
Suppentonia.[3] According to Gregory, Nonnosus was a particularly
good-natured man and was buried at Monte Soratte.[3]

A re-interpretation for the origins of Nonnosus was posited by
archaeological excavations at the village of Molzbichl, near Spittal
an der Drau in Carinthia.[2] There, a tombstone carries an early
Christian inscription plate that reads: “Here rests the servant of
Christ, Nonnosus, deacon, who lived more or less for 103 years. He died on September 2 at this place died on
July 20...three years after the consulate of the illustrious men Lampadius and Orestes [i.e. in 533].”[2] The plate
may have been translated to the church from the nearby ancient city of Teurnia (at present-day St. Peter in
Holz in Lendorf), where Nonnosus could have served as a deacon in the troubled border area near the
Danube.[2] The area of St. Peter in Holz was, since the days of Emperor Arnulf, under the jurisdiction of the
bishops of Freising, so relics could have been transferred to Freising from there.[2]

Legends [edit]
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Miracles told of Nonnosus, as recorded by St. Gregory, state that
Nonnosus removed an enormous rock that had occupied land on which
he wanted to grow cabbage –fifty pairs of oxen had not been able to
move it; that he miraculously restored a glass lamp that had been
shattered against the floor;[4] and that he completely filled several
receptacles with olive oil after the a particularly bad harvest for the olive
crop.[3] The legends told of him tell of his ability to calm his abbot, who
was a despotic and irascible man.[3]

Veneration [edit]

When Monte Soratte was attacked by Muslim forces at the end of the
9th century, Nonnosus’ relics were taken to Suppentonia, and then,
around 1050, to Freising in Bavaria.[3] This occurred during the
episcopate of Bishop Nitker of Freising (r. 1039 -1052).[2] A fire
damaged the cathedral of Freising in 1159, and in 1161, while the
foundations of the church were being dug, remains of three people were
discovered, identified as the relics of Nonnosus, and two other saints:
Alexander and Justin.[2][3] The relics were reburied in the crypt of the
cathedral, after being translated there by Bishop Albert I of Freising

(1158–1184) in the presence of Archbishop Eberhard of Salzburg.[2]

In 1708, they were rediscovered again when a brick wall collapsed, but no one could remember their origin.[3]

Nevertheless, the Freising prince-bishop Johann Franz von Eckher (1696–1727) identified them as belonging to
Nonnosus and buried the relics in 1709 with great pomp in the crypt again, and the cathedral became a popular
pilgrimage site.[2][3] Nonnosus' head was taken to Bamberg at an uncertain date.[3]

Churches dedicated to Nonnosus stand not only in Molzbichl and St. Peter in Holz, but also in Berg im Drautal,
Hermagor, and Sappada (Pladen) in Italy. In Germany, Nonnosus was prayed to by sufferers from diseases of
the kidneys.[3] At Freising, these sufferers performed a ritual that involved crawling three times around
Nonnosus' sarcophagus on all fours, while praying for the saint’s help, a ritual called the reptatio per cryptam or
Durchschlüpfsbrauch.[3]
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Norbert of Xanten

Saint
Norbert of Xanten

Saint Norbert of Xanten, with the St. Michael's
Abbey, Antwerp

Bishop and Confessor
Born c. 1075

Genneperhuis, diocese of
Cologne, Holy Roman Empire

Died 6 June 1134
Magdeburg, Archbishopric of
Magdeburg (now Saxony-Anhalt,
Germany)

Venerated in Catholic Church

Canonized 1582, Rome by Pope Gregory XIII

Feast 6 June

Attributes monstrance; cross with two
beams[1]

Patronage Kingdom of Bohemia (now
Czech Republic), invoked during
childbirth for safe delivery;
Magdeburg[1]
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For other uses, see St. Norbert (disambiguation).

Norbert of Xanten (c. 1075 – 6 June 1134) (Xanten-Magdeburg),
also known as Norbert Gennep, was a bishop of the Catholic
Church, founder of the Premonstratensian order of canons
regular, and is venerated as a saint. Norbert was canonized by
Pope Gregory XIII in the year 1582, and his statue appears above
the Piazza colonnade of St. Peter's Square in Rome.
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Life and work [edit]

Norbert was born in Xanten, near the Rhineland in Germany. He
grew up and was also educated in Xanten, near Wesel, in the
Electorate of Cologne. His father, Heribert, Count of Gennep, was
a member of the high nobility of the Holy Roman Empire and
related to the imperial house and also to the House of Lorraine.
His mother was Hedwig of Guise. Through the influence of his
family he obtained a financial subsidy from the parish church of St.
Victor at Xanten when he accepted ordination to the
subdeaconate. His only task was to chant the Divine Office at the
Church, but he apparently paid someone a small fee to take his
place in the choir, because he gained an appointment as a
chaplain (religious counselor) to the emperor Henry V in Cologne.
The salaries from the Xanten fund and the royal treasury were
enough to equip him to live in the style of the nobility of the
times.[2]

He avoided ordination to the priesthood and even declined an
appointment as bishop of Cambrai in 1113. One day in the spring
of 1115, as he rode his horse to Vreden, in the western part of the Münsterland, a thunderbolt from a sudden
storm struck at his horse’s feet. The animal threw him and he lay unconscious for nearly an hour.[3] After this
near-fatal accident, his faith deepened, he renounced his appointment at Court and returned to Xanten to lead
a life of penance, placing himself under the direction of Cono, Abbot of St Sigeberg, near Cologne. In gratitude
to Cono, in 1115, Norbert founded the Abbey of Fürstenberg, endowed it with a portion of his property, and
made it over to Cono of Siegburg and his Benedictine successors. Norbert was then in his thirty-fifth year.[4] He
was ordained to the priesthood soon afterward. Norbert was a great devotee of the Eucharist and Our Lady.

He also adopted an asceticism so fierce that it killed his first three disciples. This may account for the failure of
his attempts to reform the canons of Xanten,[5] who denounced him as an innovator at the Council of Fritzlar in
1118. He then resigned his benefice, sold all his property and gave the proceeds to the poor. He visited Pope
Gelasius II, who gave him permission to become an itinerant preacher and he preached throughout lands in
what is now western Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands and northern France, being credited with a number of
miracles. In settlement after settlement he encountered a demoralized clergy, lonely, often practicing
concubinage and feeling that the official Church cared little about them.[2]
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Norbert (on the right) receives
the Augustinian Rule from
Augustine of Hippo. From the "Vita
Sancti Norberti," 12th-century
manuscript.

Statues of Saints Norbert,
Wenceslaus and Sigismund on the
Charles Bridge in Prague. The statue of

In Paris he would have witnessed the Canons of St. Victor, who had adopted the ascetic ideals of William of
Champagne. At Clairvaux and Citeaux he would have seen the Cistercian reforms among the monks. He also
became acquainted with the Cistercian administrative system that created an international federation of
monasteries with fair amount of centralized power, though local houses had a certain amount of independence.
These reforms, written up in their “Charter of Charity” would affect him significantly in his own future work.[2]

Canons Regular of Prémontré [edit]

At the Council of Reims in October 1119, Pope Calixtus II requested
Norbert to found a religious order in the Diocese of Laon in France. On
Christmas Day, 1120, Norbert established the Canons Regular of
Prémontré.[3]

For a Rule of life, Norbert chose the Rule of St. Augustine as was common
among communities of priests -‘canons’. In addition he adapted some of
the customs of the Cistercians. Even more of these would be brought in
later by Norbert's successor, Abbot Hugh of Fosse. In effect he produced a
community that would be somewhat monastic as far as house ministry. The
whole idea was that his active priests needed an ascetic and contemplative
haven and that was the purpose of the abbey discipline.[6]

Norbert chose a valley in the Forest of Coucy (a grant from the Bishop of
Laon), about 10 miles from Laon, named Prémontré. Hugh of Fosses,
Evermode of Ratzeburg, Antony of Nivelles, seven students of the
celebrated school of Anselm, and Ralph of Laon were among his first
thirteen disciples. By the next year the community had grown to 40. They
all took their vows and the Order of Canons Regular of Prémontré was
founded. The young community at first lived in huts of wood and clay,
arranged like a camp around the chapel of Saint John the Baptist, but they
soon built a larger church and a monastery for the religious who joined
them in increasing numbers. Going to Cologne to obtain relics for their
church, Norbert is said to have discovered, through a dream, the spot where those of Ursula and her
companions, of Gereon, and of other martyrs lay hidden.[7] In 1125, the constitution for the order was approved
by Pope Honorius II.

Norbert gained adherents in Germany, France, Belgium and Transylvania, and houses of his order were
founded in Floreffe, Viviers, St-Josse, Ardenne, Cuissy, Laon, Liège, Antwerp, Varlar, Kappenberg,
Grosswardein (Oradea/Nagyvárad) and elsewhere. Count Theobald II of Champagne wanted to enter the new
order, but Norbert counseled him to remain a layman and marry. Norbert prescribed a few rules and invested
Theobald with the white scapular of the order, and thus, in 1122, the Third Order of St. Norbert was instituted.[4]

He continued to preach throughout France, Belgium and Germany and was successful in combatting a
eucharistic heresy in Antwerp proposed by one Tanchelm. In commemoration of this, Norbert has been
proclaimed the "Apostle of Antwerp".[4]

In 1126 Pope Honorius II appointed Norbert to the Archbishopric of Magdeburg, where he put into practice the
precepts he instituted at Prémontré.[3] Several assassination attempts were made as he began to reform the lax
discipline of his see[8]. He was especially vigilant in protecting the Church's rights against the secular power.

In the schism following the election of Pope Innocent II in 1130, Norbert supported Innocent and resisted
Antipope Anacletus II. In Norbert's last years, he was chancellor and adviser to Lothair II, the Holy Roman
Emperor, persuading him to lead an army in 1133 to Rome to restore Innocent to the papacy.

Veneration [edit]

When Norbert died in Magdeburg on 6 June 1134, both the canons at
the cathedral and the canons at St. Mary's Abbey claimed the body.
The two parties resorted to Lothair III who decreed the body should be
buried in the Norbertine Abbey. In 1524, Martin Luther preached in the
city and, as a result, Magdeburg became a Protestant city. Numerous
attempts were made over the centuries by the Abbey of Strahov in
Prague to retrieve Norbert's body. Only after several military defeats at
the hand of Emperor Ferdinand II was the abbot of Strahov able to claim
the body. On 2 May 1627 the body was finally brought to Prague where
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Saint Norbert is in the middle); on the
left is Saint Wenceslas, while on the
right is Saint Sigismund.

Saint Norbert by Marten Pepijn
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it remains to this day, displayed as an auto-icon in a glass-fronted
tomb.[9]

Norbert was canonized by Pope Gregory XIII in the year 1582, and his
statue appears above the Piazza colonnade of St. Peter's Basilica in
Rome.

Legacy [edit]

Premonstratensian (or Norbertine) Canons in Europe, the US, Canada, South America, Zaire, South Africa,
India and Australia are involved in education, parochial ministry, university chaplaincy also youth work. St.
Norbert College in De Pere, Wisconsin, is the first institution of higher education to be founded by the
Norbertine order. St. Norbert College also houses the Center for Norbertine Studies, a collaborative partnership
between the college and the Premonstratensian order[10].

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Germany
List of Catholic saints
Saint Norbert of Xanten, patron saint archive
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Saint Notburga

Saint Notburga

The Baroque painting of Saint Notburga in the
church on Bled Island, northwestern Slovenia

Born c. 1265

Died September 13, 1313

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine St. Rupert near Eben

Feast September 13

Attributes ear of corn, or flowers and a
sickle in her hand; sometimes
the sickle is suspended in the
air

Patronage servants and peasants

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Notburga)

"Notburga" redirects here. For the main-belt asteroid, see 626 Notburga.

Saint Notburga (c. 1265 – September 13, 1313), also known as
Notburga of Rattenberg or Notburga of Eben, was an Austrian
saint from modern Tyrol. Notburga was a cook in the household of
Count Henry of Rattenberg, and used to give food to the poor.
She is the patron saint of servants and peasants.
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Life [edit]

Notburga was a cook in the household of Count Henry of
Rattenberg, and used to give food to the poor. But Ottilia, her
mistress, ordered her to feed any leftover food to the pigs. To
continue her mission, Notburga began to save some of her own
food, especially on Fridays, and took it to the poor.

According to her legend, one day her master met her and
commanded her to show him what she was carrying. She obeyed
but instead of the food he saw only shavings, and instead of wine,
vinegar. As a result of Notburga's actions, Ottilia dismissed her,
but soon fell dangerously ill. Notburga remained to nurse her and
prepared her for death.

Next, Notburga worked for a peasant in Eben am Achensee, on the
condition that she be permitted to go to church evenings before
Sundays and festivals. One evening her master urged her to continue working in the field. Throwing her sickle
into the air she supposedly said: "Let my sickle be judge between me and you," and the sickle remained
suspended in the air.

In the meantime, Count Henry had suffered difficulties, which he ascribed to his dismissal of Notburga, so he
rehired her. Shortly before her death she is said to have told her master to place her corpse on a wagon drawn
by two oxen and to bury her wherever the oxen stood still. The oxen drew the wagon to the chapel of St. Rupert
near Eben, where she was buried.

Veneration [edit]

Notburga's cult was ratified on March 27, 1862, and her feast is celebrated on September 13. She is usually
represented with an ear of corn, or flowers and a sickle in her hand; sometimes the sickle is suspended in the
air.
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Nothhelm

Nothhelm
Archbishop of Canterbury

Appointed 735

Term ended 17 October 739

Predecessor Tatwine

Successor Cuthbert

Other posts archpriest of St Paul's, London

Orders
Consecration 735

Personal details
Died 17 October 739

Buried Canterbury, Kent

Sainthood
Feast day 17 October[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church[2] ·
Anglican Communion[2]

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Nothelm)

This article is about the Archbishop of Canterbury. For the King of Sussex, see Nothhelm of Sussex.

Nothhelm (sometimes Nothelm;[3] died 739) was a medieval
Anglo-Saxon Archbishop of Canterbury. A correspondent of both
Bede and Boniface, it was Nothhelm who gathered materials from
Canterbury for Bede's historical works. After his appointment to
the archbishopric in 735, he attended to ecclesiastical matters,
including holding church councils. Although later antiquaries felt
that Nothhelm was the author of a number of works, later research
has shown them to be authored by others. After his death he was
considered a saint.
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Early life [edit]

Nothhelm was a contemporary of Boniface and Bede, whom he supplied with correspondence from the papal
library following a trip to Rome.[4] He also researched the history of Kent and the surrounding area for Bede,
supplying the information through the abbot of St Augustine's Abbey in Canterbury.[5] Before his appointment to
the archbishopric, he was the archpriest of the Saxon-built St Paul's Cathedral, London.[6]

Archbishop [edit]

Named to the see of Canterbury in 735, Nothhelm was consecrated the same year.[7] Pope Gregory III sent him
a pallium in 736.[8] He may have been appointed by Æthelbald, King of Mercia, whose councilor he was.[4]

Whether or not he owed his appointment to Æthelbald, Nothhelm was one of a number of Mercians who became
Archbishop of Canterbury during the 730s and 740s, during a time of expanding Mercian influence.[9] He held a
synod in 736 or 737, which drew nine bishops;[8] the meeting adjudicated a dispute over the ownership of a
monastery located at Withington.[10][a] A significant feature of this synod was the fact that no king attended, but
yet the synod still rendered judgement in the ownership even without secular oversight, which was more
usual.[11]

Nothhelm oversaw the reorganisation of the Mercian dioceses which took place in 737. The archbishop
consecrated Witta as Bishop of Lichfield and Totta as Bishop of Leicester.[8] The diocese of Leicester was firmly
established by this action,[12] although earlier attempts had been made to establish a bishopric there.[13] In 738,
Nothhelm was a witness on the charter of Eadberht I, the King of Kent.[8]

Bede addressed his work In regum librum XXX quaestiones to Nothhelm, who had asked the thirty questions on
the biblical book of Kings that Bede answered.[8] Bede's work De VIII Quaestionibus may have been written for
Nothhelm.[5] While he was archbishop, Boniface wrote to him, requesting a copy of the Libellus responsionum of
Pope Gregory I for use in Boniface's missionary efforts.[14] Boniface also asked for information on when the
Gregorian mission to England arrived in England.[5] This text of the Libellus responsionum has been the subject
of some controversy, with the historian Suso Brechter arguing that the text was a forgery created by Nothhelm
and a Roman archdeacon. The historian Paul Meyvaert has refuted this view, and most historians incline
towards the belief that the text is genuine, although it is not considered conclusively proven.[8]
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Death and legacy [edit]

Nothhelm died on 17 October 739[7] and was buried in Canterbury Cathedral.[8] He is considered a saint, and
his feast day is 17 October.[1] The antiquaries and writers John Leland, John Bale, and Thomas Tanner all felt
that Nothhelm was the author of various works, but later research has shown them to be authored by other
writers. A verse eulogy for Nothhelm, of uncertain date, survives in a 16th-century manuscript now at the
Lambeth Palace library.[8]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The resolution of the dispute is given in a surviving charter, Sawyer 1429.[10] A synopsis of the charter is
available online here .
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Archbishops of Canterbury

List of archbishops of Canterbury

Pre-Conquest

Augustine · Laurence · Mellitus · Justus · Honorius · Deusdedit · Wighard · Theodore of Tarsus
· Berhtwald · Tatwine · Nothhelm · Cuthbert · Bregowine · Jænberht · Æthelhard · Wulfred ·
Feologild · Ceolnoth · Æthelred · Plegmund · Athelm · Wulfhelm · Oda · Ælfsige · Byrhthelm ·
Dunstan · Æthelgar · Sigeric the Serious · Ælfric of Abingdon · Ælfheah · Lyfing · Æthelnoth ·
Eadsige · Robert of Jumièges · Stigand

Conquest to Reformation

Lanfranc · Anselm · Ralph d'Escures · William de Corbeil · Theobald of Bec · Thomas Becket ·
Roger de Bailleul · Richard of Dover · Baldwin of Forde · Reginald Fitz Jocelin · Hubert Walter ·
Reginald · John de Gray · Stephen Langton · Walter d'Eynsham · Richard le Grant ·
Ralph Neville · John of Sittingbourne · John Blund · Edmund of Abingdon · Boniface ·
William Chillenden · Robert Kilwardby · Robert Burnell · John Peckham · Robert Winchelsey ·
Thomas Cobham · Walter Reynolds · Simon Mepeham · John de Stratford · John de Ufford ·
Thomas Bradwardine · Simon Islip · William Edington · Simon Langham · William Whittlesey ·
Simon Sudbury · William Courtenay · Thomas Arundel · Roger Walden · Thomas Arundel ·
Henry Chichele · John Stafford · John Kemp · Thomas Bourchier · John Morton ·
Thomas Langton · Henry Deane · William Warham · Thomas Cranmer · Reginald Pole

Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot ·
William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson ·
Thomas Tenison · William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton ·
Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley
· John Bird Sumner · Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson ·
Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams ·
Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
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Nothhelm

Nothhelm
Archbishop of Canterbury

Appointed 735

Term ended 17 October 739

Predecessor Tatwine

Successor Cuthbert

Other posts archpriest of St Paul's, London

Orders
Consecration 735

Personal details
Died 17 October 739

Buried Canterbury, Kent

Sainthood
Feast day 17 October[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church[2] ·
Anglican Communion[2]

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Archbishop of Canterbury. For the King of Sussex, see Nothhelm of Sussex.

Nothhelm (sometimes Nothelm;[3] died 739) was a medieval
Anglo-Saxon Archbishop of Canterbury. A correspondent of both
Bede and Boniface, it was Nothhelm who gathered materials from
Canterbury for Bede's historical works. After his appointment to
the archbishopric in 735, he attended to ecclesiastical matters,
including holding church councils. Although later antiquaries felt
that Nothhelm was the author of a number of works, later research
has shown them to be authored by others. After his death he was
considered a saint.
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Early life [edit]

Nothhelm was a contemporary of Boniface and Bede, whom he supplied with correspondence from the papal
library following a trip to Rome.[4] He also researched the history of Kent and the surrounding area for Bede,
supplying the information through the abbot of St Augustine's Abbey in Canterbury.[5] Before his appointment to
the archbishopric, he was the archpriest of the Saxon-built St Paul's Cathedral, London.[6]

Archbishop [edit]

Named to the see of Canterbury in 735, Nothhelm was consecrated the same year.[7] Pope Gregory III sent him
a pallium in 736.[8] He may have been appointed by Æthelbald, King of Mercia, whose councilor he was.[4]

Whether or not he owed his appointment to Æthelbald, Nothhelm was one of a number of Mercians who became
Archbishop of Canterbury during the 730s and 740s, during a time of expanding Mercian influence.[9] He held a
synod in 736 or 737, which drew nine bishops;[8] the meeting adjudicated a dispute over the ownership of a
monastery located at Withington.[10][a] A significant feature of this synod was the fact that no king attended, but
yet the synod still rendered judgement in the ownership even without secular oversight, which was more
usual.[11]

Nothhelm oversaw the reorganisation of the Mercian dioceses which took place in 737. The archbishop
consecrated Witta as Bishop of Lichfield and Totta as Bishop of Leicester.[8] The diocese of Leicester was firmly
established by this action,[12] although earlier attempts had been made to establish a bishopric there.[13] In 738,
Nothhelm was a witness on the charter of Eadberht I, the King of Kent.[8]

Bede addressed his work In regum librum XXX quaestiones to Nothhelm, who had asked the thirty questions on
the biblical book of Kings that Bede answered.[8] Bede's work De VIII Quaestionibus may have been written for
Nothhelm.[5] While he was archbishop, Boniface wrote to him, requesting a copy of the Libellus responsionum of
Pope Gregory I for use in Boniface's missionary efforts.[14] Boniface also asked for information on when the
Gregorian mission to England arrived in England.[5] This text of the Libellus responsionum has been the subject
of some controversy, with the historian Suso Brechter arguing that the text was a forgery created by Nothhelm
and a Roman archdeacon. The historian Paul Meyvaert has refuted this view, and most historians incline
towards the belief that the text is genuine, although it is not considered conclusively proven.[8]

Death and legacy [edit]
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Nothhelm died on 17 October 739[7] and was buried in Canterbury Cathedral.[8] He is considered a saint, and
his feast day is 17 October.[1] The antiquaries and writers John Leland, John Bale, and Thomas Tanner all felt
that Nothhelm was the author of various works, but later research has shown them to be authored by other
writers. A verse eulogy for Nothhelm, of uncertain date, survives in a 16th-century manuscript now at the
Lambeth Palace library.[8]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The resolution of the dispute is given in a surviving charter, Sawyer 1429.[10] A synopsis of the charter is
available online here .
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List of archbishops of Canterbury

Pre-Conquest

Augustine · Laurence · Mellitus · Justus · Honorius · Deusdedit · Wighard · Theodore of Tarsus
· Berhtwald · Tatwine · Nothhelm · Cuthbert · Bregowine · Jænberht · Æthelhard · Wulfred ·
Feologild · Ceolnoth · Æthelred · Plegmund · Athelm · Wulfhelm · Oda · Ælfsige · Byrhthelm ·
Dunstan · Æthelgar · Sigeric the Serious · Ælfric of Abingdon · Ælfheah · Lyfing · Æthelnoth ·
Eadsige · Robert of Jumièges · Stigand

Conquest to Reformation

Lanfranc · Anselm · Ralph d'Escures · William de Corbeil · Theobald of Bec · Thomas Becket ·
Roger de Bailleul · Richard of Dover · Baldwin of Forde · Reginald Fitz Jocelin · Hubert Walter ·
Reginald · John de Gray · Stephen Langton · Walter d'Eynsham · Richard le Grant ·
Ralph Neville · John of Sittingbourne · John Blund · Edmund of Abingdon · Boniface ·
William Chillenden · Robert Kilwardby · Robert Burnell · John Peckham · Robert Winchelsey ·
Thomas Cobham · Walter Reynolds · Simon Mepeham · John de Stratford · John de Ufford ·
Thomas Bradwardine · Simon Islip · William Edington · Simon Langham · William Whittlesey ·
Simon Sudbury · William Courtenay · Thomas Arundel · Roger Walden · Thomas Arundel ·
Henry Chichele · John Stafford · John Kemp · Thomas Bourchier · John Morton ·
Thomas Langton · Henry Deane · William Warham · Thomas Cranmer · Reginald Pole

Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot ·
William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson ·
Thomas Tenison · William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton ·
Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley
· John Bird Sumner · Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson ·
Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams ·
Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
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Notker the Stammerer

Blessed Notker of Saint Gall

Monk
Born c. 840

Heligau or Jonschwil

Died 912
Abbey of Saint Gall

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Western Orthodox Church

Beatified 1512

Feast 7 April

Attributes A rod; Benedictine habit; book in
one hand and a broken rod in
the other with which he strikes
the Devil

Patronage Musicians; invoked against
stammering

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Notker Balbulus)

For other people named Notker of Saint Gall, see Notker (disambiguation).

Notker the Stammerer (Latin: Notcerus Balbulus;[1] c. 840 – 6
April 912 AD), also called Notker I, Notker the Poet or Notker
of Saint Gall, was a musician, author, poet, and Benedictine monk
at the Abbey of Saint Gall, now in Switzerland. He is commonly
accepted to be the "Monk of Saint Gall" (Monachus Sangallensis)
who wrote Gesta Karoli (the "deeds of Charlemagne").[2]
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Biography [edit]

Notker was born around 840, to a distinguished family. He would
seem to have been born at Jonschwil on the River Thur, south of
Wil, in what would become much later (in 1803) the canton of Saint
Gall in Switzerland; some sources claim Elgg to be his place of
birth. He studied with Tuotilo at Saint Gall's monastic school, and
was taught by Iso of St. Gallen [de], and the Irishman, Moengall. He
became a monk there and is mentioned as librarian in 890 and as
master of guests in 892–4. He was chiefly active as a teacher, and
displayed refinement of taste as poet and author.[3]

Ekkehard IV, the biographer of the monks of Saint Gall, lauds him
as "delicate of body but not of mind, stuttering of tongue but not of
intellect, pushing boldly forward in things Divine, a vessel of the
Holy Spirit without equal in his time".[3] He died in 912. He was beatified in 1512.

Works [edit]

He completed Erchanbert's chronicle, arranged a martyrology, composed a metrical biography of Saint Gall,
and authored other works.[3]

In his martyrology, he appeared to corroborate one of St Columba's miracles. St Columba, being an important
father of Irish monasticism, was also important to St Gall and thus to Notker's own monastery. Adomnan of Iona
had written that at one point Columba had through clairvoyance seen a city in Italy near Rome being destroyed
by fiery sulphur as a divine punishment and that three thousand people had perished. And shortly after
Columba saw this, sailors from Gaul arrived to tell the news of it. Notker claimed in his martyrology that this
event happened and that an earthquake had destroyed a city which was called 'new'. It is unclear what this city
was that Notker was claiming, although some thought it may have been Naples (previously called 'Neapolis' –
new city). However Naples was destroyed by a volcano in 512 before Columba was born, and not during
Columba's lifetime.[4]

His Liber Hymnorum, created between 881 and 887, is an early collection of Sequences, which he called
"hymns", mnemonic poems for remembering the series of pitches sung during a melisma in plainchant,
especially in the Alleluia. It is unknown how many or which of the works contained in the collection are his. The
hymn Media Vita, was erroneously attributed to him late in the Middle Ages.

Ekkehard IV wrote of fifty sequences composed by Notker. He was formerly considered to have been the
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Notker Balbulus, from a medieval
manuscript

inventor of the sequence, a new species of religious lyric, but this is now considered doubtful, though he did
introduce the genre into Germany. It had been the custom to prolong the Alleluia in the Mass before the
Gospel, modulating through a skillfully harmonized series of tones. Notker learned how to fit the separate
syllables of a Latin text to the tones of this jubilation; this poem was called the sequence (q.v.), formerly called
the "jubilation". (The reason for this name is uncertain.) From 881–7 Notker dedicated a collection of such
verses to Bishop Liutward of Vercelli, but it is not known which or how many are his.

The Monk of Saint Gall [edit]

The "Monk of Saint Gall" (Latin: Monachus Sangallensis; the name is
not contemporary, being given by modern scholars), the ninth-century
writer of a volume of didactic eulogistic anecdotes regarding the
Emperor Charlemagne, is now commonly believed to be Notker the
Stammerer.[5] This monk is known from his work to have been a native
German-speaker, deriving from the Thurgau, only a few miles from the
Abbey of Saint Gall; the region is also close to where Notker is believed
to have derived from. The monk himself relates that he was raised by
Adalbert, a former soldier who had fought against the Saxons, the Avars
("Huns" in his text) and the Slavs under the command of Kerold, brother
of Hildegard, Charlemagne's second wife; he was also a friend of
Adalbert's son, Werinbert, another monk at Saint Gall, who died as the
book was in progress.[6] His teacher was Grimald von Weißenburg [de],
the Abbot of Saint Gall from 841 to 872, who was, the monk claims,
himself a pupil of Alcuin.

The monk's untitled work, referred to by modern scholars as De Carolo
Magno ("Concerning Charles the Great") or Gesta Caroli Magni ("The
Deeds of Charles the Great"), is not a biography but consists instead of

two books of anecdotes relating chiefly to the Emperor Charlemagne and his family, whose virtues are
insistently invoked. It was written for Charles the Fat,[7] great-grandson of Charlemagne, who visited Saint Gall
in 883.[8] It has been scorned by traditional historians, who refer to the Monk as one who "took pleasure in
amusing anecdotes and witty tales, but who was ill-informed about the true march of historical events", and
describe the work itself as a "mass of legend, saga, invention and reckless blundering": historical figures are
claimed as living when in fact dead; claims are attributed to false sources (in one instance,[9] the Monk claims
that "to this King Pepin [the Short] the learned Bede has devoted almost an entire book of his Ecclesiastical
History"; no such account exists in Bede's history – unsurprisingly, given that Bede died in 735 during the reign
of Charlemagne's grandfather Charles Martel); and Saint Gall is frequently referenced as a location in
anecdotes,[10] regardless of historical verisimilitude (Pepin the Hunchback, for example, is supposed to have
been sent to Saint Gall as punishment for his rebellion, and – in a trope owed to Livy's tale of Tarquin and the
poppies – earns a promotion to rich Prüm Abbey after advising Charlemagne through an implicit parable of
hoeing thistles to execute another group of rebels). The Monk also mocks and criticizes bishops and the
prideful, high-born incompetent, showy in dress and fastidious and lazy in habits, whilst lauding the wise and
skillful government of the Emperor with nods to the deserving poor. Several of the Monk's tales, such as that of
the nine rings of the Avar stronghold, have been used in modern biographies of Charlemagne.[citation needed]

The Monk of Saint Gall is commonly believed to be Notker the Stammerer: Louis Halphen[11] has delineated the
points of similarity between the two: the Monk claims to be old, toothless and stammerering; and both share
similar interests in church music, write with similar idioms, and are fond of quoting Virgil.[12] The text is dated to
the 880s from mentions in it of Carloman (died 880), half-brother of Charles the Fat, the "circumscribed lands"
of Carloman's son Arnulf, who succeeded as King of the Germans in 887, and the destruction of Prüm Abbey,
which occurred in 882.
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Saint Novatus

St. Novatus by Bernardino Nocchi (1803),
church of Santa Pudenziana, Rome, Italy

Confessor
Born Rome

Died 151

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized pre-congregation

Feast 20 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the third century scholar, priest, theologian and antipope also known as Novatus, see Novatian.

Saint Novatus (died c. 151) is an early Christian saint. His feast
day is June 20.

Novatus and his brother, the martyr Timotheus, were the sons of
Saint Pudens and Claudia Rufina and the brothers of Saints
Pudentiana and Praxedes.[1] His paternal grandfather was Quintus
Cornelius Pudens, the Roman senator, who with his wife, Priscilla,
was among St. Peter's earliest converts in Rome and in whose
house the Apostle dwelt while in that city. A portion of the structure
of the modern church of Santa Pudenziana (Via Urbana) is thought
to be part of the senatorial palace or of the baths built by Novatus.

According to the 5th-century church historian Philostorgius,
Novatus was of Phrygian descent.[2]

The city of Novato, California, is named after a local Miwok leader
who had probably been given the name of Saint Novatus at his
baptism.[3]
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Nunilo and Alodia

Carving of Nunilo and Alodia on the
collegiate church of Alquézar. The base
of the carving reads "Nonyla", but her
sister's name has been broken off.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Nunilo and Alodia (died c. 842/51) were a pair of child martyrs
from Huesca. Born of a mixed marriage, they eschewed the Islam of
their father in favour of their mother's Christianity. They were executed
by the Muslim authorities of Huesca in accordance with sharia law as
apostates. Their feast day is 22 October.

The girls were arrested during the persecutions conducted by Abd ar-
Rahman II, the Emir of Córdoba. When they refused to disavow their
faith they were placed in a brothel and later beheaded. Their relics were
revered at the monastery of Leyre in the tenth and eleventh centuries,
when a portal was fashioned bearing their image, which still survives.

The Translatio sanctarum Nunilonis et Alodiae, a short account of the
translation of their relics to the monastery of Leyre in 851, survives in
two tenth-century manuscripts. The children's relics were translated
from Huesca to Leyre by Oneca, the wife of Íñigo Arista, King of
Navarre. There are some discrepancies between the account of the
martyrdom in the Translatio and that recorded by Eulogius of Córdoba.
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Nuno Álvares Pereira

His Lordship
The Count of Barcelos,
Ourém and Arraiolos

Constable of Portugal
In office

6 April 1385 – 1 November 1431

Monarch John I of Portugal

Preceded by Álvaro Pires de Castro

Succeeded by John of Portugal

Lord High Steward
In office

6 April 1385 – 1 November 1431

Monarch John I of Portugal

Preceded by Garcia Rodrigues de Taborda

Succeeded by Diogo Lopes de Sousa

Personal details
Born 24 June 1360

Cernache de Bonjardim,
Portugal

Died 1 November 1431 (aged 71)
Convent of the Carmelites,
Lisbon, Portugal

Nun'Álvares
Pereira coat of
arms

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the governor of Portuguese Ceylon, see Nuno Álvares Pereira (governor).

D. Nuno Álvares Pereira, O. Carm. (Portuguese
pronunciation: [ˈnunu ˈaɫvɐɾɨʃ pɨˈɾɐjɾɐ]; 24 June 1360 – 1 November
1431), also spelled Nun'Álvares Pereira, 7th Count of
Barcelos, 3rd Count of Ourém and 2nd Count of Arraiolos,
was a Portuguese general of great success who had a decisive
role in the 1383-1385 Crisis that assured Portugal's independence
from Castile. He later became a mystic and was beatified by Pope
Benedict XV, in 1918, and canonised by Pope Benedict XVI in
2009.[1]

Nuno Álvares Pereira is often referred to as the Saint Constable
(Portuguese: Santo Condestável) or as Saint Nuno of Saint
Mary (Portuguese: São Nuno de Santa Maria), his religious
name.[2]
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Early life [edit]

Nuno Álvares Pereira was born on 24 June
1360 in Flor da Rosa, near Crato, central
Portugal, the illegitimate son of Dom Álvaro
Gonçalves Pereira, Prior of Crato and Iria
Gonçalves do Carvalhal.[3] His grandfather
was Dom Gonçalo (Gonçalves) Pereira, 97th
Archbishop of Braga (1326–1349). He was
descended from the oldest Portuguese and
Galician nobility.

About a year after his birth, the child was
legitimized by royal decree[4] and so was able to receive a knightly
education typical of the offspring of the noble families of the time.

At 13 years of age he became page to Queen Leonor.[3] At age 16, he married Leonor de Alvim, a rich young
widow,[3] daughter of João Pires de Alvim and wife Branca Pires Coelho and childless widow of Vasco
Gonçalves Barroso. Three children were born to the union, two boys who died early in life, and a girl, Beatrice,
who would eventually marry Afonso, first Duke of Bragança, son of King João I.[2]

Military life [edit]

Nuno began military service in 1373, when he was only 13, and helped stop an invasion from Castile. However,
according to his own words, his first military campaigns were no more than skirmishes on the borders of
Portugal. He was an impetuous and brave young man who soon showed himself to be an excellent leader.

When King Fernando I of Portugal died in 1383, his only heir was Beatrice, married to king John I of Castile. In
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The Battle of Aljubarrota

Statue of Nuno Álvares Pereira atop
the portal of Santo Condestável church,
Lisbon

Saint Nuno of Saint Mary

order to preserve Portuguese independence, the nobles supported the claim of King Fernando's step-brother
John, Master of Aviz to the throne. John was a natural son of Peter I of Portugal. After his first victory over the
Castilians, in the Battle of Atoleiros (April 1384), João of Aviz named Nuno Álvares Pereira Protector and
second Constable of Portugal (Condestável do Reino), in practice supreme commander of Portugal’s armies,
and third Count of Ourém.[5] He was only 24 years old.

Nuno used guerilla tactics trying to dislodge the Castilian army besieging Lisbon in 1384 but plague finally
drove them away.[6]

In April 1385, João of Aviz was recognized as king by the kingdom assembly (the Cortes) as John I. This
triggered an invasion of the country by Juan I of Castile, in support of his wife's rights to the throne. Nuno
Álvares Pereira was engaged against the northern cities loyal to the Castilians. During this time of war, he fed
the hungry populations of his Castilian opposition at his own expense.[5]

On 14 August 1385, at Aljubarrota he led 6,500 volunteers
to victory against a Castilian force of over 30,000, thus
ending the threat of annexation. He attributed the victory to
the Blessed Virgin, whose name, Maria, was inscribed on
his sword.[5] Dedicated to Mary, he fasted on Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays. The banner he chose as his
personal standard bore the image of the cross, of Mary
and of the saintly knights James and George. At his own
expense he built numerous churches and monasteries,
among which was the Carmelite church in Lisbon and the
church of Our Lady of Victories at Batalha.[2]

After the 1383-1385 Crisis, Álvares Pereira received from John I the titles of second Count of Arraiolos and
seventh Count of Barcelos, which, along with the previous one, were the only three countdoms existing at the
time and which had been taken from nobles who had taken the part of Castile. He was also made the 38th
Mordomo-Mór (Major Majordomo) of the Realm.

Not wanting to give the enemy room to manoeuvre, John I and his supreme general took the offensive and
raided several Castilian towns, defeating once again a much larger Castilian army at the Battle of Valverde.[4]

He continued to watch out for Juan I of Castile, until his death in 1390. When hostilities ended, he gave the bulk
of his wealth to the veterans.[2]

Religious life [edit]

After the death of his wife, he became a Carmelite friar (he joined the
Order in 1423) at the Carmo Convent (Lisbon) which he had founded[4]

in fulfilment of a vow, and took the name of Friar Nuno of Saint Mary
(Portuguese: Frei Nuno de Santa Maria). There he lived until his death
on 1 November of 1431. He was noted for his prayer, his practise of
penance and his filial devotion to the Mother of God. Nuno suffered
from debilitating arthritis.[7]

During the last year of his life, King John I went to visit and embrace him
for the last time. He wept for he considered Nuno Álvares Pereira his
closest friend, the one who had put him on the throne and saved his
country's independence.

Nuno Álvares Pereira's tomb was lost in the famous 1755 Lisbon
earthquake. His epitaph read:

"Here lies that famous Nuno, the Constable, founder of the House of Bragança, excellent general,
blessed monk, who during his life on earth so ardently desired the Kingdom of Heaven that after
his death, he merited the eternal company of the Saints. His worldly honors were countless, but he
turned his back on them. He was a great Prince, but he made himself a humble monk. He founded,
built and endowed this church in which his body rests."

Veneration [edit]

Nuno was beatified on 23 January 1918 by Pope Benedict XV.[4]

He was celebrated liturgically on 1 April as an obligatory memorial
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Mystic
Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 23 January 1918, Vatican City by
Pope Benedict XV

Canonized 26 April 2009, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Feast 1 April
6 November (Portugal)

Statue of Nuno Álvares Pereira on
horseback in Batalha

by the Order of Carmelites and as an optional memorial by the
Order of Discalced Carmelites.

He had been on the point of being canonised by decree in 1940
by Pope Pius XII. According to a recent statement by the postulator
general of the Carmelite Order, his canonisation was postponed
for diplomatic reasons (the Portuguese ambassador indicated that
the time was not right).[8]

On 3 July 2008 Pope Benedict XVI signed two decrees in Rome,
promulgating the heroic virtues of Nuno and the authenticity of a
miracle that had already been previously confirmed as such by
medical and theological commissions. By this act, the pope
formally canonised Friar Nuno de Santa Maria Álvares Pereira.
The public celebration of his canonisation took place on 26 April
2009 in Saint Peter's Square in the Vatican City. The Carmelites
now celebrate St Nuno on 6 November; the date also appointed for
his feast in Portugal.

Prayer [edit]

Lord God,
you called Saint Nuno Álvares Pereira
to put aside his sword and follow Christ
under the Patronage of Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
Through his prayers may we too deny ourselves,
and devote ourselves to you with all our hearts.
We ask this through Christ, Our Lord.

Legacy [edit]

The Blessed Nuno Society is a mission society and prayer apostolate
officially recognized by the Catholic Church as a diocesan Private
Association of the Christian Faithful and affiliated with, the Catholic
Diocese of Duluth, Minnesota.[5]

Nuno Álvares Pereira had a daughter by his marriage to Leonor de
Alvim, Beatriz Pereira de Alvim,[4] who later became the wife of Afonso,
first Duke of Braganza. Therefore, Nuno Álvares Pereira was, through
the female line, the ancestor of the House of Braganza which became
the Portuguese royal house in the 17th century, ruling the Kingdom of
Portugal (1640–1910), the Kingdom of Brazil (1815–1822) and the Empire of Brazil (1822–1889).

See also [edit]

Saint Nuno Álvares Pereira, patron saint archive
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Nunzio Sulprizio

Saint
Nunzio Sulprizio

Layman
Born 13 April 1817

Pescosansonesco, Pescara,
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies

Died 5 May 1836 (aged 19)
Naples, Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies

Resting
place

Chiesa di San Domenico
Soriano

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1 December 1963, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Paul VI

Canonized 14 October 2018, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast 5 May

Attributes Rosary
Anvil

Patronage The disabled
Blacksmiths
Workers
Pescosansonesco

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nunzio Sulprizio (13 April 1817 – 5 May 1836) was an Italian
Roman Catholic from Pescara who worked as an apprentice
blacksmith.[1][2] He suffered from poor health during his brief life
and was considered to those who knew him to be a gentle and
pious individual.

Sulprizio was beatified in late 1963 after the recognition of two
miracles (direct healings) attributed to his intercession.[1] Pope
Francis confirmed his canonization on 8 June 2018 after the
confirmation of a second miracle and Sulprizio was canonized on
14 October 2018.
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2.1 Canonization miracle
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Nunzio Sulprizio was born on 13 April 1817 to Domenico Sulprizio
(who was born in Popoli) and Rosa Luciani just after Easter; he
was named after his paternal grandfather Nunzio who died on 8
September 1803. His parents had married on 28 May 1816 and he
himself was born during a time of great famine.[3] He was baptized
before sunset mere hours after his birth. His parents took him to
the Bishop of Sulmona Francesco Tiberi on 16 May 1820 so he
could receive his Confirmation in the faith.[2]

His father died on 31 July 1820 and his mother remarried in 1822
for financial support to a much older man; his little sister Domenica
died just months after their father on 7 December 1820. His
stepfather viewed Sulprizio with little more than harshness and
contempt. The relationship between the two was nonexistent and
Sulprizio bonded more with his mother and maternal grandmother.
During this period he attended the school in Corvara that the
priest De Fabiis managed.[1][2] It was around this time he also
started to attend school that a local priest ran where he learned to
read and to write. In his childhood he took the time to attend Mass
and come to know Jesus Christ but also to follow His example and that of the saints.

His mother died on 5 March 1823 and he and was sent to live with his maternal grandmother Anna Rosaria
Luciani del Rossi who was illiterate but firm in the faith. The two often took walks together and attended Mass on
a regular basis. He also began to attend the school for poor students that Father Fantacci managed; his
grandmother later died on 4 April 1826. It was following this that his uncle - Domenico Luciani (often called
"Mingo") - took him on as an apprentice blacksmith.[2] His uncle was harsh on him and often left him without
proper nourishment and did not feed him if he perceived that Sulprizio needed either discipline or correction. He
sent Sulprizio to run errands regardless of the distance which put a great strain upon him. He was also beaten
or cursed if his uncle did not like how he did his errands.[1][3] The work was too much for him due to his age and
he contracted a disease in 1831. This occurred one winter morning when his uncle sent him to the slopes of
Rocca Tagliata for supplies. That evening he became exhausted and had a swollen leg and a burning fever
forcing him to bed. He did not mention this to his uncle though the next morning found he could no longer stand.
His uncle was indifferent to his suffering.[2] His condition was later diagnosed as gangrene in one leg. He was
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Sulprizio's canonization in 2018.

hospitalized first in L'Aquila between April and June and then in Naples. Despite his pain he dealt with it with
patience and his offering his pain to God.

During his illness at home he needed to clean his sore on a constant basis since it oozed puss. There was one
occasion where he went to a stream close to home to clean his wound but a woman who came to wash her
clothes chased him off after telling him that he would pollute the water. Instead he found another stream and
was able to recite several rosaries as he let the water clean his sore.[3]

The hospitalized Sulprizio later met his paternal uncle - Francesco Sulprizio (a soldier) - who introduced him to a
fellow soldier: Colonel Felice Wochinger. His uncle introduced him to that colonel in 1832. The two's relationship
soon grew until it became that of father and son. Gaetano Errico - future saint - promised him that he would
admit him into his religious order when the time was right.[2] On 20 June 1832 he entered the Hospital of the
Incurables to seek further treatment with the colonel providing for all his needs during this time. He also
prepared for his First Communion during this time and was enthusiastic about receiving it earlier despite the
fact that rules dictated that he had to be fifteen. He also went to spa treatments on the island of Ischia and was
able to abandon crutches in favor of a simple walking stick.

In 1835 the doctors decided to amputate his leg as their sole option but his pain continued. His situation
worsened in March 1836 and his suffering increased when his fever increased. He continued to place his trust
in God and was well aware of the fact that the end was near. Two months later on the date of his death he
asked for a crucifix to be brought to him before summoning his confessor and to receive the sacraments for the
last time. He died in 1836 due to the disease he contracted. His remains are now located in the Church of San
Domenico Soriano in Naples.[1][2] Decades after his death Pope Leo XIII proposed Sulprizio as a model for
workers.

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process opened in both Naples and Pescara-Penne
in an informative process that was launched on 3 July 1843 and which
later concluded over a decade later on 5 September 1856; Pope Pius
IX launched the cause on 9 July 1859 in which he was titled as a
Servant of God. Theologians later approved his writings being in line
with official Church doctrine on 7 September 1871 while the
Congregation for Rites validated the informative phase sometime
later on 20 September 1877. In September 1884 an antepreparatory
committee met to discuss the cause as did a preparatory one in
October 1889 and a last general committee on 6 February 1891. The

successful conclusion of these processes meant that the cause could be taken to the pope for his final
approval. He was proclaimed to be Venerable on 21 July 1891 after Pope Leo XIII confirmed that Sulprizio had
lived a model life of heroic virtue. Leo XIII proposed Sulprizio as an appropriate model for workers of all ages.

The two miracles required for his beatification (or healings that came after petitions for his intercession) were
investigated in their dioceses of origin. It was then subject to further investigation at the C.O.R. whose
preparatory committee approved the miracle on 8 January 1963 as did a general one on 5 March; Pope John
XXIII later approved the beatification just before his death and therefore could not celebrate the beatification.
His successor Pope Paul VI beatified him on 1 December 1963 in Saint Peter's Basilica.

The miracle required for his canonization was investigated in Taranto and Archbishop Filippo Santoro placed
the case under diocesan examination in a process that spanned from 19 June 2015 until 11 July 2016.[4]

Following this process the documentation gathered was sent to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in
Rome for additional medical and theological examination. The C.C.S. approved this miracle at their meeting
held on 5 June 2018. Pope Francis confirmed this miracle on 8 June and confirmed that Sulprizio would be
canonized on 14 October 2018.

Canonization miracle [edit]

The miracle that led to his canonization concerned a man who was injured in a motorbike accident who fell into
a coma. One relic of Sulprizio was - at the request of his relations - placed in his hospital room. Almost a week
later his parents were told he had made remarkable progress, and had awakened from his coma and not in a
vegetative state as was believed.[4]
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Nykyta Budka

Blessed
Nykyta Budka

Born 7 June 1877, Dobromirka,
Austria-Hungary

Died 28 September 1949 (aged 72),
Karaganda, USSR

Martyred by Communists

Means of
martyrdom

Gulag

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 27 June 2001, Ukraine,
by Pope John Paul II

Feast 28 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Nykyta Budka (Ukrainian: Никита Будка aka Nikita, Mykyta, or
Nicetas Budka, June 7, 1877, Dobromirka, Austria-Hungary –
October 1, 1949, Karaganda, USSR) was a clergyman of the
Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church who lived and worked in Austria-
Hungary, Canada, Poland, and the Soviet Union. In Canada, he is
noted as the first bishop of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in
Canada, and was the first Eastern Catholic bishop with full
jurisdiction ever appointed in the New World.[1]

He was born into a fairly well to-do and political active peasant
family in the village of Dobromirka in Zbarazh powiat (county), then
part of Galicia, in Austria-Hungary in 1877. He received his primary
education in his native village and the county town, and later
studied at the classical gymnasium in Ternopil, where he
graduated in 1897 with honors. He then worked as a tutor for the
children of Prince Leo Sapieha in Bilche Zolote, and then did a
year of military service, taking officer's training in Vienna. He
studied law at the University of Lviv and theology at Lviv
Theological Seminary. In 1902 he entered the Collegium
Canisianum in Innsbruck, Austria. Budka was ordained as a priest
by Metropolitan Andriy (Sheptytsky) in L'viv, the capital of Austrian
Galicia, on October 25, 1905 at the age of twenty-eight.

In 1907 Budka was named the prefect of the seminary in Lviv. In
1909 he wrote a doctoral dissertation on Byzantine religious
history 1909 entitled Діссертация докторска: Дисциплїна
Грецкої Церкви в сьвітлі полєміки за часів Фотия, but was not
able to defend it due to ill health and later his departure for
Canada. Besides his other duties he was later also made an
adviser to the marriage tribunal and a consultant on emigration
issues, which became his real avocation. During his studies, in 1907, he organized a Galician branch of the St.
Raphael Society (an immigrants' aid charity) to protect Ukrainian emigrants from Galicia and Bukovina, and
worked in the organization for five years, during which time he toured Ukrainian settlements in Prussia and
Bosnia. He was also the founder and editor of the monthly publication Емігрант ("Emigrant") from 1910 - 1912.
During this time he was charged with the care of Ukrainian immigrants in Austria, Germany, Brazil, Argentina,
Canada and Bosnia by Metropolitan Andriy.

He was appointed bishop for Ukrainian Catholics in Canada and titular bishop of Patara on July 15, 1912 by
Pope Pius XI, and was consecrated (ordained a bishop) on October 14 of that year. He arrived in Winnipeg in
December of 1912 and immediately embarked on a tour of the Ukrainian block settlements of Western
Canadian by train, horse, and foot in difficult winter conditions, returning in March 1913. His first organization
tasks were to secure charters of incorporation under provincial laws for various parishes and one under federal
law for the eparchy as a whole. The highly controversial issue of who should own church property in Canada: a
local parish council, or the (Latin-controlled) hierarchy was thus somewhat diffused. He also took over the
newspaper Canadian Ruthenian from the Latin bishops and published his pastoral letters in it.[2]

In Canada he helped to establish residences for Ukrainian youth, organize parishes, build churches and
schools, and found the seminaries named for Andriy Sheptytsky in Saint-Boniface, Manitoba and Taras
Shevchenko in Edmonton, Alberta. In Canada, he became known as a strident defender of the autonomy of the
Ukrainian church from the Latin hierarchy, and a fierce opponent of missionary activities amongst Ukrainian
Canadians by Russian Orthodox and Protestant churches, and of secularism. He was broadly supportive of
Ukrainian nationalism.[3]

Before the Great War, his greatest struggle was against a group of young anti-clerical professionals, mostly
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Alberta

teachers. They sought to establish or defend Ukrainian institutions in Canada with an overtly nationalist (and
often secular) orientation. They saw Budka as insufficiently nationalist, bound to the Latin hierarchy, seeking to
establish Catholic predominance over the Ukrainian community, and the hierarchy's control of the church
(including the flash point issue of ownership of church buildings). This ultimately led to the creation of the
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada by dissenting parishes in 1918 and a full schism between that
group at the Catholic church.[4] By the same token the socialist wing of the community started its own quasi-
church institution, the Ukrainian Labour Temple Association, in 1918. While most Ukrainians in Canada were still
Catholic, after 1918 the Catholic Church permanently lost its role as the predominate institution of Ukrainian life.

In Canada Budka is most famous for his pastoral letter just before the outbreak
of World War I, in which he urged Ukrainians in Canada with reservist
obligations to return to their homeland to enlist and fight. Their homeland was
Austria, which soon was at war with Canada. Although he later retracted his
letter, the damage was already done.[5] This helped inflame an existing
suspicion and scrutiny of the Ukrainian Canadian community by the wider public
and the government that led to the internment of Ukrainians in Canada during
the war. Budka, who was naturalized as British subject (i.e. Canadian citizen) in
1918 or 1920[6] was charged twice with crimes of disloyalty and cleared in both
cases.

Following the war he continued his organizational work despite his eparchy's
precarious finances: he help found the Ukrainian National Council in Winnipeg
in 1919, hosted a sobor (synod) in Yorkton in 1924. He continued until 1927,
when he left for a visit to Rome and while there asked to be transferred back to
Galicia, exhausted from his fifteen years at the head of the Canadian church.[7]

In 1928, he returned to now Polish-controlled Galicia and became vicar general
of the Metropolitan Curia in L'viv and worked on the restoration of the Shrine of
the Virgin in Zarvanytsia. At the end of World War II, Galicia was occupied by
the Soviet Union, and Budka opposed the communist-mandated separation of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church from Rome, and for this he was imprisoned on
April 11, 1945, along with other bishops.[8] He was charged with teaching in an underground seminary,
conducting a memorial service for the victims of the Soviet occupation of Galicia in 1939, and campaigning for
the secession of Ukraine for the Soviet Union. Sentenced to 8 years imprisonment, he was sent to Kazakhstan
to serve his sentence. He died in the Gulag on September 28, 1949 from what Soviet officials said was a heart
attack. The location of the prison camp's cemetery was kept secret from locals but is believed to be where a pig
farm is located today.

Budka was beatified as a martyr on June 27, 2001, in a Byzantine rite ceremony by Pope John Paul II in Lviv.
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